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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Regional Sacramento County Sanitation District (Regional San) owns and operates a 
regional wastewater conveyance system and the Sacramento Regional Wastewater 
Treatment Plant (SRWTP) located in Elk Grove, California.  We serve a population of 
approximately 1.6 million in the region.  Regional San provides wastewater conveyance and 
treatment services to residential, industrial and commercial customers throughout 
unincorporated Sacramento County; the cities of Citrus Heights, Elk Grove, Folsom, 
Rancho Cordova, Sacramento, and West Sacramento; and the communities of Courtland 
and Walnut Grove. The SRWTP treats on average approximately 124 million gallons of 
wastewater each day and safely discharges what is not recycled to the Sacramento River.  
 
Regional San’s mission statement is as follows: 
“Regional San protects public health and the environment by conveying, treating, and 
recovering resources from wastewater responsibly and cost-effectively.” 
 

2. BACKGROUND  
This Request for Proposal (RFP) is for the Ferric Chloride (FeCl3) Storage & Delivery 
System Project at the SRWTP. Regional san is currently injecting FeCl3 into primary 
influent to mitigate soluble H2S. The FeCl3 is added to the primary influent channel just 
before the aerated grit removal tanks at a typical rate of around 1 to 2 GPM. The primary 
reason for injecting FeCl3 is to reduce H2S concentration within the biogas generated from 
the digestion of primary sludge within the digesters. The secondary effect of adding FeCl3 
is a reduction in the corrosion potential of the influent by removing soluble H2S in the 
primary area. 
 
FeCl3 storage tanks are located in one of the two abandoned primary clarifiers from the old 
central plant, which act as a secondary containment structure for this chemical. FeCl3 is 
delivered by truck to the chemical offloading site. From the offloading station, FeCl3 flows 
by gravity through a single polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe header to feed six interconnected 
fiber reinforcement plastic (FRP) storage tanks. The railcar delivery provision (located at 
the north side of truck offloading) could potentially be an option for delivering ferric in 
addition to truck delivery. FeCl3 flows from all six FRP thanks into a single PVC pipe 
header to feed two mag-drive positive displacement pumps (one duty and one standby) 
located inside the chemical tunnel. The two FeCl3 pumps were recently replaced and are 
not included in this project scope. The FeCl3 pump sends the ferric to the primary influent 
channel using a single header piping inside the chemical tunnel to the central tunnel.  
 
 Existing FRP storage tanks and PVC piping must be replaced due to the extreme material 
deterioration and degradation after 40 plus years of service. Since the FeCl3 is a vital 
component in the SRWTP primary influent system and digesters, it is necessary to ensure 
an uninterrupted and safe operation of the FeCl3 piping and storage tanks. 
 
Regional San staff recently completed a Business Case Evaluation (BCE) which concluded 
that the installation of new storage tanks in a new footprint is the most efficient solution and 
facilitates uninterrupted operation. The new location also creates a safer work environment 
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during construction. Refer to the project BCE for design improvement items and other 
details. 
 
Regional San is seeking to install new FRP storage tanks, chlorinated polyvinyl chloride 
(CPVC) piping, offloading station, and control system devices inside the new location 
(adjacent containment) and tie them into the existing FeCl3 pump. We are soliciting a 
proposal for engineering design services from a consulting firm with expertise in design of 
ASME RTP-1 tanks and plastic piping for corrosive chemical, civil, steel structural, 
mechanical, and electrical/control systems and appurtenances. 
 

3. PROJECT APPROACH 
A Project Team will be formed to provide input, review design criteria and develop the 
design. The team will be composed of the consultants, members of Regional San 
Engineering, operations staff, and other stakeholders. Team members will be responsible 
for providing input from their respective work areas. 
 
The Consultant will work closely with Regional San Staff during the predesign and design 
phases of the Ferric Chloride Storage & Delivery System Project, and will assist Regional 
San during construction.  The Project Team will work to resolve design issues, leading to 
the production of contract documents for construction.  During the construction phase, the 
Consultant will assist Regional San with RFI and submittal reviews. In addition, the 
Consultant will provide other engineering services during construction including 
management of design changes, cost estimating, as-built drawings, supporting equipment 
start-up, training, testing, decommissioning and commissioning activities.   
 

4. KEY ACTION DATES AND PROPOSED PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Release of RFP August 12, 2022 
Mandatory Pre-Proposal Meeting & Site Visit August 25, 2022 at 09:00 AM  

 
Location: 
Administration Conference Room 
Sacramento Regional Wastewater 
Treatment Plant 
8521 Laguna Station Road 
Elk Grove, CA 95758 

Deadline for RFP Questions September 1, 2022 by 2:00 PM 
Posting of Final Addenda and Response to Questions 
to Regional San Business Opportunities webpage 

September 6, 2022 

Proposal Submittal Deadline September 12, 2022 by 2:00 PM 
Proposal Review and Evaluation September 13 to September 21, 2022 
Consultant Interviews (if needed) October 3 to October 7, 2022 
Notice of Intent to Award October 11, 2022 
Contract Negotiation October 12 to November 10, 2022 
Board Approval of Agreement / Notice To Proceed TBD 
Predesign Completion March 2023 
Design Completion July 2023 
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Bid Project August to September 2023 
Award Construction Contract October 2023 
Construction November 2023 to April 2024 

 
5. SCOPE OF SERVICES  

This section describes the nature and scope of engineering services for the completion of 
the FeCl3 Storage and Delivery System Project. The successful proposal will demonstrate 
the approach and qualifications for the entire project.     
 
Regional San provides a list of tasks necessary for completion of the FeCl3 Storage and 
Delivery System Project. A description of the tasks, divided into Predesign, Design, 
Construction Support Services and Project Management follow. The list of tasks shall be 
used as a basis for preparation of the proposal.  Additional tasks or modification to the task 
list that the consultant feels will produce a more cost-effective project should be included 
in the proposal. The list of tasks is supplemented by a detailed description in the Design 
Contract Requirements for all Regional San design projects, which is included as 
Attachment D. The level of design detail expected is outlined in this document and should 
be used in preparation of the proposal. 
 
The types of prepared contract drawings and their level of detail shall be as agreed upon by 
both parties in the final agreement.  Contract Drawings and Specifications shall use the same 
format, symbols, and conventions and to provide at a minimum, the level of detail as defined 
in the Design Contract Requirements and Contract Drafting Standards which are provided 
in Attachment D and F of this RFP.  However, there are instances where more design detail 
is required.  Regional San has also included a copy of “Design Guidelines,” in Attachment 
E with the Regional San’s design preferences.   

 
Task 1.  Preliminary Design 
The Consultant will define the project sufficiently to establish clear direction for the 
subsequent design phase, and to estimate of the construction cost for comparison to 
Regional San’s project budget. The Consultant will define the ASME RTP-1 tank 
specifications needed to meet the District’s goals for the project. The consultant will also 
provide sufficient information (design spec, datasheet, etc.) for the selection of control 
valves, level indicators, etc. 
 
Complete the following scope of services during the predesign phase for the FeCl3 Storage 
& Delivery System Project. 
 
Task 1.1 – Review the Business Case Evaluation and Site-Specific Needs 
This task should include, but not be limited to the following: 
 
• Review existing data and the FeCl3 Storage and Delivery System Project Business Case 

Evaluation (BCE).  
• Familiarize with the system to understand existing delivery and storage system, piping 

loops, pumps and other associated equipment as well as various parts of the system. This 
effort includes spending time in the facility to recognize physical challenges working 
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where the ferric chloride equipment is located and the connections to where the new 
equipment will be located. 

• Familiarize with the available electrical and control system infrastructures in the 
chemical tunnel and identify electrical improvements needed to support the new design 
layout.  Perform required inspections to assess the condition of existing electrical wiring 
and conduits. Explore the closet available area control center (ACC) unit for wiring the 
new PLC unit.  

• Perform necessary condition assessment for the existing underground chemical drainage 
system and provide repair/replacement.   

• Prepare a design layout for installation of new tanks. The new layout must be designed 
to minimize/eliminate any steel structural work for walkway and piping support. The 
new tank layout must have provisions for adding additional tanks in future (if needed).   

• Identify prelim rail delivery offloading station improvements 
• Safety needs assessment (eyewash, shower, etc.)  

 
Task 1.2 – Preliminary Design Report 
Consultant shall provide clear and concise documentation of preliminary design (described 
in more detail below), project definition, sizing, and estimated construction cost to ensure 
that the project team and Regional San management understand all key issues.  Such 
documentation shall be provided in the form of a Preliminary Design Report (PDR).  
 
The following topics are to be included and/or considered in the predesign report (some 
topics may not be pertinent if not identified in the preliminary design effort):  
• ASME RTP-1 tank Design Criteria 
• Head calculation for offloading station (rail car delivery) 
• Access to Equipment for Operation and Maintenance. 
• Equipment and/or Process Isolation 
• Electrical, Instrumentation and Control Systems Overview 
• Preliminary P&ID’s  
• Structural Predesign 
• Electrical Predesign 
• Construction Schedule and Sequencing 
• Probable Construction Cost 
• Conceptual Redundancy and Automation 
• Auxiliary Systems 
• Preliminary drawings to support the recommended project components.  

 
Deliverables during this phase include: 

• Draft Predesign Report in original and pdf copies. 

• Final Predesign Report in original and pdf copies. The final report will incorporate 
District comments from the Draft Report. 
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Task 1.3 – Project Design 
The consultant shall prepare plans and specifications to complete the design phase of the 
project.  Plans shall include General, Mechanical, Structural, Civil, Demolition, Electrical 
and Instrumentation drawings. Specifications shall include General Conditions, and 
Technical Specifications to prepare a construction bid package.  Drawings are to be prepared 
in Auto CAD 2016 format or newer. The project design work shall include three (2) design 
submittal packages: 
 
• 70% Design including the development of a construction cost estimate and schedule. 
• 100% Design and updated construction cost estimate and construction schedule. 
 
The consultant is to provide electronic files for each design submittal documents that 
include: 
 
• Design calculations, equipment cutsheets and control strategy narratives for the 

facility. 
• Pdf and AutoCAD copies of each set of submittal drawings sized to print half size on 

11x17 sheets 
• Pdf and Word copies of project specifications 
• Master Equipment List (MEL Excel spreadsheet) 
• Electronic copy of the Engineer’s cost estimate with narrative that explains any 

significant changes to the estimate. 
• Responses to Regional San’s review comments at each design stage.  

 
Task 1.4 –Testing and Start-up 
The consultant shall prepare a draft and final test and start-up plan.  Regional San will 
review the draft plan and provide comments. A two-week review period shall be anticipated.  
Construction start-up is estimated to occur over a one week period with the Consultant on-
site for a minimum of five days and no more than 10 working days.    
Deliverables during this phase include: 

• Electronic copies of pdf and original format copy of the plan files.  
• Site visit project memorandum summarizing activities and observations for the Testing 

and Start-Up period. 

 
Task 1.5 – Bid Phase 
The consultant shall provide technical support during bidding including answering technical 
questions and developing technical addenda.  The project is to be advertised for four weeks.  
The effort is to include a pre-bid conference, addenda preparation and provide tour of the 
project site as Regional San’s design representative and present a project overview.    
 
Deliverables during this phase include: 
• Preparation of pdf bid documents for distribution to bidders. 
• Addenda preparation. 
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• Electronic files of original AutoCAD drawings, specification Word files, updated 
Engineer’s Estimate and other files listed above. 
 

Task 1.6 – Conformed Contract Documents 
The consultant shall prepare conformed Drawings and Specifications to include all changes 
made by addenda.  Conformed Drawings and Specifications shall be prepared within 21 
calendar days after bids are due.  
   
Deliverables during this phase include: 
• Preparation of pdf documents for distribution.  
• Revised AutoCAD drawings files and revised specification Word files. 

 
Task 1.7 – Construction Support Services  
Provide construction support services for submittal review, respond to Requests for 
Information (RFIs), provide technical support for construction modifications, preparation 
of construction drawing revisions, as-built drawing preparation, and assist with cost 
estimating for change order work.   
 
Deliverables during this phase include: 
• RFI Responses 
• Submittal Review Comments 
• Preparation pdf documents for design modifications 
• Cost estimating 
• Electronic as-built record set AutoCAD drawings and revised specification Word files. 
 
Task 1.8 – Operations and Maintenance Manuals 
The consultant shall prepare draft and final operations and maintenance manuals (O&M) 
and standard operating procedures to train staff during project start-up.  This task is to be 
completed during the construction phase of the project. Regional San will review draft 
documents within two weeks after receiving submittal. The Consultant shall incorporate 
comments within 30 calendar days of receipt of comments.   
  
Deliverables during this phase include: 
• Draft and final electronic copies of pdf and original format O&M documents. 
• Draft and final electronic copies of pdf and original format Standard Operating 

Procedures (SOP). 
• Draft and final electronic copies of pdf and original format Master Equipment List 

(MEL). 
• Draft and final electronic copies of pdf and original format Operator Training Guide 

(OTG). 
• Draft and final electronic copies of pdf and original format Lock Out/Tag Out 

(LOTO/LTV) procedures. 
• Draft and final electronic copies of pdf and original format Preventive Maintenance 

(PMs & Job Plans). 
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Task 2 – Permitting Assistance:  
Consultant will identify and evaluate requirements with Regional San staff for all permits 
and regulatory approvals required for the Ferric Chloride Storage & Delivery System 
Project. Actual applications for permits will be prepared during the final design phase for 
those identified. 
 
Task 3 – Project Management:  
Consultant will ensure continuous control of the project in terms of staffing, budget, 
schedule and scope; promote communication within the project team; and document key 
decisions.  Items covered under this task include but are not limited to: 
 
• Consultant Project Management  
• Kick-off Meeting 
• Progress Meetings as necessary, assume bi-weekly for budgeting purposes 
• Monthly Reports 
• Quality Assurance/Quality Control Implementation 
• Decision Log 
• Construction Phase Submittal Review and responses to RFIs 
• A management briefing meeting is anticipated and expected to be two hours long.   

 
6. BASIS FOR COMPENSATION 

A fee estimate for the project shall be provided in a separate sealed envelope.  The envelope 
for the selected firm will be opened for the purpose of negotiating a contract for design 
services.  The envelopes for the firms not selected will be returned unopened after contract 
negotiations are complete and the contract with the selected firm has been approved by the 
Regional San Board of Directors.   
 
Compensation will be on a Time and Expense basis with a not-to-exceed dollar ceiling for 
the entire contract.  Include the following information: 
• Estimated fee by task 
• Hourly rate schedule for labor 
• Types and estimated amount of non-labor costs to be billed to the project 
• Adjustments in rates predicted to occur during the project. 
 
Allowable markups will be limited to 5% on sub consultants and other direct costs (ODC’s). 
 

7. ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT OF PROPOSAL 
Consultants must provide complete and current information for all categories listed below. 
In addition page sizes shall be 8 ½ X 11 with font size no smaller than 12 pt. Figures and 
tables may be on 11 X 17 sheets. 
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A. Company Background 
Provide a brief introduction of your firm. Include office locations, main areas of expertise, 
number of staff, and company background and history. 
 
Restriction: Two pages maximum 
 
B. Consultant Team 
The proposed project team shall be identified including specific staff responsible for project 
management, interfacing with Regional San, and direct supervision of the project's technical 
output. Key tasks and the associated personnel shall be identified, including their level of 
participation. The percentage of time devoted to this project for these key personnel shall 
be stated.  A project team organization diagram shall be included. Resumes shall be attached 
at the end of the proposal and provide key areas of expertise for each team member, 
including descriptions of projects in related areas.  The geographic location of the firm and 
key personnel shall be identified. All proposed subcontractors shall be identified. Key 
subcontractors, relevant experience, and supporting material shall be included in the 
proposal. Consultant staff must have the appropriate level of experience, and expertise to 
perform the requested work. 
 
The successful Consultant should be comfortable working in a structured team setting with 
Regional San staff. 
 
 

SECTION CONTENTS 
Cover Letter Transmittal 

A Company Background 
B Consultant Team 
C Project Overview 
D Detailed Project Approach 
E Related Experience 
F Level of Effort 
G Cost Proposal (must be submitted in sealed envelope) 
H Project Schedule 
I Conflicts of Interest 
J Proprietary Information 
K Insurance 
L Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) Compliance  
M References 
N Employment Practices 
O Exceptions to Sample Agreement Terms and Conditions 
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Note 
If the prime consultant intends to solicit subproposals and/or quotes for certain tasks from 
qualified subconsultants, subcontractors, other service providers and suppliers, Regional 
San expects the prime consultant to solicit qualified firms in the local business community 
for such services and supplies.  
The solicitation conducted should be as broad as possible to reasonably provide 
opportunities for and encourage relationship building with qualified minority and women-
owned firms, and small and local businesses in the Sacramento community. The prime 
consultant shall not discriminate in the solicitation process. 
 
Substitution of any subconsultants, subcontractors, other service providers and suppliers 
identified in the proposal upon which the Agreement is based shall not be made without 
written consent of Regional San. 
 
Restriction: Four pages maximum 
 
C. Project Overview 
Provide a detailed description of the Consultant’s proposed approach to the project as 
described above.  The description must include details to implement the tasks described in 
the Scope of Services and any recommended revisions to the list of tasks. The approach 
should recognize, address, and provide for resolution of all aspects of the project. 
 
Restriction: Four pages maximum 
 
D. Detailed Project Approach 
Provide a detailed description of the Consultant’s proposed approach to the project as 
described above.  The description must include details to implement the tasks described in 
the Scope of Services and any recommended revisions to the list of tasks. The approach 
should recognize, address, and provide for resolution of all aspects of the project. 
 
Restriction: Four pages maximum 

 
E. Related Experience 
Provide a summary of experience about three projects within the last five that the firm and 
the proposed team have completed.  The description of each project should include the 
year(s) during which the work was performed and a description of process design 
components.  The firm's role in the project should also be described (predesign, design, 
construction management, etc., and prime consultant, subconsultant, etc.)  Include the name, 
title, and phone number of the primary contact person at each facility listed. 
 
Restriction: Three pages maximum 
 
F. Level of Effort 
Provide a table showing the proposed total level of effort (LOE), in hours, required to 
complete each task identified in the scope of services. The table shall show, by task, the 
individual estimated involvement of each key staff member presented in the team 
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organization diagram.  Cost information shall not be included. Various classes of employees 
can show supporting staff. Show Subcontractor hours separately within the table. 
 
Restriction: Two pages maximum 
 
G. Cost Proposal 
Provide your firm’s cost proposal in a separately sealed envelope. The submitted cost 
information must represent the full estimated LOE and project schedule included in the 
consultant’s proposal. Only the cost proposal envelope for the selected firm will be opened 
for the purpose of negotiating an agreement. The cost proposals for the firms not selected 
will be returned unopened after negotiations are complete and the contract has been 
executed. 
 
Compensation will be on a time-and-materials basis, with an authorized not-to-exceed 
amount.  Include the following information: 
 
1. Hourly charge rates for those staff to be billed to the project.  

 
2. Estimated labor hours (LOE) and fee by task. 

 
3. Types and estimated amount of non-labor costs to be billed to the project. 

 
4. Adjustments in rates predicted to occur during the project. For budgeting purposes, a 

maximum escalation rate of 3 percent per year should be assumed and will be discussed 
during fee negotiations. Fee adjustments will only be considered at the beginning of 
the calendar year. 

 
5. Sub-consultant costs.  A maximum markup of 5 percent is permitted. 

 
6. Other direct costs (ODCs). A maximum markup of 5 percent is permitted.   

 
7. Lodging, meals, and travel shall be reimbursed as follows: 

 
a. Per diem for lodging (equal to the federal standard CONUS per diem rate for 

Sacramento County at the time of contract negotiation) will be reimbursed for each 
work night, up to five (5) nights per week. 
 

b. Per diem for meals and incidentals (equal to the federal standard CONUS per diem 
rate for Sacramento County at the time of contract negotiation) will be reimbursed 
for each work day, up to five (5) days per week. 

 
c. Airfare and local and home transportation costs will be reimbursed at cost. 
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d. Mileage will be reimbursed at the current IRS rate which can be accessed by 
clicking the following link:  
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-issues-standard-mileage-rates-for-2020 
 

H. Project Schedule 
A schedule for completion of the project shall be submitted with the proposal. All major 
outputs and meetings shall be included on the schedule, and time shall be allocated for 
Regional San review. 
 
I. Conflicts of Interest 
Firms submitting proposals in response to this RFP must disclose to Regional San any 
actual, apparent, direct or indirect, or potential conflicts of interest that may exist with 
respect to the firm, management, or employees of the firm or other persons relative to the 
services to be provided to be awarded pursuant to this RFP. If a firm has no conflicts of 
interest, a statement to that effect must be included in the proposal. Consultants must submit 
with their proposal a completed “Conflict of Interest and Non-Collusion Affidavit” Form 
attached here to as Attachment A. 
 
J. Proprietary Information 
Any information submitted in a proposal in response to this RFP which the consultant 
considers to be proprietary must be identified as such, and the consultant must include the 
legal basis for a claim of confidentiality. Regional San will not assert the confidentiality of 
such information unless the consultant executes and submits a written agreement prepared 
by Regional San to defend and indemnify the agency for any liability, costs, and expenses 
incurred in asserting such confidentiality as part of the proposal. The final determination as 
to whether or not Regional San will assert the claim of confidentiality on behalf of the 
consultant is in the sole discretion of Regional San. 
 
K. Insurance 
Provide a summary of the consultant’s present and proposed insurance coverage, including 
commercial general liability, automobile liability, workers’ compensation, property 
damage, employer’s liability, and professional liability or errors and omissions liability for 
the duration of the contract. Please see Attachment B - Sample Agreement, and refer to 
Exhibit B for Regional San’s insurance requirements. 
 
L. Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) Compliance  
Consultants must note within their proposal, valid DIR registration numbers for consultant’s 
personnel and sub-consultants performing public works tasks. 

 
1. If applicable to work contemplated under the proposed Agreement, no contractor or 

subcontractor may be listed on a bid proposal for a public works project (submitted on 
or after March 1, 2015) unless registered with the Department of Industrial Relations 
pursuant to Labor Code section 1725.5 [with limited exceptions from this requirement 
for bid purposes only under Labor Code section 1771.1(a)]. 

 
 

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-issues-standard-mileage-rates-for-2020
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2. If applicable to work contemplated under the proposed Agreement, no contractor or 
subcontractor may be awarded a contract for public work on a public works project 
(awarded on or after April 1, 2015) unless registered with the Department of Industrial 
Relations pursuant to Labor Code section 1725.5. 

 
3. If applicable to work contemplated under the proposed Agreement, this project is subject 

to compliance monitoring and enforcement by the Department of Industrial Relations. 
 

4. Labor Compliance Program: The County of Sacramento received final approval from 
the Director of California Department of Industrial Relations as a Labor Compliance 
Program effective March 15, 1994. All questions regarding this Labor Compliance 
Program and prevailing wage requirements should be directed to the Labor Compliance 
Section at (916) 875-2711.  In accordance with Section 1771.5 of the California Labor 
Code, the payment of the general prevailing rate of per diem wages or the general 
prevailing rate of per diem wages for holiday and overtime is not required for any public 
works project of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) or less when the project is for 
construction work, or for any public works project of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) 
or less when the project is for alteration, demolition, repair, or maintenance work. 

 
5. This is a contracting services project in accordance with Section 1771.5 of the California 

Labor Code. 
 

6. Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1720 and following, and Section 1770 and 
following, the CONTRACTOR shall pay not less than the prevailing rate of per diem 
wages as determined by the Director of the California Department of Industrial 
Relations. Copies of the prevailing wage determinations are on file at the office of the 
County of Sacramento Labor Compliance Program, 9700 Goethe Road, Suite D, 
Sacramento, CA  95827, and are also available on the internet at:  
http://www.dir.ca.gov/DLSR/PWD. 
 

M. References 
Provide a minimum of three public agency contacts for which your project manager and key 
team members have provided similar services. Provide the name, address, telephone 
number, and e-mail address of the public agency representative. 
 
N. Employment Practices 
Please provide a summary of your firm’s employment policies and procedures, including 
any equal employment opportunity and affirmative action policies. Also, include a brief 
summary outlining the present composition of your work force. 
 
O. Exceptions to Sample Agreement Terms and Conditions 
Provide a list of specific exceptions to contract terms and conditions which the consultant 
will seek from Regional San’s Sample Agreement. Said Sample Agreement has been 
incorporated into this RFP package as Attachment B. 
 
 

http://www.dir.ca.gov/DLSR/PWD
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8. SUBMITTAL INSTRUCTIONS  
 
Please submit five (5) original hard copies, and one (1) electronic digital media copy as 
follows: 
 
 

   Due Date: September 12, 2022 by 2:00 PM 
         

Deliver To:  
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District 
Attn: Milad R. Khorasani 

   8521 Laguna Station Road 
   Elk Grove, CA 95758 
 

All questions regarding this RFP should be directed to Milad Khorasani via e-mail at 
khorasanim@sacsewer.com no later than 2:00 PM on September 1, 2022.  Inquiries and 
responses will be posted at https://www.regionalsan.com/general-opportunities by 
September 6, 2022. Please note the Regional San will respond only to technical questions. 
Interpretive guidance will not be provided under any circumstances. No oral interpretations 
shall be made to any respondent as to the meaning of any of the documents.  
 
It is the responsibility of interested firms to periodically check the Regional San website for 
amendments to this RFP and responses to inquiries. 

 
9. PROPOSAL RATING CRITERIA  

The criteria for evaluating the written proposals are described below: 
 

Criteria Weight Scores a Weighted 
Scores b 

Firm Background, Staffing/Resources, 
References, Tools and Process 

10%   

Consultant Team Composition, 
Qualifications, and Related Experience 

25%   

Approach and Level of Effort 20%   

Schedule and Availability 5%   

Interview (If needed) 40%   

                                                                                                           Total  
a  Each criteria will be assigned a score of 1 to 100.   
b  Scores will be multiplied by the weights and totaled to yield the total points on the 
proposal.  Maximum total points is 100. 
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10. SELECTION PROCESS  
In order to be considered, interested consultants must submit a complete proposal document, 
with organization and content consistent with Section 7 of this RFP, by the closing date and 
time required in Section 8 of this RFP. 
 
Ranking of the proposals will be based on capability/qualifications criteria. Proposals will 
be evaluated as follows:  
Proposals will be evaluated and scored using the table in Section 9 of this RFP. The table 
identifies criteria used in the determination of the final proposal ranking. Based upon the 
evaluation of the proposals and reference checks, two or more of the highest scored 
proposals may be invited to an interview to further aid the selection process. Regional San 
may also elect to complete the consultant evaluation and selection without going through 
the interview process. In the event an interview is required, a presentation shall be made by 
those individuals who will actually be assigned to the project. 
Cost information for the highest ranked proposal (and interview, if conducted) will be 
opened and Regional San staff will enter into negotiations with the consultant. If a mutually 
agreeable contract is unable to be negotiated, Regional San will conclude negotiations with 
said consultant, and commence negotiations with the consultant with the next highest ranked 
proposal. This process will continue until an agreement is successfully negotiated or the 
entire list of eligible consultants is exhausted. Once a mutually agreeable contract is 
executed, the remaining sealed cost proposals will be returned to remaining consultants. 
 
Regional San reserves the right: 
 
• To reject any or all Proposals, or any part thereof; and 
• To select more than one consultant; and 
• To waive any informality in the Proposal; and 
• To accept the Proposal that is in the best interest of the Regional San. 

 
Regional San’s decision will be final. 
 

11. AWARD OF CONTRACT 
Award of contract shall be made to the consultant who provides the best value and overall 
response to the requirements of this RFP. Regional San may select whichever proposal it 
determines will best serve its interests. The successful consultant will be selected in 
accordance with the proposal evaluation criteria identified in Section 9 above, and any 
addenda thereto, except for such immaterial deviation as may be waived by Regional San. 
Selection is expected on or about October 11, 2022 subject to final approval by the Regional 
San Board of Directors. Written notification of the outcome of the selection process will be 
mailed to all Consultants who submitted a proposal. 
 
Regional San is prohibited from awarding this contract to any person, entity or business that 
is on the Federal Exclusion List (https://www.sam.gov/). If you or your firm is on this list, 
Regional San cannot award this agreement to you and you should not provide a response to 
this RFP. In addition, consultant certifies that it shall not contract with a subcontractor that 
is debarred or suspended. 
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12. ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
a.  Iran Contracting Act Disclosure 
Pursuant to the Iran Contract Act of 2010 (California Public Contract Code, Sections 2202-
2208), consultants are ineligible to submit a proposal for projects with a public entity for 
goods or services of one million dollars ($1,000,000) or more if the consultant engages in 
investment activities in Iran.  
The top ranked consultant must provide the attached disclosure form as a mandatory 
submittal for all projects in excess of $1,000,000. The Iran Contracting Act Disclosure 
Form, incorporated into this RFP package as Attachment C, shall be completed and 
submitted by the top ranked candidate upon notice of Regional San’s notice of intent to 
award. 

 
b.  Revision of Proposal 
Consultants may withdraw or revise a proposal on the consultant’s own initiative at any 
time before the deadline for submission of proposals. The consultant must submit the 
revised proposal in the same manner as the original proposal on or before the listed proposal 
due date and time. In no case will a statement of intent to submit a revised proposal extend 
the proposal due date for any consultant. At any time during the proposal evaluation process, 
Regional San may request consultant to provide oral or written clarification of its proposal. 

 
c. Errors and Omissions in Proposal 
Failure by Regional San to object to an error, omission, or deviation in the proposal will in 
no way modify the RFP or excuse the consultant from full compliance with the 
specifications of the RFP or any Agreement awarded pursuant to the RFP. 

 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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ATTACHMENT A– RFP NO. 9101 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT 

SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS PROPOSAL, I CERTIFY THAT OUR BUSINESS: 

1. Does not and will not have a financial interest in any business, property or source
of income, which could be financially affected or otherwise conflict in any manner
with the performance of services under this request for proposals;

2. Has not, directly or indirectly, entered into any agreement, participated in any
collusion, or otherwise taken any action in restraint of free, competitive bidding in
connection with this request for proposals; and

3. Is not currently suspended or debarred from doing business with any government
entity.

I affirm that the above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge under penalty of 
perjury under the laws of the State of California. 

_____________________________ 
Signature 

_____________________________ 
Name 

_____________________________ 
Title 

_____________________________ _________________ 
Business Name Date 
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SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 

AGREEMENT FOR  

ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR THE  
FERRIC CHLORIDE STORAGE & DELIVERY PROJECT 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into on ____________________ by and between the 
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT, a county sanitation district 
pursuant to and operating under the authority of the County Sanitation District Act, commencing 
at Health and Safety Code section 4700, hereinafter referred to as "REGIONAL SAN,” and 
__________, hereinafter referred to as “CONSULTANT”.  

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, REGIONAL SAN has determined that it is desirable to retain a consultant to 
provide engineering services for completion of the Ferric Chloride Storage and Delivery Project; 
and  

WHEREAS, CONSULTANT has proposed to provide the requested services for the compensation 
to be provided herein; and  

WHEREAS, REGIONAL SAN issued a Request for Proposals and selected CONSULTANT 
from among the respondents on the basis of CONSULTANT'S experience, qualifications and 
facilities for performing the requested services; and 

WHEREAS, REGIONAL SAN and CONSULTANT desire to enter into this Agreement on the 
terms and conditions set forth herein.   

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises hereinafter set forth, REGIONAL 
SAN and CONSULTANT agree as follows: 
1. SCOPE OF SERVICES

CONSULTANT shall provide services in the amount, type and manner described in
Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein.

2. TERM
This Agreement shall be effective and commence as of the date first written above and
shall remain in effect until all services covered by this Agreement are completed, which is
estimated to be TBD.

3. NOTICE
Any notice, demand, request, consent, or approval that either party hereto may or is
required to give the other pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be either
personally delivered or sent by mail, addressed as follows:
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TO REGIONAL SAN: 

Regional San 
8521 Laguna Station Rd. 
Elk Grove, CA  95758 
Attn: Contracts Payment Desk 

TO CONSULTANT:  

TBD 

Either party may change the address to which subsequent notice and/or other 
communications can be sent by giving written notice designating a change of address to 
the other party, which shall be effective upon receipt. 

4. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS
CONSULTANT shall observe and comply with all applicable federal, state, and county
and REGIONAL SAN laws, regulations and ordinances.

5. GOVERNING LAWS AND JURISDICTION
This Agreement shall be deemed to have been executed and to be performed within the
State of California and shall be construed and governed by the internal laws of the State of
California.  Any legal proceedings arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall be
brought in Sacramento County, California.

6. ECONOMIC SANCTIONS
Pursuant to California State Executive Order N-6-22 (Order) imposing economic sanctions
against Russia and declaring support of Ukraine, REGIONAL SAN shall terminate any
contract with any individual or entity that is in violation of the Order or that is subject to
economic sanctions therein, and shall not enter a contract with any such individual or entity
while the Order is in effect.

7. LICENSES AND PERMITS
A. CONSULTANT shall possess and maintain all necessary licenses, permits,

certificates and credentials required by the laws of the United States, the State of
California, County of Sacramento and all other appropriate governmental agencies,
including any certification and credentials required by REGIONAL SAN.  Failure
to maintain the licenses, permits, certificates, and credentials shall be deemed a
breach of this Agreement and constitutes grounds for the termination of this
Agreement by REGIONAL SAN.

B. CONSULTANT further certifies to REGIONAL SAN that it and its principals are
not debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded from or ineligible for, participation
in federal, state or county government contracts. Consultant certifies that it shall
not contract with a Subcontractor that is so debarred or suspended.

8. PREVAILING WAGES
CONSULTANT shall comply with the provisions of the California Labor Code,
specifically, but not limited to, Chapter 1, commencing at Section 1720, of Part 7 of
Division 2 (payment of prevailing wages). The prevailing rates for per diem wages shall
be those rates determined by the Director of the California Department of Industrial
Relations.
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9. DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS (DIR) COMPLIANCE
A. No contractor or subcontractor may be listed on a bid proposal for a public works

project (submitted on or after March 1, 2015) unless registered with the Department
of Industrial Relations pursuant to Labor Code section 1725.5 [with limited
exceptions from this requirement for bid purposes only under Labor Code section
1771.1(a)].

B. No contractor or subcontractor may be awarded a contract for public work on a
public works project (awarded on or after April 1, 2015) unless registered with the
Department of Industrial Relations pursuant to Labor Code section 1725.5.

C. This project is subject to compliance monitoring and enforcement by the
Department of Industrial Relations.

D. Labor Compliance Program: The County of Sacramento received final approval
from the Director of California Department of Industrial Relations as a Labor
Compliance Program effective March 15, 1994.  All questions regarding this
Labor Compliance Program and prevailing wage requirements should be directed
to the Labor Compliance Section at (916) 875-2711.  In accordance with Section
1771.5 of the California Labor Code, the payment of the general prevailing rate of
per diem wages or the general prevailing rate of per diem wages for holiday and
overtime is not required for any public works project of twenty-five thousand
dollars ($25,000) or less when the project is for construction work, or for any public
works project of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) or less when the project is for
alteration, demolition, repair, or maintenance work.

E. This is a contracting services project in accordance with Section 1771.5 of the
California Labor Code.

F. Pursuant to California Labor Code Section 1720 and following, and Section 1770
and following, the CONTRACTOR shall pay not less than the prevailing rate of
per diem wages as determined by the Director of the California Department of
Industrial Relations. Copies of the prevailing wage determinations are on file at the
office of the County of Sacramento Labor Compliance Program, 9700 Goethe
Road, Suite D, Sacramento, CA  95827, and are also available on the internet at
http://www.dir.ca.gov/DLSR/PWD.

10. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
CONSULTANT shall perform its services under this Agreement in accordance with the
industry and/or professional standards applicable to CONSULTANT’S services.

11. OWNERSHIP OF WORK PRODUCT
All technical data, evaluations, plans, specifications, reports, documents, or other work
products developed by CONSULTANT provided hereunder shall be the exclusive property
of REGIONAL SAN and shall be delivered to REGIONAL SAN upon completion of the
services authorized hereunder.  CONSULTANT may retain copies thereof for its files and
internal use.  Publication of the information directly derived from work performed or data
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obtained in connection with services rendered under this Agreement must first be approved 
in writing by REGIONAL SAN.  REGIONAL SAN recognizes that all technical data, 
evaluations, plans, specifications, reports, and other work products are instruments of 
CONSULTANT’S services and are not designed for use other than what is intended by this 
Agreement. 

12. STATUS OF CONSULTANT
(FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS WITH FIVE OR MORE FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES)

A. It is understood and agreed that CONSULTANT (including CONSULTANT’S
employees) is an independent contractor and that no relationship of employer- 
employee exists between the parties hereto.  CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel
shall not be entitled to any benefits payable to employees of REGIONAL SAN.
REGIONAL SAN is not required to make any deductions or withholdings from the
compensation payable to CONSULTANT under the provisions of this Agreement;
and as an independent contractor, CONSULTANT hereby agrees to indemnify,
defend, and hold REGIONAL SAN harmless from any and all claims, including
reasonable attorneys’ fees, that may be made against REGIONAL SAN based upon
any contention by any third party that an employer-employee relationship exists by
reason of this Agreement.

B. It is further understood and agreed by the parties hereto that CONSULTANT in the
performance of its obligation hereunder is subject to the control or direction of
REGIONAL SAN as to the designation of tasks to be performed, the results to be
accomplished by the services hereunder agreed to be rendered and performed, and
not the means, methods, or sequence used by CONSULTANT for accomplishing
the results.

C. If, in the performance of this Agreement, any third persons are employed by
CONSULTANT, such person shall be entirely and exclusively under the direction,
supervision, and control of CONSULTANT. All terms of employment, including
hours, wages, working conditions, discipline, hiring, and discharging, or any other
terms of employment or requirements of law, shall be determined by
CONSULTANT, and REGIONAL SAN shall have no right or authority over such
persons or the terms of such employment.

D. It is further understood and agreed that as an independent contractor and not an
employee of REGIONAL SAN, neither the CONSULTANT nor
CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel shall have any entitlement as an
REGIONAL SAN employee, right to act on behalf of REGIONAL SAN in any
capacity whatsoever as agent, nor to bind REGIONAL SAN to any obligation
whatsoever.  CONSULTANT shall not be covered by worker’s compensation; nor
shall CONSULTANT be entitled to compensated sick leave, vacation leave,
retirement entitlement, participation in group health, dental, life and other insurance
programs, or entitled to other fringe benefits payable by REGIONAL SAN to
employees of REGIONAL SAN.
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E. It is further understood and agreed that CONSULTANT must issue W-2 and 941
Forms for income and employment tax purposes, for all of CONSULTANT’S
assigned personnel under the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

(FOR ALL OTHER SERVICE PROVIDERS) 
A. It is understood and agreed that CONSULTANT (including CONSULTANT’S

employees) is an independent contractor and that no relationship of employer-
employee exists between the parties hereto.  CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel
shall not be entitled to any benefits payable to employees of REGIONAL SAN as
an independent contractor, CONSULTANT hereby agrees to indemnify, defend,
and hold REGIONAL SAN harmless from any and all claims, including reasonable
attorneys’ fees, that may be made against REGIONAL SAN based upon any
contention by any third party that an employer-employee relationship exists by
reason of this Agreement.

B. It is further understood and agreed by the parties hereto that CONSULTANT in the
performance of its obligation hereunder is subject to the control or direction of
REGIONAL SAN as to the designation of tasks to be performed, the results to be
accomplished by the services hereunder agreed to be rendered and performed, and
not the means, methods, or sequence used by CONSULTANT for accomplishing
the results.

C. If, in the performance of this Agreement, any third persons are employed by
CONSULTANT, such person shall be entirely and exclusively under the direction,
supervision, and control of CONSULTANT. All terms of employment, including
hours, wages, working conditions, discipline, hiring, and discharging, or any other
terms of employment or requirements of law, shall be determined by
CONSULTANT, and REGIONAL SAN shall have no right or authority over such
persons or the terms of such employment.

D. It is further understood and agreed that as an independent contractor and not an
employee of REGIONAL SAN, neither the CONSULTANT nor
CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel shall have:

(1) Any entitlement as a REGIONAL SAN employee.

(2) Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, the right to act on behalf
of REGIONAL SAN in any capacity whatsoever as agent, nor to bind
COUNTY to any obligation whatsoever.

(3) CONSULTANT shall not be covered by worker’s compensation; nor shall
CONSULTANT be entitled to compensated sick leave, vacation leave,
retirement entitlement, participation in group health, dental, life and other
insurance programs, or entitled to other fringe benefits payable by
REGIONAL SAN to employees of REGIONAL SAN.

E. Notwithstanding CONSULTANT’S status as an independent contractor,
REGIONAL SAN shall withhold from payments made to CONSULTANT such
sums as are required to be withheld from employees by the Federal Internal
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Revenue Code; the Federal Insurance Compensation Act; the State Personal 
Income Tax Law and the State Unemployment Insurance Code; provided, however, 
that said withholding is for the purpose of avoiding REGIONAL SAN’S liability  

under said laws and does not abrogate CONSULTANT’S status as an independent 
contractor as described in this Agreement. Further, CONSULTANT is not included 
in any group covered by REGIONAL SAN’S present agreement with the federal 
Social Security Administration. 

(FOR OUT-OF-STATE SERVICE PROVIDERS) 
F. Notwithstanding subparagraphs (A) and (E), it is further understood and agreed that

REGIONAL SAN shall withhold seven percent (7%) of all income paid to
CONSULTANT under this Agreement for payment and reporting to the California
Franchise Tax Board because CONSULTANT does not qualify as (1) a corporation
with its principal place of business in California, (2) a partnership with a permanent
place of business in California, (3) a corporation qualified to do business in
California by the Secretary of State, or (4) an individual with a permanent residence
in the State of California.

13. CONSULTANT IDENTIFICATION
CONSULTANT shall provide REGIONAL SAN with the following information for the
purpose of compliance with California Unemployment Insurance Code section 1088.8:
CONSULTANT’S name, address, telephone number, social security number, and whether
dependent health insurance coverage is available to CONSULTANT.

14. BENEFITS WAIVER
If CONSULTANT is unincorporated, CONSULTANT acknowledges and agrees that
CONSULTANT is not entitled to receive the following benefits and/or compensation from
REGIONAL SAN:  medical, dental, vision and retirement benefits, life and disability
insurance, sick leave, bereavement leave, jury duty leave, parental leave, or any other
similar benefits or compensation otherwise provided to permanent civil service employees
pursuant to the County Charter, the County Code, the Civil Service Rule, the Sacramento
County Employees’ Retirement System and/or any and all memoranda of understanding
between REGIONAL SAN and its employee organizations.  Should CONSULTANT or
any employee or agent of CONSULTANT seek to obtain such benefits from REGIONAL
SAN, CONSULTANT hereby agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold REGIONAL SAN
harmless from any and all claims, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, that may be made
against REGIONAL SAN for such benefits.

15. RETIREMENT BENEFITS/STATUS
CONSULTANT acknowledges and agrees that REGIONAL SAN has not made any
representations regarding entitlement, eligibility for and/or right to receive ongoing
Sacramento County Employee Retirement System (SCERS) retirement benefits during the
term of this Agreement.  By entering into this Agreement, CONSULTANT assumes sole
and exclusive responsibility for any consequences, impacts or action relating to such
retirement benefits that is or will be occasioned as a result of the services provided by
CONSULTANT under this Agreement.  CONSULTANT waives any rights to proceed
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against REGIONAL SAN should SCERS modify or terminate retirement benefits based 
on CONSULTANT’S provision of services under this Agreement. 

16. SCERS POST RETIREMENT EMPLOYMENT POLICY
A. Any employee of, or contractor retained by, CONSULTANT who is retired from

Sacramento County service is subject to SCERS Post Retirement Employment
Policy and must adhere to limitations on post-retirement service, including a 180-
day waiting period before working for the County or REGIONAL SAN and a 960-
hour per calendar year cap when working for the County or REGIONAL SAN.

B. CONSULTANT shall report to REGIONAL SAN in writing, the names of current
and future employees who will provide services under this Agreement, that are
retired from Sacramento County employment.

C. CONSULTANT must report to REGIONAL SAN in writing on a semi-annual basis
(January 5th and July 5th of each calendar year), the names of employees retired
from Sacramento County employment providing services under this Agreement,
and hours those employees have worked during the applicable reporting period.
CONSULTANT shall submit reports to SDASCERSReporting@sacsewer.com.

D. CONSULTANT shall not assign employees to provide services under this
Agreement in violation of SCERS Post Retirement Employment Policy.

17. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
CONSULTANT and CONSULTANT’S officers and employees shall not have a financial
interest, or acquire any financial interest, direct or indirect, in any business, property or
source of income which could be financially affected by or otherwise conflict in any
manner or degree with the performance of services required under this Agreement.

18. LOBBYING AND UNION ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES
A. CONSULTANT shall comply with all certification and disclosure  requirements

prescribed by Section 319, Public Law 101-121 (31 U.S.C. § 1352) and any
implementing regulations.

B. If services under this Agreement are funded with state funds granted to
REGIONAL SAN, CONSULTANT shall not utilize any such funds to assist,
promote or deter union organization by employees performing work under this
Agreement and shall comply with the provisions of Government Code Sections
16645 through 16649.

19. NONDISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT, SERVICES, BENEFITS AND
FACILITIES
A. CONSULTANT agrees and assures REGIONAL SAN that CONSULTANT and

any subconsultants shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local Anti-
discrimination laws, regulations, and ordinances and to not unlawfully
discriminate, harass, or allow harassment against any employee, applicant for
employment, employee or agent of REGIONAL SAN, or recipient of services
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contemplated to be provided or provided under this Agreement, because of race, 
ancestry, marital status, color, religious creed, political belief, national origin,  
ethnic group identification, sex, sexual orientation, age (over 40), medical condition  
(including HIV and AIDS), or physical or mental disability.  CONSULTANT shall 
ensure that the evaluation and treatment of its employees and applicants for 
employment, the treatment of REGIONAL SAN employees and agents, and 
recipients of services are free from such discrimination and harassment. 

B. CONSULTANT represents that it is in compliance with and agrees that it will
continue to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. §
12101 et seq.), the Fair Employment and Housing Act (Government Code § 12900
et seq.), and regulations and guidelines issued pursuant thereto.

C. CONSULTANT agrees to compile data, maintain records and submit reports to
permit effective enforcement of all applicable anti-discrimination laws and this
provision.

D. CONSULTANT shall include this nondiscrimination provision in all subcontracts
related to this Agreement.

20. INDEMNIFICATION
To the fullest extent permitted by law, for work or services provided under this Agreement,
CONSULTANT shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless SACRAMENTO
REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT,  and the COUNTY OF
SACRAMENTO, their governing Boards, officers, directors, officials, employees, and
authorized volunteers and agents (each an “Indemnified Party,” and collectively
“Indemnified Parties”), from and against any and all claims, demands, actions, losses,
liabilities, damages, and all expenses and costs incidental thereto (collectively “Claims”),
including cost of defense, settlement, arbitration, expert fees, and reasonable attorneys'
fees, resulting from injuries to or death of any person, including employees of either party
hereto, and damage to or destruction of property, or loss of use or reduction in value
thereof, including the property of either party hereto, and recovery of monetary losses
incurred by the Indemnified Parties directly attributable to the performance of
CONSULTANT,  to the extent arising out of, pertaining to, or relating to the negligence,
recklessness, or willful misconduct of CONSULTANT, its employees,  CONSULTANT’S
subconsultants or subcontractors at any tier, or any other party for which Contractor is
legally liable under law.

The right to defense and indemnity under this section arises upon occurrence of an event
giving rise to a claim and tendered in writing to CONSULTANT. CONSULTANT shall
defend Indemnified Parties with counsel reasonably acceptable to the Indemnified Parties.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties expressly agree that CONSULTANT’S defense
obligation under this indemnity obligation shall require CONSULTANT to defend the
Indemnified Parties until any of the following occur: (1) the judgment has become final by
a Court of Competent Jurisdiction, (2) other mutually agreeable dispute resolution or
settlement process establishing the proportionate percentage of fault of the parties under
law. In the event that fault is apportioned between the Indemnified Parties and
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CONSULTANT, CONSULTANT’S final cost of defense shall not exceed its proportionate 
percentage of fault. To the extent that CONSULTANT’S cost of defense exceeds its 
proportionate percentage of fault, the Indemnified Parties shall reimburse CONSULTANT. 
If requested by the Indemnified Parties, CONSULTANT agrees to participate, at its own 
expense, in the defense of a Claim to provide testimony or to produce documents or other 
relevant information.  

To the extent permitted by law, this indemnity obligation shall not be limited by the types 
and amounts of insurance or self-insurance maintained by CONSULTANT or 
CONSULTANT’S subconsultants or subcontractors at any tier. 

Nothing in this indemnity obligation shall be construed to create any duty to, any standard 
of care with reference to, or any liability or obligation, contractual or otherwise, to any 
third party. 

The provisions of this indemnity obligation shall survive the expiration or termination of 
the Agreement. 

21. INSURANCE
Without limiting CONSULTANT’S indemnification, CONSULTANT shall maintain in
force at all times during the term of this Agreement and any extensions or modifications
thereto, insurance as specified in Exhibit B.  It is the responsibility of CONSULTANT to
notify its insurance advisor or insurance carrier(s) regarding coverage, limits, forms and
other insurance requirements specified in Exhibit B. It is understood and agreed that
REGIONAL SAN shall not pay any sum to CONSULTANT under this Agreement unless
and until REGIONAL SAN is satisfied that all insurance required by this Agreement is in
force at the time services hereunder are rendered.  Failure to maintain insurance as required
in this agreement may be grounds for material breach of contract.

22. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSURANCES
CONSULTANT shall take all reasonable precautions to ensure that any hardware,
software, and/or embedded chip devices used by CONSULTANT in the performance of
services under this Agreement, other than those owned or provided by REGIONAL SAN,
shall be free from viruses.  Nothing in this provision shall be construed to limit any rights
or remedies otherwise available to REGIONAL SAN under this Agreement.

23. COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT OF INVOICES LIMITATIONS
A. Compensation under this Agreement shall be limited to the Maximum Total

Payment Amount set forth in Exhibit C, or Exhibit C as modified by REGIONAL
SAN in accordance with express provisions in this Agreement.

B. CONSULTANT shall submit an invoice in accordance with the procedures
prescribed by REGIONAL SAN on a monthly basis, upon completion of services,
for services provided in the prior month. Invoices shall be submitted to REGIONAL
SAN no later than the fifteenth (15th) day following the invoice period, and
REGIONAL SAN shall pay CONSULTANT within thirty (30) days after receipt
of an appropriate and correct invoice.
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C. REGIONAL SAN operates on a July through June fiscal year.  Invoices for services
provided in any fiscal year must be submitted no later than July 31, one month after
the end of the fiscal year.  Invoices submitted after July 31 for the prior fiscal year
shall not be honored by REGIONAL SAN unless CONSULTANT has obtained
prior written REGIONAL SAN approval to the contrary.

D. CONSULTANT shall maintain for four years following termination of this
Agreement full and complete documentation of all services and expenditures
associated with performing the services covered under this Agreement.  Expense
documentation shall include:  time sheets or payroll records for each employee;
receipts for supplies; applicable subcontract expenditures; applicable overhead and
indirect expenditures.

E. In the event CONSULTANT fails to comply with any provisions of this Agreement,
REGIONAL SAN may withhold payment until such non-compliance has been
corrected.

24. SUBCONTRACTS, ASSIGNMENT
A. CONSULTANT shall obtain prior written approval from REGIONAL SAN before

subcontracting any of the services delivered under this Agreement.
CONSULTANT remains legally responsible for the performance of all contract
terms including work performed by third parties under subcontracts.  Any
subcontracting will be subject to all applicable provisions of this Agreement.
CONSULTANT shall be held responsible by REGIONAL SAN for the
performance of any subconsultant whether approved by REGIONAL SAN or not.

B. This Agreement is not assignable by CONSULTANT in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of REGIONAL SAN.

25. AMENDMENT AND WAIVER
Except as provided herein, no alteration, amendment, variation, or waiver of the terms of
this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and signed by both parties.  Waiver
by either party of any default, breach or condition precedent shall not be construed as a
waiver of any other default, breach or condition precedent, or any other right hereunder.
No interpretation of any provision of this Agreement shall be binding upon REGIONAL
SAN unless agreed in writing by the District Engineer and counsel for REGIONAL SAN.

26. SUCCESSORS
This Agreement shall bind the successors of REGIONAL SAN and CONSULTANT in the
same manner as if they were expressly named.

27. TIME
Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

28. INTERPRETATION
This Agreement shall be deemed to have been prepared equally by both of the parties, and
the Agreement and its individual provisions shall not be construed or interpreted more
favorably for one party on the basis that the other party prepared it.
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29. DISTRICT ENGINEER
As used in this Agreement, "District Engineer" shall mean the District Engineer of
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District, and or his designee.

30. DISPUTES
In the event of any dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement, the parties shall
attempt, in good faith, to promptly resolve the dispute mutually between themselves.
Pending resolution of any such dispute, CONSULTANT shall continue without delay to
carry out all its responsibilities under this Agreement unless the Agreement is otherwise
terminated in accordance with the Termination provisions herein.  REGIONAL SAN shall
not be required to make payments for any services that are the subject of this dispute
resolution process until such dispute has been mutually resolved by the parties.  If the
dispute cannot be resolved within 15 calendar days of initiating such negotiations or such
other time period as may be mutually agreed to by the parties in writing, either party may
pursue its available legal and equitable remedies, pursuant to the laws of the State of
California.  Nothing in this Agreement or provision shall constitute a waiver of any of the
government claim filing requirements set forth in Title 1, Division 3.6, of the California
Government Code or as otherwise set forth in local, state and federal law.

31. TERMINATION
A. REGIONAL SAN may terminate this Agreement without cause upon thirty (30)

days written notice to the other party.  Notice shall be deemed served on the date
of mailing.  If notice of termination for cause is given by REGIONAL SAN to
CONSULTANT and it is later determined that CONSULTANT was not in default
or the default was excusable, then the notice of termination shall be deemed to have
been given without cause pursuant to this paragraph (A).

B. REGIONAL SAN may terminate this Agreement for cause immediately upon
giving written notice to CONSULTANT should CONSULTANT materially fail to
perform any of the covenants contained in this Agreement in the time and/or
manner specified.  In the event of such termination, REGIONAL SAN may proceed
with the work in any manner deemed proper by REGIONAL SAN. If notice of
termination for cause is given by REGIONAL SAN to CONSULTANT and it is
later determined that CONSULTANT was not in default or the default was
excusable, then the notice of termination shall be deemed to have been given
without cause pursuant to paragraph (A) above.

C. REGIONAL SAN may terminate or amend this Agreement immediately upon
giving written notice to CONSULTANT, 1) if advised that funds are not available
from external sources for this Agreement or any portion thereof, including if
distribution of such funds to REGIONAL SAN is suspended or delayed; 2) if funds
for the services and/or programs provided pursuant to this Agreement are not
appropriated by the State; 3) if funds in REGIONAL SAN 'S yearly proposed and/or
final budget are not appropriated by REGIONAL SAN for this Agreement or any
portion thereof; or 4) if funds that were previously appropriated for this Agreement
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are reduced, eliminated, and/or re-allocated by REGIONAL SAN as a result of mid-
year budget reductions. 

D. If this Agreement is terminated by REGIONAL SAN under paragraph (A) or (C)
above:

1. CONSULTANT shall cease rendering services pursuant to this Agreement as
of the termination date.

2. CONSULTANT shall deliver to REGIONAL SAN copies of all writings
prepared pursuant to this Agreement.  The term "writings" shall be construed to
mean and include:  handwriting, typewriting, drawings, blueprints, printing,
electronic media, photostatting, photographing, and every other means of
recording upon any tangible thing, any form of communication or
representation, including letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or
combinations thereof.

3. CONSULTANT shall not incur any expenses under this Agreement after notice
of termination and shall cancel any outstanding expenses obligations to a third
party that CONSULTANT can legally cancel.

E. If this Agreement is terminated under paragraphs (A) or (C), above,
CONSULTANT shall be paid for authorized and approved services performed prior
to the termination date in accordance with the provisions of the Compensation and
Payment of Invoices Limitations provision of this Agreement.

F. The District Engineer has authority to terminate this Agreement under paragraphs
(A), (B), or (C), above.

32. REPORTS
CONSULTANT shall, without additional compensation therefor, make fiscal, program
evaluation, progress, and such other reports as may be reasonably required by the District
Engineer concerning CONSULTANT’S activities as they affect the contract duties and
purposes herein.  REGIONAL SAN shall explain procedures for reporting the required
information.

33. AUDITS AND RECORDS
Upon REGIONAL SAN’S request, REGIONAL SAN or its designee shall have the right
at reasonable times and intervals to audit, at CONSULTANT’S premises,
CONSULTANT’S financial and program records as REGIONAL SAN deems necessary
to determine CONSULTANT’S compliance with legal and contractual requirements and
the correctness of claims submitted by CONSULTANT. CONSULTANT shall maintain
such records for a period of four years following termination of the Agreement, and shall
make them promptly available for copying upon REGIONAL SAN'S request at
REGIONAL SAN'S expense. REGIONAL SAN shall have the right to withhold any
payment under this Agreement until CONSULTANT has provided access to
CONSULTANT'S financial and program records related to this Agreement.
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34. PRIOR AGREEMENTS
This Agreement constitutes the entire contract between REGIONAL SAN and
CONSULTANT regarding the subject matter of this Agreement.  Any prior agreements,
whether oral or written, between REGIONAL SAN and CONSULTANT regarding the
subject matter of this Agreement are hereby terminated effective immediately upon full
execution of this Agreement.

35. SEVERABILITY
If any term or condition of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person(s) or
circumstance is held invalid or unenforceable, such invalidity or unenforceability shall not
affect other terms, conditions, or applications which can be given effect without the invalid
term, condition, or application; to this end the terms and conditions of this Agreement are
declared severable.

36. FORCE MAJEURE
Neither CONSULTANT nor REGIONAL SAN shall be liable or responsible for delays or
failures in performance resulting from events beyond the reasonable control of such party
and without fault or negligence of such party. Such events shall include but not be limited
to acts of God, strikes, lockouts, riots, acts of war, epidemics, acts of government, fire,
power failures, nuclear accidents, earthquakes, unusually severe weather, acts of terrorism,
or other disasters, whether or not similar to the foregoing, and acts or omissions or failure
to cooperate of the other party or third parties (except as otherwise specifically provided
herein).

37. SURVIVAL OF TERMS
All services performed and deliverables provided pursuant to this Agreement are subject
to all of the terms, conditions, price discounts and rates set forth herein, notwithstanding
the expiration of the initial term of this Agreement or any extension thereof. Further, the
terms, conditions and warranties contained in this Agreement that by their sense and
context are intended to survive the completion of the performance, cancellation or
termination of this Agreement shall so survive.

38. DUPLICATE COUNTERPARTS
This Agreement may be executed in duplicate counterparts.  The Agreement shall be
deemed executed when it has been signed by both parties.

39. AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE
Each person executing this Agreement represents and warrants that he or she is duly
authorized and has legal authority to execute and deliver this Agreement for or on behalf
of the parties to this Agreement.  Each party represents and warrants to the other that the
execution and delivery of the Agreement and the performance of such party's obligations
hereunder have been duly authorized.

(SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed as 
of the day and year first written above. 

SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY 
SANITATION DISTRICT, a county 
sanitation district pursuant to and operating 
under the authority of the County Sanitation 
District Act, commencing at Health and Safety 
Code section 4700 

TBD 

By: ______________________________ 
       Christoph Dobson, District Engineer 

Date: ____________________________ 

By: _____________________________ 

Name:___________________________ 

Title:____________________________  

Date: ____________________________ 

Agreement Approved by the Board of Directors 
with Authority Delegated to the District 

Engineer to execute the Agreement on behalf of 
REGIONAL SAN. 

Agenda Date:  ______________________ 

Item Number:  ______________________ 

Resolution No.:  ____________________ 

Contract and Consultant Tax Status Reviewed and Approved by District Counsel 

By:  _________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
Krista C. Whitman 
Assistant County Counsel 

Prepared by: _______________________________________  
Heather Luke, Senior Contract Services Officer 
Internal Services Department 
Sanitation Districts Agency 
Phone:  (916) 874-1183 
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EXHIBIT A to Agreement 
Between SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 

 and TBD 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

1. REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL AND CONSULTANT’S PROPOSAL
A. The scope of services to be provided by this Agreement are those services identified

in REGIONAL SAN’S Request for Proposal (RFP) dated _____________, and
CONSULTANT’S Proposal dated _________.  Both the RFP and the Proposal are
hereby incorporated into this Agreement as Attachments 1 and 2, respectively, and
made a part of this Agreement.  In the event of any inconsistencies or ambiguities,
the Proposal shall govern over the RFP, and this Agreement shall govern over all.
CONSULTANT agrees to perform all services stated in this Agreement for the
compensation described herein.

B. The District Engineer or designee, may negotiate with CONSULTANT and
approve reasonable modifications in tasks, work products, schedules, milestones,
and staff assignments so long as such modifications are within the general scope of
services provided under this Agreement, do not exceed the Maximum Total
Payment Amount, and are determined to be in the best interest of REGIONAL
SAN.

C. ON-CALL OR SPECIAL SERVICES
Special Services shall be provided by CONSULTANT on an "on-call" basis:  when
requested by REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager, CONSULTANT shall provide
project-specific proposals and shall commence the proposed services only upon
written authorization of REGIONAL SAN'S District Engineer.  CONSULTANT
agrees to perform all services stated in this Agreement for the compensation
described herein.

2. SCHEDULE
CONSULTANT shall perform the services in an expeditious manner in accordance with a
mutually acceptable schedule developed between REGIONAL SAN and CONSULTANT.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF REGIONAL SAN AND CONSULTANT FOR SCOPE
A. REGIONAL SAN, or its authorized representatives, shall review all documents

submitted by CONSULTANT and render decisions pertaining thereto as promptly
as is reasonable under the circumstances at the time in order to avoid unreasonable
delay of the progress of CONSULTANT.  REGIONAL SAN shall furnish
information and services as required by this Agreement and shall render approvals
and decisions as expeditiously as is reasonably necessary under the circumstances
at the time for the orderly progress of the CONSULTANT’S services and of the
project.
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B. CONSULTANT shall be solely responsible for the quality and accuracy of its work
and the work of its subconsultants performed in connection with this Agreement.
Any review, approval, or concurrence therewith by REGIONAL SAN shall not be
deemed to constitute acceptance or waiver by REGIONAL SAN of any error or
omission as to such work.  CONSULTANT shall coordinate the activities of any
subconsultants and is responsible to ensure that all plans, drawings, and
specifications are coordinated and interface with the other applicable plans,
drawings, and specifications to produce a unified, workable, and acceptable whole
functional product.

4. AUTHORITY OF CONSULTANT PERFORMING SCOPE OF WORK
CONSULTANT is retained to provide and perform the scope of services covered by this
Agreement.  CONSULTANT, including CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel, shall have
no authority to represent REGIONAL SAN or REGIONAL SAN staff at any meetings of
public or private agencies unless an appropriate REGIONAL SAN official provides prior
written authorization for such representation which outlines the purpose, scope and
duration of such representation.  CONSULTANT shall possess no authority or right to act
on behalf of REGIONAL SAN in any capacity whatsoever as agent, nor to bind
REGIONAL SAN to any obligations whatsoever.  REGIONAL SAN is responsible for
making all policy and governmental decisions related to the work covered by this
Agreement.

5. PUBLICATION OF DOCUMENTS AND DATA
CONSULTANT shall not publish, or disclose to any third party, documents, data, or any
confidential information relative to the work of REGIONAL SAN without the prior written
consent of REGIONAL SAN, however submission or distribution to meet official
regulatory requirements, or for other purposes authorized by this Agreement, shall not be
construed as publication in derogation of the rights of either REGIONAL SAN or
CONSULTANT.

6. PROJECT PERSONNEL
In the performance of the services hereunder, CONSULTANT shall provide the personnel
as set forth in the Proposal.  Any change in such personnel or reassignment in their project
responsibilities must be agreed to in writing by the District Engineer or his authorized
representative before any such change may be made.  Key contacts for this project shall be
as follows:

REGIONAL SAN:  

NAME: Milad Khorasani 
PHONE: 916-875-9043 
E-MAIL: khorasanim@sacsewer.com

CONSULTANT:   

TBD 
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EXHIBIT B to Agreement 
between SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 

 and TBD 

REGIONAL SAN INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Without limiting CONSULTANT'S indemnification, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain 
for the duration of the Agreement, insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damages to 
property which may arise from or in connection with the performance of the Agreement by 
CONSULTANT, its agents, representatives, or employees.  REGIONAL SAN shall retain the right 
at any time to review the coverage, form, and amount of the insurance required hereby.  If in the 
opinion of REGIONAL SAN Risk Manager, insurance provisions in these requirements do not 
provide adequate protection for REGIONAL SAN and for members of the public, REGIONAL 
SAN may require CONSULTANT to obtain insurance sufficient in coverage, form and amount to 
provide adequate protection.  REGIONAL SAN'S requirements shall be reasonable but shall be 
imposed to assure protection from and against the kind and extent of risks that exist at the time a 
change in insurance is required. 

1. Verification of Coverage
CONSULTANT shall furnish REGIONAL SAN with certificates evidencing coverage
required below. Copies of required endorsements must be attached to certificates provided.
REGIONAL SAN Risk Manager may approve self-insurance programs in lieu of required
policies of insurance if, in the opinion of the Risk Manager, the interests of REGIONAL
SAN and general public are adequately protected.  All certificates, evidences of self-
insurance, and additional insured endorsements are to be received and approved by
REGIONAL SAN before performance commences.  REGIONAL SAN reserves the right
to require that CONSULTANT provide complete copies of any policy of insurance
including endorsements offered in compliance with these specifications.

2. Minimum Scope of Insurance
Coverage shall be at least as broad as:

GENERAL LIABILITY:  Insurance Services Office’s Commercial General Liability 
occurrence coverage form CG 0001.  Including, but not limited to Premises/Operations, 
Products/Completed Operations, Contractual, and Personal & Advertising Injury, 
without additional exclusions or limitations, unless approved by REGIONAL SAN 
Risk Manager. 

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY: Insurance Services Office’s Commercial Automobile 
Liability coverage form CA 0001.   Commercial Automobile Liability: auto coverage 
symbol   “1” (any auto) for corporate/business owned vehicles.  If there are no owned 
or leased vehicles, symbols 8 and 9 for non-owned and hired autos shall apply.  
Personal Lines automobile insurance shall apply if vehicles are individually owned. 

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: Statutory requirements of the State of California and 
Employer's Liability Insurance, if applicable. 
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PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY or Errors and Omissions Liability insurance 
appropriate to CONSULTANT'S profession. 

UMBRELLA or Excess Liability policies are acceptable where the need for higher 
liability limits is noted in the Minimum Limits of Insurance and shall provide liability 
coverages that at least follow form over the underlying insurance requirements where 
necessary for Commercial General Liability, Commercial Automobile Liability, 
Employers’ Liability, and any other liability coverage (other than Professional 
Liability) designated under the Minimum Scope of Insurance. 

3. Minimum Limits of Insurance
CONSULTANT shall maintain limits no less than:

General Liability shall be on an Occurrence basis (as opposed to Claims Made basis).
Minimum limits and structure shall be:

General Aggregate: $2,000,000   
Products Comp/Op Aggregate: $2,000,000   
 Personal & Adv. Injury: $2,000,000 
Each Occurrence: $2,000,000  

Automobile Liability:  
a. Commercial Automobile Liability for Corporate/business owned vehicles

including non-owned and hired, $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit.
b. Personal Lines Automobile Liability for Individually owned vehicles, $250,000

per person, $500,000 each accident, $100,000 property damage.

Workers' Compensation:  Statutory.  

Employer's Liability:  $1,000,000 per accident for bodily injury or disease.   

Professional Liability or Errors and Omissions Liability: $2,000,000 per claim and 
aggregate.   

4. Deductibles and Self-Insured Retention
Any deductible or self-insured retention that apply to any insurance required by this
Agreement must be declared and accepted by REGIONAL SAN.

5. Claims Made Professional Liability Insurance
If professional liability coverage is written on a Claims Made form:

a. The "Retro Date" must be shown, and must be on or before the date of the
Agreement or the beginning of Agreement performance by CONSULTANT.

b. Insurance must be maintained and evidence of insurance must be provided for at
least one (1) year after completion of the Agreement.
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c. If coverage is cancelled or non-renewed, and not replaced with another claims
made policy form with a "Retro Date" prior to the contract effective date,
CONSULTANT must purchase "extended reporting" coverage for a minimum of
one (1) year after completion of the Agreement.

6. Other Insurance Provisions
The insurance policies required in this Agreement are to contain, or be endorsed to contain,
as applicable, the following provisions:

7. All Policies:
a. ACCEPTABILITY OF INSURERS:  Insurance is to be placed with insurers with

a current A.M. Best's rating of no less than A-: VII.  Risk Manager may waive or
alter this requirement, or accept self-insurance in lieu of any required policy of
insurance if, in the opinion of the Risk Manager, the interests of the Additional
Insured Parties and the general public are adequately protected.

b. MAINTENANCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE:  The CONSULTANT shall
maintain all insurance coverages and limits in place at all times and provide the
Additional Insured Parties with evidence of each policy's renewal within ten (10)
days after its anniversary date.  CONSULTANT is required by this Agreement to
immediately notify the Additional Insured Parties if they receive a communication
from their insurance carrier or agent that any required insurance is to be canceled,
non-renewed, reduced in scope or limits (except for reduction due to claims), or
otherwise materially changed. CONSULTANT shall provide evidence that such
cancelled or non-renewed or otherwise materially changed insurance has been
replaced or its cancellation notice withdrawn without any interruption in coverage,
scope, or limits.  Failure to maintain required insurance in force shall be
considered a material breach of the Agreement.

8. Commercial General Liability and/or Commercial Automobile Liability:
a. ADDITIONAL INSURED STATUS: SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY

SANITATION DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento and their governing
Boards, officers, directors, officials, employees, and authorized volunteers and
agents (each an “Additional Insured Party,” and collectively “Additional Insured
Parties”), are to be included as additional insureds as respects:  liability arising out
of activities performed by or on behalf of CONSULTANT; products and
completed operations of CONSULTANT; premises owned, occupied or used by
CONSULTANT in the performance of the work; or automobiles owned, leased,
hired or borrowed by CONSULTANT.  The coverage shall contain no endorsed
limitations on the scope of protection afforded the Additional Insured Parties.

b. PRIMARY INSURANCE:  For any claims related to this agreement,
CONSULTANT'S insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as respects any
insurance or self-insurance maintained by the Additional Insured Parties. Any
insurance or self-insurance maintained by the Additional Insured Parties shall be
excess of CONSULTANT'S insurance and shall not contribute with it.
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c. SEVERABILITY OF INTEREST:  CONSULTANT'S insurance shall apply
separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought, except
with respect to the limits of the insurer's liability.

d. SUBCONTRACTORS:  CONSULTANT shall be responsible for the acts and
omissions of all its subconsultants and subcontractors and additional insured
endorsements as provided by CONSULTANT’S subcontractor.

9. Professional Liability:
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY PROVISION:  Any professional liability or errors and
omissions policy required hereunder shall apply to any claims, losses, liabilities, or
damages, demands, and actions arising out of or resulting from professional services
provided under this Agreement.

10. Workers’ Compensation:
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION WAIVER OF SUBROGATION: The workers'
compensation policy required hereunder shall be endorsed (via a specific endorsement or
as required by written contract) to state that the workers' compensation carrier waives its
right of subrogation against SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION
DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento and their governing Boards, officers, directors,
officials, employees, and authorized volunteers and agents which might arise by reason of
payment under such policy in connection with performance under this Agreement by
CONSULTANT. Should CONSULTANT be self-insured for workers' compensation,
CONSULTANT hereby agrees to waive its right of subrogation against SACRAMENTO
REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento and
their governing Boards, officers, directors, officials, employees, and authorized volunteers
and agents .

11. Notification of Claim
If any claim for damages is filed with CONSULTANT or if any lawsuit is instituted against
CONSULTANT, that arise out of or are in any way connected with CONSULTANT’S
performance under this Agreement and that in any way, directly or indirectly, contingently
or otherwise, affect or might reasonably affect SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY
SANITATION DISTRICT or any Additional Insured Party, CONSULTANT shall give
prompt and timely notice thereof to SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY
SANITATION DISTRICT. Notice shall be prompt and timely if given within thirty (30)
days following the date of receipt of a claim or ten (10) days following the date of service
of process of a lawsuit.
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EXHIBIT C to Agreement 
between SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 

and TBD 

COMPENSATION 

1. MAXIMUM PAYMENT TO CONSULTANT
The Maximum Total Payment Amount under this Agreement is: $________.

2. COMPENSATION COMPONENTS
A. Time and Expenses: Compensation for services rendered shall be paid on a time

and expenses basis at the usual and customary rates for the services actually
rendered, as stated in CONSULTANT’S Proposal, attached hereto as Attachment
___ and by this reference incorporated herein, and shall not exceed $_______.  The
rates stated in Attachment ___ shall apply for all services provided throughout the
term of this Agreement. Total compensation, including fees, expenses, and profit
for services rendered by CONSULTANT shall not exceed the Maximum Total
Payment Amount under this Agreement listed above.

B. Special or Optional Services:
Compensation in the amount of $_______ for services identified in Exhibit A as
special or optional services may only be released upon written authorization by the
District Engineer, or duly authorized designee.

C. Contingency: An additional contingency in the amount of $_______ is hereby
established for possible additional services that may be identified during
performance of the work covered by this Agreement and which are within the
general work parameters of this Agreement.  Such contingency may only be
released upon written authorization by the District Engineer.

D. Rate Increases: REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager and CONSULTANT may
negotiate an adjustment to rates effective January 1st of each year throughout the
term of this Agreement, effective January 1, 20__, provided that annual adjustments
shall not exceed a three percent (3%) increase over the prior year’s rates.
CONSULTANT shall submit new negotiated rates to REGIONAL SAN’S Project
Manager not less than 30 days prior to said effective date. For employees subject
to State Prevailing Wages, annual escalations, if any, shall be effective the date(s)
stipulated by the Director of Industrial Relations (DIR).

Rate increases may only be initiated upon written authorization by the REGIONAL
SAN Project Manager. Total compensation, including fees, expenses, and profit for
services rendered by CONSULTANT shall not exceed the Maximum Total
Payment Amount under this Agreement listed above.
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E. Consultant Expenses:
1. Non-Reimbursable Expenses Are As Follows: Non-reimbursable expenses

include alcoholic beverages, expenses associated with a non-employee who
accompanies the employee on official business, personal expenses, and traffic
fines or parking tickets.

2. Invoices: CONSULTANT must submit itemized invoices that detail labor hours
and expenses. In order to be reimbursed for travel related expenses,
CONSULTANT must submit itemized invoices for airfare, hotel stays, cab or
shuttle fees, restaurant fees, and related expenses. CONSULTANT must
separate out line items for non-taxable expenses.

3. Lodging, Meals, and Travel: Lodging, meals, and travel during this contract
period shall be reimbursed as follows:

a. Per diem for lodging (equal to the current federal standard CONUS per diem
rate for Sacramento County) will be reimbursed for each work night, up to
five nights per week.

b. Per diem for meals and incidentals (equal to the current federal standard
CONUS per diem rate for Sacramento County) will be reimbursed for each
work day, up to five days per week.

c. Airfare and local and home transportation costs will be reimbursed at cost
with no markup.

d. Mileage will be reimbursed at the current IRS rate which can be accessed
by clicking the following link:

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-issues-standard-mileage-rates-for-2022

F. Maximum Allowable Markups: Maximum allowable markups will be five percent
(5%) on subconsultants and other direct costs (ODCs).

3. ITEMIZED TASKS AND SUBTASKS
If CONSULTANT’S Proposal contains a schedule of tasks or subtasks with identified
levels of effort such as estimated hours and/or estimated costs, or identifiable work
products, milestones, or other events, then compensation for these individual tasks or
activities shall not exceed the identified estimate or other limiting factors without the
written approval of REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager.  CONSULTANT shall promptly
notify REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager in writing of any tasks, subtasks, work
products, or milestones that need to be reevaluated and indicate the reason and/or
justification for such reevaluation.  REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager is authorized to
negotiate adjustments of individual tasks so long as the work is within the general scope of
the project and the total compensation does not exceed the Maximum Total Payment
Amount under this Agreement listed above.
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4. WORK NOT IN SCOPE OF SERVICES
CONSULTANT shall immediately notify REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager in writing
of any work that REGIONAL SAN requests to be performed that CONSULTANT believes
is outside of the original scope of work covered by this Agreement.  If it is determined that
said request is outside of the scope of work, such work shall not be performed unless and
until the District Engineer approves such request in writing and authorizes the use of any
contingency funds for such work, or an amendment providing for an adjustment in
CONSULTANT’S compensation is approved and executed by both parties.

5. NOTIFICATION OF 75% EXPENDITURE OF COMPENSATION
CONSULTANT shall notify REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager in writing upon
expenditure of seventy-five percent (75%) of the authorized Agreement amount.  Such
notice shall identify the percentage of funds expended, the percentage of work completed,
an explanation of any variation between these two (2) percentages, and an assessment of
the cost of the remaining work to be performed.

6. SUBMISSION OF INVOICES
CONSULTANT shall address and submit all invoices associated with this Agreement by
U.S. mail or personal delivery to the following address:

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant 
8521 Laguna Station Road 
Elk Grove, CA  95758 
ATTN:  CONTRACTS PAYMENT DESK 

CONSULTANT shall include the following information on all invoices: 

1. Contract Number: TBD
2. Project Name: Engineering Services for FeCl3 Storage and Delivery Project
3. Date of Invoice Submission
4. Time Period Invoice Covers
5. Services Provided and Respective Compensation Requested
6. Any other information deemed necessary by CONSULTANT and/or 

REGIONAL SAN

REGIONAL SAN may change the address to which subsequent invoices shall be sent by 
giving written notice designating a change of address to CONSULTANT, which shall be 
effective upon receipt. 

7. PAYMENTS
In accordance with the Compensation and Payment of Invoices Limitations provision of
this Agreement, REGIONAL SAN shall address and submit payments to CONSULTANT
at address in the Notice provision of this Agreement.
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CONSULTANT may change the address to which subsequent payments shall be sent by 
giving written notice designating a change of address to REGIONAL SAN, which shall be 
effective upon receipt. 
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RFP No. 9101 

Ferric Chloride Storage and Delivery Project 

Attachment C – Iran Contracting Act Disclosure Form 



The Contractor is not: 

(i) identified on the current list of persons and entities engaging in investment

activities in Iran prepared by the California Department of General Services in

accordance with subdivision (b) of Public Contract Code Section 2203; or

(ii) a financial institution that extends, for 45 days or more, credit in the amount of

$20,000,000 or more to any other person or entity identified on the current list of

persons and entities engaging in investment activities in Iran prepared by the

California Department of General Services in accordance with subdivision (b) of

Public Contract Code Section 2203, if that person or entity uses or will use the

credit to provide goods or services in the energy sector in Iran.

Omnitrans has exempted the Contractor from the requirements of the Iran Contracting Act 

of 2010 after making a public finding that, absent the exemption, Omnitrans will be unable 

to obtain the goods and/or services to be provided pursuant to the Contract. 

The amount of the Contract payable to the Contractor for the Project does not exceed 

$1,000,000. 

Signed______________________________________________________ 

Titled_______________________________________________________ 

Firm_________________________________________________________ 

Date_________________________________________________________ 

Note: In accordance with Public Contract Code Section 2205, false certification of this form shall 

be reported to the California Attorney General and may result in civil penalties equal to the greater 

of $250,000 or twice the Contract amount, termination of the Contract and/or ineligibility to bid 

on contracts for three years. 

ATTACHMENT C - RFP NO. 9101

IRAN CONTRACTING ACT CERTIFICATION 
(Public Contract Code Section 2200 et seq.) 

As required by California Public Contract Code Section 2204, the Contractor certifies subject to 

penalty for perjury that the option checked below relating to the Contractor’s status in regard to 

the Iran Contracting Act of 2010 (Public Contract Code Section 2200 et seq.) is true and correct: 
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Chapter 1 --  Introduction 

A. Purpose 

The purpose of the Design Contract Requirements is to establish an understanding of design 
requirements between project Designers and the staff of the Sacramento Regional County 
Sanitation District (Regional San).  This document defines and describes components that 
comprise a design project.  Also presented is a level of expectation for each component that will 
ensure an effective and successful project. 

B. Relationship with Other Design Standards 

This document is one component in a suite of Regional San Standards.  The standards are created 
and maintained in order to provide consistency and efficiency among design projects.  The 
standards clearly document requirements, issues, decisions, products, procedures, etc. that have 
reached general consensus of Regional San staff. 
 
Each component of the standards is targeted for a specific purpose.  The purpose of this 
document is as stated above.  The components of the Design Standards include: 
 
 Design Contract Requirements – Contract requirements for design projects 
 Design Guidelines – Specific design discipline requirements 
 Guide Specifications – A library of specifications available for project use 
  Contract Drawing Drafting Standards – Standards to be used on computer aided drafting 

(CAD) drawings 
  Standard Drawings and Details – CAD files of typically used drawings & details 
 Operations Manual and Training Development Guide – Standards to follow in the 

preparation of Operations manuals and O&M training program 
 
Regional San has developed a Program Management Manual for internal use.  This two-
volume manual addresses design project management procedures (Volume 1) and construction 
management procedures (Volume 2).  This manual may also be used as a resource during the 
course of the project. 
 

C. Organization of Design Contract Requirements 

The Design Contract Requirements are organized as follows: 
 
 Chapter 1 provides an introduction to this document. 
 Chapter 2 addresses interaction activities between the project designers and Regional San 

staff. 
 Chapter 3 presents general topics that occur on a design project. 
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 Chapters 4 through 7 present requirements for drawings, specifications, reports, and 
calculations, respectively. 

 Chapter 8 lists the deliverables that are to be provided during the design phase of the project. 
 

D. Deviations to Design Contract Requirements 

It is recognized that not all design contract requirements may be applicable or appropriate for 
each design project.  When the Designer believes a project-specific deviation is warranted, the 
Designer shall identify the item to appropriate Regional San staff during the negotiations of 
project scope and budget.  The mutually agreed language, as incorporated into the final scope 
and budget, shall then supersede these design contract requirements. 
 
During the course of the design development, deviations to these design contract requirements 
may be permitted or required if mutually agreed upon by the Designer and Regional San staff.  If 
warranted, project scope, budget and schedule will be revised.  Upon completion of design and 
bid phases, the Designer and Regional San staff may wish to conduct a project debrief to identify 
areas that worked well and/or need improvement. 
 

E. Design Project Schedule 

The Designer shall prepare a design project schedule based on the various design phases and 
specific tasks identified in this document and other sources, such as the Request for Proposal.  
The project schedule shall provide appropriate Designer staff time for the preparation of all 
design elements.  The schedule shall also provide appropriate Regional San staff time for input 
and review of the design.  Key areas where time considerations are important include, but are not 
limited to: 
 Field verification of existing and proposed facilities 
 Preparation of Master Equipment List 
 Construction sequencing within the existing operations 
 Alternate equipment procurement methods 
 Testing and startup services 
 Permit processing time of outside agencies 
 Documentation of electrical and instrumentation & control requirements – level of detail on 

drawings & specification schedules 
 Preparation and maintenance of Project Design Manual 
 Quality Control of contract documents – Allow 3 weeks minimum for 100% design submittal 

review 
 
Additional discussion on the above items, as well as other design-related topics, are presented in 
the following chapters. 
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Chapter 2 --  Interaction with Regional San  

A. Project Team Concept 

For each design project, a Project Team is assembled.  The leader of the Project Team is the 
Project Manager (PM) who is assigned from the SRWTP Engineering group.  Members of the 
Project Team include staff who represent SRWTP Operations and Maintenance (O&M), 
Engineering, the Construction Management and Inspection office, the project Designers (in-
house or consultant team), and others, as applicable.  The Project Team is responsible for the 
successful completion of the project. 
 
The PM is responsible to ensure that the Project Team is working effectively as a unit.  The PM 
and Designer shall work to identify specific project needs.  The entire Project Team shall work 
on the timely resolution of issues. 

B. Project Meetings 

Project meetings shall be held throughout the design phase of a project.  Meetings will be held to 
kick-off the project, to resolve specific issues, and to provide periodic status of the project.  The 
kick-off meeting is used to define project goals, priorities, roles, and responsibilities.  During the 
design, the PM shall determine the need to resolve specific issues and shall determine the timing 
and participation of each meeting.  Other meetings to discuss project status with the Project 
Team and/or management will occur. 
 
The PM and Designers shall develop meeting agenda and meeting minute procedures.  Each 
meeting shall have a written agenda.  The agenda and any relevant information shall be 
distributed prior to the meetings.  Arrangements shall be made for a person to be responsible for 
note taking during the meeting.  Meeting minutes shall be distributed to all Project Team 
members and meeting attendees within 5 working days after the meeting. 

C. Records of Conversation 

Records of conversations shall be kept to document important information related to the project.  
Conversations may be face-to-face, telephone, electronic mail or other means of communication.  
The PM and Designer shall develop a procedure to document important conversations and to 
forward copies of these records of conversation to the PM. 

D. Request for Information 

The Designer and PM shall develop a request for information (RFI) procedure.  The procedure 
shall address: 
 An appropriate RFI form 
 An understanding of an appropriate type of request and response 
 The logistics of routing the RFI 
 A log to track the submittal and completion of the RFI 
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E. Decision Log 

A decision log is a formal way to document decisions that affect the direction of the project.  The 
PM and Designer shall coordinate to ensure all appropriate decisions are documented.  The 
Designer shall be responsible to maintain the decision log. 

F. Field Verification 

Field verification is essential in existing Regional San facilities.  The Designer shall field verify 
design elements that (or has the possibility to) interface, interact, interfere, rely upon, or conflict 
with existing construction.  The Designer shall determine that the new equipment piping, 
electrical, HVAC ductwork, etc., will physically fit in the existing facility and will function 
properly in the existing system.  Field verification by the Designer shall occur early in the design 
and again at the 90% design phase. 
 
Field verification by the Designer shall be coordinated through the PM.  The PM will ensure that 
site visits comply with the Regional San’s Access Request procedure and the Safety Office for 
work around the existing facility. 
 
The Designer may request past drawings or documents; however, the design shall not be based 
solely on the information provided, unless field verified to be accurate. 
 
Regional San will assist in field verifying any information that requires subsurface exposure or 
excavation.  An RFI from the Designer shall be submitted in order to initiate this work. If new 
underground piping and facilities are anticipated to be in close proximity to existing 
infrastructure, potholing and/or surveying shall be included in the scope of work in order to 
create accurate, field-verified documents. 

G. Designer Proposed Alternates 

When materials and installation techniques previously adopted by the District are not appropriate 
for the proposed project or when the Designer believes that an alternate material or technique 
would be more efficient, reliable or cost effective, the Designer shall provide to Regional San for 
approval the following material: 
 Manufacturer’s catalog and application data for both or all alternatives, 
 Manufacturer’s representatives name and telephone number,  
 At least one location where the material or installation technique has been successfully 

employed for a minimum of three years, and 
 An analysis comparing life cycle costs, both capital and O&M, for each alternative. 
 
The Designer and PM should attempt to identify need or opportunities for designer proposed 
alternates before the completion of the pre-design phase. 
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H. Design Development 

The phases of a typical design project include:  Pre-design, 50% design, 90% design, 100% 
design, and bid phase.  Flowcharts that depict major components of each phase are presented in 
Appendix A.  These flowcharts were developed for inclusion in the Program Management 
Manual, Volume 1.  The assigned PM shall access this manual if questions arise as to the 
intended requirements of each phase. 
 
Regional San takes an active approach to participation in design projects.  Participation is 
through the Project Team with input from other staff.  The Designer shall meet with the Project 
Team and other staff, as appropriate, to produce a project in conformance with project 
goals/criteria and corresponding Design Standards. 
 
To facilitate access to Regional San staff, the District will provide a workstation on-site for use 
by the Designer.  The workstation may include desk space, telephone, and computer access.  The 
workspace is intended for use by staff responsible for actual production of the design. Locating 
design staff on-site will allow informal meetings with Regional San staff so design concepts can 
be developed.  The exact arrangements as to workspace, frequency of use, and personnel shall be 
developed in the scope of services. 
 
The Designer shall allow Regional San staff to visit the Designer’s office during the design 
process.  The purpose of the visits will be to review the work and to respond to questions.  Visits 
may be beneficial when coordination between design disciplines is necessary and/or prior to 
creating formal submittal documents. 

I. Design Submittals 

At various phases of project design, the Designer shall submit project documents to the other 
Project Team members for review and comment.  For a listing of deliverables due at each 
submittal phase, see Chapter 8.  The design submittal shall be presented in a meeting which 
highlights key progress, additions, changes, and areas of concern.  The reviewers shall be briefed 
on types of constructive comments that will be helpful to the Designer. 
 
Each Project Team member will review the design submittal and prepare comments that 
represent their respective areas of concern.  The Project Team members will be responsible to 
solicit comments and resolve conflicts within their work area or other subject matter experts. The 
Project Team will review each submittal for conformance with the Design Standards, project 
criteria, operability, maintainability, reliability, constructability, bid ability, and ergonomics. 
 
The PM is responsible to review each comment and collate the comments before forwarding 
them to the Designers.  The comments will be reviewed to check for conflicts, duplication, 
clarity, and appropriateness.  If conflicts exist amongst Project Team members, the PM will work 
to resolve the issue.  After the PM has reviewed each comment and made any necessary changes, 
the comments will be collated and forwarded to the Designers for their response.  The comments 
will be transmitted to the Designer in electronic format. 
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Within 5 working days of receiving collated comments, the Designers shall notify the PM of any 
comments that require additional clarification or discussion.  The PM will facilitate discussions 
between the reviewer and Designer, if required.  After the intent of each comment is understood, 
the Designer shall prepare preliminary responses to each comment.  These preliminary 
responses, as well as a general sense of project direction, are incorporated into a submittal 
outcome report, which is circulated to the Project Team for their concurrence and approval.   See 
Chapter 6 for additional information on the submittal outcome report. 
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Chapter 3 --  General Topics of Design 

A. Design Responsibility 

The project Designer shall be responsible for the professional quality, technical accuracy, and 
coordination of all project documents.  The engineering design and contract documents shall 
comply with all applicable codes, standards, and industry practices.  District review or 
acceptance of the project design shall not relieve the Designer of design responsibility. 

B. Regional San Safety Program 

Safety is the number one priority in all Regional San work activities.  This includes the day-to-
day activities and consideration of future activities as part of design projects.  Safety 
requirements shall be considered fundamental to the design, construction, and the operation of 
the project.  As part of the design, the Designer shall make efforts to incorporate sound safety 
provisions.  Regional San maintains a safety program, which may be used as a reference. 
 
All individuals shall attend a safety training session prior to entering the process area of the 
SRWTP.  The Designer shall coordinate with the Safety Office and the PM prior to performing 
field investigation and/or specific work activities. 

C. Equipment Numbering System 

An equipment number and location identification auto-numbering system has been established 
for District facilities.  All new equipment shall be numbered in accordance with that system.  The 
system consists of a standardized list of equipment prefixes and a unique identifying number 
related to the location within the facility. 
 
The Designer shall allocate time and resources to become familiar with the numbering system, in 
general, and to work with the Project Team and other District staff to develop an appropriate 
project-specific numbering scheme.  Regional San will provide equipment numbers to use 
throughout the project. 

D. Master Equipment List 

Regional San maintains a Master Equipment List (MEL).  This list is a compilation of equipment 
information from past projects, and is used for ongoing operation and maintenance needs. 
 
The Designer shall use a District provided excel asset database to prepare a project-specific MEL 
which records specific information for each piece of mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation 
equipment (including all accessories), as well as, each manual valve, slide gate, process manhole, 
electrical manhole and handhole, control unit, and utility station.  All existing equipment 
abandoned in-place, demolished, replaced, relocated, renumbered, or modified by the project, as 
well as all future equipment, shall also be included.  A District representative shall assign 
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equipment numbers, and add them to the project-specific Master Equipment List as they are 
assigned. 
 
The Designer shall work with the Project Team and other District staff to develop the project 
specific MEL at the 50% design stage.  Specific instructions on using the Asset Metadata 
spreadsheet are included with this file.  Asset Metadata Spreadsheet generates individual tabs for 
each asset classification which will contain all required columns and asset class information 
required for importing the data into the District Computerized Maintenance Management System 
(CMMS).  The Asset Metadata spreadsheet can be populated by importing the Data directly from 
AutoCAD P&ID or REVIT database or manually.  If MEL is developed manually, designer is to 
fill out Asset Classifications tabs first which will auto-populates the MEL.  Designer shall use 
“Miscellaneous” tab for unknown asset Classifications and the District will classify them. 
 
Designer shall review the data requirements associated with the Asset Metadata Spreadsheet to 
develop a scope for managing the data.  The incorporation of the project-specific MEL into the 
District wide MEL is the responsibility of Regional San. 
 

E. Construction Sequence 

The project shall be designed so that it can be constructed with minimum adverse impacts on 
existing operations.  This includes all connections to existing plant processes, utilities, auxiliary 
systems, instrumentation and controls, electrical and computer systems, and structures.  The 
construction sequence shall ensure that there is a means for the Contractor to do the work 
without undue difficulty.  If the work has challenges, the sequence shall identify those challenges 
and constraints. 
 
The designers shall prepare a “Construction/ Operations Sequencing Plan” for use in discussions 
with Plant staff.  The Plan shall include: 
 Specific work items and any associated Contractor constraints 
 A narrative description of at least one method for making each connection to existing 

infrastructure 
 Identification of process and equipment shutdown constraints 
 
Upon discussions with Regional San staff who may be impacted by items in the “Construction/ 
Operations Sequencing Plan”, the work items and work constraints shall be incorporated into the 
contract documents, including specification Section 01 14 00, “Work Restrictions”. 

F. Future Work / Master Plan Coordination 

The physical location and routing of new work shall be designed to minimize interference with 
future work.  The design shall also provide connection points and interfaces for future work to 
minimize interruption of operation during future construction activities. 
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G. Independent Constructability Review 

Regional San may procure an outside firm to conduct an independent bid ability/constructability 
review of the 90% design documents.  The District will make a diligent effort to define that 
scope of work such that the independent review does not conflict or overlap with the reviews of 
the Project Team. 
 
If initial project scope anticipates the need for an independent review, the Designer shall include 
a special services task to address and incorporate comments resulting from such independent 
review. 
 

H. Construction Schedule 

At the completion of pre-design, Designer shall submit a Work Item breakdown to the PM.  The 
breakdown will be used to define the level of detail for the construction schedule. 
 
Beginning with the 50% submittal, a construction schedule shall be submitted.  The schedule 
shall be developed using the Critical Path Method (CPM), unless an alternate method is 
acceptable to the Project Team.  The schedule shall be produced and maintained on a 
commercially available computer software program, such as Microsoft Project or Primavera 
Project Planner.  The schedule shall be refined as the project becomes better defined.   
 
A final construction schedule shall be provided based on the bid documents.  The final schedule 
shall include: 
 A detailed breakdown of construction activities 
 Major submittal review activities 
 Startup and testing activities 
 
The final construction schedule will be made available to Contractors, upon request, during the 
bid period. 

I. Opinion of Probable Construction Costs 

At each design submittal, an opinion of probable construction costs (i.e. cost estimate) shall be 
submitted.  For the Pre Design submittal, it may be necessary to identify costs for various 
alternatives to facilitate decision making on available options.  The cost estimate shall be refined 
as the project becomes better defined.  Designer shall submit a written explanation of changes 
from previous cost estimate each time the updated cost estimate is submitted.  The cost estimate 
shall include: 
 All costs related to the basic construction and installation 
 Startup and testing costs 
 Typical overhead and profit type costs 
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A final opinion of probable construction costs shall be provided at the time of bid opening.  The 
final opinion shall be based on the bid documents and estimated costs either added or deleted 
through addenda. 
 

J. Standardized Equipment 

The SRWTP has obtained District Board approval to standardize on certain equipment on 
previous projects.  The rationale for accepting “sole source” items is based on several factors: 
 The equipment is currently in use at the SRWTP 
 Standardized equipment results in efficient use of personnel and training 
 Consolidation of spare parts 
 Interchangeability throughout the SRWTP 
 Operational reliability 
 Significant consequences for not standardizing on equipment 
 
A list of current District standardized equipment is provided in Appendix B.  When warranted, 
the District will evaluate and modify the list of standardized equipment.  Technical specifications 
for the standardized equipment have been prepared and are available as part of the Guide 
Specifications library. 
 
If the Project Team identifies the need for certain standardized equipment, the PM shall request 
District Board approval for specifying standardized equipment on the particular project.  This 
request should be made between the 50% and 90% design phase. 

K. Alternate Equipment Procurement Methods 

Regional San, owner of the SRWTP, is a public entity subject to the provisions of the Public 
Contract Code.  Procurement of equipment is subject to the competitive bid process.   
 
On case by case basis, other equipment procurement methods have been justified for use at 
Regional San facilities.  These methods, however, require significant coordination with the 
Project Team as well as other Sacramento County Departments -- County Counsel, Contract 
Services Section, Risk Management, etc.  If an alternative equipment procurement method may 
be warranted, the need shall be identified when the engineering services contract is amended to 
include design and construction services. 

L. Testing and Startup 

The development of the testing and startup plan is a combined effort between the Designers, 
Project Team, and the District Test Team which is responsible to verify that the constructed 
system meets the design and operational requirements.  Members of the Project Team, District 
Test Team, and Designers shall meet during the 90% design phase to establish pass/fail criteria, 
contractor test requirements, and to verify the testability of the design.  
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The Designer shall develop new and/or confirm existing test procedures for all equipment and 
systems.  Overall system test procedures shall ensure that the design intent is satisfied.  These 
procedures, along with the Master Equipment List, will be used by the District Test Team to 
develop the District Test Plan, which is not a contract document.  The Designer shall provide 
assistance in the preparation of the District Test Plan. The scope of the particular project will 
also further define these requirements. 
 

M. Operation and Maintenance Manuals 

The District maintains a set of Maintenance Manuals and a set of Operations Manuals for its 
facilities.  The production of these manuals is initiated during the construction phase of the 
project.  The construction contractor assembles the Maintenance Manuals using maintenance 
data from the equipment submittals.  The Designers shall prepare the Operations Manuals which 
contain general operation instructions and information.  The Designers shall review the 
Maintenance Manuals for any operational information that should be incorporated into the 
Operations Manuals. 
 
The Operations Manual and Training Development Guide contains specific requirements as 
to the scope, content, and format for the Operations Manuals.  The Guide also details the 
deliverables and interaction activities with District operations staff. 

N. Operation and Maintenance Training  

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) training of the constructed facilities is provided by the 
construction contractor/supplier, the District’s O&M group, and the Designer.  The construction 
contractor/supplier will provide O&M training for individual or component portions of the 
facility.  Overall system training will be a shared effort between the O&M group, Engineering 
and the Designer.  The District will provide “Pre-Operational” and “Hands-On” training. 
 
As noted above, the Designer will assist the O&M group on the overall system training for 
Operations and Maintenance staff.  This training shall consist of an explanation of the design 
intent of all systems, and a field walkthrough of the facility. Training sessions shall be provided 
for each of the three shifts (23:00 to 07:00; 07:00 to 15:00; and 15:00 to 23:00).  Training 
sessions shall be limited to 2 hours, with multiple sessions scheduled if needed to comply with 
this time limit. 
 
The Designer shall prepare large (24”x 36” or larger), color coded, poster board diagrams or 
create class room presentations to help facilitate O&M training.  For the overall system training, 
the Designer shall prepare diagrams of all systems with notations on Instrumentation and 
Control, as well as, a Normal Valving Schematic.  For the Regional San provided “Pre-
Operational” and “Hands-On” training, the Designer shall prepare other training posters as 
needed.   
 
The Operations Manual and Training Development Guide contains additional requirements 
as to the scope, content, and format for the training program.  The Guide also details the 
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deliverables and interaction activities with Regional San operations staff.  The scope of the 
particular project will also further define these requirements. 
 

O. Permits 

The Designer shall identify and assist Regional San in obtaining the necessary permits for the 
project.  This includes assistance with the application, review, and compliance processes.  The 
Designer shall incorporate all requirements and conditions of all permits into the bid documents.  
Communication protocol with outside entities shall be discussed with the PM and any designated 
Plant liaisons.  Applicable permits may include, but are not limited to: 
 Building permit/standards 
 Environmental impact 
 Air quality 
 Waste Discharge Requirements / NPDES Permit 
 Risk Management Prevention Plan (RMPP) 

P. Bid Services 

Once the Regional San Board gives approval to advertise the project for bid, the Designers shall 
provide the following services: 
 Designer shall gather data and information in response to questions during the bidding phase 
 Designer shall prepare and issue addenda in electronic form only, including revised contract 

documents, to all plan holders.   
 Key member(s) of the design team shall attend the pre-bid conference, and assist in providing 

information and answers to questions from contractors 
 Designer shall prepare and deliver a final opinion of construction costs, which shall include 

changes made by addenda. 
 Designer shall assist Regional San in evaluating the bids if there are significant differences 

between engineer’s estimate and bid amounts, or other challenges. 
 Designer shall incorporate addenda into bid documents.   
 

Q. Special Services Tasks 

All tasks essential to the design, construction, and commissioning of a project shall be included 
in the Basic Services portion of the project scope of work and budget.  There may exist, 
however, some tasks that benefit the project, but for certain reasons, can not be adequately 
scoped and/or budgeted when the scope and budget amount are negotiated.  These tasks may be 
identified as special services tasks.  A brief description and an allowance shall be included in the 
contract. 
 
The Designer shall immediately notify the PM, in writing, upon the potential initiation of special 
services tasks.  The Designer shall not proceed with the work until authorized to do so.  Prior to 
the authorization, the Designer and PM shall negotiate and agree on the scope, budget, schedule 
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impacts, and deliverables.  Authorization, if granted, will be issued via letter from the District to 
the Designer. 
 

R. Contingency Expenditures 

The initial project budget should have a contingency fund of approximately 10% for the design 
phase.  This fund is reserved for additional services subsequently identified during the 
performance of the basic services and deemed to be reasonable and necessary. 
 
The Designer shall immediately notify the PM, in writing, upon the identification of potential 
“Out-of-Scope” work items.  The Designer shall not proceed with out-of-scope work until 
authorized to do so.  Prior to the authorization, the Designer and PM shall negotiate and agree on 
the scope, budget, schedule impacts, and deliverables.  Authorization, if granted, will be issued 
via letter from Regional San to the Designer. 
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Chapter 4 --  Drawings 

A. CAD Standards 

The Contract Drawing Drafting Standards present computer-aided drafting (CAD) standards 
to be used in the production of project drawings.  Regional San will furnish a compact disk (CD) 
which contains the borders, symbols, scripts, and other files referenced in the standards.  These 
standards shall be followed, unless specific approval for variances is granted by the PM.  Once 
issued to the project, the Designer need not be responsible for any later updates or revisions 
made by Regional San. 

B. General 

Drawings shall be submitted with each design submittal.  Drawings shall be provided 
electronically and be sized to print at half size (11”x17”).   
 
The Designer may request the viewing of drawings from previous design projects, in order to 
obtain, in general, the quality and level of detail expected.  The Designer is cautioned that some 
details may be inappropriate for the current project due to technological advances, out-dated 
standards, new preferences, etc.  The Designer shall verify, with the PM, the level of detail to be 
provided on the drawings. 
 
The remainder of this chapter defines various types of drawings typically included in design 
discipline drawings.  For each drawing type, a general description of the drawing content is 
provided.  Not all drawing types are applicable for a particular project.  Similarly, a particular 
project may include drawing types not listed. 
 
 

C. Common Drawings 

Regional San maintains a set of drawings that are commonly included in the contract documents.  
These drawings present information that remains constant from project-to-project, or represent 
project specific information relative to existing facilities.  These drawings are available to the 
Designer with the intent that only minor work (such as updating the border information, showing 
the project site, adding project specific information, etc.) is required. 
 
 

D. Standard Details 

Regional San maintains a library of standard details.  The standard details represent typical 
construction details grouped by design discipline.  These details are available in AutoCAD 
format and may be used on project drawings.  The Designer may request a hardcopy catalog 
and/or electronic copy of the current details.  Once the standard details have been issued to the 
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Designer, it is the intent that the details are not to be modified by either the Designer or the 
Project Team unless there is compelling reason to do so.  However, the Designer is responsible 
for reviewing all standard details for applicability to the specific project. 

E. Example Diagrams 

Regional San maintains a set of approximately 35 example diagrams that are to be included in 
the contract documents.  These example diagrams are intended to show the construction 
contractor the level of detail to provide on certain contractor-furnished electrical, instrumentation 
and control drawings.  The Designer shall incorporate these example diagrams without 
modification.  The Designer may supplement these diagrams for particular project needs, such as 
sample PLC or workstation screen configurations. 
 
Although intended as a reference for construction contractors, the Designer should review the 
example diagrams when preparing project-specific drawings that depict details similar to the 
example diagrams.  Possible project-specific drawings may include, but are not limited to, 
typical discrete and analog loops, interconnection wiring diagrams, and control panel drawings. 

F. Demolition Drawings 

In general, demolition work shall not be shown on drawings depicting new work.  Demolition 
work shall be shown on separate plans, details, and sections. Demolition work shall be shown 
with cross-hatching and shall be of the same quality as drawings showing new work.  All 
demolition work shall include a description of the work to be performed, shutdown requirements, 
sequence constraints, and all other applicable items of attention in specification Section 01 14 00 
– Work Restrictions.   

G. General\Civil Drawings 

Design Data 
Project design data shall be presented on a drawing.  Information shall be provided for major 
process equipment/facilities.  The type of information to be provided includes, but not limited to, 
number, size, capacities, ratings, etc.  For modification or upgrade projects, design data on the 
existing equipment/facilities shall be provided.  If applicable, provisions for future expansion 
shall also be shown in tabulation of design data. 

Hydraulic Profile 
A hydraulic profile drawing shall be developed or updated (if existing) to reflect the project 
design.  Water surface elevations shall indicate the hydraulic capacity, peak wet weather flow, 
and avenge dry weather flow for each process stage.  A vertical datum with reference to the 
mean sea level shall be provided.  All physical structures and equipment are to be referenced. 
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Coordinate Layout 
Coordinates (i.e. Northings and Eastings) of major elements of the project shall be provided in a 
plan view of the project site.  Examples of major elements include:  buildings, structures, 
pipelines, and roadways 

Site Work Key Plan 
An overview plan of the project site and its relationship to the existing Plant shall be provided.  
This drawing shall provide a key for more detailed outside piping and grading and paving plans. 

Grading and Paving Plans 
The grading and paving plans shall highlight the finish grade and extent of paving for the project.  
Information from a topographic survey for the project area shall be shown. 

Outside Piping Plan 
The outside pipe plans shall highlight underground and above-ground piping located outside of 
structures.  For continuation of piping within structures, see mechanical drawings. 

Piping Profiles 
Unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the Designer and PM, all piping shown in outside piping 
plans shall be detailed in full length piping profiles.  The profiles shall identify pipe system, 
invert elevations, pipe slopes, and stationing of key locations.  Additional construction notes may 
also be provided.  Existing underground piping/facilities shall be identified to the greatest 
possible accuracy. The profiles shall use appropriate horizontal and vertical scales.   
 

H. Architectural Drawings 

Building Code Analysis 
A summary building code analysis based on the classification of the building shall be provided 
on the drawings.  If a separate drawing is not warranted, this information may be included on 
another drawing, such as the floor plan drawing. 

Room Finish, Door, and Window Schedules 
Schedules for room finish, door, and window shall be provided on the drawings.  Typical details 
for jamb, head, and sill of openings shall also be provided. 

Floor and Roof Plans 

Floor and roof plans shall be provided for each human occupied structure.  Floor plans show 
overall layout of structure.  All rooms, doors, windows, louvers shall be identified and labeled.  
Architectural features shall be identified.  Main mechanical and electrical components shall be 
outlined.  Roof plans shall show roof drainage, roof access, and roof mounted equipment. 

Building Sections 
Full height sections shall be taken through the building and shall highlight architectural features. 
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Exterior Elevations 
Each exterior face of buildings shall have an exterior elevation provided.  The elevation shall 
highlight exterior finishes and architectural detailing. 

Interior Elevations 
Rooms with significant architectural treatment shall have interior elevations provided.  Examples 
of applicable rooms include restrooms, locker rooms, dining areas, and entry foyers.  Ceiling 
plans shall be provided where finished ceilings are provided, such as in normally occupied 
spaces. 

Sections and Details 
Sections and details shall be provided, as needed, to clearly present all architectural features. 
 

I. Structural Drawings 

General Structural Notes 
Structural notes shall be provided as a separate drawing.  The notes shall address general 
structural items and materials of construction. 

Standard Structural Details 
Structural details typically applied throughout the project shall be presented.  The details may 
come from the applicable Standard Details library, or shall be created, as necessary, for the 
specific project. 

Foundation, Floor, and Roof Plans 
Plan views of foundation, each floor level, and roof or top level of each structure shall be 
provided.  Structural features, foundation, and framing details shall be highlighted. 

Elevations, Sections and Details 
Elevations, sections and details shall be provided to convey all structural features. 
 

J. Process Drawings 

Process and Piping Schematics  

Process and piping schematics depict simplified schematic layout of process flows, showing 
equipment, piping, pipe sizes, valves, flowmeters, flow designations, etc.  The emphasis is on 
piping and the relative location of valves in the system.   Schematics shall be prepared for all 
new systems, and for all existing systems which are to be modified or expanded.  Modifications 
or expansions may require the complete system to be depicted, depending on the impact to the 
existing system.  These schematics are to be used in conjunction with the Process and 
Instrumentation Diagrams. 
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K. Mechanical Drawings 

Standard Mechanical Details 
Mechanical details typically applied throughout the project shall be presented.  The details may 
come from the applicable Standard Details library, or shall be created, as necessary, for the 
specific project. 

Mechanical Plans 
Plan views of each floor of each structure shall be provided showing the location of each piece of 
mechanical equipment. 

Mechanical Sections and Details 
Sections and details shall be provided to clearly depict all mechanical features. 

Fire Sprinkler Riser Plan 
Plan view showing the fire sprinkler riser locations, available pressures and point of connection.  
The Contractor shall provide the design of the fire sprinkler system per National Fire Protection 
Association requirements. 
 

L. Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Drawings 

Standard Designations, Symbols and Schedule 
Drawings shall provide HVAC general notes, symbols, designations, and schedules.  Schedules 
shall be provided for diffusers, registers, and grills. 

Standard HVAC Details 
HVAC details typically applied throughout the project shall be presented.  The details may come 
from the applicable Standard Details library, or shall be created, as necessary, for the specific 
project. 

Airflow Schematics 

Airflow schematics shall show air balance for all structures. 

Temperature Control Diagrams 
Air handler schematics showing the following information: 
 Fans, coils, control valves, dampers, filters, cfm, etc. 
 Controller, valve actuators, damper actuators, transducers, instrumentation, etc. 
 Calibration information such as set point, throttling range, action, input and output signals, 

spring ranges, air pressures, normally open and normally closed and common ports, etc. 
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 Performance charts showing input and output signals, valve damper status, pump status, etc. 
as a function of temperature. 

HVAC Plans 
Plan views of each floor and roof levels of each structure shall be provided showing all HVAC 
equipment, piping, ductwork etc. 

HVAC Sections and Details 
Sections and details shall be provided to clearly depict all HVAC features. 
 

M. Electrical Drawings 

Symbols and Abbreviations  
These drawing shall depict all symbols and abbreviations used on the drawings. Use the District's 
standard drafting symbols.  If additional symbols are required, submit a proposed symbol for 
District review and approval. 

Standard Electrical Details 
Electrical details typically applied throughout the project shall be presented.  The details may 
come from the applicable Standard Details library, or shall be created, as necessary, for the 
specific project. 

Elementary Diagrams 
If warranted, Regional San’s set of elementary diagrams may be supplemented with project 
specific elementary diagrams.  These drawings show the manufacturer's typical internal wiring 
diagrams for each power circuit breaker and MCC unit starter.  The drawings shall show the 
internal control logic and external connection terminal blocks. 

Single-Line Diagram – 12 kV and 4160V Plant Distribution 
As applicable, Regional San’s set of 12 kV and 4160 V single line diagrams shall be modified 
for project specific demolition and/or new construction.  These drawings depict the major 
electrical equipment, arrangement, protective relays, transfer control devices, mechanical 
interlocking, circuit disconnects, interrupting devices, surge protection devices and equipment 
ratings.  The medium voltage distribution drawings show building areas with a drawing reference 
to the unit substation single line.   

480V Switchgear Elevations 

Equipment elevations shall be shown for all switchgear. Elevations shall be scaled and shall 
show the physical arrangement of all front panel mounted devices in their proposed physical 
location.  Include a nameplate schedule for all sections and devices. 
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Electrical Site Location Plan 
An overview plan of the project site and its relationship to the existing Plant shall be provided.  
This drawing shall provide a key for more detailed electrical site and structure plans. 

Site Plans – Power and Instrumentation 
Electrical site plans shall depict the routing of underground conduits and duct banks, locations of 
handholes, manholes, major electrical equipment, site lighting, area ground mats and structure 
grounding systems. 

Manhole and Handhole Schedule 
A drawing shall list a schedule of all electrical manholes and handholes. 

Duct Bank Profiles 
All medium voltage duct banks shall be detailed in full length profiles.  The profiles shall 
identify manholes, elevations, slopes, and new and existing underground piping/facilities. 

Duct Bank Sections 
Ductbank section drawings shall depict cross sections of all unique ductbank sections. 

Structure Plans – Power, Control, and Grounding 
For complex projects where multiple electrical systems are intermixed, separate structure plans 
for power, control, and grounding systems shall be provided.  Plan views of each floor of each 
structure shall be provided showing the location of each piece of equipment and control device.  
Drawings shall show the routing of conduits and elevations at conduit racks and major junction 
boxes required for a complete electrical installation. The Ufer grounding system shall also be 
shown. 

Structure Plans – Instrumentation and Communications 
For complex projects where multiple electrical systems are intermixed, separate structure plans 
for instrumentation and communication systems shall be provided.  Plan views of each floor of 
each structure shall be provided showing the location of each instrument, communications device 
and connecting conduit.  Drawings shall show the routing and elevations of cable trays and 
conduits. 

Structure Plans – Lighting and Receptacles 
For complex projects where multiple electrical systems are intermixed, separate structure plans 
for lighting and receptacles systems shall be provided.  Plan views of each floor of each structure 
shall depict the location of each lighting fixture, switch, receptacle, exit sign, and emergency 
light.  Fixtures shall be identified by type, panelboard circuit, and switch.  Mounting heights 
shall be indicated. 
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N. Instrumentation and Control Drawings 

Symbols and Abbreviations 
These drawings depict the more commonly used symbols and abbreviations that appear on the 
drawings.  Standard process and piping related symbols and the mechanical equipment 
numbering system drawings are included in the I&C drawing set for convenience. 

Block Diagram – Plant Control System  
Regional San maintains a block diagram which shows a simplified version of the Plant's 
Computer Control System which shows the PCC, ACCs and their associated area or building 
being controlled.  New and/or modification work shall be identified. 

ACC Functional Diagrams -- Existing ACC’s 
These Regional San template drawings depict the ACC's relationship between field devices, 
PLCs, MCCs and the PCC in a functional manner.  These diagrams show typical analog and 
discrete control functions.  Diagrams show typical signal paths and the relationship of signal 
conditioners, indicators, controllers and annunciators.  The ACC cabinets are identified as 
housing their specific functions of analog, discrete, PLC, input/output and computer hardware. 

PLC System Block Diagram 
The PLC system block diagram shall show the network topology and major components of the 
PLC system. 

PLC Module Block Diagram 
The PLC module block diagrams shall show the internal PLC rack modules and I/O link 
connection wiring for each PLC. 

Typical Instrumentation Installation Details 
Instrumentation installation details typically applied throughout the project shall be presented.  
The details may come from the applicable Standard Details library, or shall be created, as 
necessary, for the specific project. 

Typical Wiring and Loop Diagrams  
The Designer shall prepare sample diagrams that depict typical loops applicable to the particular 
contract being designed.  The diagrams shall follow the same level of detail as shown in the 
Regional San example diagrams. 

Typical Power Distribution Diagrams 
The Designer shall prepare sample diagrams that depict typical power distribution requirements 
applicable to the particular contract being designed.  The diagrams shall follow the same level of 
detail as shown in the Regional San example diagrams. 
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Control and Logic Diagrams   
Control and logic diagrams are composed of three components:  Field elementary, PLC logic 
diagram, and sequence of operation for each type of equipment. 
 
The field elementary diagrams shall show the interconnection of all 120 V control devices 
external to the MCC starter, control panels and ACC terminals.  Diagrams shall have line 
numbers and relay coils shall list the line numbers where the control contact appears.  Diagrams 
shall show the MCC starter terminal numbers. 
 
The PLC logic diagrams shall show the interconnection of all external control devices and 
internal wiring and logic schematics.  Diagrams shall have line numbers and relay coil or PLC 
points that list the line numbers where the control contact appears. 
 
Control and logic diagrams shall also include a narrative sequence of operations, nameplate 
schedules for field devices, limit switch development, and all other necessary items for a 
complete control design. 
 
As part of the development of control and logic diagrams, the Designer shall prepare control 
block diagrams that show the MCC, ACC, Control Panels and all control devices in block 
format.  Diagrams shall list the equipment, cable and raceway numbers and shall also show the 
type, number and gauge of all interconnecting control conductors. Control block diagrams are 
not part of the contract documents.  These diagrams shall be submitted as part of the electrical 
calculations to aid the review of the cable and raceway schedules. 

Process and Instrumentation Diagrams  
Process and Instrumentation Diagrams shall symbolically represent the junctions of piping flow, 
instrumentation, display, control, logic, PLC and computer interfaces. These diagrams shall 
depict process lines, valves, actuators, mechanical devices, primary elements, instruments, 
annunciators, interlocks, programmable controllers, signal paths, field instrument power sources, 
computer interfaces and all other items required for a complete system representation.  Complete 
P&ID's shall be drawn for all new and modified process and HVAC systems. 
 

Cabinets and Panels 
Cabinet and panel drawings shall be furnished for ACC cabinets, PLC panels, control panels, and 
terminal boards. 
 
ACC cabinet drawings shall include a plan view, front view, discrete, analog and computer 
cabinet layouts, annunciator and signal module arrangements.  Also include typical construction 
details, equipment mounting, ground busses, cable entries, operator station arrangement, 
engraving and all other items necessary for a complete design.  
 
PLC panel drawings shall include a dimensioned front view, internal arrangement with sections, 
material list, nameplate schedule, typical mounting details, typical control station details and 
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engravings, references to the applicable control diagrams and all other items necessary for a 
complete design. 
 
Control panel and terminal board drawings shall include a dimensioned front view, internal 
arrangement with sections, material list, lamp schedule, nameplate schedule, engraving schedule, 
references to the electrical plans and control diagrams, and all other items necessary for a 
complete design. 

Control Room Layouts 
Plan drawing of the control room with outline of control workstations, panels, equipment, and 
related equipment. 

Miscellaneous Hardware Details 
Various components of the design may require custom hardware to be constructed to match 
existing components or to interface with existing systems, such as computer I/O cards or discrete 
control station assemblies (DCSAs).  Drawings included in this section shall include detailed 
descriptions of the required dimensions and functionality of the desired hardware.  The 
Contractor is generally required to do detailed design including detailed submittals to 
demonstrate that the required custom hardware meets the contract requirements. 

Miscellaneous Systems 
Riser or other drawings necessary to fully describe the required interface to existing systems 
shall be provided.  Examples include: 
 Public Address Riser – Schematic diagram depicting the extension of the existing public 

address system, as well as the components of the new system 
 Fire Alarm Riser -- Schematic diagram depicting the extension of the existing fire alarm 

system, as well as the components of the new system 
 Telephone System -- Schematic diagram depicting the extension of the existing telephone 

system, as well as the components of the new system 

Example Diagrams 
The C1000 series drawings are maintained by Regional San.  See description in paragraph “E” 
above.  The Designer may supplement these drawings for particular project needs. 

Demolition and Interface Drawings 
Demolition and Interface drawings show demolition of, and new wiring to, existing control 
equipment.  Each demolition and interface drawing shall refer back to corresponding P&ID, 
control and logic diagrams, and interconnection diagrams. 

Interconnection Diagrams 
The Designer shall prepare sample diagrams that depict typical interconnection details applicable 
to the particular contract being designed.  The diagrams shall follow the same level of detail as 
shown in the Regional San example diagrams. 
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Chapter 5 --  Specifications 

A. Requirements 

Regional San maintains a library of guide specifications, which follows the Construction 
Specifications Institute (CSI) Master Format 50 Division Specification numbering.   
 
The Designers shall prepare and assemble specifications relevant to the project.  The Guide 
Specifications Library shall be the primary source for specifications.  If a particular specification 
section does not exist, the Designer shall develop new specifications to match District standards.  
The specifications shall be coordinated with the Project Team and other Regional San staff as 
necessary. 
 
 
Specifications shall be prepared using the latest version of Microsoft Word in use by Regional 
San.  When editing Guide Specifications, the “track changes” feature for highlighting additions 
and deletions shall be turned on.  Changes shall be highlighted in the 50%, 90%, and 100% 
design submittals.  The “track changes” feature shall be turned off for the check set print 
between the 100% design submittal and the bid set. 
 

B. General Conditions 

The General Conditions address bidding and contract administration functions.  Given the nature 
of topics covered, the Project Team shall not modify the GCs unless specifically identified to do 
so.  Examples of project specific information that will be furnished by the Project Team include 
bid schedule, work constraints, and time of completion.  If changes to the GCs are necessary, 
appropriate Regional San staff shall be consulted. 

C. Technical Specifications 

The Technical Guide Specifications address technical construction aspects of the specifications.  
The guide specifications are intended to serve as a starting point for project specifications; 
however, the content shall not be significantly altered without the consent of Regional San. The 
District does recognize the need to tailor or create specifications for specific projects, and will 
assist the Project Team in preparing technical specifications for the project.  The Designer shall 
forward to the PM a list of all reference material, codes and/or standards which are referenced in 
new specification sections. 

D. Manufacturer’s Catalog Information 

The Designers shall obtain manufacturer catalog information for all proposed products and 
equipment not previously identified in the Guide Specifications.  The information shall be of 
sufficient detail to allow the Project Team to decide whether or not to allow the item in the 
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project specifications.  If the decision is to allow the item into the project specifications, the 
Designer shall forward an original copy of the manufacturer’s catalog information to the PM. 

E. Electrical Specification Schedules 

Certain electrical specification sections will include schedules generated specifically for each 
project.  Some sections contain lead-in information, such as an explanation or applicable 
definitions used in the schedule.  Samples of these specification sections are part of the Guide 
Specifications library. 
 
Presented below is a description of each schedule.   

Raceway Schedule 
Section 02 41 19.21 contains a schedule of existing raceways to be removed, abandoned in place, 
or reused.  Section 26 06 20.21 contains a schedule of new raceway to be provided and existing 
raceway to be reused. The raceway and cable (as discussed below) information shall be 
maintained in a single database format.  Each raceway schedule shall depict the following 
information: 
 Revision 
 Raceway designation 
 From / To – Equipment destinations including junction boxes, pull boxes, wireways, cable 

tray, duct banks, hand holes, manholes, etc. 
 Size of raceway 
 Contains  -- Cable numbers 
 Reference drawings 
 Notes 

Cable Schedule 
Section 02 41 19.25 contains a schedule of existing cable to be removed, abandoned in place, or 
reused.  Section 26 06 20.25 contains a schedule of new cable to be provided and existing cable 
to be reused. The raceway (as discussed above) and cable information shall be maintained in a 
single database format.  Each cable schedule shall depict the following information: 
 Revision 
 Cable designation 
 From / To – Equipment destinations including junction boxes, pull boxes, wireways, cable 

tray, duct banks, hand holes, manholes, etc. 
 Routing – All intermediate raceways, boxes, etc. 
 Cable type 
 Number of conductors 
 Size of conductors 
 Size of ground conductor 
 Insulation voltage rating 
 Notes 
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Panelboard Schedule 
Section 26 06 20.16 lists panelboards that are to be provided or modified.  For each panelboard, 
the following information is depicted in tabular form: 
 Panelboard name plate designation 
 Location – Physical location 
 Voltage, frequency, and number of phases, withstand rating  
 Phase and ground bus ampacity 
 Main interruption device ampacity, and AIC rating 
 Branch interrupting device ratings; ampacity and number of poles 
 Load on each branch circuit 
 Description of branch circuit load 
 Total load per phase 
 Total load 
 Current per phase 
 Notes – Drawing references 
 
Regional San has a design standard for documenting panelboard schedules.  A Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet shall be obtained from Engineering.  The filename is “SRWTP Panelboard Schedule 
Template.xls”.  See the file for more specific instructions. 

Motor Control Center Schedule  
The Motor Control Centers (MCCs) schedule is to be provided on drawings.  For each MCC, the 
following information is depicted in tabular form: 
 MCC designation nameplate 
 Nominal operating voltage, number of phases, and wires 
 Horizontal and vertical bus ampacities 
 Bus fault bracing 
 Cubicle location or designation 
 Equipment number 
 Equipment title nameplate 
 Hp or kVA rating 
 Interrupter type, number of poles, and trip rating 
 Starter type and size 
 Control or wiring diagram (Manufacturer’s drawings) 
 Notes 
 Connected load calculation 
 NEC load calculation 
 
In addition, a front elevation drawing of the MCC shall be provided in the specification section.  
The drawing shall show MCC dimensions and cubicle layout with designations. 
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F. Process Control Specification Schedules 

Certain process control specification sections will include schedules generated specifically for 
each project.  Samples of these specification sections are part of the Guide Specifications library. 
 
Presented below is a brief description of each schedule.   

Schedules of Instrumentation for Process Systems  
Section 40 06 70 lists instruments required by the control system.  The list is ordered by 
instrument loop number.  For each instrument loop a functional title is provided.  Within a given 
loop, each instrument is listed by tag number.  For each instrument, the following information is 
depicted: 
 Revision 
 Tag number 
 Description 
 Location 
 Electrical drawing reference 
 Mechanical drawing reference 
 Instrument specification reference – Including paragraph number 
 Process and Instrumentation Diagram reference 
 Control and Logic Diagram reference 
 Notes – Set points, ranges, units, etc. 

Schedules for Process control and Process Facility Enterprise Management System  
Section 40 06 60 lists face mounted instruments on Area Control Center (ACC) Control Panels.  
Face mounted instruments include alarm annunciators, analog controllers, indicators, analog 
signal hand switches, discrete control station assemblies (DCSAs) and miscellaneous other 
instruments.  For each instrument, the following information is depicted: 
 Revision 
 ACC number, cabinet, row and column location 
 Tag number 
 Engraving as it will physically appear 
 Switch type 
 Nameplate color 
 Instrument type 
 Notes 

Plant Computer Control System Input/Output 

Section 40 61 93.10 lists each computer input and output (I/O) circuit which must be wired to the 
ACC computer I/O sub systems and tested.  This schedule also defines the specific terminal 
board and terminal numbers to be wired for each computer I/O channel.  The following 
information is sorted by ACC number and alphanumeric tag number: 
 Point identification 
 Description 
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 Type 
 ACC designation with cabinet and row 
 Terminal board and starting terminal point 
 P&ID and C&LD reference 
 Notes 
 Revision 

Programmable Controller Input/Output  
Section 40 61 93.20 lists the input and output (I/O) points for the programmable logic controller 
(PLC) systems. 

Plant Computer Control System Control Strategies  
Section 40 61 96.10 contains written descriptions of analog and discrete control functions 
executed by the Plant computer system, as well as, functions implemented in the ACC control 
panels and field instruments.  These control strategies are intended as an aide to understand the 
overall objective of each subsystem of the control system. 

Selective Area Control Center Panel Demolition Schedule 
Section  02 41 10.28 lists instruments located in existing ACC control panels that are to be 
removed, relocated, or abandoned in-place.  The schedule shall be similar to that in Section 40 
06 60. 

Fiber Optic Patch Cord Schedule 
Regional San has spec section which was not updated by the Echo Water Project.  Spec section 
17909 lists fiber optic patch cords used to connect project fiber optic cable to the existing Plant 
fiber optic system.  Regional San has a design standard for documenting fiber optic patch cords.  
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet shall be obtained from SRWTP Engineering Design.  The 
filename is “Section 17909 – Fiber Optic Patch Cord Schedule.xls”.  See the file for more 
specific instructions. 
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Chapter 6 --  Reports 

A. Requirements 

During the course of a design, written documents shall be produced to document the project. 
 
In general, Designer shall prepare draft and final copies of each report.  The Project Team shall 
review each draft version and provide comments.  The PM will collate and resolve any conflicts 
in the comments before forwarding them to the Designer.  The Designer shall address each 
comment in the final report. 
 
Upon request, the electronic file of any report, letter, memo, drawing, or other document shall be 
delivered to the District. 

B. Technical Memoranda 

Technical memoranda (TM) shall be written to address project specific issues.  The TMs shall 
include background information, discussion on available options, life cycle cost analysis (if 
appropriate) and a recommendation.  Technical memoranda include, but are not limited to: 
 Design criteria 
 Conceptual layout 
 Process alternatives 
 Conceptual description of redundancy and automation 
 Permit requirements 
 Other project specific issues 
 
Technical memoranda shall be prepared by the Designer and reviewed by the Project Team.  A 
draft TM shall be initially released once the Designer has completed investigations, evaluations, 
and recommendations.  The Project Team will review the draft TM for completeness, 
clarification or further investigation.  Comments will be routed through the PM who will collate 
the comments before returning them to the Designer.  A final draft TM, with the review 
comments addressed, shall be delivered to the PM.  The PM will be responsible to review the 
final draft and coordinate with other Project Team members as necessary.  All final comments 
are returned to the Designer. 
 
All completed technical memoranda shall be distributed to the Project Team.  For TM’s 
produced during the predesign phase, the final TM’s shall be included in the pre-design report.  
Any TM completed after the predesign phase shall be distributed under separate cover. 

C. Pre-Design Report 

The pre-design report is the tool to identify key design features of the project.  The purpose of 
the pre-design report is to present the project while it is still in its conceptual form.  These 
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concepts shall be aligned with the project objectives with regard to intent, budget, and schedule.  
Once the concepts are approved, the project can proceed into design. 
 
The pre-design report typically includes, but is not limited to, the following: 
 Project schedule 
 Construction cost estimate 
 Final technical memoranda 
 Outcome of any studies 
 Soils investigation and report 
 Hydraulic profile 
 Recommended alternatives with their associated life cycle costs 
 Preliminary drawings or sketches to support the recommended alternatives 
 List of project specifications 
 Additional needs as defined by the contracted scope of work 
 
The Project Team will review the pre-design report to confirm that the direction of the project is 
accurately documented and meets the criteria/goals established for the project.  The pre-design 
report will also be reviewed for completeness, clarification or further investigation.  Comments 
will be routed through the PM who will collate the comments before returning them to the 
Designer. 

D. Pre-Design Confirmation Report 

Due to the critical nature of pre-design stage, the Designer shall prepare a separate pre-design 
confirmation report after incorporating the pre-design report comments.  The confirmation report 
shall briefly document the project criteria/goals, direction, and decisions.  Project Team members 
will sign the confirmation report to indicate their approval.  Copies of the pre-design 
confirmation report shall be distributed to the Project Team and Plant management. 

E. Project Design Manual 

A Project Design Manual (PDM) shall be prepared for each project.  The PDM shall be a 
reference document of key project information, and shall provide rationale for the design.  The 
PDM shall contain all pertinent design criteria, schematic layout drawings, process schematic 
diagrams, narratives of the process elements, hydraulic profiles, utility system elements 
(narratives and schematics), and all provisions made to accommodate future expansions. As 
much of this information is included in the Pre-design and Pre-Design confirmation reports, 
these documents may initially be included in the Project Design Manual. Where appropriate to 
avoid redundancy, the PDM may reference calculations, specifications, and drawings.  The PDM 
shall also contain information, decisions, and rationale on specific design discipline features. The 
project CAD standards shall also be included.  The PDM shall be tabbed and bound in a three-
ring binder to allow for future updates. 
 
The Project Design Manual shall be updated at each design submittal.  The updates shall provide 
more detail as the project design progresses.  The goal is to have an updated PDM that 
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complements the completed project plans and specifications.  The PDM is not a construction 
contract document. 

F. Submittal Outcome Reports 

Submittal outcome reports shall be prepared after 50%, 90%, and 100% submittal review 
comments are returned to the Designer.  The submittal outcome report shall document the project 
status, direction, decisions, and proposed resolution of submittal comments.  A draft report is 
forwarded to all Project Team reviewers to make them aware of exactly how their comments will 
be resolved.  Any continuing disagreements over comment resolution shall be resolved before 
work progress to the next design stage.  After all Project Team members are satisfied, the 
submittal outcome report is signed to acknowledge that the report meets their approval.  The 
signed submittal outcome reports shall be incorporated into the Project Design Manual and 
distributed to management. 
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Chapter 7 --  Calculations 

A. Requirements 

Design calculations shall be prepared, as necessary, for the development of the project.  
Calculations shall be submitted with the 90% submittal and with conformed documents.  Two 
complete sets of calculations shall be submitted.  The calculations shall be bound in 3-ring 
binders and clearly identified as to the project name and design phase.  Calculations shall be 
supplemented with copies of reference material pertinent to the design, such as manufacturer’s 
data, design references, etc.  If necessary, the District may request calculations to verify certain 
design conditions.  An electronic copy of the complete binder shall be provided. 
 
The calculations shall be organized by design discipline.  Within each discipline, the calculations 
shall be broken down and identified by task. Each task shall be separated by index tabs. 
 
The calculations submitted with conformed documents shall be stamped and signed by a 
California professional engineer in responsible charge for the applicable design discipline. 

B. Computer Output 

Computer output, if used, shall be included with the calculations.  Information that shall be 
provided to adequately interpret the input and output parameters include: 
 Information on computer program name, version, and producer 
 Separate calculations deriving the input variables 
 Drawings showing computer model geometry 
 Drawings/explanations to assist in interpreting the results. 
 Separate calculations showing how the results are incorporated into the design 
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Chapter 8 --  Deliverables 

A. General 

Each design project shall have periodic submittals to confirm the direction of the project design.  
Submittals shall be due at the predesign (10%), 50%, 90%, and 100% completion points in 
design; unless otherwise agreed to when the scope of work is established.  Definitions of 
completion points and list of deliverables are given in the sections below. 
 
Unless otherwise specified for an individual item or by mutual agreement between the Designer 
and PM, the number of copies of each deliverable item shall be equal to the number of Project 
Team reviewers plus four (i.e. two for SRWTP plan rooms and two for files).  The exact number 
of submittal drawings, specifications and reports for SRWTP use shall be determined on a 
project-specific basis (typically 12 – 15). 
 
Bid documents and conformed documents (i.e. bid documents with addenda incorporated) shall 
also be delivered.  The quantity of bid and conformed documents to be furnished shall be 
determined on a project-specific basis. 

B. Pre-Design Submittal 

The pre-design submittal shall be delivered when key design features of the project have been 
defined. 
 
The deliverable for the pre-design submittal is: 
 Pre-design report as described in Chapter 6 
 
After review comments to the pre-design report have been returned to the Designer, the 
following additional deliverables are due: 
 Pre-design confirmation report 
 Project Design Manual (5 copies, typical when listed) 

C. 50% Design Submittal 

The 50% design submittal shall be delivered when preliminary plans and specifications are 
available to select and layout major equipment to support the project. 
 
The deliverables for the 50% design submittal are: 
 Preliminary drawings, including but not limited to: 
 General/Civil – Design data; hydraulic profile; site work plan; grading and paving plans; 

outside piping plans. 
 Architectural – Building code analysis; floor & roof plans; exterior elevations 
 Structural – Foundation, floor and roof plans; elevations, sections and details 
 Mechanical – Process piping schematics, mechanical floor plans 
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 HVAC – Airflow Schematics 
 Electrical – Single-line diagrams; Electrical site plan 
 Instrumentation & Control --process portion of all P&IDs, PLC block diagram 

 Preliminary specifications without electrical and instrumentation schedules 
 Master Equipment List (5 copies, typical when listed) 
 Construction/Operations Sequencing Plan (5 copies, typical when listed) 
 Construction schedule (3 copies, typical when listed) 
 Opinion of probable construction costs (3 copies, typical when listed) 
 Updates to Project Design Manual 
 Manufacturer’s equipment catalog information (1 original, typical when listed) 
 A compact disc (CD) with electronic files of drawings, including a plan for managing a 

drawing log, drawing numbers, and X-references.  Also, the MEL. 
 
After review comments to the submittal have been returned to the Designer, the 50% submittal 
outcome report is due. 
 

D. 90% Design Submittal 

The 90% design submittal shall be delivered when all details of the project have been completed. 
 
The deliverables for the 90% design submittal are: 
 Contract drawings 
 Contract specifications, including schedules 
 Master Equipment List 
 Test Plan (5 copies, typical when listed) 
 Design calculations (2 copies, typical when listed) 
 Updated opinion of probable construction costs 
 Updated construction schedule 
 Updates to Project Design Manual 
 Manufacturer’s catalog for new equipment and/or products 
 A compact disc (CD) with electronic files of drawings, specifications, MEL, and construction 

schedule 
 
After review comments to the submittal have been returned to the Designer, the 90% submittal 
outcome report is due. 
 

E. 100% Design Submittal 

The 100% design submittal shall be delivered when the plans and specifications are ready for a 
quality control review.  This includes cross-checking all references within the various contract 
documents. 
 
The deliverables for the 100% design submittal are: 
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 Contract drawings 
 Contract specifications, including schedules 
 Master Equipment List 
 Test Plan 
 Updated opinion of probable construction costs 
 Updated construction schedule 
 Updates to Project Design Manual 
 A compact disc (CD) with electronic files of drawings, specifications, MEL, and construction 

schedule 
 
After review comments to the submittal have been returned to the Designer, the 100% submittal 
outcome report is due. 
 

F. Bid Documents 

Once all revisions have been made to the 100% Plans and specifications, one complete set of 
plans and specifications shall be submitted to the PM for a final review.  The set shall be in the 
exact form as intended to be sent to the printers for production of the bid sets.  The PM will 
notify the Designers within 5 working days of any discrepancies. 
 
Five working days prior to the day that bids are advertised to the public, the following 
documents shall be delivered: 
 Stamped and signed bid sets of plans and specifications (number as specified in the scope of 

work) 
 One set of full-size drawings  
 Final construction schedule 
 Master Equipment List 
 A compact disc (CD) with electronic files of drawings, specifications, MEL, and construction 

schedule.  Coordinate with SRWTP staff regarding format and layout of CD, prior to 
submittal. 

 
During the bid period, the Designer shall prepare, copy, and deliver addenda. 
 
On the bid opening date, the final opinion of probable construction costs shall be delivered to the 
PM.  If the engineer’s estimate differs from the low bid by more than 20%, either higher or 
lower, the Designer shall provide a written explanation for the difference, with justification. 

G. Conformed Documents 

The bid set of plans and specifications shall be updated by incorporating and identifying all 
addenda items issued during the bid period. No other changes to the plans and specifications 
shall be made.  Within 5 working days of bid opening date, all addenda shall be incorporated, 
and one complete set of plans and specifications shall be submitted to the PM for a final review.  
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The set shall be in the exact form as intended to be sent to the printers for reproduction of the 
conformed sets.  The PM will notify the Designers within 5 working days of any discrepancies. 
 
Within four weeks of bid opening date, unless otherwise specified in the scope of work, the 
Designer shall deliver: 
 Stamped and signed conformed sets of plans and specifications (number as specified in the 

scope of work.  In addition, 10 sets in 3 ring “locking” binders) 
 One set of full-size drawings  
 Stamped and signed design calculations 
 Master Equipment List 
 A compact disc (CD) with the electronic files of the conformed drawings and specifications, 

and MEL.  Coordinate with Regional San staff regarding format and layout of CD, prior to 
submittal. 
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Glossary 

 
The following abbreviations, terms, and definitions are used within this document. 
 
Abbreviation/Term Definition 

Addenda Supplemental written specifications or drawings issued after Notice 
to Contractors and prior to execution of the contract which modify 
or interpret the contract documents by addition, deletion, 
clarification, or correction. 

Bid Documents The plans and specifications for a particular project for construction 
or installation at the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment 
Plant that are made available for bidding purposes 

Board Board of Directors of the SRCSD and CSD-1 comprised of the five 
County of Sacramento Supervisors plus the mayors or their 
designees from the cities of Sacramento, Folsom, Citrus Heights, 
and Elk Grove. 

CIP Capital Improvement Program 
PM Project Manager, assigned from the SRWTP Engineering group 
Conformed Documents Bid documents with all addenda items incorporated 
Contract Documents The plans, specifications, addenda, and change orders for 

construction or installation at the Sacramento Regional Wastewater 
Treatment Plant. 

Designer Consultant or In-house design team 
District Regional San or SASD as applicable 
Regional San Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District formed by the 

County of Sacramento, the City of Sacramento, the City of Folsom, 
the City of Citrus Heights, and the City of Elk Grove. 

SASD Sacramento Area Sewer District 
SRWTP Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant 
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Appendix A Flowcharts of Design Project Phases 
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Project Initiation Flowchart 
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Pre-Design Phase Flowchart 
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50% Design Phase Flowchart 
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90% Design Phase Flowchart 
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100% Design Phase Flowchart 
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Bid Phase Flowchart 
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REGIONAL SAN STANDARDIZED EQUIPMENT 
 

Equipment Description Manufacturer Type/Model/Series Comments 

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL 
Profibus Network 
Componets* 

Phoenix Contact Profibus gateway, headstation, power 
module, DP surge protection device, DP 
repeater, DP power supply, DP active 
terminator, DP ProfiHub, DP media 
converters, PA coupler, and PA device 
coupler (also known as segment protector 
or field barrier). 

Initially selected through a competitive procurement
process on the EchoWater Flow Equalization construction 
contract. Procentec added as manufacturer of OEM 
Phoenix Contact Profibus devices. 

 
 Procentec 
 

FDT-Certified Frame 
Software* 

Endress+Hauser FieldCare SFE500 Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 
Software to expand existing FieldCare Profibus network 
equipment monitoring. 

Programmable Logic 
Controller (PLC) 

Rockwell Automation ControlLogix Series/CompactLogix PLC/5 was initially installed through a pre-qualification process and 
subsequently used as basis for the ACC design guide. The 
Logix5000 Series contains ControlLogix and CompactLogix, where 
ControlLogix Series is the manufacturer’s replacement for the 
PLC/5. The Allen-Bradley (AB) product line is now manufactured 
by Rockwell Automation.

Rockwell Automation SLC-500 Series Alternate to AB PLC/5 Series for medium applications.
Rockwell Automation RSLogix5, RSLogix 500, RSLogix 5000, Studio 

5000
This is the recommended software to use for programming on the
AB PLC/5 systems and the Logix 5000 Series.

Rockwell Automation Graphical User Interface (GUI) The recommended GUI due to unique programming and
interfacing.

PLC Interface Card* ProSoft Technology Profibus DP V1 Master MVI56-PDPMV1 Series This is a recommended communication interface card to use with
AB PLC due to the District’s past use of ProSoft Technology 
interface cards with other network communication protocols in 
existing PLC-5s and the fact that District staff has been trained on 
the ProSoft common software.

Modbus TCP/IP Client/Server Enhanced  
Network Interface Module 

Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 

Backup Controllers Micromod Automation Series MC5000 Initially selected through competitive procurement process as part
of the original SRWTP construction. Micromod Automation 
replaces Fisher Porter.

Bargraph Indicators Micromod Automation Series 53IT5100 Initially selected through competitive procurement process as part
of the original SRWTP construction. Micromod Automation 
replaces Fisher Porter.
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REGIONAL SAN STANDARDIZED EQUIPMENT 
 

Equipment Description Manufacturer Type/Model/Series Comments 

Fire Alarm System Edwards Systems 
Technology 

EST3 application system with Fireworks
Software and associated detection and alarm 
components.

Initially selected through competitive procurement process.

Pressure Transmitters Rosemount Series 3051 Alphline Smart with HART 
Protocol 

Series 3051 replaces the Series 1151 which was initially selected 
through competitive procurement process. 

Temperature Transmitters Rosemount Series 3144P Smart with HART Protocol Series 3144P replaces the Series 3044 which was initially selected 
through competitive procurement process. Series 3044 is no longer 
manufactured.

Turbidimeter* Hach Company Hach TU5300 sc Selected based on a pilot study performed by staff where
various types of turbidity meters were tested. 

 Swan Analytical 
Instruments 

Monitor AMI Turbiwell 7027; Auto-Drain  

Chlorine/Sulfite Dioxide 
Analyzers 

Analytical Technology 
Inc. 

Model Q46S/66  
Model Q46H/79S 

Plant staff tested various types of direct read SO2 and Cl2 analyzers 
to improve monitoring plant effluent for permit compliance and 
process control. The study recommended ATI’s SO2 A15/66 and 
CL2 A15/79 direct read analyzers. ATI’s latest analyzer models 
with the same sensor and technology are analyzers Q46S/66 and 
Q46H/79S, respectively. 

Chlorine Residual Analyzers Evoqua - Wallace and
Tiernan 

Micro/2000 Plant hadnumerouschlorineresidualdischargeviolationswithinitial
analyzers. Plant field tested other available equipment and WT was 
selected. Instrumentation Testing Association (ITA) study confirmed 
reliabilityandaccuracy.

Sulfonators/Evaporator Evoqua - Wallace and
Tiernan 

SeriesV2000Chorinators/Sulfonator
Series 50-200 Evaporator 

The planthasFischer-Porter(FP)andW&Tunits,competitively
procured in 1982 and 1991, respectively. 

Tank/Hopper Level 
Indicators 

Siemens MultiRanger
HydroRanger 

Initially selected by competitive procurement process. Electronics 
supports up to 6 tanks, thus reducing number of units. 

Mass Gas Flowmeters FCI ST-100 Series
STP-100 Series 

ST100 Series replaces the GF-90 Series which was initially selected 
by competitive procurement process. ST provide mass gas flow and 
STP provides mass gas flow and pressure measurements. 

Transit/Doppler Time 
Flowmeters 

Siemens SITRANS FUS1010 Initially selected through competitive procurement process as part 
of the Grit Systems Modification Project. SITRANS FUS1010 
replaces System 1010. 

Vibration Protection GE Bently Nevada Series 3500 Meets stringent API standards. At time of initial installation, Plant
knew of no equal product. Plant has several BN vibration 
monitoring systems installed, a stock of BN parts, and is trained in 
all aspects of programing, operating, and maintaining the BN
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Equipment Description Manufacturer Type/Model/Series Comments 

equipment. System is very reliable and is essential to the Plant’s
predictive maintenance program.

 GE Bently Nevada Prox Probes 3300 Series Specialized probes for use with BN monitoring equipment.

 GE Bently Nevada Velometer Probes for Acceleration Specialized probes for use with BN monitoring equipment.

ELECTRICAL 
Uninterruptible Power 
Supply 

Liebert N Power (large) 
Nfinity (medium) GXT 
2U(small) 

Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 

Contactors/Starters for 
medium voltage MCC 

Eaton/Cutler-Hammer Type SJ400 Initially selected by competitive procurement process. The 
manufacturer name has changed from Cutler-
Hammer/Westinghouse to Eaton/Cutler-Hammer.

Breakers for Switchgear 
Medium-Voltage Power 
Circuit 

Eaton/Cutler-Hammer Type VCP-W Initially selected by competitive procurement process. The 
manufacturer name has changed from Cutler-
Hammer/Westinghouse to Eaton/Cutler-Hammer. 

Medium Voltage 
Variable Frequency 
Drives* 

Rockwell Automation Powerflex 7000 Initially selected through a competitive procurement
process. 

 Siemens/Robicon Sinamics Perfect Harmony  
Motor Control Centers Eaton/Cutler-Hammer Freedom 2100 Initially selected through competitive procurement process as

part of the original SRWTP construction. The manufacturer name 
has changed from Cutler-Hammer/Westinghouse to 
Eaton/Cutler- Hammer.

 General Electric GE 9000 Model GE 9000 replaces GE 8000 which was initially selected 
through competitive procurement process.

Low Voltage Switchgear Eaton/Cutler-Hammer Magnum DS Initially selected through competitive procurement process as part
of the original SRWTP construction. The manufacturer name has 
changed from Cutler-Hammer/Westinghouse to Eaton/Cutler- 
Hammer.

 General Electric AKD-20 Model AKD-20 replaces AKD-8 which was initially selected
through competitive procurement process.

MECHANICAL 
AWWA ButterflyValves* 
(for valves greater than 
24”) 
 

Mosser Series 830 Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 
Rodney Hunt Streamseal Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 

Valmatic American-BFV Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 
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Equipment Description Manufacturer Type/Model/Series Comments 

Mechanically Cleaned Bar 
Screens 

Headworks Inc. MAHR Screen Initially selected through competitive procurement process on the
Bar Screen Replacement Project.

Recessed Impeller Pumps Wemco Model C Initially selected through competitive procurement process.
 Twin Pumps Model C Twin Pumps Model C parts are interchangeable with Wemco Model 

C parts.
Rotary Lobe Blowers Kaeser Omega Blowers Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 
Air compressor Kaeser Lubricated Rotary Screw Compressor 

Series 
Initially obtained through competitive procurement process. 

Positive Displacement 
Rotory Lobe Pump 

Swaby Lobeline Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 

Electric Valve Actuators 
(Large) 

Limitorque Series MX Series MX replaces the Series T, which was initially 
selected through competitive procurement process. 

EIM Series TEC2000 Series TEC2000 replaces the Series 2000, which was 
initially selected through competitive procurement process. 

Rotork Series IQ Initially selected through competitive procurement process. 
 

Forklift Boom 
Attachment* 

Lift Master Boom Telescoping Economy Boom – LM- 
EBT-4-24 

Manufacturer of this attachment has been approved for 
use with existing Regional San forklifts. 

HVAC 
HVAC Direct Digital 
Controller 

Johnson Controls FX-PCG2621 Initially selected Johnson Controls model DX-9100 through 
competitive procurement process. Model DX-9100 has been 
phased out and replaced with model FX-PCG2621 

GENERAL/PERSONNAL SAFETY 
Door Hardware Best Access Systems Cormax XD Series A standardized door locking system to match existing and meet the 

District’s security policy. 
Irrigation Controller Rain Master Evolution DX2 Initially selected by competitive procurement process. 
Advanced Davit Arm 
System* 

DBI-SALA 3M DBI-SALA Advanced One Piece 
Adjustable  Offset Davit 

Staff are trained in the use of DBI-SALA safety equipment 
and the accessories that are compatible with the product. 

*New or revised standardized equipment item 
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1.0 Introduction 

This document presents a summary of discipline-specific general design requirements for Sacramento 

Regional County Sanitation District (District) projects located throughout the District and including 

the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (SRWTP).   

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the District Design Guidelines is to present discipline-specific guidelines that 

shall be followed during the course of design development. In general, the guidelines discuss 

criteria, parameters, preferences, and philosophies related to certain design aspects as desired 

by the District.   

In addition to the District Design Guidelines, the Designer is encouraged to review applicable 

District Guide Specification sections in order to obtain further information on product, material, 

and construction details. The concepts are that all elements of the design (plans, specifications, 

etc.) need to work together, and that there are appropriate “homes” to present the necessary 

information. Stating information in a single location avoids duplication and potential conflicts. 

1.2 Relationship with other District Design Standards 

This document is one component in a suite of District Design Standards. The standards are 

created and maintained in order to provide consistency and efficiency among design projects at 

the District.  The standards clearly document requirements, issues, decisions, products, and 

procedures preferred by District staff. 

Each component of the standards is targeted for a specific purpose.  The purpose of this 

document is as stated above.  The additional components of the District Design Standards 

include: 

 Design Contract Requirements – Presents the content requirements for contract 

documents prepared for design projects. 

 Guide Specifications – A library of contract requirements and technical specifications 

available for project use.  A list of available guide specifications is provided in 

Appendix A. 

 CAD/BIM Standards– Standards to be used on computer aided drafting (CAD) 

drawings and Building Information Model (BIM) requirements for data and file 

management. 

 Standard Drawings and Typical Details– A library of CAD drawings common across 

all projects and typically used details available for use by the Designer.  A list of 

common drawings and typical details is provided in Appendix A. 

 Commissioning Plan Preparation Guide –Describes the level of effort the District 

requires of the Design Engineer to develop plans for subsequent use and implementation 

by the Contractor during facility commissioning and startup.  
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 Operations Manual Development Guide– Presents the level of effort required, from 

the Design Consultant, to develop an Operations Manual for each project. In addition to 

providing details of the respective project, the Operations Manual also must include 

details of the interconnections to the existing SRWTP or other EchoWater projects. The 

Operations Manual will serve as a teaching and reference tool for Regional San. 

The District has developed a Program Management Manual for internal use by District staff. 

This two-volume manual addresses design project management procedures (Volume 1) and 

construction management procedures (Volume 2). This manual may also be used as a resource 

during the course of the project upon request. 

1.3 Organization 

This District Design Guidelines document is organized as follows: 

 Chapter 1 provides an introduction to this document. 

 Chapter 2 presents general guidelines for design. 

 Chapters 3 through 10 present discipline-specific design guidelines for civil; 

architectural; structural; mechanical; heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC); 

plumbing; electrical; and instrumentation and control (I&C) disciplines, respectively. 

 Chapter 11 presents general guidelines for corrosion control. 

 Chapter 12 presents information regarding regulatory requirements. 

 

1.4 Designer Proposed Changes 

It is recognized that not all guidelines may be applicable or appropriate for each design project. 

When the Designer believes project-specific changes are warranted, the Designer shall annotate 

the specific District Design Guidelines and propose changes to the Project Team. If accepted by 

the Project Team (and any other affected District staff and management, as applicable), the 

Designer shall incorporate the changes, together with the annotated District Design Guidelines, 

into the Project Design Manual.
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2.0 General Design Requirements 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide Designers with general design requirements to ensure 

continuity with previous projects and current District standards. 

2.1 Codes and Standards 

There are several codes referenced in subsequent chapters specific to each discipline.  The 

project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the latest codes and standards in 

effect at time of design. 

The local governmental jurisdictions of projects associated with District may include the State 

of California and one or more of the following: 

 County of Sacramento 

 County of Yolo 

 City of Elk Grove 

 City of Folsom 

 City of Rancho Cordova 

 City of Citrus Heights 

 City of Sacramento 

 City of Carmichael 

 City of West Sacramento 

 

2.2 Calculations 

In addition to the following requirements for calculations, refer to the District Design Contract 

Requirements for specific design calculations submittal information and the respective 

discipline chapter in this document for the types of calculation required. 

Calculations shall be presented on 8-1/2 inch by 11-inch sheets for computations and/or 11-inch 

by 17-inch foldout sheets for plan layout or details. 

Where special equations or source materials are used in calculations, the designer shall show 

the equation and reference so that others can easily follow the computations.  Charts or tables 

used as design aids shall be copied and included with the calculations. 

Simulated models used for computer analysis shall be included in the calculations. 

The computer input/output printout shall be presented in the calculations. 

Derivation of model geometry, member properties, boundary conditions, and applied loads 

shall be provided. 
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Sample calculations depicting how computer results are used in the final design shall be shown. 

For proprietary models, design shall provide the electronic models and software for District 

review of models.  If necessary, non-disclosure agreements can be used to protect the 

proprietary nature of the models. 

All electronic files such as Excel spreadsheets and MathCAD printouts shall be provided for 

review.  Spreadsheets shall be scrubbed such that all non-essential information is removed from 

the files. All spreadsheets shall be print ready for 8-1/2 inch by 11-inch pages (portrait or 

landscape) or 11-inch by 17-inch landscape pages.   Spreadsheets shall be annotated with 

narratives to show the objective, assumptions, references, inputs, and outputs.  All formula 

calculations provided in the cell shall be displayed.   

2.3 Drawings 

All drawings shall be prepared using AutoCAD Version 2013 (supplied by AutoDesk, Inc.) or 

latest version used by the District.  Refer to the District CAD/BIM Standards for the specific 

listing of software requirements.  Other types of computer aided drafting software shall not be 

used unless specifically approved by the District. 

District requires the use of standardized arrangements, formats, symbols, and techniques for all 

contract drawings.  Refer to the District CAD/BIM Standards document for specific 

information related to CAD standards.     

Contract drawings prepared to describe modifications to existing treatment areas or systems 

shall include the necessary details as on existing record drawings.  All modifications and new 

work shown on existing record drawings shall be drawn with bold lines and the area clouded. 

Optionally, the existing facility can be shown screened back, and the new work shown with 

solid lines.  On notes and drawing callouts, avoid using the term “New” since the line weights 

will differentiate new and existing work. 

Key plan shall be located in the lower right hand corner of all plan drawings to show what part 

of the facility is being depicted on the particular drawing. 

When incorporating topographical drawing files for site drawings (or any background files for 

other drawings), no lettering or other line work shall write over any of the background file.  Do 

not write or draw on any background file.  If foreground lettering, leaders, and/or line work 

cannot be located in a clear area of the background drawing file, the background file shall be 

bound to the drawing file and the background erased.  Electronic copies of both the bound and 

unbound drawings shall be provided on a CD/DVD.  

Projects that have demolition work shall include separate demolition drawings including plans, 

sections and details.  Separate drawings for demolition and construction work shall be 

provided.  Include demolition drawings for all affected disciplines 

Avoid using the term “Contractor…” or “The Contractor shall…” on any drawing. 
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2.3.1 Index Drawings 

These drawings shall show an index of all drawings in numerical order.  Index shall include 

sheet number, drawing number, and drawing title.  Detailed information on preparing Index 

drawings is provided in the District CAD/BIM Standards.  For projects with multiple work 

areas, the index shall be divided into separated areas. 

2.3.2 Symbols and Abbreviations 

These drawings shall depict all symbols and abbreviations used on the drawings.  Symbols shall 

conform to National CAD Standards (NCS) as described in the District CAD/BIM Standards.   

2.3.3 Construction Details 

Construction details shall depict construction requirements specific to this project.  They shall 

not include any detail not used on this project.  Details not used shall be removed from the 

drawings, line-outs and blank spaces are not acceptable.  Typical details shall be drawn to a 

selected scale, but labeled “Not to Scale”.   

The District maintains a Standard Detail Library for structural, mechanical, electrical details; a 

complete list is included in Appendix A.  For civil details, Sacramento County Civil Standard 

Details should be used (www.saccountyspecs.net/drawings.htm). Please note that if there is a 

conflict between the Sacramento County detail versus the District’s Guide Specifications, the 

guide specifications shall prevail.  When a detail is provided from within the County of 

Sacramento Civil Standard Details library, simply refer to it by its “Title” and “Drawing 

Number” (i.e.: COMMERCIAL DRIVEWAY TYPE A-6, PER SACRAMENTO COUNTY 

STANDARD DWG NO 4-14) at a minimum.  The County Standard Details are not required to 

be in the plan set unless a detail is modified, but you may choose to also incorporate the 

unmodified details to produce a complete set without external reference for the Contractor. 

2.3.4 Drawing numbering 

As discussed in the District’s CAD/BIM Standards, the numbering of project drawings shall 

follow the United States National CAD Standards with some District modifications.  The sheet 

number uses a discipline designator (Civil, Mechanical, etc.) followed by a one digit sheet type 

designator following by a three digit sheet sequence number. The District also uses a two digit 

area number that is added at the end of the sheet sequence number.  Specific zone numbers for 

projects are assigned by the District.  The sheets should be grouped first by discipline and then 

by process area. 

 

2.4 Word Processing Requirements 

All reports, manuals, memos, meeting agendas and minutes, etc. shall be prepared on the 

computer word processing software, Microsoft Word 2013, or latest version used by the 

District. 

http://www.saccountyspecs.net/drawings.htm
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All printed or typed data shall be a minimum of 9 point font, with 11 point font preferred.  All 

printing shall be done on recycled paper and double-sided. 

2.5 Specifications 

The District has a guide specification library that should be used for all projects that use the 

CSI Masterformat 50 Division Specification numbering system; a list of available guide 

specifications has been provided in Appendix A.  All new specifications shall match the 

numbering system and formatting of the District Guide Specifications. 

2.6 Testability of Systems 

Process systems shall be designed with features that allow for “Preoperational Testing” 

(PREOP) during construction and “Operational Testing” (OP TEST) after construction to verify 

process operation status and project commissioning.   Examples of features include tees and 

tapped bosses in pipelines for pressure testing and flow diversions.  

Designer shall refer to the District Project Test Plans Preparation Guide and prepare the 

installation, operational and reliability test plans concurrently with the final design which will 

identify any special requirements for testing and start up.   

2.7 Equipment Numbering and Coding System 

A unique tag number should be assigned to any item at this facility that requires any type of 

maintenance; has one or more moving parts; or is monitored for leakage (i.e.: tanks). Tag 

numbers should be assigned for all equipment covered under a construction contract. This helps 

assure that Maintenance Staff receives the appropriate maintenance information for the 

equipment installed. 

Blocks of numbers have been pre-assigned to various structures and or processes and will be 

provided by the District to be incorporated in the Design Submittals.  The blocks of numbers 

are shown on Common Contract Drawing GI601.  The common feature of all numbering 

systems is the first two digits, which in all cases refers to a specific group of structures or 

Equipment Zones as follows: 
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Table 2-1. Equipment Zone Numbering System 

First Two Digits Zone 

10-19 Security Gate, Administrative and Maintenance Buildings, Main 
Substation 

20-29 Influent/Effluent Pumping Building 

30-39 Primary Treatment  

40-48 CO Tanks and Secondary Sedimentation Tanks 

50 Primary Effluent Pumping Station and Odor Control Facility 

51 Biological Nutrient Removal Facility 

52 Biological Nutrient Removal Blower Building 

59 Nitrifying Sidestream Treatment Facility 

61 Disinfection Contact Basin and Chemical Storage 

70 Water Recycling Facility 

73 Filter Influent Pumping Station 

74 Granular Media Filtration Facility 

79 Granular Media Filtration Miscellaneous Support Facilities 

80-89 Solids Processing 

90-99 Chemical, Outfall, ESB’s, SSB’s, Bufferlands Building and Storage 

Building, Heavy Equipment and Maintenance Building, Harvest Crew 

Trailer, Materials Test Lab/Paint Building, and other miscellaneous 
structures 

 

Figure 2-1 also shows the locations of the Equipment Zones. For existing zones above, contact 

the District to obtain specific two digit area numbers.   

The District currently uses an auto numbering system that defines the syntax used for 

equipment and valve and manhole numbers.  Common Contract Drawing number GI006 also 

shows the syntax used for numbering equipment.  A guide to the District’s Auto-Numbering 

System and workflow are included Appendix B of this document for reference.    

2.7.1 Mechanical Equipment 

Mechanical equipment is that equipment which is part of the process flow and is considered a 

discrete piece of equipment, including all the auxiliaries associated with the particular piece of 

equipment.  Mechanical equipment numbers include a 4-character (maximum) prefix followed 

by a 2-digit area number followed by a 4-digit sequential number.  Auxiliary equipment 

associated with the mechanical equipment will contain a suffix character.  

2.7.2 Electrical Equipment 

Electrical Equipment is that equipment which is not considered “discrete equipment” as 

defined, but is related to the switchgear. This would include but is not limited to motor control 

centers (MCCs), transformers, and electric breakers. 
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2.7.3 Instrument Equipment 

Instrument Equipment is that equipment which is part of the process flow and is considered a 

discrete piece of equipment.  Separate from the instrument equipment numbering are the 

PLC/PCCS numbers which are specified by the Designer. 

2.7.4 Manual Valves 

Manual Valves are those valves which are manually operated (lever or chain), with no electric, 

pneumatic or hydraulic control connected. Manual valve numbers shall be issued to all valves 

in a process system and shown on process and piping system schematic diagrams. 

2.7.5 Manholes 

Manholes are considered as Process manholes and Electrical manholes. 

Process manholes are those units that a fluid can flow through. Details and schedules for these 

units are found in the “General” drawings of the contract documents. 

Electrical manholes and handholes are those units that power, control and signal cables run 

through. 

2.7.6 Slide Gates, Control Units, and Utility Stations 

Slide Gates (SLG) are those gates which are manually installed and removed; they are used for 

isolation of channels. Details and schedules for these gates are found in the “Structural” 

drawings of the contract documents. “Control Units” (CU) are assemblies that supply regulated 

water flow to process equipment. “Utility Stations” (US) are assemblies used for accessing 

SRWTP utility systems (i.e.: WRH, WP, Steam, SA).  Details and schedules for these 

assemblies are found in the “Mechanical” drawings of the contract documents. 

2.7.7 Doors and Rooms 

Each room in each structure of this facility must be identified with a four digit unique number 

for construction and maintenance purposes. Each room will be given a unique sequential 

number as defined in the Auto-numbering Guide.  These numbers will always be shown on the 

“Architectural” drawings of the contract documents. 

Each door shall be given a number similar in format to the room numbers. These numbers will 

always be shown on the “Architectural” drawings of the contract documents. 

Schedules for both rooms and doors shall be located in the “Architectural” drawings of the 

contract documents. (Note: Temporary facilities, such as trailers, shall also receive room 

and door numbers for maintenance purposes. They shall receive a three digit number.  

The numbers shall be identified by complex.) 
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2.8 Special Area Classifications 

Certain areas of the existing SRWTP or new process areas may fall under special classifications 

which require special requirements.  During pre-design, potential areas shall be identified.  

Appropriate design details shall be considered and provided in the plans and specifications.  

Special classifications include, but are not limited to: 

 Hazardous (Classified ) Areas – As defined in National Fire Protection Association 

(NFPA) 820  

 Corrosive Areas – Areas over open tanks, chemical rooms,  

 Wet Areas – All outdoor areas and indoor process areas.  Wet areas shall be considered 

to be subjected to high-pressure water. 
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3.0 Civil Design 

The following are the civil design guidelines to be considered for District projects. 

3.1 Codes and Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the codes and standards listed 

in Table 3-1 below and as described in this chapter.  Designer is to use the most current County-

adopted code edition as posted to www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx up to 

submission of the Final Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible for any 
newer editions beyond Final PDR. 

 

Table 3-1. Applicable Codes and Standards for Civil Design 

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 

AWWA American Water Works Association 

Highway Design Manual California Department of Transportation  

State Standard Specifications California Department of Transportation 

Standard Specifications County of Sacramento Standard Construction Specifications 

  

Improvement Standards City of Elk Grove 

Improvement Standards Sacramento County; Section 9 Storm Drainage Design 

CBC California Building Code 

CFC California Fire Code 

AASHTO American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials 

ACI American Concrete Institute 

Cal OSHA California Occupational Safety & Health Administration 

Cal DHS California Department of Health Services Water & Sewer Separation 

Guidelines 

 

3.2 Surveying 

The Designer shall show the location and character of all survey monuments within the 

construction area and place a note on the General Civil Notes plan sheet stating that the 

Contractor is responsible for the protection and restoration of all existing monuments and other 

survey markers in accordance with Section 8771 of the Land Surveyor’s Act. The District shall 

supply the Designer with a map of the current benchmarks on SRWTP property. 

3.3 Existing Utility Coordination 

The Designer shall prepare a project Utility Investigation Plan as outlined in the District Design 

Contract Requirements to assess potential conflicts between any existing utilities and new 

construction. 

3.4 Roadways 

The following sections describe roadway geometry for various types of facility roads. 

  

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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3.4.1 Process Area Roadways 

Table 3-2 lists how the road geometry within the process areas shall be designed: 

Table 3-2. Process Area Roadway Geometry 

Width 24 feet measured from edge of pavement 

Vehicle Turning Radius 40 feet minimum (inside); 60 feet minimum outside 

Design Speed 25 miles per hour 

Cross Slopes 1 percent minimum for concrete paved areas, 2 percent maximum 

2 percent for asphalt paved areas  

Longitudinal Slopes Less than 5 percent 

 
Pavement design shall be based on the size and frequency of the traffic (Traffic Index) and the 

soil site conditions per the geotechnical engineer’s recommendations. At a minimum, the 

pavement section shall be 3-inch asphalt concrete over 12-inch aggregate base. 

3.4.2 Main Ingress/Egress Roadways 

Table 3-3 lists how the main ingress/egress roadway geometry shall be designed: 

Table 3-3.  Ingress/Egress Roadway Geometry 

Width 24 feet measured from edge of pavement 

Vehicle Turning Radius 40 feet minimum (inside); 60 feet minimum outside 

Design Speed 25-45 miles per hour, request clarification from District during design 

Cross Slopes Centerline crown with standard cross-slope of 2 percent 

Longitudinal Slopes Less than 5 percent 

Vertical Curve Length 50 feet minimum 

Gradient Change for  

Vertical Curve 

2 percent 

 
Pavement design shall be based on the size and frequency of the traffic (Traffic Index) and the 

soil site conditions per the geotechnical engineer recommendations. At a minimum, the 

pavement section shall be 3-inch asphalt concrete over 12-inch aggregate base. 

The main access roadway connection to existing Dwight Road shall be designed per the City of 

Elk Grove Improvement Standards, except that median design, landscaping, and lighting may 

be modified for the sections on District property. 

3.5 Curbing 

3.5.1 Type 1 Curb and Gutter 

Type1 Curb and Gutter (rolled curb and gutter) shall be used along all streets in the process 

areas of the SRWTP. 
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3.5.2 Type 2 Curb and Gutter 

Type 2 Curb and Gutter (vertical curb and gutter) shall be used along streets adjacent to 

landscaped areas and pedestrian walkways, and shall be placed in front of buildings to help 

protect buildings from damage caused by vehicles.   

Vertical curb and gutter also shall be used for drainage control in parking areas. 

3.5.3 Type 3, 4, or 5 Curb 

Type 3, 4, or 5 Curb (barrier curb) shall be provided at all edges of parking lots that do not have 

vertical curb and gutter. 

A barrier curb shall be provided at the back of sidewalks where landscape planters containing 

soil and/or mulch are adjacent to the sidewalk. A barrier curb is not required at the back of 

sidewalks adjacent to lawn.   

A barrier curb shall be provided at the back of sidewalks where the ground slopes away from 

the sidewalk at greater than 6:1 (H:V). Where a retaining wall is allowed, creating a drop-off 

adjacent to the sidewalk, a minimum 36-inch-high barrier fence shall be provided in lieu of the 

barrier curb. 

3.6 Cross Gutter 

Cross gutter shall not be used.  Exceptions will be made for intersections that cannot reasonably 

be drained to an underground system. 

3.7 Sidewalks and Walkways 

Sidewalks and walkways shall have a minimum width of 4 feet, a longitudinal slope less than 

5 percent, and a transverse slope less than 2 percent.  Sidewalks and walkways to be used by 

maintenance personnel shall be 6-feet wide.  Concrete walkways shall be provided around the 

exterior of all structures and shall slope away from buildings at a minimum slope of 0.01:1 

(H:V).  Landscaping adjacent to structures should be avoided. 

3.8 Parking 

Visitor and employee parking areas shall be provided with tree shading as required by 

Sacramento County Zoning Code. Visitor and employee parking areas shall have accessible 

parking spaces for disabled people as required by the California Building Code.   

Parking areas within the process areas of the SRWTP which are not generally used by the 

public need not comply with the above requirements for shading and accessible parking spaces.   

Utility cart and bicycle parking shall be provided at all SRWTP process buildings. 
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3.9 Slope Protection 

Embankments with erosion potential shall have a minimum slope of 3:1 (H:V).  If additional 

protection is required, an erosion protection system such as rip-rap may be used.  Seeding shall 

not be used. 

3.10 Landscaping 

No landscaping shall be within the process areas of the SRWTP. 

3.11 Storm Drainage 

Incorporate Low Impact Development (LID) techniques where possible to address storm water 

runoff (e.g., permeable pavement). 

The design of a new storm drain system shall include consideration of the downstream storm 

drain. The Designer shall show that the existing storm water system can convey the proposed 

drainage without adverse flooding, erosion or other water quality impacts to upstream, 

downstream or adjacent facilities or areas; or that such facilities or areas are being improved or 

protected to the point where the drainage can be conveyed without adverse impacts.  

All new structures shall be protected from the 100-year flood event. Certified building pad 

elevations shall be set at least 1.2 feet above all sources of 100-year flooding.   

All open channel drainage systems shall be designed to carry the 100-year frequency design 

storm, using the worst-case duration, with freeboard greater than 1 foot. The maximum velocity 

shall be 6 feet per second for earth channels, 10 feet per second for fully lined channels, and 8 

feet per second for bottom-lined channels. 

The design of closed conduit drainage systems shall use the Sacramento City/County Drainage 

Manual Volume 2: Hydrology Standards and Section 9 Storm Drainage Design of the 

Sacramento County Improvement Standards, as appropriate. The minimum inside diameter for 

pipes shall be no less than 12 inches. Use of plastic, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or high density 

polyethylene pipes (HDPE) at channel or detention basin outfall shall not be allowed. The 

minimum full flow velocity shall be no less than 2 feet per second.   

A manhole, junction box, or inlet shall be located at pipe junctions, angle points greater than 

15 degrees, and changes in pipe size or materials. Spacing of access points shall not exceed 

400 feet for drains 15 inches and smaller in diameter, 500 feet for drains between 18 inches and 

36 inches in diameter, and 600 feet for drains greater than 42 inches in diameter. 

3.12 Potable and Non-Potable Water Supply Systems 

In general, water supply systems shall be looped, with two points of connection to water 

sources, separated by a minimum of one isolation valve.  

The Hazen-Williams formula shall be used in the hydraulic study of the system, using a 

“C” value of 125 for cement-lined pipe, polyvinyl chloride pipe, and ductile iron pipe. Velocity 
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in distribution mains shall not exceed 7 feet per second at peak hour. Head loss shall not exceed 

5 pounds per square inch (psi) per 1,000 feet. 

Water supply pressures shall be designed as follows: 

 Potable water systems shall be designed so that normal operating pressures at service 

connections to the distribution system are no less than 35 psi and no more than 100 psi. 

During periods of maximum day domestic demand, the pressure shall not be less than 

20 psi at the location of the fire flow and no less than 10 psi elsewhere in the 

distribution system. 

 Non-potable water systems shall be designed to maintain a minimum pressure of 

40 pounds per square inch (psi) at the service connection. 

 

Required fire flows shall be determined by the California Uniform Fire Code. 

Ten (10) feet shall be the minimum horizontal distance between parallel water supply and 

sanitary sewer mains or non-potable water mains. The invert of the water supply main shall be 

at a higher elevation than the sewer main or non-potable water main. Separation may be less if 

it is in accordance with California State Department of Health Services requirements and 

approved by the District. 

At all utility crossings, the water supply main shall maintain a minimum separation of at least 

12 inches from the utility. Sanitary sewer and water main crossings shall comply with the latest 

California Department of Health Services criteria. 

3.13 General Site Piping Design Criteria 

To preserve access for future pipeline extensions and to minimize conflicts, separate utility 

corridors will be provided for buried utilities. 

Where feasible, consider adding pipe chases for utilities crossing under heavily traveled 

roadways. 

Where feasible, process yard piping will be located outside of roadways and electrical ductbank 

corridors.   

Water, plant water, plant drainage, and natural gas piping will be located in roadways, where 

feasible. 

Electrical ductbanks will be located in 20-foot-wide corridors away from process yard piping 

and outside of plant roadways. 

All pipelines located beneath structures will be concrete encased. 

Minimum cover for pressurized process pipes (not for irrigation) shall be 3-feet. 
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Pipe profiles shall be prepared for process pipe larger than 18-inches in diameter and for 

gravity pipe systems. 

Buried valves 30-inches in diameter and larger shall be installed in vaults. 
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4.0 Architectural Design 

This guideline has been developed for architects to use in the course of designing buildings and 

providing content for related construction documents. It does not replace the required 

professional judgment exercised by a competent architect licensed to practice in the State of 

California.  

Per California Government Code Section 53091, local building and zoning ordinances are not 

applicable to the location or construction of wastewater facilities by a public 

agency.  Therefore, the powers vested in a “Building Official” as defined by the 2013 edition 

(or most recent County-adopted code as posted to 

www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx) of the California Building Code 

Section 104 shall be discharged by an authorized person within the District. As needed, the 

District may defer these duties to the local governmental jurisdiction. 

Architects in charge of designing facilities for the District shall prepare designs according to an 

industrial architectural vocabulary consistent with existing contexts where applicable. Industrial 

buildings and new office buildings shall be consistent with an industrial style even if existing 

office buildings have been designed with more expressive features. 

Note that the most cost-effective design that meets code and program requirements shall be the 

default in design direction. 

4.1 Codes and Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the codes and standards 

listed in Table 4-1 below and as described in this chapter.  Designer is to use the most current 

County-adopted code edition as posted to 

www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx up to submission of the Final 

Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible for any newer editions 

beyond Final PDR. 

Table 4-1. Applicable Codes and Standards for Architectural Design 

CBC California Building Code 

CEC California Electrical Code 

CMC California Mechanical Code 

CEnC California Energy Code 

CFC California Fire Code 

CGBS California Green Building Standards 

Cal OSHA California Division of Occupational Safety and Health 

ADA American’s with Disabilities Act 

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

SMACNA Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association 

 SMACNA’s 2003 Architectural Sheet Metal Manual 

NAAMM National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers 

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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UL Underwriter’s Laboratory 

FMRC Factory Mutual Research Corporation 

SSPC Steel Structures Painting Council 

NFPA 10 National Fire Prevention Association Standard for Portable Fire Extinguishers 

NFPA 13 National Fire Prevention Association Standard for Automatic Fire Sprinklers 

NFPA 430 National Fire Prevention Association Standard for Storage of Liquid and Solid Oxidizers 

NFPA 820 National Fire Prevention Association Standard for Wastewater Treatment and Collection 

Facilities 

 

Model codes such as the “International Building Code,” “National Electrical Code,” 

“NFPA 101,” “NFPA 5000” or similar codes do not have force within this jurisdiction and shall 

not be referenced since they have not been adopted by the State of California. 

In the case of conflicting codes or standards, the most restrictive shall apply. 

The 2013 Edition of the California Code of Regulations, Title 24, as now adopted, includes 

Part 11, California Green Building Standards.  The design should, as a minimum, address 

applicable "Mandatory Measures" identified therein.  Refer to Appendix C for a summary of 

how the mandatory measures shall be incorporated into District projects. 

4.2 Architectural Code Analysis 

The following method of code review shall be used in assuring compliance to non-structural 

code provisions. 

 Step 1: The architect shall look up Effective Use of the IBC/CBC located on page v in 

the 2010 CBC. 

 Step 2: The architect shall follow the instructions and compose a list of code sections 

identified in Nonstructural Provisions, then provide written justification pertaining to 

each section.  

 Step 3: The architect shall include this annotated list in the construction documents as 

part of the code review sheet(s) in the construction drawings. Each listing shall briefly 

describe compliance in context to the design. Overall, the architect should avoid 

copying the text in the code word-for-word unless accuracy is important. 

 Step 4: The architect shall create an annotated architectural site code review plan that 

includes egress routes and accessibility features. This shall only show enough detail to 

show compliance to code. Site features may reference civil sheets. Include this in the 

construction drawings. 

 Step 5: The architect shall create an annotated floor code review plan that includes 

occupancy loads, egress routes, fire ratings, egress travel distances, occupancy types, 

exit sign locations (reference electrical drawings) and fire extinguisher locations. 

Include this in the construction drawings. 
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4.3 Accessibility Requirements 

The District Board has approved exemption of the SRWTP process areas from compliance with 

ADA requirements; reference the November 23, 1993 County of Sacramento Board of 

Directors letter with subject line “Approval of Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment 

Plant (SRWTP) New Construction Guidelines for Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

Compliance”.  Accessibility requirements for all other areas on a project shall be designed per 

Chapter 11B of the California Building Code.      

4.4 General Materials Guide 

Materials shall be selected on the merits of durability, safety, economy, maintenance, 

sustainability, and aesthetic context. For economy, materials and designs with the lowest life 

cycle costs are preferred over materials or designs that have lower initial costs that will be 

offset by higher maintenance costs, replacements costs, or shorter life. 

4.4.1 Concrete 

 Durability 

 Concrete shall be selected where reinforced concrete structure is acceptable as the 

finished element. Selection on this basis is inherently durable. 

 In industrial areas especially, appropriately designed reinforced concrete can withstand 

a hit from vehicular traffic. 

 Ballistic resistant. 

 Safety 

 Provide a non-slip surface where required. 

 Coordinate recessed thresholds with structural engineer. 

 Economy 

 Concrete finishes tend to be economical when compared to other applied finishes. 

Concrete may be stained, sealed, hardened or painted with epoxy.  See Section 4.7. 

 Stairwells shall not be cast-in-place concrete.  

 Utilities shall not be embedded into cast-in-place structures. 

 Maintenance 

 Inherently easy to maintain. 

 Over time, efflorescence may become an issue. To reduce this risk, consider the 

following during design. 
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 Review water table levels in the soil and follow the recommendation of a soils 

report issued by a geotechnical engineer. Use under slab vapor barriers where 

recommended. 

 Use below grade waterproofing on the exterior of foundation walls. Make sure 

that the perimeter foundation is well drained. 

 Use a weather proof sealer on vertical exterior surfaces. 

 Sustainability 

 Consider using a fly ash additive.  

 Aesthetic 

 Much of the SRWTP is composed of cast-in-place concrete. Matching this aesthetic is 

an important consideration. 

 Use of pigments is not advisable unless specifically requested. 

 Exterior concrete surfaces shall be standard concrete grey. 

 Where appropriate, form liners may provide texture or relief in a concrete surface. 

4.4.2 Masonry 

 Durability 

 Concrete masonry shall be selected where reinforced concrete masonry structure is 

acceptable as the finished element. Selection on this basis is inherently durable. 

 In industrial areas especially, appropriately designed reinforced fully grouted concrete 

masonry can withstand a hit from vehicular traffic. 

 Ballistic resistant. 

 Glass masonry or glass block should be considered only where there is a low risk of 

impact.  

 Economy 

 In general, concrete masonry is one of the most economical options to provide durable, 

structural, and aesthetically pleasing walls. 

 Maintenance 

 Inherently easy to maintain. 

 Over time, efflorescence may become an issue. To reduce this risk, consider using a 

weather proof sealer on vertical exterior surfaces. 
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 Aesthetic 

 Concrete masonry is available in a wide range of colors, textures and surfaces. Ensure 

that the use of concrete masonry is compatible with the overall context of the facility. 

4.4.3 Metal 

 Durability 

 Steel 

 Corrosion is a primary concern. Most steels will require a coating designed to 

withstand the expected risk of corrosion. 

  Use lead-free coatings and coating tints. 

 When selecting coatings for corrosion resistance consult the District, 

appropriately certified members of NACE, and SSPC standards. 

 Consider stainless steel in corrosive locations that are difficult to access, have 

intricate shapes, or slender sections such as trusses. The ongoing maintenance 

and replacement cost of coatings in these locations often makes stainless steel 

competitive when considering life cycle costs. 

 Hot-dipped galvanized steel shall be used on external fabricated steel structures 

when size allows. 

 Consider aluminum where corrosion is a concern. 

 Aluminum 

 If aluminum products are incorporated, provide di-electric separation between 

metal and substrate in accordance with manufacturer instructions. 

 A protective coating or barrier shall be used between aluminum and cement and 

similar construction material. 

 Use metal stud for framing, avoid wood studs. 

 Economy 

 Substantiate metal choices based on economy by checking current pricing.  

 Strength and corrosion resistance shall be considered along with economy. 

 Maintenance 

 If alternatives are being weighed, consider that metal may need regular inspection for 

corrosion of weather exposed elements. 
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 COR-TEN steel is an alternative steel that, if exposed to weather, will create a 

protective oxidized surface.  

 Use stainless steel or aluminum for gutters, downspouts, drain pans, flashing or for 

similar sheet metal installations that are routinely exposed to moisture maximize 

service life.  

4.4.4 Wood 

 Durability 

 Wood as a construction material should be avoided and in no case should be used as an 

alternative to corrosion resistant materials.  

 Fire retardant treated wood may have limited use for sheathing in roofing. Fire 

retardant treated wood may be used as shims only in locations totally sealed from 

moisture and sunlight exposure. 

 Wood may have limited use as an interior finish in an office context. 

 Safety 

 Oxidizers such as sodium hypochlorite may be prone to ignition or increased 

flammability in the presence of wood or other carbon based materials. 

 Economy 

 Wood is inherently an inexpensive material compared to other building materials, but 

generally not appropriate for industrial construction. 

 Maintenance 

 Wood is subject to checking or cracking if not properly painted or finished. 

 Keep wood construction well ventilated and as dictated in the CBC. 

 Wood is not appropriate in wet areas unless provided with adequate coatings or 

pressure treatment. 

 Sustainability 

 Consider using wood and wood products from sustainable sources. 

4.4.5 Plastic 

 Use fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) panel wainscot for toilet rooms, shower rooms, 

locker rooms or restrooms if ceramic tile is not preferred. 

 Use UV resistant ultra-high-molecular-weight (UHMW) polyethylene or similar plastic 

d for shims in locations with potential exposure to moisture or sunlight and for pipe 

support piers or blocks that rest on roof. 
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 Use UHMW or similar plastic material for pipe support piers or blocks that are rest on a 

roof. 

 Durability 

 FRP has excellent strength and corrosion resistant properties and is commonly used for 

grates, guardrails and doors. 

 FRP is used where corrosion is likely on ferric based metal. 

 FRP panels may be used as sheathing over metal stud framing. Provide thickness as 

manufacturer recommends. 

 8-mm FRP may be used over water-resistant gypsum board as a finish primarily in 

locker rooms and restrooms. It can also be used in laboratories. 

 Maintenance 

 FRP panels may be used in non-emersion wet areas, places with corrosion risk, or 

where there is a need for abuse resistant surface. Provide thickness as manufacturer 

recommends. 

 Edge beads are typically used, but tend to break off or become bent. Consider more 

substantial transition especially in janitor closets and restrooms located in industrial 

areas. 

 Aesthetic 

 FRP 8-mm panels come in a variety of textures and colors. However, the most 

common color is white.  

 FRP 8-mm panels can be used as an economical alternative to ceramic tile for wall 

applications. 

4.5 Thermal and Moisture Protection (Roofs, Siding, etc.) 

4.5.1 Vapor Barrier 

 Vapor barriers are required to control moisture laden warm air from reaching the 

location of the dew point within a wall or roof assembly. Vapor barriers shall always be 

placed on the warm side of the assembly. 

 Architect shall determine the warm side of the wall.  This may be difficult since during 

the summer, the exterior is clearly the warm side, and in the winter, the inside is clearly 

the warm side. DO NOT put a vapor barrier on both sides. Entrapment of moisture is a 

leading cause of mold within the wall structure.  
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 Use silicon sheet or ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) membranes to bridge 

construction gaps (window-wall, wall-wall assemblies, curtain walls) for air/vapor seals. 

Do not specify rubberized asphalt (sheet air/vapor barriers [AVBs]). 

4.5.2 Sealants and Waterproofing 

 Apply waterproofing to exterior below grade walls during construction. Avoid 

post-construction methods for waterproofing such walls. 

 Design building and flashings so as not to rely on sealants in the shedding of water and 

moisture. Make sure to use capillary breaks. 

 Sealant and waterproofing materials shall be warranted for at least 30 years. 

 Sealant 

 Use sealant containing asbestos-free formula. 

 Check the width of the gap to be sealed with the manufacturer’s recommended span. 

 Check substrate and compare with manufacturer’s recommendation. 

 Check that elasticity is appropriate for joint movement. 

 Check performance of UV exposure if in direct sunlight. 

 In building joints, use EPDM sheet as a moisture barrier within the joint (behind the 

cover). 

 Sealant or caulking materials shall be compatible with the construction materials and 

location. 

4.5.3 General Roof and Parapet Requirements 

 The roof deck, insulation, and membrane shall be a Factory Mutual (FM) tested and 

approved assembly rated for the expected wind loading (See Section 5.4). 

 Assume all roofs will be accessed for ongoing maintenance and inspection activities and 

provide an appropriate fall protection design. See Sections 4.15 and 4.16 for fall 

protection and access requirements, respectively.  

 On flat roofs provide reinforced walkways 360 degrees around process equipment, 

HVAC equipment, and photovoltaic panels. Provide reinforced walkway from 

equipment to roof hatches, and ladder. On steep roofs provide working platform 360 

degreed around process and HVAC equipment.  

 All roofs to be Title 24 SRI (Solar Reflective Index) compliant.  Roofs on unoccupied 

and unconditioned structures shall have a minimum SRI of 64 for flat roofs and 16 for 

steep roofs. 
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 Do not pierce roof curb caps and parapet copings to mount equipment. Weld fasteners to 

the cap or coping or use other supporting structure attached to the curb or parapet for 

anchoring equipment. 

 Skylights and tubular daylights must be mounted on roof curbs. 

 For any given type roofing material and assembly, those with longer warranties are 

preferred.  Warrantee shall cover parts and labor for the life of the warrantee. 

 Additions to existing roofs. 

 Roofing that has evidence of leakage after inspection in conjunction with a new 

addition shall be removed. Install new roofing over both new and existing parts of roof 

structure. 

 Existing roofing installation aged 12 years or more in conjunction with a new addition 

shall be removed. Install new roofing over both the new and existing parts of the roof 

structure. 

4.5.4 Roof-Mounted Equipment and Solar Panels 

 All roof equipment located on roofs must be mounted on roof curbs. 

 Design roofing assembly such that roof-mounted HVAC or process equipment need not 

be removed during replacement of the roofing system. 

 Provide 110V electrical ground fault interrupter (GFI) outlet and potable water hose 

bib adjacent to any roof-mounted process or HVAC equipment. See Electrical and 

Plumbing Design Standards. 

 New roofs shall be built with infrastructure engineered to accommodate the future 

installation of solar panels. This includes method of attachment, penetrations for 

power, cables, proper drainage and cleaning water source.  

 Design solar panel attachment points so that repairs or alterations to the roof membrane 

are not required when mounting brackets are installed. It is preferred that solar panel 

brackets attach to a roof curb or similar permanently installed structure. 

 Ensure that the structure supporting solar panels does not interfere with roof drainage. 

 Design the solar panel attachment to withstand expected wind loads. See Section 5.4  

4.5.5 Flat Roofs 

 Flat roofs must have a minimum ½-inch per foot slope. 

 Roof slope shall be achieved through the structural roofing members, not with tapered 

insulation board. Tapered insulation board shall be used exclusively for cricket 

installation. 
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 Slope to scuppers and conductor heads leading to rainwater leaders. Avoid drains that 

route rainwater through interior of the building. 

 Provide crickets to sufficiently divert water around curbs and toward drains/scuppers. 

 Standard compression strength of polyisocyanurate insulation is 20 pounds per square 

foot. Provide additional reinforcing by use of counter battens, additional cover board 

layers, or use of polyisocyanurate with increased compression strength when roof is 

near photovoltaic panels or solar water heating panels. 

4.5.6 Built-Up Roof 

 Build-up roof uses asphalt impregnated felts hot mopped in multiple layers. This type of 

roofing should be considered as the primary choice for flat roofs. Self-adhering or torch 

applied materials are not acceptable. 

 Use a polyurethane or epoxy coating in place of a cap sheet. 

 Provide a suitable cover board between polyisocyanurate insulation and roofing 

membrane.   Cover board shall be mechanically attached to the structural roof deck. 

 

4.5.7 Single-Ply Roof Membrane. 

 Single-ply roof membranes should be thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO), mechanically 

applied or fully-adhered. 

 Mechanically applied or fully-adhered single ply EPDM membrane may be specified, 

but only if specifically requested by the District project manager. 

 Install using fasteners or adhesives, do not use installation tapes or self-adhering 

products 

 Provide a suitable cover board between polyisocyanurate insulation and roofing.  

Cover board shall be mechanically attached to the structural roof deck. 

4.5.8 Shingles 

 Asphalt shingles are the District preference for sloped roofs over occupied (office/ 

industrial/ laboratory/ storage) floor space. 

 Do not specify residential grade. 

 Nail according to high wind or hurricane standards. 

 Asphalt shingles are easily damaged and should be handled, installed and maintained 

with utmost care. 

 Specify 40 year warranty. 
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 Use on roofs greater than or equal to 3:12 or what is recommended by manufacturer, 

whichever is steepest. 

 Avoid designs that place equipment on sloped roofs. If done, provide maintenance 

platforms with harness latch points or guardrails at locations requiring routine 

maintenance or inspections. This shall be provided so that the worker doing the 

maintenance or inspection can do so without special safety preparation. 

 Caution: Routine foot traffic will cause damage. Design roofs and access requirements 

to avoid routine foot traffic. 

 Do not specify wood shingles or shakes. 

4.5.9 Clay Tile Roof (Limited Application) 

 Not for use at the SRWTP. 

 This roofing shall not be allowed unless providing repair or renovation work directly 

associated with existing clay tile roof.   

 This roofing is featured on existing buildings at the Lower Northwest Interceptor 

facility locations in the City of Sacramento and in Yolo County.   

 See Section 4.5.10 Concrete Tile Roof if matching the clay tile is in the scope for new 

buildings. 

 Caution: Foot traffic will cause damage. Design roofs and access requirements 

accordingly. 

 Use high wind resistant (hurricane) type installation regardless of roof size or elevation. 

4.5.10 Concrete Tile Roof (Limited Application) 

 Not for use at the SRWTP. 

 This is the preferred material to match the existing clay tile roof at Lower Northwest 

Interceptor facility locations. 

 Specify tiles with a 50 year warranty. 

 The roof structure must be specifically designed to carry significant additional loads 

compared to other options. 

 Avoid designs that place equipment on sloped roofs. If done, provide maintenance 

platforms with harness latch points or guardrails at locations requiring routine 

maintenance or inspections. This shall be provided so that the worker doing the 

maintenance or inspection can do so without special safety preparation. 

 Caution: Routine foot traffic will cause damage. Design roofs and access requirements 

to avoid routine foot traffic. 

 On high elevation or large roofs, specify high wind resistant installation. 
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4.5.11 Standing Seam Metal Roof 

 Standing seam metal roofs shall not be used except as canopies or awnings over 

doorways or windows or as weather protection over equipment. 

4.5.12 Metal Siding 

 Metal siding has many of the same benefits as standing seam metal roof including 

corrosion resistant coatings. 

 Concealed fasteners are preferred over exposed fasteners because the fastener is 

concealed behind a sealing flange in the siding section. The fastener is not exposed to 

the weathering elements as would an exposed fastener. 

4.5.13 Canopies 

 Where canopies are used to protect equipment, install bird netting from canopy to 

ground to prevent birds from accessing or nesting on the equipment. Netting to be 

designed to provide ingress/egress points and to be secured to prevent wind damage. 

4.6 Windows, Louvers, and Doors 

 Daylighting of building interiors shall be provided wherever feasible.  Daylighting may 

be provided by windows, skylights, clerestories or tubular daylighting devices.  

 Where doors and windows are needed, locate to minimize impacts of prevailing winds. 

4.6.1 Windows and Louvers 

 First floor windows shall be fixed to insure access security. Use operable windows on 

upper levels. Exceptions to this include; 

 All floors that require fixed windows to maintain fire rated continuity. 

 All floors that require fixed windows to maintain proper air flow balance. 

 Evaluate cost benefit of operable window ventilation vs. mechanical ventilation. 

Consider that operable windows must be globally closed (by automatic or manual 

means) when temperatures reach above mid-70s (F) for comfort. 

 Compliance with CBC. 

 Compliance with specific program requirement. 

 Interior windows. 

 Louvers and Windows 

 Skylights and clerestory windows should be darkly tinted low-e, frosted, or similarly 

opaque type of glass.  Translucent fiberglass material may be used where glass would 

create a safety hazard. 

 See Section 4.15 for additional fall protection requirements at skylights. 
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 Glazing 

 Shall be insulated and tinted for doors and windows. 

 See CBC for locations requiring safety glass. 

4.6.2 Doors 

 At exterior out swinging doors on east and west exposures, consider locating hinges on 

the south jamb. On exterior double doors, locate the active leaf with hinges on the south 

jamb. 

 On all except storefront and restroom windows, provide a 100 square inch view light. 

 Standard personnel door size is 3 feet wide by 7 feet tall. 

 Where borrowed light or side light is provided, and extraction/installation of equipment 

larger than personnel door is required, provide removable transom or jamb. 

 Storefront 

 May be used for office or laboratory building entrances. 

 May be used for interior office partitions. 

 Not advisable for process areas.  

 If center mullion is part of a double door assembly, provide removable mullion for 

forklift access. 

 Hollow Metal Doors and Frames 

 Use insulated hollow metal doors at exterior locations and non-insulated hollow metal 

doors at interior locations. 

 May be used at non-corrosive locations of a facility interior and exterior. 

 Use galvanized steel in moderately corrosive environments; stainless steel may be used 

in harsh environments. 

 Grout frames solid at concrete and concrete masonry walls. 

 Use anchors appropriate for the adjacent wall type. 

 Fire rated doors and frames shall be listed and labeled. 

 Exterior single doors shall have concrete landings providing at least 60 inches clear in 

front of the door, 24 inches clear from the strike side of the jamb, and 12 inches clear 

from the hinge side of door. 
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 Exterior double doors shall have concrete landings providing at least 60 inches clear in 

front of the door and 12 inches clear from the jambs. 

 See CBC for other landing requirements. 

 Unless there is a compelling reason otherwise, exterior doors shall open out. 

 FRP Doors and Frames 

 Shall be used in high corrosive and/or humid environments. Use stainless steel doors as 

an alternative. 

 Areas of flowing water. 

 Area of gravity belt thickener. 

 Area of bar screen. 

 See metal doors and frames for other requirements. 

 Access Doors 

 Size doors and locate to provide access to valves or controls within walls or ceilings. 

 Not needed for access above suspended ceilings. 

 Overhead doors 

 Prefer motorized operation over manual.  

 Preference for elastomeric sheet type curtain for most non-security type high speed 

rolling doors. 

 Care should be taken in selecting a finish as many types are available. Avoid the use of 

powder coating on stainless steel. 

 Use coiling door as a default. Sectional doors may be considered for use but consider 

overhead spatial requirements. 

 Provide 12-inch clearance on each side and 24 inches above the door head. 

 Roof Hatches 

 Avoid where possible. 

 Determine hatch size by evaluating the size of what needs access and how it is being 

extracted or placed. 
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 Check CBC for guard rail placement. Roof hatches within 10 feet of the roof edge 

require the installation of guard rails or 42-inch parapets. 

 Consider placing a parapet upwind of hatch to block wind. Opening hatch into the 

wind may present a safety issue. 

4.6.3 Hardware 

 Doors must have the ability to open a minimum of 90 degrees. 

 Coordinate with structural on recessed thresholds or recessed entrance mats. 

 All doors shall be provided with a means of stopping before hardware or door leaf 

contacts the adjacent wall or similar feature.  

 Door stop control shall preferably be accomplished with floor or landing-mounted 

stops. Other means of door stop control shall be installed where this presents a tripping 

hazard. 

 Provide a wall-mounted door stop as an alternative where floor/landing-mounted door 

stop presents a tripping hazard. 

 Where door frame is not flush with the swing side wall surface, and floor-mounted 

door stop would otherwise present a tripping hazard, provide door stop control through 

closer or other means to prevent contact with corner of rough opening. 

 Door stops shall be installed at 90-degree open position or 180-degree open position 

depending on location of adjacent wall or other feature. 

 Wall-mounted door stops shall have backing in metal stud constructed walls.  

 Door stops shall not interfere with entry lockset function. 

 See CBC for panic hardware requirements. 

 Use flush bolts top and bottom on inactive leaf of double door. 

 Prefer cylinder locksets over mortise locksets. Do not specify mortise locksets. 

 Use knurling on hardware in areas subjected to wet processes. 

 Use brushed stainless steel as default hardware finish. 

 Provide removable keyed mullion where forklift traffic is expected through double door 

needing such hardware. 

 C-cure card reader featured doors shall be equipped with electric strikes. Do not specify 

electric locks. Coordinate with electronic security system. 

 Provide rim devices in lieu of vertical rod type exit devices. 
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 Locksets on interior doors (ACC/MCC, telephone, electrical, AHU, mechanical rooms, 

etc.) shall be equipped with passage locksets unless security issues take precedence. 

 Exit doors shall be equipped with rim type panic hardware. 

 Preferred hardware brands include: 

 Best Series 90 locksets 

 Von Duprin exit devices 

 LCN closers. 

4.7 Finishes 

 Non-bearing metal studs. 

 Provide for deflection at top of wall. 

 Adequately detail backing. Backing in framed walls shall be engineered by the 

Architect to adequately support the wall hung loads. Use a minimum 16-gauge steel 

unless engineering or CBC requires thicker gauge. 

 Restrooms 

 Kitchens 

 Test Stations 

 Laboratories 

 Cabinets 

 Shelves 

 Monitors 

 Mirrors 

 Test equipment 

 Hand rails 

 Towel bars 

 Grab bars 

 Fire extinguisher cabinets 

 Bulletin Boards 
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 Marker Boards 

 Benches 

 Provide adequate space in wall cavity for plumbing, supports and carriers, especially 

for wall-hung toilets. If wall-hung toilets or lavatories are specified, ensure that the 

appropriate wall backing support is provided. 

 Use metal studs (20-gauge steel / 0.0329 inch thickness) at minimum 16-inch on 

centers as a default. Provide thicker gauges and/or spaced more closely apart as 

required by CBC or engineering [the ASTM certified third party testing statement for 

equivalent thicknesses shall not apply]. 

 Gypsum Board 

 Use the latest edition of Gypsum Association GA-600 when detailing fire rated or 

sound control wall assemblies. 

 See CBC for fire rated wall labeling on gypsum board. 

 Use mold resistant gypsum products where moisture or humidity is known to be an 

issue. 

 Use cement backer board for ceramic tile. 

 See special framing requirements in the CBC for hard ceilings over showers. 

 “Gypsum sheathing” as opposed to “gypsum wallboard” shall be used on exterior 

gypsum board applications. 

 Spaces above hard ceiling where there is a temperature difference (such as attics) need 

ventilation as prescribed in the CBC. 

 Suspended Ceiling 

 Ventilation is not needed. 

 Provide seismic restraints. 

 Carpet 

 For office use only. 

 Carpet tiles are preferred. 

 Ceramic Tile 

 Detail from the North American Tile Council standards. 
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 Use cement backer board. 

 Coordinate with structural for recessed drainage. 

 Sheet Flooring 

 Always specify and install under-slab vapor barrier below concrete slab and have 

concrete slab tested for moisture prior to installing sheet flooring over concrete. 

 Before specifying flooring product, determine chemical resistance needed.  

 Epoxy Flooring 

 Always specify and install under-slab vapor barrier below concrete slab and have 

concrete slab tested for moisture prior to installing epoxy flooring over concrete. 

 Before specifying flooring product, determine chemical resistance needed.  

 In laboratories and test facilities, cove up walls 4 inches to 6 inches. 

 Paint  

 See the District Guide Specifications for appropriate industrial coatings. 

4.8 Specialties 

 Fire Extinguishers 

 Provide according to CFC and NFPA 10. 

 Consult fire department to confirm number and location. 

 Confirm type and volume of each fire extinguisher with the fire department. If the fire 

department is not available, provide a reasonable allowance for fire extinguisher 

selection after bid is awarded. 

 Bracket-mounted fire extinguishers are preferred. Fire extinguisher cabinets are 

preferred in laboratories and administrative office spaces. 

 Signage 

 Install exterior building signs for new building displaying the name and building 

number according to the context of other existing buildings. 

 Provide CBC Chapter 11b compliant signage labeling for each room and egress in 

locations not designated as a process area. See CBC and Board of Directors letter dated 

November 23, 1993. 

 Provide illuminated exit signage per CBC. Coordinate with electrical engineer. 
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4.9 Special Construction 

4.9.1 Pre-Engineered Metal Buildings (PMB) 

 Detail where the limits of the PMB transitions to the foundation or adjacent permanent 

or existing building. 

 Consider 4’-0” high cast-in-place concrete or concrete masonry wainscot as an impact 

resistant surface. 

 Take care to establish dimension points and maintain them. Metal framing tends to not 

have a uniform dimension. 

 Select manufacturer recommended coatings consistent with specific corrosion risk 

factors. 

4.9.2 Elevators 

 Coordinate elevator design and installation with electrical, mechanical and structural 

engineers. 

 See CBC for ventilation and shaft fire resistance requirements. 

 See the latest adopted version of ASME 17.1 and Chapter 30 CBC for fire pit 

requirements, emergency requirements, and other design requirements.  

 Check CBC for gurney requirements. 

4.9.3 Monorails and Cranes 

 Coordinate design and installation with mechanical, structural and electrical engineers. 

 Select according to weight lift, lifting height, rig height and travel distance needed. Rig 

height should be assumed to be one-half the width of the lifted load. 

 

4.10 Personal Protection Gear 

 In areas deemed by the District safety officer exceeding acceptable risk levels, a 

personal protection gear station shall be provided. 

 Contents may include: 

 Safety glasses 

 Ear plugs or headsets 

 First aid kit 

 Spill kit 

 Gloves 

 Face shield 
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 At locations next to a sink with potable water, include also a blood-borne 

pathogen clean up kit. 

 Emergency Eyewash and Showers 

 In exterior locations, eyewash stations and showers shall include insulated piping, 

freeze and scald valves, with an upstream strainer and a line to a drain.  

 Place in a location free of barriers en-route from hazard. Such barriers to a distressed 

individual may include a door, stairway, or rounding corners.  Access routing to 

emergency eye wash and shower must be along a straight path. 

 Place emergency eye wash and shower not more than a 10-second walk from hazard.  

 Where substances that are a known risk to human health are stored or distributed, 

provide an emergency eye wash and shower with drainage featuring primed traps.  

Refer to Section 6.17 in the mechanical design guidelines for additional information 

regarding chemical handling, delivery, and storage. 

 Consider placing interior and exterior emergency showers and eye washes at a single 

risk location when fumes or hazardous vapors are an issue. 

4.11 Maintenance Access 

Rooms and enclosures for equipment shall be designed to provide clearance equal to the largest 

maintenance part plus 12 inches or 30 inches minimum, whichever is larger, where servicing of 

equipment is required. This shall not be construed as an adequate egress width which is dictated 

in the CBC. See Cal OSHA for additional servicing clearances. 

 Access widths 

 Maintenance walkways shall be a minimum of 6 feet wide. 

 Forklift access ways shall be a minimum of 8 feet wide. 

 Mobile crane access shall be a minimum of 12 feet wide. 

 Forklift Access 

 Where lifting of objects greater than 50 pounds is required, provide forklift access 

unless other lifting methods such as a crane or monorail are provided. 

 Elevated Locations 

 Where maintenance may be required on elevated process, HVAC, or plumbing provide 

tie off points. See Section 4.15 for fall protection requirements. 
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4.12 Sound Control 

 Meet Cal OSHA standards for designing based on maximum exposure limitations. 

Sounds may not be more than 80 dBA 3 feet from operating equipment. 

 Equipment producing 85 dBA or higher noise shall be placed in enclosures that will 

reduce noise to 70 dBA outside of enclosure. 

 Acoustical insulation shall be provided in noise-sensitive locations such as offices and 

control rooms. 

 Engineered sound control shall employ the expertise of a competent acoustic engineer 

licensed in the State of California.  

 Acoustic engineer shall provide recommendations for mitigating sound problems in a 

design. 

 Acoustic engineer shall provide commissioning testing to verify effectiveness of 

design. 

 Architect shall design wall, floor and ceiling assemblies in accordance with tested 

assemblies having certified sound transmission ratings (STCs) such as identified in the 

Gypsum Association GA-600 manual. 

4.13 Multiple Conduits 

 Buildings with a high concentration of conduit must be designed to minimize 

attachment issues and accommodate future conduit additions.  

 Coordinate with electrical engineer. 

4.14 Floors 

 Provide non-slip floor surfaces in areas prone to wet conditions. 

 Finish elevation of ground level concrete floor slabs shall be above grade to minimize 

hazard of flooding and ensure drainage away from building.  

4.15 Fall Protection 

Designs are to provide permanently installed features for various applications that comply with 

the requirements of the CBC and Cal/OSHA for safe access.  Assume all roofs and elevated 

maintenance platforms will have ongoing access requirements. 

 Designs requiring a person to provide more than a harness and lanyard or a portable 

ladder tie off for safe access are not acceptable.  Provide 42-inch minimum parapets or 

permanently installed guardrails, harness latch points, tie-offs, or similar safety features 

 Flat roofs without parapets or handrails at openings or edges shall have a 4-inch-wide 

safety yellow line applied 6 feet from the edge or opening in addition to lanyards and 

harness anchors or similar permanently installed safety systems. 
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 Maintenance platforms on steep roofs shall be accessible by permanently installed 

ladders and walkways. 

 All hatches and skylights are considered roof openings and shall be protected with a 

42-inch railing or parapet. The opening side of the hatch shall have a chain or other 

OSHA compliant barrier to prevent falls through an open hatch. 

 Fall protection devices shall be directly attached to the building structural elements. 

316 stainless steel is the preferred material for harness latches, tie-offs, and similar 

devices. 

 Fall protection harness anchors and or ladder tie-offs shall be installed on both sides of 

roll-up doors.  Position for safe working access to the shaft and operating mechanism. 

 Ladder tie-offs shall be installed at locations intended to be accessed using portable 

ladders and on roofs that require access by portable ladder. 

 Install tie off and harness anchors in the ceiling or pipe support structure along any run 

of piping with an elevation greater than of more than 6’ above floor level. Fall 

protection harness anchors and/or ladder tie-offs shall be installed on both sides of roll-

up doors.  Position for safe working access to the shaft and operating mechanism. 

 Install harness attachment points for fall protection equipment in areas having elevated 

equipment. 

4.16 Roof Access 

 All flat roofs shall be accessible via ladders or stairs. 

 Metal canopies over equipment do not require roof access. 

 Hatches are the least acceptable method of roof access for equipment maintenance. 

Stairs or exterior ladders are preferred. 

 Provide manual hoists adjacent to ladders or hatches where filters or maintenance parts 

will need to be transported to and from the roof. 

 If there is roof mounted equipment, provide a location where a forklift can be positioned 

to lift supplies to roof level. 

4.17 Railing 

 Consult CBC and Cal/OSHA for guardrail and handrail design. 

 Guardrails and toe guards shall be configured and installed in accordance with the CBC. 

 Preferred metal guardrails shall be painted galvanized steel. Match existing rail material 

where renovations or additions demand continuity with existing conditions. 

 Industrial guardrails may have horizontal intermediate rails. 

 Guardrails in public or employee areas shall have vertical balustrades. 
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 Handrails shall never double as guardrails on a stairway except on equipment platforms 

where Cal/OSHA regulations can exclusively be justified.   

 Handrails shall be mounted alongside the guardrail and not integrated as part of a 

guardrail. 

 Design backing for wall mounted handrails at metal stud framed construction. 

4.18 Plumbing Fixtures 

 Number and scope of plumbing fixtures shall be determined by California Plumbing 

Code Table 4 as a minimum except for drinking fountains. 

 Do not install drinking fountains.  In lieu of drinking fountains, provide floor space and 

power for regularly serviced and supplied drinking water dispensers with the same 

distribution as drinking fountains in Table 4 of the CPC. 

4.19 Emergency Lighting 

 Refer to Section 9.9 of the electrical design guidelines in Chapter 9. 

4.20 Vehicle/Bicycle Parking 

 Refer to Section 3.8 of the civil design guidelines in Chapter 3. 
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5.0 Structural Design 

This chapter describes the structural design guidelines that will be used for design of structures, both 

building and non-building structures, within the District, including applicable codes and standards, 

design load criteria, and materials of construction. 

5.1 Codes and Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the codes and standards 

listed in Table 5-1 below and as described in this chapter.   Designer is to use the most current 

County-adopted code edition as posted to www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx up to 

submission of the Final Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible for 

any newer editions beyond Final PDR. 

Table 5-1. Codes and Standards for Structural Design 

Reference Title 

ACI 318 Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete and 

Commentary 

ACI 350 Code Requirements for Environmental Engineering 

Concrete Structures and Commentary 

ACI 350.1 Specification for Tightness Testing of Environmental 

Engineering Concrete Containment Structures and 

Commentary 

ACI 350.3 Seismic Design of Liquid-Containing Concrete Structures 

and Commentary 

ACI 350.4 Design Considerations for Environmental Engineering 

Concrete Structures 

ACI 530 Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures 

AISC 341 Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings  

AISC 360 Specification for Structural Steel Buildings  

AISC Manual of Steel Construction  

ASCE 7 Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other 

Structures 

Aluminum Association - Aluminum Design 

Manual 

 

AASHTO  American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials  - Standard Specifications for 

Highway Bridges 

CMAA  Crane Manufacturers Association of America - 

Specifications No. 70 and 74 for Cranes 

AWS D1.1 American Welding Society - Structural Welding Code 

AWS D1.2 American Welding Society - Structural Welding Code - 

Aluminum 

AWS D1.4 American Welding Society - Structural Welding Code – 

Reinforcing Steel 

AWS D1.6 American Welding Society – Structural Welding Code – 

Stainless Steel 

CBC California Building Code, with local amendments 

OSHA Code of Federal Regulations, 24 CFR Part 1910, 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration Standards, 

with local amendments 

All applicable state and local codes  

 

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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5.2 General Service Loads 

5.2.1 Dead Loads 

Dead loads will consist of the weight of the structure and all equipment of a permanent or semi-

permanent nature including but not limited to pumps, cranes, and HVAC equipment. A 

superimposed dead load of 20 pounds per square foot (psf) shall be included in the design of 

floors and roof structures to account for HVAC ductwork, piping, electrical wiring and lighting, 

and interior partitions; this superimposed dead load may not be used to resist uplift forces due 

to wind or seismic loads. 

Minimum live loads shall be as stated in the CBC, except as stated in Table 5-2 below: 

Table 5-2. Minimum Live Loads by Location 

Location Live Load 

Process Areas Equipment + 50 psf or 200 psf minimum or maximum fork 

lift wheel loads, whichever governs 

Mechanical Rooms 150 psf and 2,000 pounds concentrated load 

Electrical/Control Rooms 300 psf 

Storage Areas 250 psf 

Corridors, lobbies, stairways 100 psf 

Catwalks, platforms for access only 100 psf 

Slab-on-grade (vehicle area) 250 psf 

Deck-at-grade (vehicle area) HS-20 loading or applicable crane/vehicle loading 

Building Roof 20 psf + Equipment Load or 40 psf, whichever governs 

Tank roof or walkway (for maintenance) 40 psf 

Grating, checkered plate, and hatches Same as adjacent area 

 

5.2.2 Crane and Monorail Loads: 

Design of crane girders or runway beams, monorail beam and supports will be in accordance 

with CMAA Specifications No. 70 & 74, and AISC Manual of Steel Construction. 

5.2.2.1 Lift operation: 

 Impact for crane:  25 percent of lift load and trolley/bridge weight 

 Impact for monorail:  50 percent of lift load and trolley/bridge weight. 

 Lateral force:  20 percent of lift load and trolley/bridge weight. 

 Longitudinal force:  10 percent of lift load and trolley/bridge weight. 

5.2.2.2 Limitation on deflection: 

 Maximum crane girder (not including impact load):  L/1000 

 Maximum monorail beam (not including impact):  L/1000 

 Maximum crane girder or monorail beam horizontal deflection (not including impact): 

L/400 
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 Where L= span length 

 Centrifugal force and torsion shall be considered on curve track. 

5.2.3 Heavy Equipment Loads 

In areas subject to heavy equipment traffic, the structures shall be capable of supporting 

existing and planned vehicle loads such as forklifts, maintenance vehicles, mobile cranes, etc.  

Consideration shall be given for moving, stationary, and operational loads (such as crane setup 

to lift equipment loads), including expected Contractor’s equipment to be used during 

construction.  

All equipment gallery floors, ground level floors with large access doors shall be designed for 

forklift loads or any anticipated maintenance vehicle loads. 

The design engineer shall coordinate with the SRWTP Mechanical Maintenance group to 

obtain information regarding typical vehicle and crane uses at the SRWTP. 

5.2.4 Differential Settlement Loads 

For backfilled foundations, the structure shall be checked for a minimum ¼-inch differential 

settlement over 20 feet, or as recommended by the geotechnical engineer. 

5.2.5 Mechanical Vibration Control 

The structural framing for supporting machine vibrations shall be designed at least having 

50 percent offset of critical dynamic response of the disturbing force. 

5.3 Seismic Loads 

Seismic loads and design requirements shall conform to the CBC and the ASCE 7. 

 The SRWTP’s Seismic Design Category = D, per CBC Section 1613.5.6. 

 The SRWTP is in Occupancy Category III. 

 Importance Factor (I) = 1.25 

 Seismic loads due to earth pressure shall be specified in the project specific geotechnical 

report. 

 Hydrodynamic forces consisting of an impulsive force and a convective force, each 

acting at their respective heights, shall be included in the design of liquid-containing 

structure walls. Seismic design of liquid-containing concrete structures shall be in 

accordance with ACI 350.3.  

5.4 Wind Loads 

Wind loads and design requirements shall conform to the CBC. 

 The SRWTP is considered an Occupancy Category III. 
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 The SRWTP is located in basic wind speed zone of 110 mph per ASCE7-10. 

 The SRWTP is located in exposure C category. 

 Wind Importance Factor I = 1.0 per ASCE7-10. 

 The SRWTP Topographic Factor (Kzt) = 1.0. 

5.5 Soil Information 

A Geotechnical Interpretation Report (GIR) shall be prepared for the project. The GIR shall 

address all of the information needed for compliance with codes, structural design, buried 

piping, roads, walkways, and other design elements. The GIR shall emphasize specific 

construction concerns and concerns regarding the integrity of sewers, pavement and structures. 

The Consultant shall be responsible for establishing the actual scope of work for the GIR. 

Recommendations for use in design shall include: 

 Allowable soil bearing pressures – Dead Loads, Dead Loads + Live Loads, Dead 

Loads + Live Loads + short duration loads such as Wind and Earthquakes. 

 Settlement potential, including total and differential settlement estimates. Differential 

settlement shall be given for a specific distance. 

 Allowable lateral earth pressures – Active, at-rest, passive.  Include lateral pressures for 

saturated conditions. 

 Surcharge loading – Construction, traffic. 

 Friction factors – Soil to concrete base, soil to concrete wall. 

 Seismic earth pressures and parameters. 

 Potential geologic and seismic hazards such as ground shaking, liquefaction potential, 

and differential settlement due to seismic shaking. 

 Groundwater table elevation. If groundwater table is expected to be high, a pumping test 

shall be required to determine dewatering parameters for inclusion in the specifications. 

 Buried structures shall be checked for adequacy for buoyant forces. Minimum safety 

factor against buoyancy shall be 1.5 for normal ground water elevation, and 1.1 for 

flooding water elevation. 

 Describe and categorize soil types and soil excavation, identify location of hard and stiff 

soils, evaluate on-site soil backfill suitability, provide backfill compaction criteria and 

pipe bedding requirements, provide trench shoring requirements. 

 Address in detail the excavation impact of the proposed work on all existing utility 

trenches in the vicinity of the proposed project. Evaluate the potential collapse of the 

earth prism located between existing parallel utilities and the trench excavated for any 

proposed utility installation. 

 Evaluate soil contamination and identify potential for off-site disposal requirements and 

locations. 
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5.6 Liquid Loads 

A unit weight of 65 pounds per cubic foot (pcf) will be used for the design of structural 

elements in contact with liquid. The maximum operating fluid level will be used for the static 

load case. Environmental durability factors in accordance with ACI 350 for the appropriate 

environmental exposure will be applied to fluid loads for the static load case. In addition to the 

static load case, maximum fluid level to the top of an open containment or to the maximum 

level possible due to overflow will be used for the overflow case. Environmental durability 

factors will not be applied to the overflow loading condition.  

5.7 Load Combinations 

The above loads will be combined in accordance with Section 1605 of the CBC for non-liquid 

containing structures. For liquid containing structures, the above loads will be combined in 

accordance with ACI 350, Section 9.2.1. An environmental durability factor will be applied to 

load combinations for liquid containing structures as required by Section 9.2.6 of ACI 350. 

The design should account for at least two basic soil loading conditions.  The first condition to 

account for is when the tank is empty and the hydrostatic load is not available to counteract the 

soil pressures.  The second condition to account for is when the tank is full to the normal 

operating level and there is no soil backfill to counteract the hydrostatic pressures.   

Vehicular access will be provided to the top of any basin that exceeds 100 feet in any principal 

direction for removal and maintenance of equipment. 

5.8 Structural Systems 

Structures should be designed with appropriate and adequate vertical and lateral load resisting 

systems.  A description of the structural lateral load resisting systems shall be provided in the 

structural calculations and on the drawings. 

5.9 Materials – General 

General specifications for construction materials shall be as specified in the applicable project 

technical specifications. 

The following is a list of guidelines to be used with the specific materials. 

5.9.1 Concrete 

For large projects utilizing large quantities of concrete the source of material and potential for 

material shortages shall be investigated during the design phase for implementing an 

uninterrupted material procurement plan.  

All construction and expansion joints shall be shown on the contract drawings.  Construction 

joints shall be placed at points of least shear in suspended slabs and beams.  The distance 

between construction joints shall not exceed 30 feet in walls and 40 feet in slabs. 
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All construction and expansion joints in liquid-containing structures shall be provided with 

waterstops. 

Minimum shrinkage reinforcing will be based on ACI 350 and the grade of reinforcing steel 

used.  Contraction joints will not be considered as a “movement joint”.  Only full expansion 

joints will be considered as a “movement joint” to reduce the minimum shrinkage and 

temperature reinforcement. 

Appropriate environmental exposures in accordance with ACI 350 will be used to determine 

the maximum allowable stresses of the flexural reinforcement. 

On liquid containing concrete structures rounded fillets shall be provided at wall to floor joints 

to prevent debris accumulation. 

Reinforcing steel shall conform to ASTM A615 or ASTM A706, Grade 60. 

Liquid-containing concrete structures shall be designed to conform to ACI 350. Special 

attention shall be taken with the performance specifications for concrete for obtaining durable, 

low shrinkage, concrete mix designs.  Water curing should be specified for minimum 

shrinkage. 

For concrete at containment tanks and basins, furnish concrete suitable for the following 

exposure categories based on ACI 318: 

 Permeability: P1 (Low Permeability Required) 

 Corrosion Protection:  C2 (Severe) at slabs rated for vehicular traffic and tanks 

containing chlorides.  C1 (Moderate) at all other areas. 

Concrete structures that are protected with a lining system shall have seams located at least 

12 inches away from 90-degree corners. 

5.9.2 Masonry 

Reinforced masonry shall be designed in accordance with Chapter 21 of the CBC and ACI 530. 

Masonry structures shall be designed using a specified compressive strength (f’m) of 1,500 psi. 

Higher compressive strengths require more expensive prism testing and more comprehensive 

special inspection program. 

All reinforced masonry construction requires special inspection. 

5.9.3 Structural Steel 

All structural steel members and connections shall be designed and detailed in accordance with 

AISC Specification for Building Structures.  The design of structural connections shall not be 

left to the detailed shop drawings. 
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All structural steel connections shall be made with high strength bolts conforming to 

ASTM A325 Type N, bearing type connections with threads excluded from the shear plane, 

unless otherwise required by the design. The use of machine bolts shall be limited to non-

structural applications. 

All steel welding qualification and workmanship shall be in accordance with AWS. 

Wide Flange shapes shall conform to ASTM A992, Grade 50. 

Hollow Structural Sections (HSS) shall conform to ASTM A500, Grade B. 

Structural Steel Pipe shall conform to ASTM A53, Grade B. 

5.9.4 Stainless Steel 

Type 304 or 316 stainless steel bars, shapes, plates, fasteners, and anchor bolts shall be 

considered for use in corrosive or submerged areas for long life and low maintenance.  

Type 316 stainless steel is a Molybium containing grade which is more resistant to localized 

corrosion and is preferred for more aggressive conditions, or for greater assurance against 

unusual conditions. For MCCs the use of Type 304 stainless steel anchor bolts could be 

appropriate. In all cases, a business case evaluation (BCE) should determine material type. 

Type 304L or 316L stainless steel shall be used for welded construction; these low carbon 

grades are resistant to intergranular corrosion after welding without further heat treatment. 

5.9.5 Aluminum 

Aluminum shall not be used without specific approval by the District. 

Aluminum shall be selectively used for miscellaneous structural support systems, walkway 

grating and diamond plate, handrailing and guardrailing, and cover plates to reduce odors. 

Severe corrosion conditions shall be considered before specifying aluminum.  

Aluminum alloy for structural shapes, bars, plates, and sheets shall be 6061-T6. 

Bolts and fasteners for aluminum fabrication shall be Type 316 or Type 304 stainless steel. 

5.9.6 Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic 

FRP or reinforced thermoset polyester (RTP) shall not be used without specific approval by the 

District. 

FRP or RTP shall be selectively used for grating, guardrail, and cover plates in corrosive areas, 

explosive environments, or electrical areas.   

A responsible party specializing in fiberglass design shall design FRP or RTP structural 

elements. 
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FRP and RTP products shall be manufactured using pultruded process utilizing either flame 

retardant isotropic polyester or a flame-retardant vinyl ester resin containing an ultra-violet 

(UV) inhibitor. 

5.9.7 Wood 

Unless otherwise approved due to nature of the project, the use of wood construction in 

permanent structures shall be limited to nonstructural applications such as nailers, cabinetry, 

etc. 

5.9.8 Metal Framing (Strut Type) Inserts 

Metal framing (strut type) inserts used for support of equipment and appurtenances shall be 

embedded at 5 feet on center vertically in all concrete walls and horizontally in concrete 

ceilings. 

Metal framing (strut type) inserts shall be embedded at the stem bottom of precast “T” beams. 

Reinforcing steel in concrete structures shall be placed at least 1.5 inches from the embedded 

face of the metal framing strut. 

5.9.9 Seismic Bracing 

Seismic bracing shall be included in the Contract Documents for pipes larger than 18 inches, 

HVAC, electrical conduits, and light fixtures.  The design of pipe supports and racks shall be in 

accordance with the latest edition of ASCE 7. 

Seismic bracing for pipes larger than 18 inches, non-standard bracing systems for critical 

equipment, or where the location of the seismic bracing is critical, the contract documents shall 

identify the location.  

5.10 Design Loads on Drawings 

In order to furnish information for future use, all live loads used in the design of a structure 

shall be listed under the general notes on the standard structural drawings. 

For loadings that do not comply with the general notes, loading information shall be shown and 

noted on the plan of the area being designed for the special loads. 

5.11 Serviceability 

Structural systems and members shall be designed to have adequate stiffness to limit deflection 

and lateral drift. The deflection of structural members over span L, shall not exceed that 

permitted by the following table. 

Element Deflection 

Steel Floor Plates and Gratings L/240 Live Load 

Beams, Lintels, or Slabs Supporting Masonry 
L/720 (3/8 inch maximum for lintels above windows) 

total load 

Roof without Ceilings L/240 Live Load, L/180 Total Load 
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Roof with Ceilings L/360 Live Load, L/240 Total Load 

For metal roof decks without buildup roofing or 

ceilings 

L/180LiveLoad 

Floors L/360LiveLoad,L/240TotalLoad 

Steel RefertoAISC360. 

Concrete RefertoACI318andACI350. 

 

5.12 Special Inspection 

Designers shall specify on the structural drawings where special inspections per the CBC are 

required. 

At the SRWTP, special inspection will typically be required for foundation subgrade 

preparation, deep foundation systems, reinforcing steel placement for concrete structures, 

concrete placement, structural steel welding, structural steel connections, reinforced masonry, 

and post-installed anchor bolts. 

Where special inspections are required, the Designer shall develop a procedure for the special 

inspector to follow.  The procedure shall include a narrative description of duties, forms, 

checklists, and any other measures to verify compliance with special inspection requirements. 

These procedures shall be discussed with the Construction Manager prior to construction. 

5.13 Electrical Transformer Structure Design 

A standard electrical detail showing the general configuration of a typical oil filled transformer 

floor mounting has been developed by the SRWTP.  Below are some specific items to address 

in the structural drawings. 

 Transformers shall be surrounded by a containment area sized, as a minimum, for the 

volume of oil from a single transformer plus the precipitation from a 25 year storm 

event.  This required volume is in addition to the volume displaced by river rock placed 

in the containment area. For the SRWTP, the precipitation from a 25 year storm event 

shall be taken as 3.5-inches of rain. 

 A blast wall between the dual transformers shall be at least 10-inch thick with two 

curtains of reinforcing steel.  Height of wall shall be at least as high as transformers. 
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6.0 Mechanical Process Design 

The following are the design guidelines to be utilized in conjunction with the mechanical process 

design.  

6.1 Codes and Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the following codes and 

standards in Table 6-1 below and as described in this chapter.  Designer is to use the most 

current County-adopted code edition as posted to 

www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx up to submission of the Final 

Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible for any newer editions 

beyond Final PDR. 

Table 6-1. Codes and Standards for Mechanical Process Design 

ABMA American Bearing Manufacturer’s Association Standards 

AGMA American Gear Manufacturer’s Association Standards 

ASHRAE 90A American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air 

Conditioning Engineers, Energy Conservation in New 

Building Design 

ASME B&PV American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code 

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials Standards 

HI Hydraulic Institute Standards 

OSHPD California Office of Statewide Health Planning and 

Development 

UMC Uniform Mechanical Code 

UPC Uniform Plumbing Code 

 

6.2 Mechanical Design Intent 

Provide a description of each mechanical system in the Preliminary Design Report, including 

major components, criticality value from the District’s Availability of Critical Equipment 

(ACE) Table (see Section 6.15), sequence of operation, remote and local control modes of 

operation for use by the control system design.  Motors shall be supplied by the equipment 

manufacturer. 480V, 3ØElectrical starters shall be located in electrical equipment rooms. 

Single-phase motor starters and controllers shall be located near the driven equipment, 

Coordinate mechanical drive requirements with the electrical design.  

6.3 Mechanical Design Calculations 

Provide mechanical calculations, pump and fan performance curves, and a range of operating 

points for all equipment and systems.  The system curves should provide operations zones for 

various operation modes, such as winter and summer modes; cycle modes, and slow/fast modes 

if applicable.   

For units that have fast and slow speed operations, units should be properly sized such that 

slow speed is utilized a majority of runtime hours at highest efficiency. 

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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For units that have temperature requirements, temperature assumptions and respective 

operational mode described (i.e. heat exchanger pumping) 

For systems that cycle between multiple units the cycle times should be optimized for various 

modes (i.e. wet and dry modes, flushing modes) 

For units controlled by variable frequency drives (VFDs) and larger than 100hp or system with 

multiple units greater than 25 hp provide system performance curves that plot the variable 

frequency curves against the system curves; various parameters; and operating modes.  A 

typically graph layout should have head on the y-axis, flow on the x-axis with selected 

parameter (hydraulic efficiency, BHP,  system head) plotted along various frequency curves 

(i.e. 20hz, 30hz, 40hz, 50hz, 60hz).  Various operational ranges (i.e., dry, wet, low and high 

temperature) appropriate to system type should be superimposed onto the graphs along with the 

system curve. 

Specific design deliverable requirements are described in the District Design Contract 

Requirements. 

6.4 Mechanical Equipment 

Where required, equipment shall be reviewed for reliability, performance, and maintainability. 

Equipment selection shall be made using the latest version of the EchoWater Project Program 

Management Office (PMO) template for the preparation of an Equipment Business Case 

Evaluation (BCE) and the requirements for Reliability Centered Design (RCD). 

6.4.1 Equipment Clearance and Removal 

Provide more than adequate clearance for service or removal of equipment while adjacent 

equipment is in operation. Coordinate with structural design the location of hatches, removable 

partitions, landing areas, roll up doors, and bridge cranes to facilitate major equipment removal 

and loading for transportation. The District places a high emphasis on the maintainability of its 

mechanical systems. 

6.4.2 Steam Equipment 

For equipment utilizing steam, such as steam-to-hot water heat exchangers, the design working 

pressure shall be at least 175 pounds per square inch (psi) saturated steam pressure. 

6.4.3 Gauges 

Gauges are required for the operator to monitor equipment performance during rounds. Provide 

gauges on equipment for local readout at a minimum in the following locations: 

 Pump suction (as appropriate) and discharge lines shall be provided with local pressure 

gauges for maintenance. 

 Pump flush water systems shall be provided with local gauges: pressure gauges and 

rotameters. Provide PVC or poly tubing after the wye strainer for flushing of water lines 
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(Galvanized pipe grows tubercles, causing clogs and/or break away that damages the 

mechanical seals). 

 Lines with increased risk of plugging (thickened sludge, grit, etc.) shall be provided 

with local pressure gauges where plugs are likely to occur (near valves, elbows and 

horizontal legs).  

 Consider locating piping taps (w/ plugs) at intervals along problematic lines so gauges can 

be easily installed later to assist in locating plugs. 

 Gauges on lines containing wastewater, sludge, or chemicals shall be isolated with 

diaphragm or annular seals. 

 During design, District operations staff shall be engaged to verify what local gauges are 

required for the specific system being designed. 

6.4.4 Recommended Equipment Types: 

The District recommends specific types of equipment as a starting point for design based on 

previous equipment experiences.  Table 6-2 lists the type of equipment recommended by the 

District for various services: 

Table 6-2.  Types of Process Mechanical Equipment 

Service Type of Equipment 

Circulating Sludge Chopper Pump, Vaughan or Wemco 

Condensate (Steam) Pumping Traps. 

CWS Primary Pumps (large) Double Suction Centrifugal Pumps. 

CWS Secondary Pumps (large) End Suction Centrifugal Pumps. 

CWS Secondary Pumps (small) In-line Centrifugal Pumps 

Digested Sludge at Processing 

Digesters 

Progressive Cavity Pumps 

Digested Sludge at Blending 

Digesters 

Progressive Cavity Pumps 

Effluent Non-clog Centrifugal Pumps. 

Grinders Spherical Rotor Grinder. 

Grit Recessed Impeller Pump. Wemco Model C or Twin Pump. 

HRS Primary Pumps (large) Double Suction Centrifugal Pumps. 

HRS Secondary Pumps (large) End Suction Centrifugal Pumps. (Motor max Speed 1800 RPM) 

HRS Secondary Pumps (small) In-line Centrifugal Pumps 

Influent Non-clog Centrifugal Pumps. 

Mixed Sludge Chopper Pump, Vaughan or Wemco 

Pumped Drainage Submersible Pump (1st choice) 

Self-priming Centrifugal Pump (2nd choice) 

Primary Scum Progressive Cavity Pumps 

Primary Sludge Progressive Cavity Pumps 

Thickened Waste Activated 

Sludge 

Progressive Cavity Pumps 

Thickened Waste Activated 

Sludge Float 

Rotary Lobe Pump 
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6.5 Hydraulics 

Specific hydraulic design criteria, standards, and guidelines are summarized in this section. 

6.5.1 Design Flow 

Pressure pipe and pumping systems should be designed for the following flow conditions: 

1. Peak flow at the design year; 

2. Most common flow for the particular system.  A variety of flow analysis and system 

control may be required to ensure proper selection that optimizes energy usage.  

Examples include: 

 Average annual flow and mid-point between initial operating year and design year 

 Diurnal flow patterns based on time of day. 

 Winter flow patterns vs. summer flow patterns ;  

 For systems that cycle between multiple units the cycle times should be optimized 

for various modes (i.e. wet and dry modes, flushing modes) 

3. Minimum flow at initial operating year. 

6.5.2 Design of Pressure Piping 

Because pump system curves are largely dependent on the piping system layout, design 

guidelines for piping systems are presented. Criteria for the design of piping systems include 

various velocity considerations, major losses, minor losses, surge issues, and piping 

characteristics.  Each is discussed below. 

6.5.2.1 Velocity 

At the design peak flow, with all pumps except the standby pump(s), the maximum velocity in 

pressure lines should not exceed 8 ft/sec. Some exceptions are possible for discharge lines 

shorter than 10 feet or pipes with diameters greater than 36 inches. Minimum velocity in the 

solids bearing  fluid at minimum flow shall not be less than 2 ft/sec or 3.5 ft/sec depending on 

continuous versus intermittent pumping operations. Where grit is present, adjust velocity 

sufficient to maintain solids in suspension. Additional velocity design criteria can be found in 

the ASCE Journal of Hydraulic Engineering (April 2003) for the velocity required to keep sand 

moving up slopes in inverted siphons. 

For solids bearing fluid, vertical discharge piping on pumps with VFDs should be sized to 

maintain minimum design velocities during a programmed initial flushing period. VFDs should 

be designed and programmed to provide a flushing velocity in the pressure line of at least 

3.5 ft/sec at the beginning of each pumping cycle. After an initial flushing of the maximum 

practical duration, depending on the wet well volume, the pumping velocity may be reduced. 

Velocities should not be allowed to fall below 2 ft/sec. 
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Average pipe velocities in wastewater and water piping should generally be limited to less than 

5 feet per second (fps), except in piping over 16 inches in diameter, where average velocity can 

be increased up to 6 fps.  

Maximum velocities in aeration air and gas piping should be appropriate for the diameter of the 

pipe. Generally, maximum velocities should be in the ranges listed in Table 6-3 below: 

Table 6-3.  Range of Air Velocity by Pipe Diameter 

 

Air Pipe Diameter Velocity, fpm 

4 inches to 10 inches 1,800 to 3,000 

12 inches to 24 inches 2,700 to 4,000 

30 inches to 60 inches 3,800 to 6,500 

 

6.5.2.2 Hydraulic Major Losses 

For sizing pipe and determining the head loss, the Darcy–Weisbach equation should be used in 

lieu of the Hazen-Williams equation because of the greater accuracy associated with Darcy–

Weisbach when applied to the size ranges of pipes used by the District. Table 6-4 contains 

value of specific roughness that should be used.  In developing a system curve for pump 

selection, both the high roughness and low roughness values should be evaluated to verify that 

the system can operate at all intermediate conditions between two scenarios. 

Table 6-4.  Value of Specific Roughness for Common Pipe Materials 

 

Pipe Material 

 

Pipe Class 

High 

Roughness, ft 

Low 

Roughness, ft 

Typical 

Roughness, ft 

DIP Mortar-lined Class 53 0.001083 0.000417 0.000917 

HDPE DR 32.5-7.3 0.000667 0 0.0005 

Concrete AWWA 303 Cylinder Pipe 0.001083 0.000417 0.000917 

PVC Sched. 40 and 80 0.000667 0 0.000208 

Commercial Steel Sched. 10-160 0.0003 0.0001 0.00015 

Cement Mortar Centrifugally Spun 0.00108 0.000417 0.000917 

Cement Mortar Troweled in Place 0.00167 0.00067 0.00117 

Note: Adapted from Pumping Station Design Manual; Garr Jones et al, 2008 

6.5.2.3 Hydraulic Minor Losses 

Table 6-5 contains values for minor loss coefficients that should be used. Particularly for short 

piping systems, both the high minor loss and low minor loss values should be carefully 

evaluated to verify that the system can operate at all intermediate conditions between two 

scenarios. 
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Table 6-5.  Value of Minor Loss Coefficients for Common Fittings and Valves 

Type of Minor Loss High Loss Low Loss Typical Loss 

90 Elbow, standard 0.4 0.1 0.25 

90 Elbow, long radius 0.4 0.1 0.18 

45 Elbow 0.3 0.1 0.18 

22 Elbow 0.15 0.08 0.1 

Branch Tee 3 0.4 0.75 

Passing Tee 1.4 0.08 0.3 

Gate 0.3 0.1 0.2 

Globe 6 4 5 

Swing Check 2.2 0.6 2 

Butterfly 0.35 0.16 0.3 

Plug 1 0.5 0.6 

Note: Adapted from Pumping Station Design Manual; Garr Jones et al, 2008 

6.5.2.4 Surge Issues 

Surge analysis, or hydraulic transient analysis, for the pump system, pressure lines, and 

appurtenances (air release valves) should be performed if one of the following conditions 

exists: 

1. Pumping total dynamic head (TDH) is greater than 40 feet and flow exceeds 500 gpm. 

2. Pipelines have high points or “knees”. Power failures can cause a partial vacuum at the 

knee and can result in column separation (with only water vapor in the pipe at the knee). 

Surge mitigation can be accomplished by the following control strategies: 

a. Reroute force mains to avoid knees by removing or relocating obstructions. 

b. Use pump control valves that open and close gradually. 

c. Increase rotating moment of inertia by adding a flywheel (with oversized bearings). 

d. Use engine drives on some pumps so the entire system cannot fail at once. 

e. VFDs guard against continual pounding at startup and shut down but do not protect 

from power failure. 

f. Add sewage rated air-vacuum relief valves at critical points. 

g. Hydropneumatic tanks. If specified, hydropneumatic tanks should be designed, 

fabricated, and tested in accordance with the ASME Code for Unfired Pressure 

Vessels, and should be equipped with compressed air system controls to maintain 

air-to-water ratio. 

6.5.2.5 Piping Characteristics 

Suction piping diameter to the pump should be at least one size larger than the pump inlet 

diameter. 
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6.5.3 Pipeline Features and Appurtenances 

Pumping systems should be designed so that the pipeline is always full and the vertical 

alignment should never go above the energy grade line. The number of low and high points 

should be kept to a minimum because high points can lead to air traps and sulfide corrosion. If 

high and low points are unavoidable, air relief/vacuum (rated for type of service) and sewage-

rated blowoff valves should be installed respectively at high and low points. If possible, 

blowoff valves should discharge to a sanitary sewer manhole. Sewage-rated valves should be 

used for any service where solids may be present.  Cleanout or flushing attachments to facilitate 

maintenance should be provided. Valve location versus the pipe cross section should consider 

the potential for scum and grease accumulation. 

A 2-inch ball valve with a vent line should be provided on the top of the pump volute discharge 

to allow removal of air after servicing and prior to placing dry well pumps back in service. The 

vent line should be plumbed to discharge to the wet well or to the plant drain. 

To avoid shearing force mains due to differential settlement, a minimum of two flex couplings 

should be used on pipelines when exiting structures and vaults. Thrust forces in pressure lines 

should be mitigated through joints that are restrained or anchored to prevent excessive 

movement and joint separation. 

6.6 Pump Selection Criteria 

Hydraulic design and pump selection is an iterative process that is dependent on pump 

operating levels, dimensions and characteristics. The process starts by developing the high and 

low system curves assuming static and dynamic loss conditions and then selecting a pump that 

matches those conditions. The pump’s dimensions are then used to verify that the pump meets 

the standards set by the American National Standards Institute/Hydraulic Institute Standards 

(HI Standards). 

Pumps should be selected to operate under the full range of projected system hydraulic 

conditions.  Evaluation of both new and aged pipe conditions should be used to determine the 

limits of pumping conditions while minimizing opportunities for pump runout. There are a 

number of critical constraints and criteria for selecting pumps.  Selection criteria constituting 

good practice should include the following: 

1. Suction specific speed preferred value should be 8,500 and the acceptable value 

should be no greater than 10,000 where: 

Nss = 𝑛
√𝑄𝑏𝑒𝑝

(𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3𝑏𝑒𝑝)0.75
 

Nss = Suction Specific Speed, (U.S. Units) 

𝑛 = Speed at rated condition, rpm 

Qbep = Flow, gpm at best efficiency point (BEP) 

NPSH3bep = Net Positive Suction Head at 3 percent loss of head at 
BEP, feet H2O 
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2. At no point should the pump operate outside of the allowable operating region 

(AOR) for the flow rate and TDH range.  Per the HI, the extent of the AOR is 

established by the pump manufacturer.   

3. During the most common flow conditions, the pump should operate well within the 

preferred operating region (POR) for the flow rate and TDH range. For large pump 

stations the most common flow should be determined using a flow frequency 

histogram where existing flow information is available. Per HI, for pumps with 

specific speeds greater than 4,500 the POR extends from 80 percent of QBEP to 

115 percent of QBEP.As pump approaches peak flow conditions, the pump can 

operate outside of the POR, but must remain within the allowable operating region 

(AOR).   

4. To prevent cavitation damage of the pump impeller and other low suction head 

related problems, ensure that adequate NPSH is available by providing sufficient 

NPSH margin. NPSH margin for low energy pumps should be at a minimum 1.3 

when flow is within +/-15% of the BEP. NPSH margins for flows outside of this 

range, for high energy pumps, or for column pumps, may be significantly higher. 

Care should be taken to not select too high of a NPSH margin which could result in 

the following: 

a. Additional costs for pumping equipment (larger/slower pumps), 

b. Reduced pump efficiency 

c. Reduced operating range due to selection of a higher suction specific speed 

pump 

 

NPSHmargin is defined as follows 

NPSHmargin =
NPSHA

NPSH3
 

 

NPSHmargin = Net Positive Suction Head Margin Ration, unit less 

NPSHA = Net Positive Suction Head Available, feet H2O 

NPSH3 = Net Positive Suction Head at 3 percent loss of head, feet 

H2O 

5. Pump Efficiency: Both pump and wire-to-water efficiencies should be evaluated in 

selecting a manufacturer’s pump offering. Pump efficiency is the criteria used to 

assess pump performance both hydraulically and mechanically. Wherever possible, 

specify premium efficiency motors.  When it is necessary to consider standard 

versus high efficiency motors, the total wire to water efficiency must be evaluated. 

6. For pumping systems greater than 50 mgd, lateral and torsional critical speed 

analyses should be performed to determine critical speeds for either constant speed 

or variable speed pumps; especially when floor-mounted pumps are used with 

extension shafts. In general, no operating speed should be considered within 10% of 

any critical speed. 
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7. The pump should have a head–capacity curve that rises continuously from its BEP 

to shutoff. 

6.7 Wet Well Sizing Criteria for Start/Stop Pumping 

To prevent excessive pump starts, the wet well volume required must be checked and compared 

against the available volume (including upstream channel volume). The minimum wet well 

volume required is calculated by the following formula: 

V =
𝑇𝑄

4
 

 

V  = Minimum active wet well volume, gal 

Q = Pumping capacity, gpm 

T  = Allowable minimum cycle time 

The above equation is derived based on the relationship that pumps will cycle the most when 

the influent flow is half the capacity of the pump.  Wet wells with constant speed (C/S) pumps 

should be sized based on the equation above. For variable speed pumps, operational volume 

should be evaluated considering minimum pump speed and cycle time.  Starts per hour for non-

submersible pump motors in a dry pit arrangement should be limited to 6 starts per hour for 

200 horsepower or less. Larger dry pit motors would be limited to 3-4 starts per hour or less. 

Submersible motors in a submerged application would have more allowable starts per hour due 

to improved heat transfer. Submersible motors that are 100 horsepower or smaller can have up 

to 8 starts per hour. Larger submersible motors should be maintained at a maximum of 6 starts 

per hour. 

6.8 Process Piping 

Process piping systems shall have the following features: 

1. Process piping materials shall conform to District Guide Specifications, where 

available.  Materials can be modified for specific conditions based on process area 

locations. 

2. Piping shall be located with consideration for maintenance and known future 

improvements.  Avoid locating piping where it cannot be replaced in the future. 

3. Provide isolation valves throughout piping systems including mains and branches.  

Additional valves provide operations and maintenance flexibility. 

4. Provide PCCS monitored flow and pressure transmitters throughout the distribution 

system at key mains and branches for the purpose of detecting leaks and broken valves.  

5. To reduce unnecessary shutdowns of process systems, loop utility piping systems 

where practical. 
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6. All exterior equipment/piping that is fiberglass/PVC etc. shall have a screen, cover, or 

coating that prevents direct exposure to sunlight. 

7. All exposed piping shall be labeled with the name of the content as well as direction of 

flow.  Labels shall be placed as necessary to allow the pipe to be traced from end to 

end. 

8. Provide bypass to allow startup and testing for all equipment. 

6.8.1 Air Piping 

Air piping systems shall have the following features: 

1. Provide flow and pressure meters throughout the distribution system limited to key 

mains and branches for the purpose of detecting air leaks and broken valves/actuators.  

The pressure and flow meter information should reside in the PCCS. 

2. If piping is required to be covered with insulation then it is preferred that materials 

provided reduce the ability of air leaks to travel in insulation material undetected. 

Otherwise provide other methods (i.e. reduce insulation spans) that improve the ability 

to detect leaks in long pipe spans. 

3. Where possible low pressure or high pressure compressed air sources should be located 

as close to use point as possible to reduce the leak potential. 

6.8.2 Flow Measuring 

Application of flow measurement requires evaluation of the total cost, flow profile, flowing 

condition, Reynolds number, density, turndown, mechanical installation constraints and 

accuracy requirements. Turndown shall be selected so that the flowmeter has the ability to 

cover the range of flow rates within specified accuracy limits. Calculate the Reynolds number 

for the minimum and maximum flow rates. Minimum Reynolds number is calculated by using 

the minimum expected fluid flow and density and the maximum expected viscosity. A 

maximum Reynolds number is calculated using the maximum expected fluid flow and density 

and the minimum expected viscosity. Use Moody’s charts to compensate for pipe or channel 

roughness and select piping or channel size to accommodate the required flow profile over the 

entire operating range. Locate flowmeters to suit the specific technology requirements. 

Magnetic flowmeters are the preferred type for pipelines and typically require a full pipe and 

straight pipe lengths of 5x upstream and 3x diameter downstream of their location. Multiple 

path transit-time acoustic flowmeters are the preferred type for channels or large pipes and 

typically require straight pipe or channel lengths of 10x upstream and 2x diameter downstream 

of their location. For difficult conditions consider flow conditioners as necessary to isolate the 

liquid flow disturbances from the flowmeter while minimizing the pressure drop across the 

conditioner. The flow conditioner should remove swirls from the fluid stream and allow the 

profile velocity to come up to fully developed turbulent flow, or at least a stable acceptable 

geometry. Coordinate meter installation requirements with Structural design for channels and 

I&C design for location. 
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For large pumps powered at 4kV or greater, flowmeters should be provided for maintenance 

bench marking of efficiency and to confirm performance during startup. 

6.8.3 Flow Measuring Elements 

Flow measuring elements will vary widely depending on specific process conditions.  All flow 

meters shall be designed and installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations 

for application and installation configuration. Table 6-6 contains guidelines for flowmeter type 

and corresponding application. 

Table 6-6.Flowmeter Type and Application 

Flowmeter Type Application 

Magnetic Magnetic flowmeters are the preferred instrument for most liquid flows.  

Differential Pressure (Pitot) Pitot tubes are to be used on smaller oxygen lines for flow balancing. Pitot 

tubes should not be used on liquid flows. 

Orifice Plate Orifice plates shall be used to measure flows when fluid characteristics are 

compatible with this design and pressure loss is not an important factor. Used 
on large oxygen lines. 

Rotometer Variable area meters (rotometers) shall be used on small flows of suitable 

liquids and gases where remote indication is not required 

Vortex Shedding Vortex shedding flowmeters with straightening vanes shall be used on 

oxygen and steam flows when high accuracy and high turndown (range 

ability) are required.  

Ultra Sonic Clamp-On Nonconductive liquids, abrasive flows(including grit) and existing piping 
where installation of other meters is impractical 

Thermal Dispersion Thermal dispersion gas flow meters are used on air headers, steam, digester 

gas and Cl2 & SO2 gas. 

Propeller Ground Water Well 

Multipath Ultra Sonic Open Channel or a large diameter closed pipe 

Flume Open Channel  

 

6.8.4 Piping for Magnetic Flowmeters 

Pipe layout for magnetic flowmeters shall provide for the following details: 

 Straight pipe length upstream of flowmeter shall be a minimum of 5 times (5X) pipe 

diameter.  Straight pipe length downstream of flowmeter shall be a minimum of 3 times 

(3X) pipe diameter. 

 Include isolation valves and bypass piping where piping system cannot be removed 

from service for flowmeter maintenance. 

 Magnetic flowmeters are subject to fouling by grease and sludge and are recommended 

to have an in-place method of cleaning the electrodes.  Refer to the flowmeter piping 

elevation Method B in Appendix D for flow elements that are likely to be fouled by 

grease and sludge. 

 Regardless of the location and position, the electrodes axis must be approximately 

horizontal. 
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 To reduce vibration, support the pipeline on both sides of the flowmeter. 

 Large meter sizes (>8-inch), require additional spool pieces to permit axial shifting of 

counter-flanges to facilitate installation. 

 Avoid strong electromagnetic fields in vicinity of flowmeter. 

 Do not insulate flowmeter where installed on thermally insulated pipes. 

 To avoid measuring errors due to debris or air inclusion, observe the following:  

 Arrange piping so the flowmeter is full of liquid. Install flowmeters in horizontal lines 

with 2º upward slope or preceding and upward elbow. Where practical locate 

flowmeters in vertical lines with upwards flow. 

 The pipe configuration shall avoid a buildup or accumulation of any secondary phase 

(solids or air). Entrained air shall be carried out of the meter by flow, or by buoyancy 

(at zero flow). Solids shall fall from the meter by gravity under zero flow.  

 For unlined conducting pipe grounding straps shall be required to be bonded between 

the pipe flanges and flowmeter flanges with one side connected to ground. Non-

conducting pipe or insulated lined pipes shall be required to have grounding rings 

bonded between the pipe flanges and flowmeter flanges with one side connected to 

ground. 

 Avoid installing in the highest point of the line.  For an open feed or discharge, install 

flowmeter in the low section of pipe. 

 Where flow tubes are installed in locations with restricted access, locate the transmitter 

remotely at 48 inches above floor and within the maximum recommended cable length 

between flow tube and transmitter. 

 Meter size shall be selected to provide nominal velocity requirements of 6 to 9 feet per 

second (ft/sec), minimum full scale range is 1.5 ft/sec; maximum is 30 ft/sec, 

depending on flowmeter type. 

 For solids bearing fluids, the velocity should be between 9 and 15 ft/sec to prevent 

deposits. 

 Reducing and expanding from the carrier pipe to a smaller meter size may prove to be 

more economical for pipe runs with a low flow velocity.  The pressure loss resulting 

from pipe reduction/expansion and from the greater velocity in the flowmeter spool 

head shall be calculated. 

 Specific process requirements may warrant consideration of Venturi tubes, flow 

nozzles, propeller meters, weirs, and flumes. 
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6.8.5 Piping for Non-Magnetic Flowmeters 

When compared to magnetic flowmeters, non-magnetic flowmeters are more sensitive to piping 

configurations.  Refer to the flowmeter piping requirements table in Appendix E (per 

www.preferred-mfr.com) for guidelines on diameters of straight pipe for various types of 

flowmeters and piping configurations. 

6.9 Equipment Anchorages 

The construction contractor shall design the equipment anchorages as part of the equipment 

submittal. 

6.10 Pipe Supports and Racks 

The design of pipe supports and racks shall be in accordance with the latest edition of ASCE 7. 

For standard process pipes 12 inches or less that do not have significant thermal expansion 

issues, the design engineer shall provide anchoring tables and standard details and the 

contractor shall show the actual location of the pipe supports in the Contractor’s pipe layout 

shop drawing submittal. For standard process pipes, the design engineer should verify 

appropriateness of any typical pipe support detail used on the project for worst-case loading 

and configuration.  

Any process pipe with special mounting requirements, any process piping with thermal 

expansion requirements, and any process piping greater than 12 inches in diameter shall be 

designed by the design engineer. For these non-standard process pipes, the design engineer 

shall provide adequate calculations, specific pipe support details, and identify all pipe support 

locations. The Contractor’s pipe layout shop drawing submittal shall show and confirm the 

final location of the pipe supports for non-standard process pipes. 

Consider using cantilever-style piping racks where racks are required. Allow sufficient vertical 

space above outer piping to remove and replace inner piping on the same arm. Piping racks 

shall be sized for known future piping, plus spare capacity. 

Provide section drawings where necessary to show pipe racks and coordination with electrical 

conduit racks and HVAC ductwork. Areas for conduit racks and ductwork shall be identified 

with an “X” and labeled “electrical” or “HVAC”, respectively. 

6.11 Process and Instrumentation Diagrams 

Process and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs) graphically depict the design information and 

the method of process control and monitoring.  They also schematically represent plant piping, 

indicating size, service, and thus piping materials.  Valves are shown on all lines.  Pipe material 

is defined by service (such as primary sludge (PS), mixed sludge (MS), etc.) in the PIPESPEC 

sheets presented in the District Guide Specifications. Only those valves which are modulated 

are given control valve numbers. 

http://www.preferred-mfr.com/
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6.11.1 Drawing Preparation 

A P&ID is developed in two distinct phases. In the first phase, the process/mechanical group 

inputs the basic process information and in a preliminary manner, describes the process control 

using process control narratives.  The resultant drawing contains most of the process 

information and should be prepared in final draft form as defined in the project scope. 

In the second phase of P&ID development, the instrumentation and control (I&C) discipline 

graphically describes the control system, including inputs and outputs to the main control 

system, interlock description, and a more detailed illustration of the required control devices. 

The I&C group also uses the P&IDs to extract information for each device included in the 

project.  Refer to Chapter 10 for I&C design guidelines. 

6.11.2 Revision Documentation 

Because P&ID drawings form the major process design summary, documentation of their 

preparation provides a useful chronology of design development. Changes to a P&ID should 

always be accompanied by a written description of the change and the reasoning. 

6.11.3 Existing Components 

Where existing components (process, mechanical or instrumentation) interact with new or 

modified equipment, they will be annotated sufficiently to define the interface from a control 

point of view. 

6.12 Process and Piping Schematics 

Piping schematics are prepared to clarify the desired piping layout. Piping schematics illustrate 

the piping in a manner similar to the P&ID, with the same tags and designations. I&C 

information is not shown except for in-line elements such as meters and control valves. 

Illustration of these items gives the piping designer a full description of the piping to be 

installed. Additionally, Piping Schematics generally show process equipment in plan rather 

than in elevation. Representing the equipment in this manner allows the piping to be better 

illustrated. 

6.13 Vibration Design Requirements 

All machinery foundations, auxiliary structural supports, and interface piping shall be designed 

so as not to significantly increase or otherwise amplify acceptable machinery vibration levels as 

a machine is operated throughout its normal operating range.   

The Hydraulic Institute (HI) Standards shall be used to define responsibility for proper design 

and for correcting installed machinery vibration problems. Specific vibration requirements shall 

be included in the individual equipment specifications and these requirements shall supersede 

HI requirement.   

Contractor shall provide vibration acceptance testing for all equipment with specified vibration 

limits.  Equipment provided with machine health monitoring systems do not require additional 
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vibration acceptance testing independent of the machine health monitoring system. Vibration 

requirements include the following: 

 Individual technical specifications shall state allowable vibration limits and testing for 

construction quality control. 

 At a minimum vibration measurements shall be per manufacturer’s recommendations. 

Typical pump vibration measurements of amplitude and frequency taken at the pumps 

operating point are outboard and inboard bearing housings on the motor and pump in 

the vertical and horizontal directions and axial vibration measurement on the pump. 

 Machinery health monitoring systems applications shall be based on criticality, cost of 

repairs verses cost of monitoring system and rate of failure. District vibration 

monitoring consists of route based and machinery health monitoring systems. 

 The District has standardized machinery health monitoring systems on Bentley-Nevada 

equipment. 

 Typical applications include critical pumps, engines, turbines, cooling tower fans, 

compressors, high speed blowers and gear boxes. 

During design, District staff should be engaged to determine which equipment will have health 

monitoring systems on a case-by-case basis.  To provide examples, the following are 

applications where health monitoring systems are currently installed at the SRWTP: 

 X01 Influent pumps-1,250hp, 4kV 

 X01 Effluent pumps- 1,500hp, 4kV 

 X01 Channel Air single-stage centrifugal blowers – 1,750hp, 4kV 

 X04 Recirculation compressors- 250-350Hp, 480V 

 X07 Multi-stage centrifugal compressors for the oxygen plant – 2,000-3,000hp, 4kV 

 X08 MSG compressors- 125hp, 480V 

6.14 Sound Control 

All outdoor and indoor equipment areas shall be designed to control noise level.  Design 

considerations shall include the following:  

 Guidelines shall address control of sound pressure per the requirements of Cal-OSHA 

T8CCR5097,Hearing Conservation Program. Whenever possible, the employees 8-hour 

Time Weighted Average (TWA) should be below the 85dBa “action level”.  

 Areas where sound pressure exceeds Cal-OSHA limits, shall be identified on the plans 

and specifications with noise rating warning placards.  

 Sound controls shall consist of machinery enclosures, location of equipment to 

minimize exposure, sound absorption materials on walls/ceiling, sound curtains and 

equipment vibration isolators per ASHRAE recommendations. 
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 Equipment producing 85 dBA or higher noise shall be placed in enclosures that will 

reduce noise to 70 dBA outside of enclosure. 

6.15 Equipment Criticality 

During design, District staff will assign criticality to specific equipment. Equipment selected 

shall be rated and included in the ACE Table based on the criteria in the District’s Standard 

Maintenance Practices (SMP) Manual, Section 4.1- Equipment Criticality Policy. The SMP 

Manual can be obtained from the District upon request. Criticality assignments will be made in 

consultation with the Designer.   

6.16 Conveyance Channels 

The following sections provide guidelines for conveyance channels. 

6.16.1 Channel Slide Gates Storage Pits and Access 

Slide gate storage pits shall be below grade and covered with H‐20 rated open grating. Ensure 

that a crane can access both the storage pits and all gate insertion locations.  The designer shall 

design for the appropriate loading rates for cranes that are required to access equipment in and 

around channels. The current plant crane used for work in the channels weighs approximately 

22 tons. Install lighting for night time crane operation at all storage rack locations.  

6.16.2 Steel Materials within the Channel 

All structural steel and hardware, including slide gate channels, slide gates, and pipe hangers, 

within the channel should be stainless. Hatches shall be constructed of aluminum plate, but the 

rails, springs and all hardware, shall be stainless steel. Hatches shall have an H-20 traffic rating.   

6.16.3 Channel Mixing with Shear Diffusers 

Where air diffusers are required for mixing it is preferred that imbedded shear diffusers not be 

used in the channel floor. If imbedded shear diffusers are a necessity, all material should be 

stainless steel. 

6.16.4 Channel WRL Washdown Utility Station 

At each channel isolation section access hatch, locate a WRL utility station. The WRL utility 

station will assist the crew in cleaning out the channels for entry and maintenance and would 

also assist them in filling a channel prior to putting it back in service. The intent of the WRL 

utility station locations is to minimize labor requirements during channel entry and 

maintenance. 

6.16.5 Channel Safety for Employee Entry 

Where possible provide double gates as a means of protection for channels that have potential 

for rapid pressure or head fluctuations. If double gates are not possible then design single gates 

with appropriate structural integrity for employee entry and work. 
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For safe access to channels provide no more than fifty feet between hatches. Hatches shall be 

flush mounted with a minimum size of 3-ft x 4-ft double leaf and spring assisted. In addition to 

access hatches, provide penetrations at each end of each isolated section of channel for 

ventilation air inlet and outlet. 

6.17 Chemical Delivery, Handling, and Storage 

Chemical delivery, handling, and storage areas shall be designed with the following features: 

1. Liquid chemical truck delivery sites shall be provided with a compressed air service 

capable of providing a flow of 30 scfm at a pressure of 110 psi. 

2. Spill kits shall be provided along with containment, PPE, eye wash at hazardous 

chemical storage areas, petroleum storage areas, and satellite collection locations. 

3. Fire suppression equipment shall be provided if required by the chemical or 

regulations.  

4. Chemical facilities shall have correct and prominent labeling displaying content, NFPA 

701 Fire Diamond, capacity, and other appropriate information. 

5. Cold sensitive chemicals such as sodium bisulfate tanks and piping shall be heat traced.  

6. For only chemicals used in the process, secondary containment shall have drainage to 

plant head works that is isolated via manually operated normally closed valves. 

7. Chemicals not used in the process shall not have drainage back to the plant head.  

8. Secondary containment shall be approachable by a vehicle. It shall be above grade to 

eliminate underground storage tank issues. 

9. Concrete in secondary containment areas for strong corrosives shall be coated with a 

chemical resistant coating. 

10. The chemical delivery connection, from truck to plant via hose shall have the following 

features:  

a. Located within a spill containment area 

b. Initial camlock fitting followed by 

c. Butterfly valve followed by  

d. Check valve followed by 

e. Strainer and piped to the storage tank 
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f. Located 24-inches to 36 inches above grade 

g. Have a minimum of two connections.   

6.18 Blow-Offs for Utility and Process Piping 

For both utility and process piping (WRL, WRH WN) greater than 18-inches that cross under 

roads, provide blow-offs on buried piping at low spots. Blow-offs are needed so the pipeline 

can be isolated and drained. 

6.19 Motor Sizing 

 Constant load: Motors shall be selected based on the bHP and torque requirements of 

the driven unit. Select a motor for which the load is 75 to 95% of the motor's rated 

capacity. For steady loads with a long duty cycle, select motors close to its full-load 

capacity, in the area of 95%. The motor's service factor shall not be considered in the 

calculation. 

 Variable load: Motors shall be selected based on the bHP and torque requirements of the 

driven unit over the entire load range over which it will operate. Calculate the peak load 

RMS horsepower requirement and size the motor so the load falls within 75 to 100% of 

the motor capacity. The motor's service factor shall not be considered in the calculation. 

 Motors for VFD systems shall be required to deliver the motor's nameplate horsepower 

rating by any load imposed by the driven machine at any specified operating condition 

or any load condition indicated by the driven machine's performance curve at all 

operating speeds.  VFD systems shall have horsepower selected for necessary cooling at 

the lowest operating speed based upon motor manufacturer's heating curves. The 

motor's service factor shall not be considered in the calculation. Select TEBC (auxiliary 

blower) cooled motors as necessary for constant torque loads at low speeds.  
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7.0 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Design 

Design guidelines utilized in conjunction with heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 

(HVAC) systems shall be as follows. 

7.1 Codes and Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the codes and standards 

listed in Table 7-1 below and as described in this chapter.  Designer is to use the most current 

County-adopted code edition as posted to www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx up to 

submission of the Final Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible for 

any newer editions beyond Final PDR. 

Table 7-1. Codes and Standards for HVAC Design 

ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers 

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 

AWWA American Water Works Association 

CALGreen California Green Building Standards Code 

CAL OSHA California Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Occupational Safety and 

Health  

CBC California Building Code 

CEC California Energy Code 

CFC California Fire Code 

CMC California Mechanical Code 

CPC California Plumbing Code 

EGFDO Elk Grove Fire District Ordinance 

OSHA U.S. Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

OSHPD California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development 

NEC National Electric Code 

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

SMACNA Sheet metal and Air Conditioning Contractors Association 

Title 24 California Administrative Code 

UL Underwriters Laboratory 

 Sacramento County Ordinances 

 

7.2 Definitions 

CIRCULATION RATE: the rate of air movement through the space in question, expressed as 

air changes per hour. 

VENTILATION RATE:  the rate that air within the space is replaced with fresh air, also called 

PURGE RATE, expressed as air changes per hour. 

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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7.3 General 

The District prefers HVAC systems to be designed to industrial standards; smaller systems 

where industrial grade equipment is unavailable may be designed to commercial or residential 

standards.  Exceptions to this standard shall be approved by the District. 

The District requires HVAC system design be based on ventilation for personnel safety and 

comfort, and for protection of process equipment, to remove heat generated by equipment, and 

to purge the atmosphere within a space.  The Cosumnes Fire District Ordinance discusses 

additional requirements for smoke purging. 

The District prefers that any hazardous areas be ventilated sufficiently to achieve the lowest 

possible electrical classification per NFPA 820. 

This HVAC design guideline does not cover odor control and treatment systems. 

7.4 Outside Design Conditions 

HVAC systems shall be designed for the outdoor design conditions as given below in 

Table 7-2: 

Table 7-2. Outdoor Design Conditions 

Outside Design Conditions Notes 

Winter Design Temperature  31F dry bulb  99.6% ASHRAE Design Temperature 

Summer Design Temperature  100F dry bulb, 70° 

wet bulb 

0.4% ASHRAE Design Temperature 

Prevailing Wind Direction: from the southwest  

Average Wind Speed  15 to 20 mph  

 

7.5 Inside Design Conditions 

The summer and winter inside design temperatures for each of the process areas are as follows 

in Table 7-3: 

Table 7-3. Indoor Design Conditions 

 Winter Summer Notes 

ACC 72°F 75°F -- 

Administrative 72°F 75°F -- 

Computer rooms (MIS) 78°F 78°F Positive pressure, 

alarm at 85°F 

Electrical rooms (MCC or switchgear)  -  86°F Positive pressure 

Laboratory 68°F 75°F 

 

Negative pressure 

Mechanical rooms vent only vent only -- 

Process areas (in general) vent only vent only -- 

Restrooms vent only vent only Negative pressure, 

no recirculation 

Shops 68°F 75°F -- 

Storage vent only vent only -- 

Tunnels vent only Evap Cool -- 
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7.6 Ventilation Rates 

The ventilation rate guidelines for each of the process areas are as follows in Table 7-4; 

ventilation rates for specific areas of the project shall be established: 

Table 7-4. Ventilation Rates 

 Ventilation Rate Notes 

Equipment galleries and tunnels 6 to 10 air changes per hour -- 

Toilet and locker rooms 200 cfm minimum,  

10 cfm per locker 

-- 

Pump rooms 6 to 10 air changes per hour -- 

Headworks, screen rooms, wet 

wells, dewatering rooms, and grit 

handling rooms 

20 to 30 air changes per hour 

 

Apply NFPA 820 

ventilation rates as a 

minimum. 

Direct exhaust, negative 

pressure; consider 

hazardous gas monitors 

with alarms at entrance 

doors.  Provide fan failure 

alarms. 

Chlorine and sulfur dioxide areas 10 to 20 air changes per hour, normal 
ventilation 

60 air changes per hour purge 
ventilation 

Apply NFPA 820 

ventilation rates as a 

minimum.   

Purge ventilation-perform 

evaluation considering 

scrubber size along with a 

credible chemical leak 

rate. 

Gas compressor rooms 20 air changes per hour -- 

Maintenance areas and workshops 2 to 6 air changes per hour Consider evaporative 

cooling and unit heaters 

Other Areas To California Mechanical Code and 
California Energy Code Standards 

-- 

 

7.7 HVAC Design Intent 

HVAC Design Intent should be included in the Preliminary Design Report, and shall include 

design criteria, applicable codes and standards, design assumptions, and performance standards.  

Items requiring special attention in design should be identified. 

Provide a description of each HVAC system, including major components, intended operation, 

sequence of operation, etc. 

Contract drawings shall include a full design of all control and logic associated with HVAC 

equipment. 

7.8 HVAC Design Submittals 

Specific design deliverable requirements are described in the District's Design Contract 

Requirements and CAD/BIM Standards. 
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Provide HVAC calculations, pump and fan curves, and a range of operating points for all 

equipment and systems.  Calculations shall support capacity selections and code compliance. 

Provide full control and logic diagrams for all HVAC controller equipment. 

Provide drawings detailing the fire alarm control panels, HVAC control panels and all 

inputs/outputs to them (i.e. smoke detectors, pull stations, strobes, fire riser components, etc.). 

Provide schematics on the drawings for each ventilated area showing equipment, circulation 

and ventilation flow rates, temperature zoning, and pressure relationships between spaces. 

Provide a simplified control narrative on the drawings describing the operating scenarios for all 

powered equipment. 

Provide a simplified equipment list on the drawings, not a complete equipment schedule. 

7.9 HVAC Equipment 

Equipment shall be selected for reliability, performance, and maintainability.  District 

preference is for robust equipment.  Equipment to be located in corrosive environments shall be 

specified with appropriate materials of construction and protective coatings. 

Where possible, select matching equipment from a single manufacturer for equipment such as 

split system air conditioners. 

Equipment utilizing Waste Heat Water Supply (WHWS) requires special materials of 

construction.  Examples include cuprous nickel heat exchanger tubing, tube sheets, water 

boxes, and head covers. 

Follow manufacturer clearance recommendations at a minimum and provide adequate 

clearance to remove and replace equipment as a whole; provide more than adequate clearance 

for service or removal of equipment.  Provide removable panels or walls if needed.  Assume 

that the replacement equipment will be slightly larger.  Size concrete pads accordingly. 

Provide gauges on equipment for local readout: 

 For airside differential pressure gauges, use Dwyer Photohelic gauges with built in 

switches.  These gauges provide visual indication of the differential pressure for non-

corrosive gases, plus adjustable pressure switches that do not need periodic 

recalibration. 

 For small airside equipment without gauge ports, use flush- or surface-mounted Dwyer 

Magnehelic gauges without switches. 

 For waterside differential pressure gauges, use Dwyer Capsu-Photohelic gauges with 

built in switches. 
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The first-choice location for HVAC air handlers, pumps, etc. is inside mechanical equipment 

rooms.  The second-choice location is outside at grade level.  The last-choice location is on the 

roof of structures.  However, roof exhaust fans may be roof mounted; exceptions will be 

evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

For roof mounted equipment, the design shall be in accordance with NRCA and SMACNA 

recommendations on location, clearances, and maintenance walkways.  All roofing details shall 

be in accordance with the NRCA Handbook for low slope roofs and District standards.  All roof 

mounted equipment requiring maintenance shall be provided with a 110v convenience outlet 

and a water supply and hose-bib within 50 feet.  All roof-mounted equipment shall be provided 

with material handling equipment or access such as hand powered hoist or forklift access at the 

closest wall. 

Roof curbs shall have a minimum height of 14 inches above the finished roof for roof 

maintenance. 

Closely spaced roof curb rails are discouraged as it creates roof maintenance issues. 

Table 7-5 lists the type of equipment preferred for various services. 

Table 7-5. Type of Equipment for Various Services 

Service Type of Equipment 

Condensate (Steam) Pumping Traps or electric-

driven pump as appropriate. 

CWS Primary Pumps (large) Double Suction Centrifugal 
Pumps. 

CWS Secondary Pumps (large) End Suction Centrifugal 

Pumps. 

CWS Secondary Pumps (small) In-line Centrifugal Pumps 

HRS Primary Pumps (large) Double Suction Centrifugal 

Pumps. 

HRS Secondary Pumps (large) End Suction Centrifugal 

Pumps. 

HRS Secondary Pumps (small) In-line Centrifugal Pumps 

Pumped Drainage Submersible Pump (1st choice) 

Self-priming Centrifugal Pump 

(2nd choice)  

 

Hydronic pumps shall be specified with the manufacturer’s standard mechanical seals. 

All pump motors 5 HP and above shall have a maximum motor speed of 1,800 rpm. 
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7.10 Heating Systems 

There are three alternative heating methods: 

 Hot water heating shall be considered for all applications. A District utility map shows 

locations of the heating water system which is currently near capacity; any proposed 

new connections to the heating water system will require calculations to verify available 

capacity and shall be included in the Preliminary Design Report, and must be approved 

by the District. 

 Natural gas furnaces are used where gas is available and hot water is not available. 

 Heat pumps and electric heat strips are used where neither natural gas nor hot water are 

available. 

Electric or gas unit heaters may be considered for freeze protection in remote locations and 

similar applications. 

Supply air temperature shall be no more than 40°F warmer than the room temperature design 

setpoint. 

7.11 Cooling Systems 

There are three methods of cooling used at the SRWTP: 

 Direct evaporative cooling is used for process areas and tunnels; never for MCC rooms, 

electrical rooms, or computer rooms. 

 Chilled water cooling is used for ACC’s, administrative areas, computer rooms, 

shop/maintenance areas, and laboratories.  Chilled water cooling coils should not exceed 

a face velocity of 500 feet/minute. Verify with the District that sufficient chilled water 

capacity is available at the project location before designing new hydronic systems. 

 Direct expansion cooling is used where chilled water cooling is not available, and also 

as a backup to the chilled water system for computer rooms and other applications 

requiring backups.  Refrigerant R-22 should not be considered. 

No below grade refrigerant piping shall be allowed where the interior coil is at the same grade 

or higher.  For refrigerant oil trapping; follow industry standards to provide trapping prevention 

and oil return. 

The District favors 100 percent redundant cooling systems for server rooms.  No condensate 

drain piping, pressurized water piping, or ductwork shall pass over or be located within three 

feet of any electrical panel, panel board, or load center.  Space clearance zones required by the 

NEC above and aside electrical panels, panel boards, and load centers shall be maintained. 

Supply air temperature shall be no more than 25°F cooler than the room temperature design 

setpoint. 
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The District owns and uses portable units for backup cooling.  Provide electrical and drainage 

connections for the portable cooling units for all conditioned spaces. 

The District prefers not to have systems requiring cooling towers. 

7.12 Equipment Locations 

Ventilation equipment including fans, ductwork, registers, diffusers, and exhaust grilles, should 

be selected and designed to maximize the effectiveness of the system’s ability to purge the 

ventilated spaces.  This is especially important in process-related areas. 

When locating equipment, air intakes and exhausts should take into account the prevailing wind 

direction and potential sources of odorous, toxic, or corrosive gases.  The HVAC room itself 

should be conveniently located to minimize long duct runs and should be sized to allow 

sufficient access to equipment.  Avoid locating fans directly above noise sensitive areas such as 

conference rooms. 

Elevated air handlers and fans that require routine maintenance shall be provided with a 360° 

maintenance platform and access ladder. 

The District prefers not elevating air handlers. 

7.13 Configuration 

Do not transfer air from one space to another space, such as cleaner areas with sensitive 

equipment to less sensitive areas. 

Air from hazardous areas, rest rooms, locker rooms, kitchens, and odor-generating rooms shall 

be exhausted, and not recirculated. 

Provide ventilated spaces with powered supply and powered exhaust. 

Conditioned spaces shall be designed with recirculating air to minimize heating and cooling 

costs.  Consider economizers for spaces that need cooling in winter. 

Terminal units may serve up to three offices with similar exposures, occupancies, and heat 

loads.  Balancing dampers must be provided in the branch ducts for each office. 

Areas with chlorine or hydrogen sulfide shall be designed with exhaust grilles at low elevations 

for effective scavenging. 
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7.14 Special HVAC and Fire Extinguishing Requirements for Switchgear and 
Motor Control Center Rooms 

Special HVAC requirements: 

 Switchgear and MCC Rooms shall have dedicated HVAC or ventilation units capable of 

exhausting 100% of the return air upon sensing smoke.  Make up air shall be 100% 

outside air. 

 Any ductwork penetrating the walls or ceiling of switchgear and MCC rooms shall be 

protected with fire/smoke dampers at the penetration.  

 Ductwork within the room shall be a minimum of 26-gauge metal. 

 Switchgear rooms shall have an HVAC shutdown and purge mode monitoring and 

control panel located on an exterior wall adjacent to the entrance door.  A remote 

shutdown switch shall be provided outside an electrical room exterior exit door for 

electrical room purge activation after leaving the building (a breakglass switch is 

acceptable). 

 The air supply to MCC rooms shall be chemically filtered per the requirements of 

Section 7.17 (Air Filtration Equipment). 

Special Fire Extinguishing Requirements: 

 The District has a variance from the local fire chief exempting fire sprinklers from MCC 

and switchgear rooms; refer to the August 5, 1996 variance approval letter from the Elk 

Grove Community Services District included in Appendix G. 

 No sprinklers or liquid handling piping is allowed inside switchgear and MCC rooms. 

 Portable carbon dioxide fire extinguishers shall be placed at the entrances and at 

locations such that the travel distance between extinguishers is no greater than 50 feet. 

 Prepare test procedure requirements for verifying the proper operation of all fire alarm 

system elements and all HVAC elements controlled by the fire alarm system. 

7.15 Fans 

7.15.1 Centrifugal Utility Fans 

Centrifugal utility fans requiring a static pressure of 2 inches or more, or fans with motors 

larger than 3 horsepower shall have backward inclined airfoil, or backward inclined blades for 

high efficiency.  Forward curved blades should only be used on small fans or when low first 

cost is of primary concern. 

All fans shall be provided with guards and vibration isolators.  All fans not operated 

continuously shall be provided with backdraft dampers. 
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7.15.2 Propeller Wall Fans 

Propeller wall fans shall be V-belt driven when possible.  Small propeller wall fans (smaller 

than 18 to 24 inches) are only available in a direct drive configuration.  Propeller fans shall be 

provided with drive-side guards and wall mounting sleeves. 

7.15.3 Roof Exhaust Fans 

Roof exhaust fans shall be specified with manufacturer-supplied roof curbs.  Options should 

include a hinged base and disconnect switch.  Provide direct drive fans where available.  Large 

fans requiring guaranteed closure shall be provided with motorized dampers.   

7.15.4 In-Line Fans 

In-line axial, mixed flow, and centrifugal fans will be used where limited space is available for 

installation.  In-line fans shall be provided with vibration isolators and flexible-duct 

connections at each end. 

7.15.5 Cabinet Fans and Ceiling Fans 

Small cabinet fans and ceiling fans provided with ducting through the roof or wall shall be used 

for very small air flow.  Ceiling fans shall be considered where air flows are too small for roof 

exhaust fans.  Differential pressure switches and motorized dampers shall not be used with 

small cabinet fans and ceiling fans. 

Specify non-sparking fans and explosion-proof motors for service in hazardous areas. 

Specify fan failure alarms for service in hazardous areas. 

7.16 Air Handling Units 

Air handling units (AHU) shall be packaged units which can supply heating, cooling 

ventilation, and air filtration.  The air handling unit shall be of the single-zone type. 

The District prefers outdoor air handling units to be located on grade as opposed to roof-

mounted.  Air handling unit cabinets located outdoors shall be weatherproof. 

Indoor mechanical rooms may be considered for larger buildings subject to architectural 

decisions.  Indoor HVAC rooms shall be provided with floor drains and equipment drains for 

the condensate. 

Air handlers shall be provided with access to water and a hose bib with vacuum breaker within 

50 feet of the unit. 

Air handlers shall be provided with a 110v convenience outlet within 10 inches of the control 

panel. 
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7.17 Air Filtration Equipment 

Filtered air ventilation systems shall be provided only when required by code, or noted as 

necessary by the District for specific areas.  Pleated panel 30% filters shall be used with a face 

velocity below 500 feet per minute.  Use 4 inch thick filters where possible.  Clean pressure 

drop shall be about 0.2 inch, and dirty pressure drop of about 1.0 inch. 

 Provide potassium permanganate chemical filters for motor control center ventilation 

systems.  Chemical filter systems shall include a 30% 2 inch pre-filter, a chemical filter, 

and a 30% post-filter.  Chemical filters shall be cartridge type and non-refillable design.  

The entire filter system shall be provided with differential pressure gages and alarms.  

District preference is for custom filter modules and standardized packaged units over 

custom air handlers. A minimum amount of outside air shall be supplied to these rooms 

and they shall be maintained at a slight positive pressure to prevent infiltration of 

untreated outside air. 

7.18 Ductwork 

7.18.1 General 

ASHRAE and SMACNA standards and recommendations shall be used for all duct designs.  

Aluminum ductwork shall be used for all applications except as stated below.  Aluminum 

ductwork will be fabricated according to Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractor’s 

National Association (SMACNA) standards for low-pressure or medium pressure applications.  

Fasteners for aluminum ductwork shall be aluminum or stainless steel. 

Fiberglass (reinforced thermoset plastic, RTP) ducting shall be used in applications requiring a 

high degree of corrosion resistance.  RTP ducting shall be treated to be fire resistant. 

Galvanized steel ductwork shall not be used. 

Flexible duct shall be used only to connect ceiling diffusers to rigid ductwork.  Flexible duct 

shall not exceed 5 feet in length, and shall not be used on exposed ductwork. 

7.18.2 Duct Sizing and Velocity Ranges 

The computation of total system pressure (static pressure plus velocity pressure) shall be based 

on the equal friction method as defined by SMACNA. 

Pressure drop shall be approximately 0.07 to 0.1 inch per 100 feet. 

All ducts (except foul air ducts), supply, exhaust, transfer, or return air ducts shall be sized for 

the following air velocities, with preference toward the lower end of the range in each case, 

especially for noise sensitive areas: 

Rectangular 
Main ducts 1,500 to 2,000 fpm 

Branch ducts    800 to 1,600 fpm 

Round 
Main ducts 1,800 to 2,500 fpm 

Branch ducts 1,000 to 1,800 fpm 
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Foul air ducts (RTP type) shall be sized for the following air velocities: 

Round 
Main ducts 2,500 to 3,000 fpm 

Branch ducts 2,000 to 2,500 fpm 

 

7.18.3 Insulation 

Thermal insulation shall be provided in accordance with the California Mechanical Code or the 

California Energy Code (whichever is more stringent) on all supply, transfer, or return ducting 

which carries heated or cooled air.  Thermal insulation shall also be provided where required to 

prevent condensation.  This insulation may be external insulation where damage from traffic is 

unlikely, or internal insulation.  Internal insulation also acts as acoustical insulation.   

7.18.4 Duct Dimension and Design 

Rectangular and round ductwork shall have whole number dimensions expressed in inches.  

Manufacturer’s standard duct sizes and fittings shall be used whenever possible. 

Where space permits, round ductwork is preferred over rectangular ductwork. 

Rectangular ducts shall be designed with the smallest possible aspect ratio; aspect ratios of 

greater than 4:1 shall be avoided.  

7.18.5 Duct Accessories 

Turning vanes shall be of the same material as the duct and shall be the single-walled type with 

trailing edges. 

Access doors shall be provided adjacent to all pieces of duct-mounted equipment or 

instrumentation. 

Fire dampers will be UL classified with UL-listed fusible links, rated at 160 to 165 degrees 

Fahrenheit.  Fire dampers shall also be in accordance with NFPA 90A requirements and all 

applicable local codes. 

Flexible duct connectors shall be used for vibration isolation of moving equipment. Flexible 

duct connectors shall allow a minimum of 2 inches of free space between two metal collars to 

ensure that no vibration is transmitted from the equipment to the ductwork. 

Splitter dampers shall be used to divert and control airflow from a main duct to two branch 

ducts of opposite directions.  Splitter dampers will be of the same material as the duct. 

7.18.6 Grills, Registers, and Diffusers 

Grilles, registers, and diffusers shall be sized in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

recommendations for air velocity and throw. Noise rating shall not exceed NC-25 for 
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administrative areas and NC-30 for process areas (including electrical rooms).  Grills, registers, 

and diffusers shall be of the same material as the duct.   

7.18.7 Drum Louvers and Ball Turret Louvers 

Drum louvers and ball turret louvers shall be considered for air distribution systems when 

concise directional air throws or air throws in excess of approximately 20 feet are used. 

7.19 Louvers 

Intake and exhaust louvers shall be provided with and insect screens.  Together with the louver 

blades, these screens shall produce a 0.05 to 0.10-inch pressure drop when clean.  Intake 

louvers shall be sized for a face velocity of about 500 fpm, exhaust louvers shall be sized for a 

face velocity of no more than 800 fpm. 

Location, finish, and color of louvers shall be coordinated with the project architect. 

7.20 Control Dampers 

Mixing dampers shall be the opposed-blade right-angle type.   

Backdraft dampers shall be the parallel-blade type. 

Dampers for open-close service shall be parallel-blade type. 

Balancing dampers shall be butterfly type in ducts 12 inches and smaller and opposed-blade 

type in ducts larger than 12 inches.  Balancing dampers shall be provided at all supply, return, 

and exhaust duct branch takeoffs. 

Variable air volume mixing boxes and terminal units in office areas shall be located such that 

ladder access to the ceiling will not be blocked by office furniture. 

7.21 HVAC Controls 

Controls for HVAC systems shall be compatible with the existing Johnson Controls HVAC 

DDC System with network connection back to the master station located in HCC-2 next to the 

Boiler Room. Specifications shall require that DDC software and testing and calibration 

equipment be turned over to District upon completion of project. 

The following controls shall be provided: 

 Differential pressure sensor across major or critical fans to indicate fan flow.   

 Duct smoke detector with alarm at discharge of each unit, per NFPA 90A. 

 Differential pressure gage and/or switch with alarm across air filters. 

 Economizer cycles shall not be generally used for MCC Rooms, due to possible odors 

and corrosive or hazardous gases. 

 Thermostats and controllers to operate the HVAC units. 
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 Alarms shall be local and remote, audible and/or visual, and can start or stop equipment 

depending upon the particular application. 

 Alarm and SCADA monitoring (including zone temperatures and humidity) shall be 

routed through the DDC system network back to the HCC master workstation. 

All new HVAC control systems shall consist of Johnson Controls (JC) equipment (no “or 

equal”) for connection into the existing plant BACnet system. The network controller shall be 

JC DDC controller MS-NAE3510-2. This first tier Controller shall be a fully user-

programmable, supervisory controller. The Network Controller shall monitor the network of 

distributed VMA and FEC controllers, provide global strategy and direction, and communicate 

on a peer-to-peer basis with other Network Controllers. The Network Controller shall reside on 

the existing campus wide Ethernet Network. Each NAE shall support a sub-network of 

controllers on the second tier network. 

The second tier network of field controllers shall be Metasys MS-FEC2621 BACnet series and 

shall be used for all AHU’s, split systems, condensing units, and purge systems.   Room 

thermostats shall be model NS-BTB7003-0. 

All other sensors required to meet the needs listed above shall be compatible with the specified 

master Network Controller. 

The HVAC and Purge systems shall each have dedicated control panels.  The designer shall 

provide panel layout drawings, control and logic diagrams, and interconnection diagrams for 

each system. 

All equipment shall be NAE 35/45 compatible and should be designed to interface completely 

with the plant Metasys network.  The room temperature and humidity shall be pulled off the 

Metasys network for independent relay to the Plant PCC.  The controls contractor will be 

responsible to provide a full, compatible, turnkey product. 

7.21.1 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment. 

7.22 Motor Sizing 

Variable load: Motors shall be selected based on the bHP and torque requirements of the driven 

unit over the entire load range over which it will operate. Calculate the peak load RMS 

horsepower requirement and size the motor so the load falls within 75 to 100% of the motor 

capacity. The motor’s service factor shall not be considered in the calculation. 

Motors for VFD systems shall be required to deliver the motor’s nameplate horsepower rating 

by any load imposed by the driven machine at any specified operating condition or any load 

condition indicated by the driven machine’s performance curve at all operating speeds.  VFD 

systems shall have horsepower selected for necessary cooling at the lowest operating speed 
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based upon motor manufacturer’s heating curves. The motor’s service factor shall not be 

considered in the calculation.  
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8.0 Plumbing Design 

Design guidelines utilized in conjunction with the plumbing design shall be as follows. 

8.1 Codes and Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the codes and standards 

listed in Table 8-1 below and as described in this chapter.  Designer is to use the most current 

County-adopted code edition as posted to 

www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx up to submission of the Final 

Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible for any newer editions 

beyond Final PDR. 

Table 8-1. Codes and Standards for Plumbing 

CBC California Building Code integrated with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act Accessible Guidelines 

CFC California Fire Code 

CMC California Mechanical Code 

CPC California Plumbing Code 

UL Underwriters Laboratory 

OSHA U.S. Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration 

CAL OSHA California Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Occupational 
Safety and Health  

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

NEC National Electric Code 

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

PDI Plumbing and Drainage Institute 

AWWA American Water Works Association 

 Cosumnes Community Services District Fire Department Ordinances 

 Sacramento County Ordinances 

 

8.2 Floor Drains 

In process areas and tunnels, traps will not normally be provided in floor drains.  The drain 

piping will be trapped and vented at the location it enters the drain sump normally by 

submerging the drain entrance below the low water level of the sump. 

Drain traps shall be provided on building drains outside of process area. 

Floor drains in remote areas shall be specified to include trap primers that operate on other than 

line pressure fluctuations; electronic trap primers or flow metering devices are acceptable; 

mechanical trap seals are not acceptable. 

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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8.3 Plumbing Design Intent 

Plumbing Design Intent should be included in the Preliminary Design Report, and shall include 

design criteria, applicable codes and standards.  Systems requiring special attention in design 

should be identified. 

8.4 Plumbing Design Submittals 

Ensure adequate sizing of the drain, waste and vent system; because this is an industrial facility, 

CPC code minimum sizes may not be sufficient. 

Specific design deliverable requirements are described in the District Design Contract 

Requirements. 

Provide plumbing calculations to support sizing and code compliance. 

8.5 Plumbing Piping 

Provide water hammer arresters throughout the domestic hot and cold water systems. 

Di-electric unions shall be eliminated by use of compatible piping if possible.  When di-electric 

unions are necessary, they shall be rated for 180 degrees F and 250 psig. 

8.6 Plumbing Equipment 

The District prefers use of domestic water heaters when appropriate.  Power by natural gas 

when available. 

8.7 Plumbing Fixtures 

8.7.1 Lavatories 

Stainless steel and enameled cast iron are preferred for durability.  Vitreous china shall not be 

specified. 

Lavatory sinks shall be provided at all new restrooms.  In general, all lavatory sinks should be 

provided with AC-powered, sensor-type faucets and gooseneck spouts.  Specify water-

conserving flowrate of 0.5 gpm per Calgreen. 

8.7.2 Service Sinks 

Stainless steel floor sinks with stainless steel backsplashes are preferred for janitor rooms. 

8.7.3 Water Closets 

Water closets shall be provided at all new restrooms.  Wall-hung water closets with 

AC-powered sensor-type flush valves with manual override are preferred.   Specify 

water-conserving flowrate of 1.28 gallons per flush per Calgreen. 
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8.7.4 Urinals 

Urinals shall be provided at all new men’s and unisex restrooms.  Provide AC-powered 

automatic sensor flush valves with manual override for all urinals.  Specify water-conserving 

flowrate of 0.5 gallons per flush.  Waterless urinals are not to be specified. 
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9.0 Electrical Design 

Design guidelines utilized in conjunction with the electrical design shall be as follows. 

9.1 General 

The electrical systems shall be heavy-duty industrial type with design emphasis placed on 

safety, reliability, maintainability & economics. 

9.2 Codes & Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the following codes and 

standards listed in Table 9-1 below and as described in this chapter.   Designer is to use the 

most current County-adopted code edition as posted to www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx 

up to submission of the Final Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible 

for any newer editions beyond Final PDR. 

Table 9-1. Codes and Standards for Electrical 

IEEE 141, 142, 242, 399, 446, 

493 and 739 

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers—“color book” series 

Lighting Handbook Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) 

NFPA 70 National Electrical Code (NEC) 

NFPA 72 Fire Alarm Signaling 

NFPA 101 Life Safety Code 

NFPA 820 Standard for Fire Protection in Waste Water Treatment Plants 

Cal Title 24 Buildings Standards Code 

Consumes Fire Department Ordinance Requirements 

 

9.3 Electrical Design Calculations and Studies 

Electrical design calculations shall include a load flow study, short-circuit study, voltage drop 

(where applicable), arc flash analysis and harmonic distortion/resonance analysis report.   

Branch and feeder voltage drop shall be 5% to the farthest outlet. Motor voltage drop allowed 

shall be 10% starting and 5% running at full load. 

Total harmonic distortion (THD) for voltage shall be 5% at the primary switchgear and 

secondary double-ended switchgear and 3% for individual harmonic distortion per IEEE 519, 

Recommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems.  

Electrical system shall be modeled using Paladin Design Base which includes short circuit, load 

flow and coordination studies.   

9.4 Power Distribution System 

9.4.1 Type 

The power distribution system type shall be a two source primary and secondary selective 

system. Both the primary and secondary systems shall be double ended with automatic and 

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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dummy tie breakers at both primary switchgear and secondary switchgear. Refer to the 

District’s Master Set Drawings E51, 23E50A through 23E50F for information. 

9.4.2 Primary Substation Arrangement (69kV/12.47kV) 

Utility service is provided by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) via 69kV 

overhead lines to the existing main substation which steps down the voltage to 12.47kV for 

SRWTP distribution.  Major changes in loads shall be coordinated with SMUD for 

incorporation into their power system and protective relay scheme.  The 69kV system shall be 

over-head line connected SF6 main breaker, load break isolation switches, and main transformer 

primary.  The main transformers shall be liquid-filled primary unit substation style,∆-primary, 

wye-secondary with solid neutral ground, with manual no-load primary and automatic full local 

secondary tap changers.  Main transformer secondary shall be underground cabled with voltage 

rotation shifted to match the SMUD secondary distribution system rotation. Main switchgear 

shall be 12kV double-ended with automatic and dummy tie breakers. 

9.4.3 480V Secondary Substation Arrangement 

The substation shall consist of a 12kV load rated fused interrupter switch and outdoor liquid-

filled secondary unit substation style transformer to double-ended switchgear with dummy and 

tie breakers. Transformers shall be a ∆-primary, wye-secondary solid neutral ground. 480V 

motors shall be fed from grouped MCCs located in the Electrical room. 

9.4.4 12kV (4kV) Secondary Substation Arrangement 

The substation shall consist of a 12kV load rated fused interrupter switch and outdoor liquid-

filled primary (secondary) unit substation style transformer to double-ended switchgear with 

dummy and tie breakers. Transformers for large motors shall be a ∆-primary, wye-secondary 

resistor neutral ground. Medium voltage motors shall be fed from grouped MCCs located in the 

Electrical room. 480V loads 1000kVA and under shall be sub-fed from the medium voltage 

switchgear to indoor dry-type secondary unit substation style transformers feeding double-

ended switchgear with dummy and tie breakers.480V motors shall be fed from grouped MCCs 

located in the Electrical room. 

9.4.5 Liquid Filled Transformers 

Liquid filled transformers shall be surrounded by a liquid containment structure sized per EPA 

requirements with a concrete wall between transformers. Containment area shall be filled with 

river rocks to quench temperature and the remaining void volume shall provide for the largest 

single transformer oil volume plus an additional 3.5 inches of freeboard for precipitation from a 

25-year storm event.  

Distribution transformers shall be sized to carry the entire switchgear design load at its 

maximum fan cooled rating. Select standard size transformers by varying the future capacity in 

the 20-25% range. 
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9.4.6 12.47kV Distribution System 

The main 12kV switchgear shall distribute dual 12kV feeders from opposite sides of the main 

tie breaker to process area substations to dual outdoor 12kV fused isolation switches.  

Distribution system shall consist of underground medium voltage cables routed through dual 

manhole and duct system.  

9.4.7 Instrument Power 

Instrument power at 120/208V shall be derived through an automatic transfer switch which is 

fed from both sides of the double-ended switchgear via dry type transformers. Transfer switch 

shall be PCCS monitored for voltage loss on the output circuit. Distribute to all field 

instruments via a distribution panelboard.  

9.4.8 Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) 

For loads determined to be on a UPS system 120/208V shall be derived through automatic 

transfer switch which is fed from both sides of the double-ended switchgear. Transfer switch 

shall be PCCS monitored for voltage loss on the output circuit. UPS shall be PCCS networked 

data monitored for status. Distribute to PCCS network and HMI equipment, fire alarm, public 

address, security system via a dedicated distribution panelboard.  

9.4.9 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment. 

9.5  Power Quality Monitoring System 

The District currently has a Power Quality Monitoring System that connects the power 

monitoring devices to the end users devices via the PCCS and maintenance network. 

Switchgear main and feeders are monitored with power quality meters with dual integrated 

Ethernet ports and Embedded Web Server.  MCC motor loads are monitored with motor 

management relays, VFDs, and motor starter smart overloads.  All monitoring devices shall be 

capable of Ethernet connections to the PCCS and Maintenance networks as described in 

Section 10.9. 

9.6 Conductor Sizing 

Feeder and branch circuits shall be all sized for the loads that they are connected to per the 

NEC.   Voltage drop shall be considered for long runs and the conductors increased in size 

based on the voltage drop calculations.   

9.7 Motor Sizing 

Motors for VFD systems shall be required to deliver the motor's nameplate horsepower rating 

by any load imposed by the driven machine at any specified operating condition or any load 

condition indicated by the driven machine's performance curve at all operating speeds.   
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Coordinate with mechanical design guidelines in Chapter 6, including variable frequency 

curves vs. system curves. 

9.8 Electrical Rooms 

9.8.1 Arrangement 

MCC and switchgear front and back work space distances are shown in Table 9-2 below. All 

electrical distribution switchgear shall be located inside environmentally controlled buildings at 

or above grade. Outdoor or below grade switchgear is unacceptable. 

Table 9-2. Electrical Equipment Work Space Distances 

480V Equipment (feet) 

MCC (Front) 4.5 

Switchgear (Front) 5 

Switchgear (Rear) 4 

UPS (all sides) 4 

Access Corridor 5 

4KV and 12KV Equipment (feet)  

MCC (Front) 6 

Switchgear (Front) 8 

Switchgear (Rear) 7 

Access Corridor 5 

    

Electrical rooms shall have a load break type disconnect for the service entrance equipment 

located on the exterior wall of the electrical room. 

All conduit penetrations from the electrical room to other adjacent process area rooms shall be 

fire stopped. 

Coordinate with the civil and architectural design guidelines in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 

9.8.2 Layout 

Electrical rooms typically include switchgear, MCCs and distribution panelboards. 12kV and 

4kV electrical rooms also include PLC/HMI controls and PCCS workstations. Do not locate 

PCCS I/O cabinets in the 480V switchgear electrical room. All electrical room roofs shall be 

sloped and no penetrations or water pipes are allowed above electrical equipment.  Provide a 

dedicated HVAC with chemical filters housed indoors with an access door inside the electrical 

room. Medium voltage electrical only buildings shall include a separate battery room with an 

access door inside electrical room.  Additionally, provide approximately 64 square feet of clear 

working space in 480V electrical rooms and approximately 100 square feet of clear working 

space in medium voltage electrical rooms for electrical maintenance and electrician use.  

Minimum distance across working space shall be 8 feet clear. 
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Horizontal workplace clearance requirements per the NEC shall be adhered to when 

considering the layout of the electrical equipment in the room. 

Coordinate with mechanical and HVAC design guidelines in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. 

9.8.3 Fire Protection System 

Refer to SRCSD’s March 5, 1997  Memorandum of Understanding between the Sacramento 

Regional Treatment Plant (SRWTP) and the Elk Grove Fire Department (EGFD) regarding the 

SRWTP Fire Protection Utility Master Plan and the Cosumnes Fire Department (formerly Elk 

Grove Fire District) Ordinance No. 4 variance, dated June 25, 1993.  Both documents are 

included in Appendix G.  

No fire sprinklers drain pipes or liquid handling piping is allowed in switchgear and MCC 

electrical rooms. Rooms shall be constructed of noncombustible material and include features 

such as fully enclosed wiring, fire detection, fire dampers, fire stops, dedicated chemically 

treated HVAC, smoke purge system, portable halon extinguishers, and an external main 

disconnect. 

9.9 Switchgear 

9.9.1 12.47kV Switchgear 

12.47kV switchgear shall be metal clad, rack out, sized for design load, rated at 15kV, 3000A 

minimum, 3W, double- ended configuration with dummy and automatic tie breakers. 

Switchgear shall be arc-resistant type, if available.  AIC rating shall be based upon the 

maximum available fault current at the transformer connection. Tie breakers shall be sized at 

120% of highest single side load.  The switchgear shall be configured as a cabled bottom entry 

with single breaker per section located in the lower compartment only with auxiliaries in the 

upper compartment. Refer to District Master Set Drawing E51. 

9.9.1.1 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment.  Locate vacuum breakers in bottom cubicles only and electro-mechanical relays 

(matching existing) in adjacent top cubicle.   

9.9.1.2 Controls and Monitoring 

PCCS Workstation and HMI/PLC breaker control panel are to be located 10 feet away from 

switchgear. Switchgear monitoring and control at the PCCS shall consist of: transfer control 

logic, mains and tie breakers status, room temperature and main transformer secondary voltage.  

Power quality monitors shall be provided at the mains and feeder breakers.   

The 125Vdc chargers shall be monitored for trouble by the PCCS.  

9.9.1.3 Protection Relay Power 

Protection relays shall be powered by a 125Vdc system derived from sealed lead-acid batteries 

with dual chargers and distributed through a fused distribution panelboard for breaker trip and 
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PLC power. 120Vac system shall be derived from the 12kV bus via a control power 

transformer with appropriate fuse protections to an external automatic transfer switch feeding a 

circuit breaker panelboard for breaker closing power, spring charging motors and battery 

chargers.  

9.9.2 4.16kV Switchgear 

4.16kV switchgear shall be sized for design load, rated 5kV, 3W, double-ended with dummy 

and automatic tie breakers. AIC rating shall be based upon the maximum available fault current 

at the transformer connection. Tie breakers sized at 120% of highest single side load.  

Switchgear shall be arc-resistant type, if available.   

9.9.2.1 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment.  Locate vacuum breakers in bottom cubicles only and electro-mechanical relays 

(matching existing) in adjacent top cubicle. 

9.9.2.2 Controls and Monitoring 

Locate HMI/PLC breaker control panel 10 feet away from switchgear.  

Switchgear monitoring and control at the PCCS shall consist of: transfer control, mains and tie 

breakers status, room temperature, main transformer secondary voltage, networked switchgear 

data monitoring at mains and feeder breakers.  The 125Vdc chargers shall be monitored for 

trouble by the PCCS. 

Power quality monitors shall be provided at the mains and feeder breakers. 

9.9.2.3 Power 

125Vdc system derived from sealed lead-acid batteries with dual chargers and distributed 

through fused distribution panelboard for breaker trip and PLC power.  120Vac system shall be 

derived from the 4kV bus via a control power transformer with appropriate fuse protections to 

an external automatic transfer switch feeding a circuit breaker panelboard for breaker closing 

power, spring charging motors and battery chargers.  

9.9.3 480V Switchgear 

480V switchgear shall be sized for design load rated 600V, 3W, double-ended with dummy and 

automatic tie breakers. Switchgear shall be arc-resistant type, if available.  Tie breakers sized at 

120% of highest single side load. All motors over 200hp shall have individual feeder breakers. 

9.9.3.1 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment.  Use vacuum draw-out breakers with switchgear for motor loads greater than 

200hp. 
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9.9.3.2 Controls and Monitoring 

Switchgear monitoring and control at the PCCS shall consist of: transfer control, mains and tie 

breakers status, room temperature, main transformer secondary voltage, networked switchgear 

data monitoring at mains and feeder breakers. 

Power quality monitors shall be provided at the mains and feeder breakers.  

9.9.3.3 Power  

All low voltage panel boards shall be feed from dry type transformers to limit short circuit 

current. All dry type transformers and panel boards shall be 3Ø, 100A minimum. 

9.10 Motor Control Centers (MCCs) 

9.10.1 Arrangement 

MCCs shall be front access only and installed against the wall and/or back-to-back 

configurations to minimize floor space. For single story structures, MCC shall have a floor 

trench system for cable routing to exterior duct bank terminations.  In multiple story structures, 

MCCs shall have full length pull boxes with clear access from the lower story room. 

Coordinate with Architectural Design Guide. 

9.10.2 Interface with Existing 

When new process equipment will be fed out of existing MCCs, new starters shall be installed 

for the equipment under the contract. Existing starters shall not be modified or reused for new 

process equipment. New starters can be installed in spare spaces, existing unnecessary starters 

can be removed, or (load and space permitting) new MCC sections can be added where space is 

available in the MCC or Electrical Room.   

9.10.3 480V MCCs 

480V MCCs shall be sized for design loads, rated 600V, 3W with main lugs or bus duct 

connections to switchgear. The MCC shall include spaces for known future loads and 20% 

equipped space. Arrange similar loads including known futures loads distributed between 

MCCs that are feed from the opposite sides of the double-ended switchgear.  Multilin 469 

motor protection relays for large specialty and Variable-speed motors over 200Hp. 

9.10.3.1 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment. 

9.10.3.2 Controls and Monitoring 

MCC monitoring and control at the PCCS shall consist of: start, stop, ready, running, trouble, 

speed controls, and networked data monitoring of all feeders.  For interchangeability, do not 

locate timers, relays or pilots devices in the MCC cubicles. 

Power quality of motor loads shall be monitored with motor starter smart overloads, VFDs, and 

motor management relays.   
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9.10.4 4.16kV MCCs 

4.16kV MCCs shall be sized for design load, rated 5kV, 3W with main lugs or bus duct 

connections to switchgear. MCC shall be arc-resistant type, if available.  Known future loads 

shall be equipped spaces. Arrange similar loads including known futures distributed between 

MCCs that are feed from the opposite sides of the double-ended switchgear. 

9.10.4.1 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment. 

9.10.4.2 Controls and Monitoring 

MCC monitoring and control at the PCCS shall consist of: start, stop, ready, running, trouble, 

speed controls, and networked data monitoring. 

Power quality monitoring via motor starter smart overloads, VFDs, and motor management 

relays. 

9.11 Variable Frequency Drive Systems 

In general, VFDs shall be located in the electrical room in an environmentally controlled space. 

However, field mounted VFDs may be allowed in cases where they are needed near the process 

for control purposes or to limit motor lead lengths or a building is not practical or desirable due 

to added cost. Field mounted VFDs shall be in an enclosure that includes a through-the-back 

heat sink integral to the VFD to dissipate heat outside of the enclosure. Harmonic mitigation 

shall include a line reactor on the VFD input and if necessary for a group of VFDs active 

harmonic filtering at the switchgear bus to limit the voltage THD to 5% in accordance with 

IEEE 519. 

Low voltage (480V) VFDs shall be 6 step, pulse width modulation type (PWM).  Table 9-3 is 

provided as a guide for VFD output mitigation against high voltage peaks at the motor. 

However, if an inverter duty motor with high winding insulation is used to guard against peak 

motor voltages additional mitigation may not be necessary.  

Table 9-3. VFD Output Mitigation 

 Output Reactor dv/dt Filter 

Up to 60 HP >40 ft. >200ft. 

60HP-150HP >150ft. >200ft. 

Over 150HP >300ft. >300ft. 

 

Medium voltage (4.16kV) VFDs shall be 18- or 24-step, PWM type or cascaded H-bridge 

current source type. Medium Voltage VFDs shall be fan cooled up to 430A and ducted air over 

heat sink cooled above 430A.  All medium voltage VFDs shall be grouped in HVAC controlled 

building structures. VFDs shall operate at less than 85dB at 6 feet or additional noise reduction 

methods will be required to meet the limit. Medium voltage drives shall include a full bypass 

contactor as determined by Reliability Centered Design.   
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Drive controller data shall be available over protocols outlined in Section 10.7.1. 

Required voltage harmonic mitigation shall limit the total harmonic distortion to 5% on the 

process area switchgear bus For VFD systems, the Consultant shall perform a preliminary 

harmonic analysis of the Plant's electrical system to calculate the THD and check for harmonic 

resonant frequencies. Where necessary, consultant shall design harmonic resonant filters to 

shunt harmonic resonant frequencies to ground. 

Motors for variable torque load VFD systems shall not be required to deliver more than 

80 percent of the motor's nameplate horsepower rating by any load imposed by the driven 

machine at any specified operating condition or any load condition indicated by the driven 

machine's performance curve at all operating speeds. Motors for constant torque VFD systems 

shall have horsepower selected for necessary cooling at the lowest operating speed based upon 

motor manufacturer's heating curves. The motor's service factor shall not be considered in the 

calculation. Power factor correction capacitors on VFD systems are not allowed. 

9.11.1 Standardized Equipment 

Refer to Appendix A of the District’s Design Contract Requirements for a table of standardized 

equipment. 

9.12 Grounding System 

9.12.1 Design 

Submit calculations showing the grounding system shall be designed will achieve a 2 ohm 

resistance earth to ground and conform to IEEE Standard 142. It shall consist of a perimeter 

ground grid with rods in test wells for each new substation, structure, or facility. Building steel, 

process equipment, electrical equipment and enclosures, and exposed metal which might 

become a current conductor shall be connected to the ground grid. Exposed ground connections 

shall be compression lug type. Concealed, buried, or embedded ground connections shall be 

made by the exothermic method, except for the connection to the ground rod which shall be 

compression lug type. All conduits shall contain an equipment grounding conductor per the 

NEC.  

9.12.2 Interface with Existing 

Interconnections between each ground grid and the existing grounding system shall be provided 

by ground conductors running within interconnecting duct banks. 

9.13 Lighting System 

9.13.1 Design 

Provide lighting software calculations showing compliance with California Title 24 

requirements in all areas. Identify all fixtures with type letters and provide mounting details for 

all fixtures. Preferred voltage is 277V; utilize 120V if 277V is not economically feasible. 

Circuits feeding outdoor lighting fixtures shall be protected by ground fault interrupting (GFI) 

circuit breakers. Conduits for lighting circuits and 120V receptacles are not shown on the plans.  
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Exterior roadway and area site lighting shall provide adequate lighting levels to move 

throughout the plant and perform operations and maintenance tasks at various process area 

locations. Areas where process tasks are performed generally require more lighting than others 

areas such as walkways.  Table 9-4 outlines lighting intensity based on specific process area 

locations. 

Design shall consider emergency light types and installation to keep the ease of monthly 

inspections and repairs and not include wet cell type battery back-up, dry cell only. 

Table 9-4. Lighting Levels per Target Area 

Area Lighting Level (fc) 

Entries, Building Indoor (Vestibules, Lobbies, Mud 

Rooms) 

10 day 

5 night 

Entries, Building Outdoor (Canopied Entries/Exits) 2 

Conference Rooms  40 

Dim for Projection 10 

Control rooms  30 

Electrical rooms  35 

General site  1 

   Walkways in Process area 3 

   Areas with valves, hydrants,  

   manual operators 
6 

   Areas with electrical operating equipment 12(15 preferred) 

   Substation 3 

Roadway, process area general   0.5 

Roadway, process area intersections 

                 & driveways 
1 

Lunchrooms  35 

Laboratories  75 

Designated Maintenance areas  50 

Office  50 

Process, inside  30 
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Area Lighting Level (fc) 

Gallery, general 3 

   Walkways in gallery, along piping 3 

   Areas with valves, hydrants,  

   manual operators 
6 

   Areas with electrical operating equipment 12(15 preferred) 

 

9.13.2 Luminaries 

Research on Light Emitting Diode (LED) as an illumination source has been conducted due to 

improvements in technology and affordability.  The result is the selection of LED as the 

approved luminaire of outdoor lighting.   The  following approved luminaries are: outdoor 

lighting shall be LED with integral photocells, indoor low and high-bay locations shall be either 

LED or T5 fluorescent 10% up-light, architecturally finished areas shall be standard recessed 

troffers or wrap-around surface mounted LED or T8 fluorescent.  Emergency lighting shall 

conform to Life Safety Requirements utilizing self-contained battery packs.    

9.13.3 Interface with Existing 

Only “standardized” fixture is for site lighting to match existing, Holophane Somerset HPS 

square pole mounted on round concrete base per District Typical Detail E2. Select light fixtures 

similar in appearance to existing fixtures.   

9.14 Receptacle System 

9.14.1 Convenience Receptacles (120V) 

120V receptacles shall be powered from dedicated 120/208V panel boards. Adjacent 

receptacles shall be fed from alternate panelboard circuits. Locate separately powered 

receptacles adjacent to HVAC and other specialized equipment. In interior and exterior process 

areas, locate receptacles every 50 feet and every 12 feet of wall space in occupied areas. 

Ground fault interrupting (GFI) type receptacles shall be located in lavatories, outdoors, 

wash-down process areas, below-grade structures, rooftops and tunnels. 

9.14.2 Power Receptacles 

Locate 3Ø, 60 ampere, 480 volt power outlets near convenience receptacles near major process 

equipment and structures. For large process areas, maximum spacing shall be 200 feet. Multi-

story structures shall have power outlets on each floor. Receptacles shall not be mounted on 

lighting fixture poles or handrails. Receptacles shall be stanchion-mounted and grouped with 

other power and 120V receptacles.  Provide weather proof covers where located outdoors. 
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9.15 Raceway System 

9.15.1 Branch circuits: 

All low voltage panel boards shall be feed from dry type transformers to limit short circuit 

current; all dry type transformers shall be 3Ø. 

9.15.1.1 Interior Circuits  

All interior power and control circuits shall be installed in conduit. Minimum conduit size shall 

be ¾” and sized based on the NEC using THW insulation with minor variations. Interior circuit 

conductors shall have THWN/THHN insulation except VFD line side conductors shall be 

XHHW. 

9.15.1.2 Conduit Racks  

Conduits shall be routed exposed on conduits racks per District Typical Detail E26. Avoid 

embedded pull boxes or large numbers of conduits embedded in slabs and walls, where ever 

possible. Exceptions will be reviewed by the District on a case-by-case basis.  Show size of 

large pull boxes and conduit racks width and bottom elevation on plan views. Instrumentation 

cables will be installed in either cable tray or conduit. All interior conduit racks, pull boxes, 

wireways and cable trays shall be designed for 25% spare capacity in addition to the NEC 

requirements for sizing cable trays and pullboxes. 

Show conduit rack area on mechanical and HVAC drawings; coordinate with Mechanical and 

HVAC Design Guides.  

9.15.1.3 Hazardous Areas  

Hazardous areas as defined by NFPA 820 shall be identified on the drawings. Similarly, 

corrosive areas shall be identified on the drawings. The determination of hazardous and 

corrosive areas shall be made at the pre-design phase. 

9.15.2 Equipment and Conduit Identification 

All conduit, equipment, control devices, and major boxes shown will be assigned unique 

identifying numbers. All conduits shall be individually identified on the plans or sections. The 

use of typical details to show raceway numbering is unacceptable. Identifying numbers shall 

follow the format of the Standard Schedules provided as part of the District Standard Drawings.  

9.15.3 Exterior Circuits 

Distribute 12.47kV power to process areas via dual redundant manholes for each feeder pair, 

Minimum size medium voltage manhole is 8 feet by 8 feet. Typical medium voltage cable shall 

be 500kcmil or 750kcmil maximum.  

Distribute low voltage power/control and signal in process areas in separate duct banks. 

Minimum size power/control and signal conduit is 2 inches, P, C & PC- power and control 

(480-120Vac) can be combined in ducts. P, C & PC- are routed via handholes & manholes 

labeled “HH” and “MH.” S- signal (<100V and fiber optic) are combined and routed via hand 

holes labeled “SB.” Low voltage conductor insulation shall be XHHW.  
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9.15.3.1 Underground Conduits  

Underground conduits shall be grouped in duct banks. All exterior circuits shall be installed in 

conduit and multiple conduit runs shall be grouped into reinforced concrete encased duct banks 

per District Typical Detail E8. Duct banks under concrete slabs or building floor shall be 

non-reinforced per District Typical Detail E7. Minimum ductbank conduit size shall be 2-inch 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Minimum duct bank depth from top of finished grade shall be 2 feet 

for low voltage and 3 feet for medium voltage. Include 10% spare conduit (with one spare 

minimum) in all duct banks. Duct banks shall be sloped a minimum of 4 inches per 100 feet 

and shall be designed to drain away from structures and equipment. Redundant medium voltage 

duct banks shall be routed through separate adjacent manholes. All duct banks shall be shown 

in plan view. In addition, full-length profiles of all duct banks shall be provided. Duct bank 

high and low point elevations shall be shown on the plan and profile views. Conduit cross 

sections shall be provided for all duct banks.   

9.15.3.2 Handholes and Manholes  

Hand holes shall be sized at 10 times conduit size and plans shall list the required length, width 

and depth. Handholes deeper than 3 feet shall be 4 feet square minimum. Handholes deeper 

than 4 feet shall have one side 5 feet in length minimum for portable ladder access. Medium 

voltage manholes shall be 8 feet square minimum and shall have a 480V three-phase sump 

pump. Sump pump shall be designed to surface discharge away from the manholes. Handholes 

and manholes shall not be located at low points of surface drainage systems. This includes the 

gutter in street areas. Handhole and manhole lids shall be set 1 inch to 2 inch above grade and 

be traffic rated where located in traffic and parking areas. Locate handholes and manholes on 

the site plans.  

Coordinate with the civil design guidelines in Chapter 3. 

9.15.3.3 Spacing  

Pull boxes, handholes, and manholes shall be located as follows: 

Straight pulls 400 feet maximum 

Bends @ 90 300 feet maximum 

Bends @ 180 200 feet maximum 

Bends @ 270 100 feet maximum 

Bends over 270 Not acceptable 

 

9.15.3.4 Voltage Separation  

In general, low voltage signal systems shall be run separately, in dedicated raceway systems. 

Underground medium voltage duct banks shall be separated from low voltage duct banks by 

3 feet minimum for parallel alignments, and 1 foot minimum for crossing alignments. 

Underground low voltage duct banks shall be separated from signal duct banks by 2 feet 

minimum for parallel alignments, and 1 foot minimum for crossing alignments. 
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9.15.3.5 Local Disconnects  

Local disconnects shall not be provided except for HVAC equipment, specialized equipment or 

special cases, or as required by the NEC. Where provided, they shall be equipped provided with 

auxiliary contacts that when opened, the control circuit is also opened and loses READY status 

to the PCCS.  

9.16 Surge Protections 

The Surge Protection Device (SPD) applications covered under this section include low voltage 

distribution and branch panel locations, MCCs, switchgear, and switchboard assemblies. All 

SPDs shall be tested and demonstrate suitability for application within ANSI/IEEE C62.41 

Category C, B, and A. 

9.16.1 SPD Type 

All SPDs installed on the line side of the service entrance disconnect shall be Type 1 SPDs. All 

SPDs installed on the load side of the service entrance disconnect shall be Type 1 or Type 2 

SPDs. 

9.16.2 Electrical Requirements 

9.16.2.1 Maximum Continuous Operating Voltage (MCOV) 

The MCOV shall not be less than 115% of the nominal system operating voltage. The 

suppression system shall incorporate thermally protected metal-oxide varistors (MOVs) as the 

core surge suppression component for the service entrance and all other distribution levels. The 

system shall not utilize silicon avalanche diodes, selenium cells, air gaps, or other components 

that may crowbar the system voltage leading to system upset or create any environmental 

hazards. 

9.16.2.2 Protection Modes 

The SPD must protect all modes of the electrical system being utilized. The required protection 

modes are indicated by bullets in the following: 

Configuration            L-N            L-G              L-L               N-G 

Wye                             ●                ●                  ●                   ● 

Delta                         N/A               ●                  ●                N/A 

Single Split Phase       ●                 ●                  ●                  ● 

High Leg Delta           ●                 ●                  ●                  ● 

9.16.2.3 Nominal Discharge Current (In) 

All SPDs applied to the distribution system shall have a 20kA Inrating regardless of their SPD 

Type (includes Types 1 and 2) or operating voltage. ANSI/UL 1449 3rd Edition Voltage 

Protection Rating (VPR) – The maximum ANSI/UL 1449 
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9.16.3 Electrical Demolition Work 

9.16.3.1 Interface with Existing  

Demolition work shall not disable existing electrical circuits to equipment that is to remain in 

place. Where necessary, design shall include temporary wiring to continue these circuits until 

final connections are complete. Reusing existing raceway for new or relocated equipment is not 

allowable unless the specific sequence constraints are listed in the project Request for Proposal 

(RFP) Section - Work Sequence. Add new raceway in these cases, the existing raceways will 

become spares. 

9.16.3.2 General 

Except for undisturbed wiring, all unused conductors shall be removed. All unused raceways in 

conduit racks shall be left in place and relabeled spare per the raceway schedule. Where 

exposed raceway conflicts with new work, the raceway shall be removed to the nearest 

coupling clear of the new installation. Where embedded raceway stub up conflicts with new 

work, it shall be cut off, ground flush and plugged with non-shrink grout on both ends. For 

abandoned embedded junction boxes, remove all conductors and install a blank cover inscribed 

"abandoned." 

9.17 Cable and Raceway Schedules 

Raceway numbering shall be issued for all systems – control, power, signal, fire alarm, PA, 

security, telephone, etc. -- with the exception of lighting and 120V receptacles which are 

unscheduled.  Please refer to District Guide Specification Section 26 05 00 COMMON WORK 

RESULTS FOR ELECTRICAL, Section 26 06 20.21 ELECTRICAL RACEWAY 

SCHEDULE and Section 26 06 20.25 ELECTRICAL CABLE SCHEDULE for specific 

numbering format. 

Any electrical box with more than two (2) raceways termination on it will require a unique tag 

number.   

All raceway numbering shall run from the power source to the equipment. 

New spare raceways or existing raceways abandoned in place shall be numbered with the prefix 

“X” and shown in the raceway schedule. All existing raceways to be removed shall be listed in 

a separate demolition schedule. 

Equipment numbers shall be included on all nameplates.  Electrical equipment numbering shall 

be coordinated with District staff to ensure numbers are not duplicated. Raceway numbers shall 

be assigned unique numbers associated with the equipment numbers the raceway is serving. 

Control block diagrams shall show the MCC, ACC, Control Panels and all control devices in 

block format. Diagrams shall list the equipment cable and raceway numbers and shall also 

show the type, number and gauge of all interconnecting control conductors. Control block 

diagrams are NOT part of the contract documents. These diagrams shall be submitted by the 

Designer to the District to aid the review of the cable and raceway schedules. 
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10.0 Instrumentation and Control Design 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide design conformity with previous District projects and 

standards.  

10.1 Codes and Standards 

The project shall be designed to comply with applicable portions of the codes and standards 

listed in Table 10-1 below and as described in this chapter.   Designer is to use the most current 

County-adopted code edition as posted to www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx up to 

submission of the Final Preliminary Design Report (PDR); the Designer is not responsible for 

any newer editions beyond Final PDR.  

Table 10-1. Codes and Standards for Instrumentation and Control Design 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 

CBC California Building Code 

CFC California Fire Code 

EIA Electronics Industries Alliance 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

IEEE  Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 

IES Illuminating Engineering Society 

ISA Instrumentation Systems and Automation 

NEC National Electric Code 

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

NFPA 70 National Electrical Code 

NFPA 72 Fire Alarm Signaling 

NFPA 820 Standard for Fire Protection in Wastewater Treatment and 

Collection Facilities 

NFPA 101 Life Safety Code 

TIA Telecommunications Industry Association 

UL Underwriters Laboratory 

 

10.2 Drawings 

District maintains a library of Common Contract Drawings for use on improvement projects. 

Review the drawings for project applicability and propose changes for particular project 

requirements.  The District also maintains a Master Set library of drawings that document the 

existing Plant Computer Control System (PCCS); these drawings are available by request for 

information only. 

10.3 Specifications 

District maintains a library of guide specifications and schedules for use on improvement 

projects.  Review the District Guide Specifications and schedules for project applicability and 

propose changes for particular project requirements.   

http://www.building.saccounty.net/pages/buildingcodes.aspx
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10.3.1 Plant Computer Control System Control Strategies and Programmable 
Logic Controller Control Narratives   

District Guide Specifications include PCCS Control Strategy and Programmable Logic 

Controller (PLC) Control Narrative standard format. The PCCS Control Strategies are 

descriptions of supervisory and regulatory control logic that is programmed in the Emerson 

Ovation distributed control system. PLC Control Narratives are descriptions of regulatory 

control logic that is to be programmed in an Allen-Bradley ControlLogix “Area” PLC.  

For the EchoWater projects, all supervisory control shall be documented in PCCS Control 

Strategies and all field equipment regulatory control shall be documented in PLC Control 

Narratives. For instances where there is no supervisory control program, the PCCS (Ovation) 

final control elements, I/O, alarms, and HMI monitoring and control descriptions can be 

included as separate paragraphs within a PLC Control Narrative; no separate PCCS Control 

Strategy is required when there is no supervisory control. 

Supervisory control is defined as control of multiple pieces of equipment and/or multiple 

processes. Regulatory control is defined as having direct connections with instruments and 

control of field equipment or as providing master PLC control over individual equipment PLCs 

such as master blower control PLC control over individual blower PLCs provided as part of the 

vendor’s control system. Regulatory control continues closed loop control after a 

communications failure with the supervisory control system based on maintaining the last good 

setpoint or supervisory command. While division of supervisory and regulatory control may 

need to be considered on a case by case basis by the District and designer staff, in general the 

following rules apply: 

1. All supervisory control of multiple dissimilar pieces of equipment or processes shall 

reside in the Ovation DCS and be documented in PCCS Control Strategies.  

2. All operator process monitoring and control graphics shall reside in the Ovation DCS. 

All operator accessible process, calculated, and alarm variables shall reside in the 

Ovation DCS and be documented in PCCS Control Strategies.  

3. All supervisory I/O points shall conform to the District standard point naming 

conventions included in the PCCS programming guide and documented in the I/O point 

schedule and PCCS Control Strategies.  

4. All master control of identical pieces of equipment or process trains shall be considered 

regulatory control and documented in PLC Control Narratives.  

5. All field device measurement and control shall be monitored and controlled by the 

regulatory controller and documented in PLC Control Narratives.  

6. All field device statuses shall be monitored and controlled by the regulatory controller 

and documented in PLC Control Narratives.  
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7. All local control panel, MCC, drive, actuator, and instrument statuses shall be 

monitored and controlled by the regulatory controller and documented in PLC Control 

Narratives. 

8. All alarm switches and emergency stop statuses shall be monitored and controlled by 

the regulatory controller and documented in PLC Control Narratives.  

9. All control, field device measurement and control, local control panel, MCC, drive, 

actuator, instrument, and alarm statuses for subsystem controllers shall be documented 

in the subsystem vendor package specification.  

10. All area PLC I/O points shall conform to the District standard point naming 

conventions included in the PCCS programming guide and documented in the I/O point 

schedule and PLC Control Narratives.  

11. All subsystem supplied PLCs (vendor package systems) shall be considered regulatory 

control, including all master PLCs provided with large subsystems which encompass 

multiple process trains.  

12. All subsystem PLC I/O points shall be provided with either the PCCS name that 

conforms to the District standard point naming conventions included in the PCCS 

programming guide and documented in the I/O point schedule and PLC Control 

Narratives, or the subsystem vendor standard I/O naming convention with the 

associated point alias field populated with the District standard PCCS name. 

10.3.2 Instrument and Input/Output Schedules 

The PCCS instrument schedule shall include all instruments connected to the Emerson Ovation 

controllers, area PLCs and subsystem PLCs. Subsystem supplied instruments shall be clearly 

identified as such in the PCCS instrument schedule. 

The PCCS input/output (I/O) schedule includes all hardwired and networked inputs and outputs 

that are to be programmed in the Emerson Ovation control system.  The PLC I/O schedule 

includes all hardwired and networked inputs and outputs that are to be programmed in the 

Allen-Bradley ControlLogix PLCs. The I/O schedules shall include all subsystem I/O 

associated with vendor package systems. Subsystem I/O shall be clearly identified as such in 

the PLC I/O schedule. 

Instrument and I/O schedules are developed by the designer specific for the improvement 

project.  As a minimum, identify the instrument parameters included in the guide specifications 

for the instrument, PCCS I/O, and PLC I/O schedules.  

10.3.3 Cable and Conduit Schedules 

Connection wire and location of exact panel terminations shall not be scheduled for wire within 

an Area Control Center (ACC) Control Room or facility Control System Room.  ACC 

supervisory and regulatory control cabinets shall be considered as a single cabinet, for the 
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raceway and cable schedule preparation. Connecting wiring between these cabinets shall not be 

in the raceway and cable schedule, it is part of the installer’s detailed design. In general, 

Profibus-networked instruments and motorized valve actuators use Profibus network cable to 

connect from the field to the PLC panel, and motor starters, variable frequency drives, 

switches, and power monitoring devices use industrial Ethernet cable to connect to the area A/B 

PLC network fanout switches. In addition, hardwired discrete and analog signals utilize 

individual signal cables from the primary and final elements to connect to the PLC control 

panel. All cable and conduit schedules shall be coordinated with the Cable and Raceway 

Schedule section in Chapter 9 of these Design Guidelines.  

10.3.4 PCCS and PLC Programming Standards 

The District has PCCS Programming Standards and PLC Programming Standards that shall be 

referenced from the specifications and followed by the Ovation and PLC programmers.   

10.4 Plant Computer Control System 

The Plant Computer Control System (PCCS) is a combination of an Emerson Process 

Management Ovation distributed process control system providing supervisory control and 

SCADA related functions, and one or more Allen-Bradley ControlLogix PLC(s) providing 

process area regulatory control. The general arrangement of the control system is shown on 

District Common Contract drawings.  

The existing Plant Control Center (PCC), located in the influent/effluent pump building, 

provides operational supervision and process control for SRWTP and Interceptor Pumps 

Stations and Facilities (Interceptor PSF). Refer to the District’s Existing SRWTP Site Plan in 

the Common Contract Drawings, for the location of each process area, and the District’s Master 

Set drawings that document the existing PCCS.  

10.4.1 Existing Area Control Center Configurations 

The existing PCCS Emerson Ovation control system equipment runs on Solaris operating 

software and SPARC processors. The District is replacing this hardware and software with 

Microsoft Windows software and compatible hardware prior to implementation of any 

EchoWater Project PCCS expansion. 

Existing ACCs have backup control panels for local monitoring and control of equipment, refer 

to Table 10-2 below for locations and a list of equipment.  Typical backup control panels have 

analog controllers and indicators manufactured by Fisher-Porter and Yokogawa, and discrete 

controllers “Discrete Control Station Assemblies (DCSA)” for controlling on/off type devices. 

Field wiring terminations for backup control panels are shown on District Standard Drawings.  
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Table 10-2. Equipment within the SRWTP 

PCCS 

Equipment Type Building Location Treatment Processes 

PCCS Redundant Controllers (Primary Drop/Secondary Drop) 

Controllers: Area 1 (ACC 1) Influent/Effluent Building  X01 Control Room  Influent Pumping (RTP) 

 Effluent Pumping (RTP) 

 Reclaimed Water: WRL-WRH-

WHWS (RTP) 

 ESB-D (A/B) 

 Boiler Room (A/B) 

 Barscreens & Grinding (A/B) 

Controllers: Area 2 (ACC 2) Influent/Effluent Building X02 Control Room  Influent Pumping (RTP) 

 Effluent Pumping (RTP)  

 Scum & Grit Removal 

 Potable and Non-potable Water: 

WN, WP (RTP) 

 Reclaimed Water Filter: 
WRF(A/B) 

 Walnut Grove TP (A/B) 

 Boiler Fdwater: BRF (A/B) 

 I-6 Alarms (A/B) 

 Headworks: Barscreens 

Dewatering and Disposal (A/B)  

 Utility & Service Air (RTP) 

Controllers: Area 3 (ACC 3) Primary Treatment Building X03 Control Room Primary Treatment (RTP) 

Controllers: Area 4 (ACC 4 /ACC 

11) 

Secondary Treatment 

Building South 

X04 Control Room  Secondary Treatment (RTP) 

 West Secondary Substation  

 Recirculation compressor room 

(RTP) 

 Waste pumping (RTP) 

 Classifying selector (RTP) 

Controllers: Area 5 (ACC 5 and 

ACC 6) 

Chemical Building X05 Control Room  Chemical Handling (RTP) 

 Railyard Cl2/SO2 Leak Detect 

Controllers: Area 7 (ACC 7) Oxygen Generation Building X07 Control Room  O2 Generation (RTP) 

 O2 Substation xx (A/B) 

Controllers: Area 8 (ACC 8) Solids Building X08 Control Room  Sludge Digestion & Disposal 
(RTP) 

 Solids Storage Basin (RTP) and 
(A/B) 

 Gravity Belt Thickener 

 Main Substation (A/B) 

 FOG 

 Weather Station (A/B) 

 L-DLD (A/B) 

Controllers: Area 9 (ACC 9) Outfall Building X09 Control Room  Outfall (RTP) 

 AVM (RTP) 

 Caustic/Bisulfite Feed (A/B) 

 River Flowmeter (A/B) 

Controllers: Area 8 (ACC 10, 

ACC 13 and ACC 14) 

Solids Building X08 Control Room  Sludge (RTP) 

 Main Substation (RTP) 

 Gas Handling (RTP) 
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PCCS 

Equipment Type Building Location Treatment Processes 

 Sludge & Gas (A/B) 

Controllers: Area 12 (ACC 12) Secondary Treatment 

Building North 

X12 Control Room North Secondary CO Tanks (RTP & A/B) 

PCCS Servers 

Primary Data Historian Influent/Effluent Building Computer Room 
 

Secondary Data Historian Maintenance Building Server Room 
 

Primary Computational Server Influent/Effluent Building Computer Room 
 

Secondary Computational Server Maintenance Building Server Room 
 

NMS  Influent/Effluent Building Computer Room 
 

Firewall Influent/Effluent Building Computer Room 
 

NTP Influent/Effluent Building Computer Room 
 

Online Software Server Influent/Effluent Building Computer Room 
 

PCCS Engineering and Administrative Workstations 

Workstation Operations & Engineering 
Building 

Plant Manager’s 
Office 

 

Workstation Operations & Engineering 

Building 

OPS/ENG G/F 

Library Area 

 

Workstation CES Trailer CES Group 
 

Workstation Maintenance Building CES Group 
 

Workstation Operations & Engineering 

Building 

OPS/ENG G/F 

PCCS Cubicle 

 

Workstation Operations & Engineering 

Building 

OPS/ENG G/F 

PCCS Cubicle 

 

Workstation Operations & Engineering 

Building 

O&M Manager II 

Office 

 

Workstation Maintenance Building Mechanical Shop 
 

Workstation Maintenance Storage Electric Shop 
 

Workstation 69kV Main Electrical 
Substation 

Main Substation 
 

Workstation Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

Workstation Operations & Engineering 
Building 

OPS/ENG G/F 
Hallway 

 

Workstation Operations & Engineering 

Building 

OPS/ENG Admin 

(floats) 

 

Workstation Influent/Effluent Building O&M Manager I 

Office 

 

Workstation Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

PCCS Operations and Programming Workstations 

Workstation – 1 Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

Workstation – 2 Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

Workstation – 3 Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

Workstation – 4 Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

Workstation – 5 Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

Workstation – 6 Influent/Effluent Building PCC 
 

Workstation Influent/Effluent Building X01 Control Room 
 

Workstation ESB-D Substation Building ESB-D Substation 

Building 
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PCCS 

Equipment Type Building Location Treatment Processes 

Workstation Primary Treatment Building X03 Control Room 
 

Workstation Primary Treatment Auxiliary 

Tunnel 

X03 Auxiliary 

Tunnel 

 

Workstation Secondary Treatment 
Building North 

X12 Control Room 
 

Workstation Secondary Treatment 

Building South 

X04 Control Room 
 

Workstation Water Reclamation Building WRF Control Room 
 

Workstation Secondary Treatment Tunnel  X04 Tunnel 
 

Workstation Chemical Building X05 Control Room 
 

Workstation Oxygen Generation Building X07 Control Room 
 

Workstation Solids Building X08 Control Room 
 

Workstation Outfall Building X09 Control Room 
 

Workstation Influent/Effluent Building SE HCC 1 
 

Workstation Influent/Effluent Building SE HCC 2 
 

Workstation – 1 Influent/Effluent Building Programmer Area 
 

Workstation – 2 Influent/Effluent Building Programmer Area 
 

Workstation – 3 Influent/Effluent Building Programmer Area 
 

Workstation – 4 Influent/Effluent Building Programmer Area 
 

Workstation – 5 Influent/Effluent Building Programmer Area 
 

Workstation – 6 Influent/Effluent Building Programmer Area 
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The existing PCCS I/O subsystem consists of mostly RTP I/O, but includes some Allen-

Bradley PLC5 I/O and Modicon PLC I/O. Existing PCCS controllers communicate with RTP 

I/O through a dedicated network switch over an Ethernet connection to one or more RTP 

Ethernet I/O Board Controllers (EIOBC) resident in the RTP I/O chassis. The EIOBC 

communicates with the RTP I/O cards over the RTP I/O backplane. The RTP I/O subsystem 

utilizes a pulse train output to the analog loop controller to raise/lower the analog output 

generated by the loop controller. The RTP I/O subsystem sends discrete output commands to 

the DCSA modules, which are wired to field devices.  

The DCSA modules provide backup operation interface and can perform interlock functions for 

discrete devices. Local equipment control selector switches are provided on the DCSA modules 

and at local control stations adjacent to the field equipment.   

Existing ACCs also have Beta-Alarm annunciator panels. All alarms are hardwired from either 

the RTP or Allen Bradley I/O to the annunciator panel. ACC 9 and ACC 14 utilize Allen 

Bradley Panel View HMI interfaces instead of panel-mounted loop controllers.  

No new EchoWater Project ACC shall use the existing ACC configuration. The use of backup 

control panels and RTP I/O are legacies that shall not be included in any future ACC design. 

10.4.2 Modifications to Existing ACC Backup Panels 

Refer to District Common Contract Drawings.  

Demolition work shall not disable existing control circuits that are to remain in place during the 

modification work. Where necessary, design shall include temporary wiring to continue these 

circuits until final connections are complete. Reusing existing raceway for new or relocated 

equipment is not allowable unless the specific sequence constraints are listed in the project 

Request for Proposal (RFP) Section - Work Sequence. Add new raceway in these cases, the 

existing raceways will become spares. All demolition work shall be coordinated with other 

sections of the District Design Guidelines. 

The addition of any new I/O to an existing ACC shall use either Emerson Ovation I/O modules 

or Allen-Bradley PLC I/O cards depending on the type and complexity of monitoring and 

control functionality being added. 

In the very rare case where the design requires expansion with existing ACC panel mounted 

backup controllers and/or RTP I/O (and the District approves of expanding with non-Ovation 

I/O), the District will provide the additional RTP I/O cards, chassis, and any panel mounted 

backup analog or discrete controllers. The District standard panel mounted loop control is a 

Yokogawa YS1700. The District standard RTP I/O to a panel mounted loop controller utilizes 

pulse train outputs connected to the loop controller to raise/lower the loop controller analog 

output controlling the valve actuator or other field device. The District standard panel mounted 

discrete output controller is a DCSA module. A local equipment control selector switch will be 

provided on the DCSA module and at the local control station adjacent to the field equipment. 
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10.4.3 Interceptor Pump Station and Facilities Equipment 

The Interceptor Pump Station and Facilities (PS&F) SCADA system communicates with the 

PCCS through redundant Ovation SCADA servers located in the computer room adjacent to the 

PCC. The preferred system architecture at an offsite facility includes a Modicon Quantum PLC 

with a PanelMate HMI interface. All regulatory controls reside locally in the PS&F’s PLC. 

Refer to Interceptor PS&F operational strategies which include a PLC Control Narrative 

describing the controls at existing facilities. The PCCS monitors and provides supervisory 

control with Interceptor PS&F PLCs over an Ethernet connection to the Interceptor PS&F 

station. The communication link to all large interceptor pumping stations, which have a PCCS 

workstation, is a T1 leased telephone line; some of these pump stations (N50, N51, and N19) 

have either a licensed (N51) or an unlicensed (N50 and N19) radio link.  All other interceptor 

pumping stations and facilities have a DS0 leased telephone line. The facilities are described 

below in Table 10-3. 

Table 10-3. Interceptor Pump Station & Facilities (Interceptor PS&F) 

Facility Name Facility Description Facility Location 

N015 North East Siphon Inlet Structure Located immediately south of the entrance gate 

to the Northeast Pump Station, 1000 River Walk 
Way. (299-B3) 

N016 North East Siphon Outlet Structure Located on the north side of Mira Del Rio Dr., 

west of 9539 Mira Del Rio Dr. (299-B4) 

N018 North East Chlorination Station Located at 1000 River Walk Way (299-B3) 

N019* Arden Sewage Pumping Station Located at 1021 Howe Avenue (298-C3) 

N020 Arden Force Main Oxygen Structure Located on west side of So. Watt Avenue 900’ 
south of Jackson Road. (318-H3) 

N040* Iron Point Pumping Station Located on the south side of Iron Point Rd. at 

Buckingham Way. (281-E2) 

N050* South River Pump Station (316-E7) 

N051* New Natomas Pump Station (277-A4) 

N052 Power Inn Pump Station (318-D4) 

N053* Van Maren Lift Station (259-F3) 

N054 Cherry Lane Pump Station (257-J3) 

S023 San No. 2 Sewage Pumping Station Located on east side of Elvas Freeway at north 

Levee of American River. Access at exit from 
Cal Expo Blvd at freeway underpass. (297-J2) 

S030 Natomas Sewage Pumping Station Located north of intersection of San Juan Rd and 

Airport Rd, east side of Airport Rd. (277-A4) 

S033* Cordova Sewage Pumping Station Located at the former Cordova Treatment Plant, 

northwest off Coloma Rd to west end of Chase 

Dr. (299-E1) 

S055 Northeast Sewage Pumping Station Located at 1000 River Walk Way (299-B3) 

S078 Mather Sewage Pumping Station Located adjacent to Mather AFB along the 

easterly extension of Kiefer Blvd. 800 ft east of 
Happy Lane (319-D2) 
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10.5 Area Control Centers and Control System Rooms 

10.5.1 ACC Networks 

The ACC networks include the following physically separated networks: 

 PCCS Networks: There will be a PCCS A Network and a PCCS B Network. These 

PCCS networks will be configured as a redundant star topology with rapid spanning tree 

protocol. The PCCS A Network will connect to the PCCS root switch and the PCCS B 

Network will connect to the PCCS backup root switch. PCCS Network A will share the 

same backbone cable as PLC A Network but communicate over dedicated fibers. PCCS 

B Network and PLC B Network will share a fiber optic cable as well, and communicate 

independently over dedicated fibers. 

 PLC Networks: There will be a PLC A Network and a PLC B Network. These PLC 

networks will be configured as a redundant star topology with rapid spanning tree 

protocol. The PLC A Network will connect to the PLC A Network root switch and the 

PLC B Network will connect to the PLC B Network backup root switch. PLC A 

Network will share the same backbone cable as PCCS A Network but communicate 

over dedicated fibers. PLC B Network and PCCS B Network will share a fiber optic 

cable as well, and communicate independently over dedicated fibers. 

 Maintenance Networks: This network includes virtual private networks for the 

following applications: Power Management, Vibration Monitoring, HVAC, Fire Alarm, 

and PLC Programming. The maintenance network is configured as a non-redundant star 

topology with rapid spanning tree protocol. The Maintenance A Network will connect to 

the Maintenance A Network root switch and the Maintenance B Network will connect 

to the Maintenance B Network backup root switch. Maintenance A Network will share 

the same backbone cable as the PCCS A and PLC A Networks but communicate over 

dedicated fibers. Maintenance B Network will share the same backbone cable as the 

PCCS B and PLC B Networks but communicate over dedicated fibers 

 MIS Network: This network is configured as a star topology and supports District 

standard security system software, MIS business applications, and voice over IP 

telephony applications. 

 CCTV Network: This network is configured as a star topology and supports District 

standard closed-circuit television (CCTV) system software. 

 PA System: The public address (PA) system communicates via proprietary protocol 

over fiber optic cable to distributed public address system equipment.  

 

The PCCS has two physically separate networks, the PCCS network connects all of the 

Emerson Ovation DCS components together as an integrated system and the PLC network 

connects all of the area PLCs and subsystem PLCs together as an integrated system. The PCCS 

and PLC networks are connected through routers and switches in each Area Control Center 

(ACC). Both the PCCS network and the PLC network are configured as redundant star 

networks that utilizes root and backup root switches.  
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In addition to plant-wide the PCCS local area network (LAN), the PCCS includes a 

telecommunications and radio based wide area network (WAN) for communications with the 

Interceptor PFS.  This network is managed by the PCCS Support group and Control Shop.  The 

LAN connects all of the Ovation operator/engineering workstations, Ovation servers, Ovation 

controllers, and Ovation SCADA system.  The WAN connects the Ovation DCS via the 

Ovation SCADA servers to each of the remote SRCSD interceptor facility LANs. 

The PCCS network shall utilize Emerson supplied network equipment and shall be installed by 

the construction contractor but connected and programmed by Emerson staff. The PLC network 

shall conform to IT network equipment standards and shall utilize IT standard networking 

equipment. The contractor shall install and connect the PLC network equipment, but the 

network equipment shall be programmed by District IT staff. Industrial networking equipment 

supplied with PLC control panels may be non-IT standards industrial equipment and specified 

in the PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS Specification Section 40 63 43. 

District is planning to install additional single mode (SM) fiber cables between existing plant-

wide backbone network fiber optic panels to increase the fiber availability and to migrate the 

PCCS, PLC, and Maintenance networks to SM fibers from their existing multimode (MM) 

fibers to support gbit/s network communication speed. 

The preferred fiber optic cables for expanding the fiber optic backbone network are two 96-

strand SM cables. New cables are to be terminated with LC connectors and connect to fiber 

optic termination panels distributed throughout the plant. All fiber optic strands shall be 

terminated at each end at the fiber optic patch panel.  

The preferred fiber optic cables for expanding from a backbone network fiber optic patch panel 

to another area as a spur off the backbone shall be one fiber optic cable with 48-strands of SM 

fibers.   

Check with the District for availability of existing backbone fibers. Fiber optic patch cables on 

existing FO termination panel are installed by the District. Fiber optic cables are to be 

scheduled on the conduit and cable schedule. FO patch cables should connect between the FO 

patch panels and FO ports on switches, routers, and other networked equipment. The use of FO 

media converters should be avoided wherever possible. Extensions to the FO system shall be 

shown on the project drawings. FO termination panels are documented on the X-401 series 

project drawings and shall include front view with cabinet size, material list and nameplate 

engraving schedule. Refer to District Standard Drawings. 

10.5.2 New ACC Arrangement 

The preferred ACC arrangement consists of separate spaces for an operations Control Room, a 

control systems room (CS Room), and an Electrical Equipment Room. The Control Room shall 

include working space for an operations crew with maintenance and operations supervisor 

offices and common space for operations meetings. The Control Room equipment shall include 

two PCCS workstations each with one or two large monitors (specific size to be determined at 

the time of design), one MIS workstation, printer, fire alarm panel and other system interfaces 
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and communication tools as determined by the needs of Operations in that area. The CS Room 

shall be a secured area and shall include all PCCS and auxiliary systems. The network 

equipment shall include all network media (cable and jumpers), routers, switches, termination 

panels, computers, and equipment racks, with the exception of operator workstation and 

printers located in the Control Room. In addition, the CS Room will include the PCCS and 

auxiliary equipment including: an Emerson Ovation DCS control panel, an Area PLC control 

panel, PCCS or auxiliary system servers, access control panel, HVAC control panel, UPS, and 

public address amplifier panel. The electrical equipment room shall include all equipment 

described in the Electrical Rooms section of Chapter 9 of these District Design Guidelines. 

ACC design shall be coordinated with the architectural design guidelines presented in 

Chapter 4 and the electrical design guidelines included in Chapter 9. 

Smaller process areas shall be provided with a secure CS Room and Electrical Equipment 

Room, but not a Control Room. The small process area CS Room will as a minimum include 

PCCS and PLC networking equipment, an Area PLC control panel (optionally supplied with a 

panel mounted PC running Emerson Ovation HMI software), and UPS. The minimal PCCS and 

PLC networking equipment shall include a fiber optic termination panel for termination of the 

fiber optic cable connecting the small process area building with its associated ACC, and 

switches for connecting the redundant PLCs to the PLC-A and PLC-B networks, and 

optionally, switches for connecting the panel mounted and/or operator workstation HMI(s) to 

the PCCS-A and PCCS-B networks.    

The Operators will control the large and small area processes from the PCC, and operator 

workstations in the ACC Control Room.  Subsystem control panels shall be equipped with 

panel mounted PCs running Emerson Ovation HMI software. 

10.6 PCCS Ovation and Area PLC Controllers 

All new process improvement projects will include an Emerson Ovation controller for 

supervisory control and one or more Allen-Bradley ControlLogix PLC(s) for regulatory 

control. See the Plant Computer Control System Control Strategies and Programmable Logic 

Controller Control Narratives section above for clarification on assignment of control to 

supervisory or regulatory controller.  

The PCCS and PLC network equipment, network interface, and network connections are shown 

schematically on Figure 10-1 below.  
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Figure 10-1.  PCCS and PLC Network Connections 
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10.6.1 Supervisory Controllers 

Supervisory control panels shall be supplied by Emerson Process Management and shall 

conform to standard control panel specifications. Redundant Emerson Ovation controllers shall 

provide supervisory control for each new ACC. The most current version of Ovation controller 

that is compatible with the currently operating software running on the PCCS shall be selected 

for supervisory controllers.  

The interface standard to the Ovation distributed control system shall be EtherNet/IP protocol 

over Ethernet networks.  

10.6.1.1 Ovation Ethernet Link Controllers 

Ovation Ethernet Link Controller (ELC) module is the primary communications interface 

between the Emerson Ovation supervisory control system and the Allen-Bradley PLC 

regulatory control system. To maximize data throughput for this interface, field data flows from 

the PLC to the PLC network as EtherNet/IP protocol and from the PLC network to the ELC 

module where it is converted from EtherNet/IP to Ovation protocol. The Ovation protocol data 

then is routed from the ELC module through the PLC network to the PCCS network and to the 

Ovation controller. The performance of Ovation/Allen-Bradley communications will dictate the 

number of ELC modules required for this interface. The Ovation software version will support 

direct access of RSLogix tags for incorporation into the Ovation database. Ovation database I/O 

will be incorporated into supervisory control strategies, operator graphics, alarms, trends, and 

supervisory reports. The connections and data flows for one of the two redundant PCCS and 

PLC networks are shown on Figure 10-2 below.  

 

Ovation
Controller

Ovation I/O: Ovation 
Proprietary Communications

PCCS (Ovation) Network

PLC I/O: EtherNet/IP
Communications

Allen 
Bradley

Allen 
Bradley

ELC

PCCS Net Switch

PLC Net 
Router

PLC Net Switch

 
Figure 10-2.  Ethernet Link Controller Cabling and Data Flows 
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In addition, through the PLC network interface, the ELC module will communicate with power 

quality meters, VFDs, motor starter Smart overloads and motor management relays. The 

protocol for all of these Ethernet interfaces is the ODVA Ethernet Industrial Protocol 

(EtherNet/IP). Where EtherNet/IP is not supported by the field device, Open Modbus TCP/IP is 

preferred.    

In addition to the hardwired I/O shown on the P&IDs for an area UPS, the UPS shall be 

connected to the ACC traffic switch and shall utilize Simple Network Management Protocol 

(SNMP) for monitoring ACC UPS status from the PCCS. 

10.6.2 Area Programmable Logic Controllers 

The Area PLCs will be Allen-Bradley ControlLogix. As a minimum, each redundant PLC pair 

will communicate with both PLC networks and be capable of bumplessly failing over from the 

primary PLC to the redundant PLC when there is a primary PLC failure. 

EtherNet/IP will be the standard protocol used for the Ovation to Allen-Bradley interface. The 

PCCS supervisory Ovation controllers will communicate with the ControlLogix PLCs via 

Ethernet connections to the redundant PLC networks using EtherNet/IP protocol. Emerson 

Ovation software v3.6 or higher supports accessing native Allen Bradley ControlLogix tags 

using the EtherNet/IP interface. The PLC will be programmed in ladder logic wherever 

possible and will follow best practices for structured programming and District PLC 

programming standards.  

Ethernet networks will be used to communicate between the redundant PLC networks and 

MCC motor starters, VFDs, and power quality monitors. The Ethernet network connections to 

the PLC networks are shown schematically in Figure 10-3. MCCs may include redundant 

industrial network switches (District standard is Allen-Bradley Stratix switches) which are 

connected to the PLC networks.  Power quality information is routed from the PLC networks to 

the Maintenance network at the PCC-Annex and the Administration Building to communicate 

power quality data from power quality meters, VFDs, motor starter smart overloads, and motor 

management relays to the District’s power monitoring software. The redundant industrial 

network switches also support multiple protocols should there be some devices communicating 

via Open Modbus TCP/IP as well as EtherNet/IP protocol.  
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Figure 10-3. Ethernet Fieldbus Network Connections 

 

10.6.3 Subsystem Programmable Logic Controllers 

Subsystem PLCs are standardized equipment and are required to be either Allen-Bradley 

ControlLogix or CompactLogix PLCs, based on the number of I/O and the complexity of the 

control logic. The subsystem ControlLogix PLCs will communicate with both PLC networks. 

Subsystems that are supplied with a master PLC shall have the master PLC be a ControlLogix 

PLC and it shall communicate with both PLC networks.  Slave ControlLogix or CompactLogix 

PLCs associated with the subsystem shall communicate with each other and the master PLC 

over one of the PLC Networks. EtherNet/IP will be the standard protocol used for subsystem 

PLCs communicating with Ovation. The subsystem PLC will be programmed in ladder logic, 

and programming will follow District PLC programming standards and industry best practices 

for structured PLC programming. 

10.7 PLC I/O Subsystems 

The preferred fieldbus network to connect all of the instruments and motorized valve actuators 

to the PLC is Profibus. Profibus DP is the preferred protocol to connect the PLC to all valves 

and Profibus PA is the preferred fieldbus network to connect the PLC to all instruments. A 

Profibus PA segment is limited to a maximum of ten instruments. A Profibus PA segment can 
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be configured as either a daisy chain or star configuration. If a daisy chain configuration is 

designed, all instruments shall be connected using a “T” connection that allows communication 

to all other instruments should one instrument fail. In addition, the Profibus network design 

shall include redundant power for all Profibus connected communications and support for 

redundant ControlLogix PLC masters that ensures there is no loss of Profibus data when the 

primary PLC fails and the secondary PLC takes control. 

Hardwired field equipment and instrumentation shall be terminated to the area PLC(s) as 

follows: all of the I/O associated with a single piece of equipment shall be terminated on a 

single I/O card wherever possible, and I/O associated with redundant equipment shall never be 

terminated on the same I/O card. Redundant equipment shall have two independent 

communication paths to the PLC.  

Profibus and Ethernet networked field equipment and instrumentation shall be segregated to 

follow the split power buses, e.g. pumps 1 and 3 powered by the A-Bus may share one fieldbus 

network and pumps 2 and 4 powered by the B-Bus may share a separate fieldbus network, but 

you would never have one fieldbus shared by pumps 1 and 2 or pumps 3 and 4.  

If no Profibus instrument is available for a specific application, discrete and analog I/O shall be 

hardwired to the PLC or PLC remote I/O. Discrete I/O shall utilize 120Vac I/O modules (with 

the exception of 4kV and 12kV switchgear which shall utilize 125Vdc I/O modules). Non-

fieldbus networked analog I/O shall utilize 4-20 mA, thermocouple, or RTD I/O modules that 

support the HART protocol.  

ACC preliminary design shall include an estimate of the total I/O point count expected to be 

programmed in the PLC to enable the District to determine the required PLC resources.  

Field located local control stations are to be provided with all new equipment for backup 

operations.  

10.7.1 Electrical Equipment I/O 

Data monitoring and control I/O points for electrical equipment shall be as specified in Chapter 

9 of these Design Guidelines. 

10.7.2 Subsystem PLC I/O 

The subsystem packaged equipment PLC I/O shall follow the same design standards as the 

Area PLC I/O.   

10.8 Auxiliary Networks 

Currently, there are four main Auxiliary Networks in use within the Sacramento Regional 

County Sanitation District (SRCSD): Management Information Systems (MIS) network, 

Maintenance network, and Public Address System network. A block diagram of the various 

ACC network logical connections is shown on Figure 10-4. 
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Figure 10-4. ACC Networks Block Diagram 

 

The MIS network is the general purpose network managed by the Sanitation Districts Agency 

IT group and the County of Sacramento Department of Technology (DTech).  This network 

provides all SRCSD personnel with email services, storage services, printer services, Voice 

over Internet Protocol (VoIP phone services), Public Address (PA), and Access Control System 

network.   

The Maintenance network includes separate VLANS for the fire alarm system, Heating 

Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system, PLC5 Programmable Logic Controllers 

(PLCs) programming, and Analog TV.  This network is managed by the Control Shop. 

The CCTV network includes all IP-based security cameras and the Network Digital Video 

Recording (NDVR) system. 

The Open Net network includes all remote internet access points. 
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All IT networks shall conform to IT network equipment standards and shall utilize IT standard 

networking equipment. The contractor shall install and connect auxiliary network equipment, 

but the network equipment shall be programmed by District IT staff. 

10.9 Power Quality Monitoring System 

The District currently has a Power Quality Monitoring System that connects the power 

monitoring devices to the end users devices via the PCCS and maintenance networks. 

Switchgear main and feeders are monitored with power quality meters with dual integrated 

Ethernet ports and Embedded Web Server.  MCC motor loads are monitored with motor 

management relays, VFDs, and motor starter smart overloads.  All monitoring devices shall be 

connected to the PLC networks, segregated from other network traffic via VLAN, and routed to 

the power quality monitoring system server on the Maintenance network. 

As shown on Figure 10-4, the power quality meters, motor starters, and VFDs are logically 

connected to both the PLCs and the Maintenance network so power monitoring devices with a 

single Ethernet Port connected to a PLC network will be accessible from both the PCCS 

Networks through the PLCs, and from the Maintenance network.  

10.9.1 Power Quality Monitoring Devices and Network 

Power quality monitor devices include power quality meters, motor monitoring relays, VFDs, 

and motor starter smart overloads shall communicate over the PLC networks.  These devices 

shall be segregated to follow the split power buses; for example, VFDs for pumps 1 and 3 

powered by the A-Bus may share one fieldbus network and VFDs for pumps 2 and 4 powered 

by the B-Bus may share a separate fieldbus network, but one fieldbus would never be shared by 

VFDs for pumps 1 and 2 or for pumps 3 and 4.   

Power quality meters are on all switchgear mains and feeder breakers.   

Low voltage MCCs and medium voltage MCC motor management relays, VFDs, and motor 

starter Smart overloads are connected to PLC Networks for power quality monitoring. 

10.9.2 Power Quality Monitoring Servers and End User Devices 

10.9.2.1 Power Quality Monitoring Servers 

The power monitoring server collects historical data and monitors real-time points via the 

Maintenance network and connects to end user’s devices via the PLC network.    

The existing PCCS Enterprise Data Server (EDS) collects PCCS historical data and monitors 

real-time points via the PCCS network. Power monitoring field data is routed through the PLC 

network, the Ovation Ethernet Link Controller (ELC) module and Ovation software to the EDS.   

Remote webservers such as, (1) Energy Profiler Online Web Server by Schneider Electric, (2) 

District power monitoring webserver, and (3) monitoring device embedded webserver will 

connect end-users devices to power monitoring devices over the MIS Network in the future.   

Web-based monitoring is configured to transmit power quality data available on Maintenance 
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Networks to a remote web server over the MIS network.  Recorded data shall be compatible 

with the power management host software.   

10.9.2.2 Power Quality Monitoring End User Devices 

End-users include laptops and remote desktops. 

Local laptops loaded with power management host software shall plug into the front of the 

meters to access data and diagnostics information. 

Remote desktops loaded with power quality monitoring host software shall access the power 

quality meters, VFDs, motor starter overloads, and motor management relays via the PLC 

Network directly or via the MIS or Maintenance networks. 

10.9.2.3 Power Quality Monitoring Points 

Power quality monitoring available on the maintenance network, routed through the PLC 

network, shall consist of the minimum power quality points: over/under voltage, harmonic 

spectrum, power factor, phase and line voltage, phase and line current, voltage and current 

unbalance, kW , kVAR, kVA, kWh, kVARh, kVAh, frequency, kW demand, kVAR demand, 

kVA demand, THD and crest factor. All power quality monitoring points shall be capable of 

being sampled and trended. 

Power quality monitoring points communicated to the PCCS network through the PLCs (as 

shown in Figure 10-3) shall consist of Amps, kV, kW and THD.  

10.10 Local Controls 

Local control is required for all equipment with minor exceptions. Local controls vary in size 

and complexity depending on specific equipment requirements and include: control stations 

furnished under the electrical system, typically Hand-Off-Auto (HOA) switches, critical 

interlock status lights, reset buttons, and ready lights near the controlled equipment.  Run lights 

shall be included at control station for submersible or remotely located motors. Where a local 

emergency stop function is required, it shall be accomplished with an E-stop button.  

10.10.1 Local Controls Furnished under Electrical System 

Local controls are documented on the plan drawings, control and logic diagrams, and P&IDs. 

Where 120Vac power is required for a single device motor drive, the local control panel power 

shall be derived from the MCC control circuit. 

10.10.2 Local Subsystem Controls Furnished with Mechanical or Process 
Equipment 

Subsystem vendor packaged system controls are documented on the plan drawings, control and 

logic diagrams, and P&IDs. Some equipment furnished with manufacturer’s standard control 

panels requires certain modifications that are not manufacturer’s standard options to integrate 

into the Area PLCs. Show all interface points on the P&IDs (typically Start, Stop, Ready, 

Running and Trouble) and specify those interface requirements be networked or hardwired to 
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terminal blocks in the equipment technical specification. Custom control panels shall reference 

the CONTROL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT PANELS AND RACKS Specification 

Section 40 67 00 for the detailed control panel requirements. Equipment technical specification 

submittal requirements shall include PLC Control Narratives for the subsystem equipment and 

typical control panel requirements. Where 120Vac power is required for a single device motor 

drive, the local control panel power shall be derived from the MCC control circuit. If two or 

more devices are controlled a separate circuit from an instrument power panel shall be utilized 

for power.  Subsystem I/O shall be specified in the PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC 

CONTROLLER INPUT/OUTPUT Specification Section 40 61 93.20, and the subsystem 

instrumentation shall be specified in the SCHEDULES OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR 

PROCESS SYSTEMS Specification Section 40 06 70. 

10.10.3 Safety Interlocks 

Safety interlocks shall conform to all applicable codes and standards. For covered process areas 

like the chemical storage and digester gas areas, the safety interlocks will be reviewed for 

conformance to NFPA 79 and will be configured in a manner that avoids adverse consequences 

to personnel safety, health, and the environment. Safety interlocks can be either hardwired or 

for a group of interlocks programmed in a safety rated programmable logic controller. 

Process interlocks or equipment protection interlocks are not considered safety interlocks and 

can be either hard wired or for a group of interlocks programmed in a standard programmable 

logic controller.  

10.10.4 Noncritical Alarms and Interlocks 

Noncritical alarms may be generated by discrete outputs from a field device, PLC or processing 

of an analog value for a trip point. The "READY" status shall be satisfied when all switches 

and interlocks are in the normal status.  The "RUNNING" status shall be obtained through 

auxiliary contact closure from the motor contactor or pilot relay.   

10.11 Instrumentation 

Edit District Guide Specifications for appropriate operating ranges and compatibility of 

materials. List all instruments in the SCHEDULES OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR 

PROCESS SYSTEMS Specification Section 40 06 70. In preliminary design, consider the 

necessity for instrument redundancy for efficient operation, to meet regulatory requirements, 

and operator safety. 

10.11.1 Standardized Equipment and Instruments 

The District’s table of standardized equipment and instruments is found in Appendix A of the 

Design Contract Requirements for EchoWater Projects.  This table has not been updated to 

reflect model numbers for equipment connected via Profibus networks.  Designers to update 

table with appropriate smart instrument model numbers. 
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10.11.2 Temperature Measurement 

Temperature measuring elements shall be filled system, bimetallic, thermocouple or three-wire 

platinum RTD bulb elements as the application shall warrant per Table 10-4. In general, type 

316 stainless steel protective wells shall be a minimum requirement. High temperature 

environments shall require Inconel thermal wells. The thermal bulb dimensions, measurement 

span, speed of response and accuracy will influence the final selection for temperature element. 

Table 10-4.  Temperature Element Application Guidelines 

Element Service Range Typical Application 

RTD  Below 500°F 

Wastewater process temperature 
transmitter 

Bimetallic 600°F maximum Local temperature gage 

Thermocouple – T Type <500°F Liquid Oxygen Temperature Monitor 

Filled System 500°F maximum 

Remote-mounted local temperature 
gage  

Thermocouple – K Type >500°F Flare temperature monitor 

Vapor Pressure Thermal 

Element  

Contact the District I&C Engineer for applicable 

service range Temperature switch 

 

10.11.3 Pressure Measurement 

Pressure switches shall generally be diaphragm piston type. Pressure transmitters (including 

differential pressure) shall be capacitance type. Pressure gauges shall be diaphragm type 

(<10 psi) and bourdon type (>10 psi). Ranges shall be selected such that the normal operating 

pressures will be within 25 to 75 percent of the calibrated range. Protective diaphragm seals 

shall be provided only on applications involving slurries, solids bearing, viscous, and corrosive 

fluids. For solids bearing, slurries, or viscous fluids, provide tri-clover clamps and 

flushing/calibration ports per District Typical Details. 

10.11.4 Level Measurement 

Preferred level measurement for process fluids shall be non-contact type whenever possible and 

includes ultrasonic and microwave types applied within their operational capabilities per 

Table 10-5. 
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Table 10-5. Types of Level Elements for Typical Process Applications 

Process Application Element 

Sumps (measurement and control) Bubbler, ultrasonic 

Sumps (high alarm level) Float or Bubbler pressure switch 

Sumps (low level cut-out) Float 

Pressurized vessels Differential pressure cell 

Chemical tanks Ultrasonic 

Digesters Microwave, RF capacitance  

Channel levels Bubbler, ultrasonic, microwave 

LSG Holder Gage head unit 

Primary Scum Hoppers Microwave energy level switch 

 

10.11.5 Flow Measurement 

Application of flow measurement requires evaluation of the total cost, flow velocity, flow 

profile, process, Reynolds number, density, turndown, mechanical installation constraints and 

accuracy requirements. Turndown shall be selected so that the flowmeter has the ability to 

cover the range of flow rates within specified accuracy limits. Calculate the Reynolds number 

for the minimum and maximum flow rates. Minimum Reynolds number is calculated by using 

the minimum expected fluid flow and density and the maximum expected viscosity. A 

maximum Reynolds number is calculated using the maximum expected fluid flow and density 

and the minimum expected viscosity. Use Moody’s charts to compensate for pipe or channel 

roughness and select piping or channel size to accommodate the required flow profile over the 

entire operating range. Locate flowmeters to suit the specific technology requirements. 

Magnetic flowmeters are the preferred type for pipelines and typically require a full pipe and 

straight pipe lengths of 5x upstream and 3x diameter downstream of their location. Multiple 

path transit-time acoustic flowmeters are the preferred type for channels or large pipes and 

typically require straight pipe or channel lengths of 10x upstream and 2x diameter downstream 

of their location.   

For difficult conditions consider flow conditioners as necessary to isolate the liquid flow 

disturbances from the flowmeter while minimizing the pressure drop across the conditioner. 

The flow conditioner should remove swirls from the fluid stream and allow the profile velocity 

to come up to fully developed turbulent flow, or at least a stable acceptable geometry. 

Coordinate meter installation requirements with mechanical design for pipelines and structural 

design for channels. 

10.12 Electronic Valve Actuators 

Designer shall present available fieldbus options compatible with Profibus DP Network as 

shown on Figure 10-3 for controlling electronic valve actuators to District electrical and I&C 

staff. District staff will clarify which valve actuator fieldbus is preferred and the maximum 

number of valve actuators allowed per network segment upon completion of their review. 
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10.13 Instrument Installation 

Profibus network design and installation shall follow the Profibus International (PI) design 

guidelines. Profibus network design shall ensure that a failure of one instrument or valve 

actuator does not cause communications failures to other instruments or valve actuators on the 

same Profibus segment.  

Non-Fieldbus analog instruments will be 4 to 20 mA transmitters that generally are the shielded 

two wire type with power and signal being carried by the same pair of wires. Field powered 

analog sensors (4 wire transmitters, etc.) shall be powered from the nearest 120Vac instrument 

power panel, see paragraph 9.4.7 of these Design Guidelines for further detail on instrument 

power. The requirement for 120Vac power shall be shown on the P&ID. Provide a local 

disconnect on all 120Vac powered instruments shown on the electrical drawings (“E” Series). 

Identify the explosion proof areas on the electrical plan drawings and verify the instruments in 

those areas are compatible with the area’s environment. Intrinsically safe barriers shall be used 

whenever possible in preference to explosion proof enclosures.  

Instruments with digital (LCD/LED) displays shall not be exposed to direct sunlight. Whenever 

feasible, outdoor instruments with digital displays shall be oriented to face north. Where it is 

not feasible to orient north, design a sunshield by adding appropriate notes and details on the 

applicable drawings and schedules.  

Materials of construction shall be compatible with process fluids and suitable for anticipated 

hostile environmental conditions. Type 316 stainless steel tubing shall be used for all new 

instrument process connections, except where process conditions require other material. Verify 

the material compatibility with the process and note any deviations on the drawings and 

specifications. 

10.14 Instrument Cable System 

Schedule all instrument field-wiring on the raceway and cable schedules, see paragraph 9.17 of 

these Design Guidelines for cable and raceway schedule requirements. Make maximum use of 

cable trays in process areas. Run individual conduits from the cable trays to the instrument. 

Multi-pair cables shall originate and terminate in terminal cabinets. Multi-pair cables shall be 

utilized when routing signals between areas or buildings and shall include a minimum of 

25 percent spare capacity. 

10.14.1 Fieldbus 

Schedule all fieldbus cable on the raceway and cable schedules. Make maximum use of cable 

trays in process areas. Run individual conduits from the cable trays to fieldbus network 

termination panels. Fieldbus termination panels shall be used to route the fieldbus network to 

individual field devices. Any multi-drop fieldbus cable installation must be designed to ensure 

communications are not disrupted by failure of a single instrument. The preferred fieldbus 

design shall employ spur blocks, couplers, or other fieldbus termination devices mounted in a 

termination panel close to the process equipment to distribute the fieldbus trunk to individual 
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instruments in a star configuration. The fieldbus network and termination panel shall include a 

minimum of 50 percent spare capacity based on the lesser of software or hardware maximum 

point or device limitations. The maximum number of instruments connected to one fieldbus 

trunk shall not exceed ten instruments. The fieldbus network shall parallel the Bus A/ Bus B 

split bus power distribution and shall be designed so that the failure of one fieldbus network 

trunk doesn’t impact multiple parallel process lines or duty and standby equipment. 

10.14.2 Analog Field Sensors 

Devices that interface to the computer shall be wired directly to the PLC field wiring terminal 

blocks within the Area PLC cabinet. Non-Fieldbus analog instruments will be 4-20 mA 

transmitters connected by a shielded two wire type cable with power and signal being carried 

by the same pair of wires. Field-powered analog sensors (4 wire transmitters, etc.) shall be 

powered from the nearest 120Vac Instrument Power Panel. The requirement for 120Vac power 

shall be shown on the P&ID.  Provide a local disconnect on all 120Vac powered instruments 

shown on the electrical drawings (“E” Series). 

10.15 Instrumentation Grounding 

See the Grounding System section in Chapter 9 for additional grounding requirements. 

10.15.1 Cables 

The shield drain wire of any cable shall be connected to ground at one end of its length. In 

general, signal cable shield drain wires shall be grounded by connecting them to the ground bus 

in a control panel. The major exception to this guideline is that the shield drain wires circuits 

originating at 4-wire field transmitters shall be grounded at the field transmitter. Whenever 

shielded cable is terminated, a separate termination screw shall be provided for the signal drain 

wire. 

10.15.2 Control Panels 

All control panels shall conform to the requirements of the CONTROL SYSTEM 

EQUIPMENT PANELS AND RACKS Specification Section 40 67 00. In addition, the PCCS 

control panels shall conform to the requirements of Emerson Ovation manufacturer 

recommended grounding practices and the PLC control panels shall conform to the Allen-

Bradley ControlLogix manufacturer recommended grounding practices. 

10.15.3 Analog Instruments 

In general, all non-fieldbus analog instrument and signal wiring shall be powered from the 

24Vdc power supplies mounted in the associated control panel. Each signal circuit must be 

designed so that only the intended current or voltage will be transmitted throughout the circuit. 

Analog circuits powered by the 24Vdc power are connected to the negative terminal on the 

24Vdc power supply, ground loops can occur if this return wiring is done through more than 

one path. To prevent ground loops, the following signal wiring and signal isolation standards 

shall be followed: 
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 Each analog signal circuit shall be grounded by connection to the 24Vdc signal 

common at one location in each circuit. 

 All field transmitters (2-wire or 4-wire) shall have isolated outputs. 

 All signal conversion devices shall have isolated inputs and outputs. 

 All panel instruments shall have isolated inputs, or have signal current/current 

isolator. 

10.15.4 Fieldbus Instruments 

All fieldbus instruments shall be grounded per the selected fieldbus specifications. Since the 

Ethernet Fieldbus Network compatible instrument fieldbus type will be determined at the time 

of design, the grounding requirements will be determined by the fieldbus technology selected. 

10.16 Voice over Internet Protocol Telephone System 

Telephone facilities shall be designed and installed in accordance with the requirements of the 

Sacramento County Department of Technology – Operations, Enterprise Communications 

Services, Telecom Division (contact Tim Leonard 916-874-2040).  The design shall include a 

telephone system riser diagram on the X-001 through X-029 series project drawings. Voice 

over internet protocol (VoIP) networking equipment shall be compatible with the District’s 

existing VoIP telephone system and shown on communication plan “E” series project drawings. 

Provide at least one telephone termination cabinet in each building, and connect to the Plant’s 

telephone system. Applicable elements from Design Submittal #3 shall be provided to General 

Services for their review. The design shall include conduit and conductors and wall mounted 

data receptacles with a minimum of 4 RJ-45 ports terminated to the appropriate networks.  The 

District’s Telecom Division will supply the actual handsets for each location. 

10.17 Public Address System 

The Public Address (PA) system shall be extended to provide clear audible sound in all areas of 

the project. The existing PA has both normal and emergency zones. Normal zones are all areas 

except for conference rooms. The emergency zones are conference rooms only. 

The District’s PA system is currently being upgraded and design engineer should request the 

most recent manuals and drawings relative to the PA system. The existing PA system’s master 

PA is located on the fourth floor of the I/E building. Connections between the project’s PA 

amplifier(s) and the SRWTP’s master are individual home runs consisting of a multiple 

shielded pair (SC MPR) cable. For areas that are remote from the I/E building, the PA system 

runs over the MIS network and is separated from other MIS traffic by being configured as its 

own VLAN.  

Expand the PA system with at least one amplifier per building for normal paging requirements. 

A separate PA amplifier is required in buildings with conference rooms for emergency paging. 

The preferred location for a PA amplifier is in the CS Room. The PA amplifier(s) shall be 

mounted in a swing-out panel, unless directed by the District to mount the amplifier(s) in a 

19-inch rack. 
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Speaker(s) shall be installed and wired per the manufacturer’s recommendations. Emergency 

zone PA speaker connections to conference rooms shall be separate from other speakers. Public 

address wiring shall be routed through signal conduits or cable trays. Public address equipment 

and wiring shall be shown on the communication plan “E” series drawings. Paging system riser 

diagram shall be included in the X-001 through X-029 series project drawings.   

10.18 Access Control System 

Security System improvements in new process areas are governed by the District’s Security 

Committee policies. During the pre-design period, verify with the District that there have been 

no changes to the following policies: 

 Extend the Tyco Softwarehouse iStar access control system running C-cure 900/9000 

software into proposed new and modified areas.  

 Preferred system architecture is to extend the MIS network backbone into new process 

areas and communicate over Ethernet to the Master access controller in the 

Administration Building. 

 Preferred arrangement in new areas is to mount the access control system panel in the 

control system room.  Control system (PLC or IT) rooms will have a dual access 

system, meaning C-Cure as well as keyed.  C-Cure doors to be door strike type; keyed 

locks to be the type which cannot be left manually unlocked.  

 Mechanical rooms are keyed only.  

 Main entry doors (closest to the Ops parking area) for building entrances would have a 

dual system (as described above for control system rooms) with other access doors 

keyed only.  

 Storage rooms to be keyed only. 

 Main access doors to electrical rooms will be a dual type (similar to control system 

rooms) and all other doors will be egress-only.  (This ‘limited access’ approach reflects 

safety concerns about high-voltage equipment.) 

10.19 Closed-Circuit Television and Digital Video Recording System 

The existing closed-circuit television (CCTV) and digital video recording (DVR) system is 

based on analog cameras. The CCTV cameras installed in all new process areas will be IP 

based fixed network cameras that are powered from the Ethernet connection (PoE). The area 

CCTV cameras will communicate with the DVR equipment over a dedicated single-mode fiber 

optic pair on the plant-wide fiber optic backbone cables that are assigned for CCTV 

communications.  A new DVR server with video management software will be installed in the 

I/E building for monitoring and recording the new network CCTV cameras. 

10.20 Fire Detection 

The existing fire system master station is located in the PCC and consists of an Edwards 

System EST-3 with FireWorks software. Preferred design is to extend the EST-3 system into 
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proposed process areas with a Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP). Fire alarm signaling system 

for proposed process areas shall be in conformance with NFPA 72 series. The fire alarm system 

shall have Class B wiring. No wiring other than that directly associated with fire alarm 

detection or alarm functions shall be permitted in fire alarm conduits. Provide voltage drop 

calculations in the design submittals for notification and initiation circuits. Initiating wiring 

shall be type FA1 and FA2 for indoor and outdoor uses respectively per the ELECTRICAL 

POWER CONDUCTORS AND CABLES Specification Section 26 05 21. Notification 

appliance circuits shall utilize type P&C SC. 

Fire detection shall include heat and ionization coverage in ACC’s, switchgear rooms, HVAC 

rooms, and combustible gas handling areas. The fire detection design shall be coordinated with 

the HVAC design for appropriate duct detection and shutdown circuits. The fire detection 

design shall also be coordinated with the fire suppression system for appropriate interfacing and 

monitoring. Examples include preaction activation and status, sprinkler flow switch, and shut 

off valve monitoring. The fire detection system shall be shown on the communication plan “E” 

series drawings.  Fire detection riser diagrams shall be included in the X-001 through X-029 

series project drawings.  Riser diagrams shall also include the point interface with the HVAC 

purge system. 

10.21 Instrumental and Control Design Documentation 

10.21.1 Control and Logic Diagrams 

Control and Logic Diagrams (diagrams) shall show the logical interconnection between the 

electrical and control system equipment. Identical equipment numbers shall be shown on an 

Equipment Number Table. Diagrams with motors powered from a MCC show the power circuit 

with the motor located at the top left side of the drawing. Fuses, 480/120Vac control power 

transformer, and MCC terminal block numbers match the MCC standard wiring schematic.  

Diagrams are ladder-rung style with sequential rung number on the left rail. Rungs with relay 

coils have rung numbers where the relay’s contact(s) are located listed on the right rail. 

Differentiating between open and closed contacts by underlining the appropriate contract 

number is optional. 120Vac relay coil and rung numbers begin with the number 1 (one) on each 

diagram. Diagram shall show all equipment and devices physically wired together with their 

appropriate terminal blocks shown. Equipment terminals have unique symbols defined in a 

symbol list table included on each diagram.  

Control panel devices and terminals are confined inside a box on the rungs. Associated cabinet 

and panel drawing numbers are identified under Notes. Optionally, for small control panels or 

control stations the front view can be shown on this diagram with appropriate notes. Example 

diagrams are available from the District.  

As part of the development of diagrams, the Designer shall prepare control block diagrams that 

show the MCC, ACC, Control Panels, and all control devices in block format.  Diagrams shall 

list the equipment, cable and raceway numbers and shall also show the type, number and gauge 

of all interconnecting control conductors.  These diagrams shall be submitted as part of the 
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electrical calculations in Design Submittal 3 (DS3) to aid the review of the cable and raceway 

schedules.  Control block diagrams are not part of the contract documents. 

10.21.2 Process and Instrumentation Diagrams 

Process and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs) provide a schematic representation of process 

piping, equipment, instrumentation and connections to the area and subsystem PLCs and to the 

Emerson Ovation supervisory control system. An example P&ID is available from the District.  

The associated PCCS Control Strategy and PLC Control Narrative numbers are shown in the 

top right portion of the P&ID diagram. Lines and symbols used on the P&IDs are shown on the 

Instrumentation Symbol Sheet. 
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11.0 Corrosion Control Design 

The intent of this guide is to allow the Designer to use the appropriate corrosion control 

methodologies to provide minimal maintenance requirements to achieve desired design life for 

systems, subsystems, components, subcomponents, and structures within the District. If an 

introduction to the chemistry and control of corrosion is desired, the Designer should consult 

AWWA M27. 

In general, the best corrosion control strategy is to make use of appropriate materials selection 

and coatings/linings at the design stage. Cathodic protection is beneficial in protecting metals 

but shall only be used as a last resort.  

The District Guide Specifications are intended to provide acceptable corrosion protection in 

common situations. However, it is necessary for the designer to verify that adequate corrosion 

protection parameters are specified.  

11.1 Material Selection 

Due to the volume of materials required for most wastewater industry facilities, complete use of 

high alloy or specialty materials is not economically feasible. The key is to choose the 

appropriate materials for the anticipated service environment.  

The following are general design considerations: 

 All metal in the airspace under the cover shall be Type 316 stainless steel.  

 Metal submitted to regular wetting such as that above open tanks or that regularly 

washed down shall be Type 316 stainless steel.  

 Pipe connections shall have full gaskets or sleeves to cover any non-corrosion resistant 

metal faces, edges, and surfaces. 

 In many cases the District’s COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR PIPING SYSTEMS 

Guide Specification (40 05 03) designates the materials to be used on various systems at 

the SRWTP.  However, the designer shall always ensure proper materials are selected 

for a specific service.  If a discrepancy in material selection exists between Guide 

Specification 40 05 03) and the designer’s recommendation, it shall be brought to the 

District’s attention for resolution.  

11.1.1 Corrosion Resistance of Pipeline Materials 
The descriptions in the sections below provide guidance for the selection of material 

characteristics for wastewater materials from a corrosion standpoint. The Designer shall follow 

the guidance under the Pipe and Structures in Contact with Soil Section in this chapter for 

general external protection requirements. 

11.1.1.1 Ductile-Iron Pipe (AWWA C151) 

If soil-environment conditions meet the following, then a bonded coating and cathodic 

protection system shall be specified: 
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 Saturated soil resistivity <500 ohm-cm. 

 Anaerobic conditions with sulfate-reducing bacteria (6.5<pH<7.5) with low redox 

(negative to +100 millivolts [mV]) and sulfides present. 

 Fluctuating water table above the invert of the pipe. 

Specify that the ductile iron pipe be manufactured bare (asphaltic coating-free).Specify 

National Association of Pipe Fabricators (NAPF) 500-03R06 in lieu of Society for Protective 

Coatings (SSPC) standards for surface preparation. 

11.1.1.2 Steel Pipe (AWWA C200, ASTM A53) 

Cement-mortar coatings (AWWA C205) on steel pipe shall not be used in soils with a pH of 5 

or less, when chloride concentrations exceed 350 ppm (150 ppm in fluctuating groundwater) or 

when sulfate concentrations are in excess of 2,000 ppm. In this environment, specify a 

dielectric coating and cathodic protection.  

Specify all joints in cement-mortar-coated steel pipe to be filled with cement-mortar paste that 

has chemical and structural characteristics as close as possible to the adjacent factory mortar 

lining and factory mortar coating.  

11.1.1.3 Stainless Steel Pipe (AWWA C220, ASTM A312) 

Stainless steel piping shall not be buried. If burial is unavoidable, the stainless steel shall be 

encased with PVC pipe with solvent-welded joints, wax taped in its entirety, or cathodically 

protected. 

11.1.1.4 Reinforced Concrete Pipe (Non pressure) 

Where the soil environment (including the anticipated backfill material) has a soluble sulfate 

content greater than 2,000 ppm, Type V cement, 0.45 maximum water/cement ratio and 

4,500 pounds per square inch (psi) minimum strength of concrete shall be specified. 

11.1.1.5 Reinforced Concrete Pressure Pipe (AWWA C300, C302) 

Reinforced concrete pressure pipe (RCPP) shall not be used in soils with a pH of 5.0 or less. If 

the soil sulfate concentration is in excess of 2,000 ppm, specify Type V cement, 0.45maximum 

water/cement ratio and 4,500 pounds per square inch (psi) minimum strength of concrete shall 

be specified. When the soil chloride concentration is in excess of 350 ppm (150 ppm in 

fluctuating groundwater), an external dielectric coating shall be specified over the concrete or 

an alternative pipeline material shall be specified. 

Where the pipe has a steel cylinder, specify all steel components to be electrically continuous. 

All joints that incorporate steel components shall be filled with cement-mortar paste that has 

chemical and structural characteristics as close as possible to the adjacent concrete.  

11.1.1.6 Concrete Bar-wrapped Cylinder Pipe (AWWA C303) 

Concrete bar-wrapped cylinder pipe (CCP) shall not be used in soils with a pH of 5.0 or less. If 

the soil sulfate concentration is in excess of 2,000 ppm, specify Type V cement. When the 
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chloride concentration is in excess of 350 ppm (150 ppmin), fluctuating groundwater), an 

external dielectric coating shall be specified over the concrete or an alternative pipeline 

material shall be specified. 

All joints that incorporate steel components shall be filled with cement-mortar paste that has 

chemical and structural characteristics as close as possible to the adjacent concrete.  

11.1.1.7 Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (AWWA C301) 

Prestressed concrete cylinder pipe (PCCP) shall not be used in soils with a pH of 5 or less.  If 

the pipeline falls within the limits of fluctuating groundwater, specify a dielectric coating over 

the exterior. If the soil sulfate concentration is in excess of 2,000 ppm, specify Type V cement. 

When the chloride concentration is in excess of 350 ppm, specify an external dielectric coating 

applied over the outer cement-mortar coating. Mortar coating shall be 1-inch minimum, with 

thickness increased as determined necessary for strain-compatibility to avoid cracking during 

handling. 

Incorporate into the pipe design shorting straps or straps placed under the prestressing wires to 

make all steel components electrically continuous. Specify shorting straps between the wire 

anchors and steel cylinder. Incorporate electrical bonding of joints and corrosion monitoring 

test stations. 

All joints shall be filled with cement-mortar paste that has chemical and structural 

characteristics as close as possible to the adjacent concrete core and coating. 

11.1.1.8 Plastic Pipe (AWWA C900, C905, C906; ASTM D1785, D3034, D2665, D2661, 
D2513) 

Do not use plastic piping such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC), chlorinated polyvinyl chloride 

(CPVC), acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), high density polyethylene (HDPE), medium 

density polyethylene (MDPE), and plastic drain-waste-vent piping in soil containing 

hydrocarbon contaminants (petroleum and petroleum products).  

Provide an adequate UV resistant coating plastic pipe where the piping is exposed to ultraviolet 

light, such as sunlight.  Refer to the District’s PAINTING AND COATING Specification 

(09 90 00) for District’s preferences on coating systems for various materials and exposures. 

Coat metallic pipe fittings such as flange rings, bolts, joint harnesses, and flexible couplings 

with wax tape per AWWA C217. 

11.1.2 Corrosion Resistance of Other Materials for the Wastewater Industry 

Selection of non-pipe materials in the wastewater industry follows much the same methodology 

as that for pipe material selection. Structural/loading performance of the material in a given 

service is usually the primary determinate for the selection of that material. Corrosion 

resistance in that environment is a secondary concern, typically weighed against additional 

costs that corrosion resistance material can occur. For alloyed material, increases in structural 

strength typically reduces corrosion resistance and vice versa. 
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11.1.2.1 Stainless Steel 

Minimize design features that would lead to de-aerated conditions with stainless steel. This 

would include minimizing crevices to the extent possible, reducing sharp corners and 

protruding outlet/inlet piping, and ensuring process flow velocities are high enough to eliminate 

stagnant conditions. 

11.1.2.2 Copper and Copper Alloys 

The Designer shall follow the guidance under the Pipe and Structures in Contact with Soil 

Section below for external protection requirements. 

Copper shall not be used in environments that contain H2S. If exposure is unavoidable, copper 

shall have a bonded dielectric coating. 

11.1.2.3 Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys 

Surfaces of aluminum alloys shall be well drained to prevent accumulation of water. Aluminum 

shall not be placed in direct contact with concrete, mortar, or cementitious grout. 

Ensure aluminum members are electrically isolated from other metals. 

Aluminum shall not be buried.  If burial is unavoidable, coatings and cathodic protection shall 

be specified. 

11.2 Protective Coatings and Linings 

When specifying any type of coating or sheet goods, emphasize surface preparation prior to 

installation. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations given the coating product and 

substrate to be coated. 

Specified field-applied coatings must adhere to Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality 

Management District (SMAQMD) Rule 442 Architectural Coatings. For Industrial 

Maintenance Coating, this is 250 g/L for volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 

In addition, the District’s Guide Specification 09 90 00 for Painting and Coating shall be 

reviewed since in many cases specific coating products have already designated for 

particular applications.  However, the designer shall always ensure proper coating materials 

are selected for a specific service.  If a discrepancy in coating material selection exists 

between the District’s PAINTING AND COATING Guide Specification (09 90 00) and the 

designer’s recommendation, it shall be brought to the District’s attention for resolution.  

11.2.1 Coatings for Metallic Surfaces 

11.2.1.1 Inorganic Ceramic (Glass) Linings 

Glass linings shall be used for sludge and scum pipelines when solids exceed 4 percent. 

11.2.1.2 Liquid Epoxies (AWWA C210) 

In wastewater service, epoxies can be specified for use in submerged service on both steel and 

concrete.  
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11.2.1.3 Fusion Bonded Epoxy (AWWA C213, AWWA C116) 

Fusion-bonded epoxies can be specified for steel pipe, ductile iron pipe, and for ductile-iron 

and gray-iron fittings. 

11.2.1.4 Ceramic Epoxy 

Ceramic epoxies are one of the only classes of coatings that can be specified as a lining for 

ductile-iron pipe for both potable water and wastewater applications. Specify that the contractor 

not use restraining gaskets in order to avoid damaging the pipe coating. 

11.2.1.5 Polyethylene Encasement (AWWA C105) 

Polyethylene encasement shall be specified to protect ductile iron in moderately and mildly 

corrosive soil, but will need accompanying cathodic protection in more aggressive soil. 

Consideration for a bonded dielectric coating shall also be given in aggressive soil.  

11.2.1.6 Polyolefin Tapes (AWWA C209 and C214) 

Prefabricated multi-layer cold-applied polyethylene tape coatings shall be applied in 

accordance with ANSI/AWWA C214.Total thickness of the coating shall be 80 mils. Specials 

and field joints shall be coated in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C209 with a total coating 

thickness of 70 mils minimum. 

11.2.1.7 Extruded Polyolefin (AWWA C215) 

Extruded polyolefin coatings shall be applied in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C215.Total 

thickness of the coating shall be 60 mils. Specials and field joints shall be coated in accordance 

with ANSI/AWWA C216 with a total coating thickness of 60 mils minimum. 

11.2.1.8 Polyurethane (AWWA C222) 

Aromatic polyurethane coating can be specified for immersion service on metallic components.  

11.2.1.9 Portland Cement–Based Coatings (AWWA C205) 

Portland cement concrete is discussed in depth in the Concrete and Inhibitors section below. 

11.2.1.10 Sacrificial Metals 

Do not specify galvanizing for underground service. Galvanizing can be specified in 

aboveground applications such as for fencing, poles, and handrails. 

11.2.1.11 Wax Tapes (AWWA C217) 

Wax tape shall be specified to protect metallic components of a pipeline which are not easily 

shop coated with a dielectric coating such as flanges, mechanical and restrained joint bolts, nuts 

and glands, and grooved-end couplings.  

11.2.2 Coatings for Concrete 

Any concrete coating shall be specified to be applied during the cooling period of the concrete 

structure to lessen the tendency for the concrete pores to off-gas.  
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11.2.2.1 Vinyl and Polypropylene (Sheet Goods) 

Plastic liners shall be specified for internal linings of all unit process between the influent 

sanitary sewers and the primary sedimentation tanks. Use T-lock on flat walls and ceilings 

whenever possible.  Specify to avoid cleaning the joints with anything other than what is 

specified. Inspection shall be specified to be performed by a qualified inspector.  

11.2.2.2 Polyurethane 

Aromatic polyurethane coating shall be specified for immersion service in areas where PVC 

liners are insufficient. 

11.2.2.3 Epoxy Novolac 

Epoxy Novolac coating shall be specified for secondary containment, acid storage areas, and 

severe immersion service.  

11.2.3 Coating Environments 

Each coating system shall be designed for the intended service environment. These are broadly 

defined below. 

 Mild Environment:  Standard commercial facility conditions. 

 Moderate Environment:  Industrial facility conditions where surfaces may be 

occasionally exposed to light-moderately aggressive liquids or gases.  

 Harsh Environment:  Industrial facility conditions where surfaces may be subject to 

aggressive liquids or gases, or normally exposed to light-moderately aggressive liquids 

or gases. This also includes all headspaces where gases would accumulate. 

The coating manufacturer shall be contacted for the suitability of the specified product to the 

intended service environment. 

11.2.4 Re-Coating of Existing Structures 

Prior to recoating of any existing structure a comprehensive condition assessment shall be 

performed for the collection of data. The purpose of the condition assessment is to gain 

background information and understanding of the structure prior to generating specifications. 

The assessment shall consist of: 

 Reviewing existing drawings and reports. 

 Scheduling a site visit to perform visual observations and data collections. 

 Sampling of existing coatings which shall be tested in a laboratory. Samples shall be 

tested for heavy metals such as lead, zinc and chromium. Analysis of samples shall be 

tested in accordance to EPA 7420 Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP).  

 If samples have been found to contain levels of lead or chromium that exceed the TCLP 

limit of 5 mg/L, any removal of the lead or chromium material shall be conducted 

employing the safety precautions and measures in accordance to Title 29, Code of 

Federal Regulations (29-CFR 1910.1025) normally applied for (declared) hazardous 
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waste sites. In this case, the District’s LEAD-CONTAINING PAINT ABATEMENT 

Guide Specification (02 83 19.13) shall be revised for site-specific conditions and 

implemented in the design documents. 

 Health and safety precautions and procedures should be established based on TCLP 

results for workers, owners’ personnel and owners’ representative. Key factors involved 

in the selection of the appropriate PPE is material-hazard specific. The selection of the 

appropriate PPE should be in accordance to Title 29-CFR 1910.120 Appendix B. 

 Determination shall be made by a NACE-certified coating specialist whether the 

structure can be over coated (encapsulation if heavy metals are present) or full removal 

and replacement of coating is required. This determination shall be based on the visual 

observations, data collection and laboratory analysis. The determination shall be made 

in writing with analysis, conclusions, and recommendations for surface preparation and 

coating application, and approved by the Engineer.  

11.2.4.1 Overcoat and Encapsulation, Heavy Metal Positive 

If overcoating an existing coating containing heavy metals (encapsulating), initial surface 

preparation requirements are as follows: 

 Power wash the structure per SSPC SP WJ-4/NACE WJ-4, Waterjet Cleaning of 

Metals—Light Cleaning (WJ-4) or if circumstances hinder WJ-4, hand wash per SSPC 

SP1 to remove dirt, chalkiness, and other deleterious materials.  

 Containment system shall conform to SSPC Guide 6. 

 Disposal of lead based debris shall conform to SSPC Guide 7. 

 Should spot repair of rusted steel or damaged coating be required, any removal of the 

lead or chromium material shall be conducted employing the safety precautions and 

measures in accordance to Title 29, Code of Federal Regulations (29-CFR 1910.1025) 

normally applied for (declared) hazardous waste sites. Means and methods of the 

surface preparation shall be the responsibility of the Contractor and the procedure 

approved by the Engineer during the submittal process. 

Coating application shall be specified to be in accordance with SSPC Painting Manual 

Volume 1, Good Painting Practice. 

11.2.4.2 Overcoat, Heavy Metal Negative 

If overcoating an existing coating that does not contain heavy metals, initial surface preparation 

requirements are as follows: 

 Power wash the structure per SSPC SP WJ-4/NACE WJ-4, Waterjet Cleaning of 

Metals—Light Cleaning (WJ-4) or if circumstances hinder WJ-4, hand wash per SSPC 

SP1 to remove dirt, chalkiness, and other deleterious materials.  
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 Should spot repair of rusted steel or damaged coating be required, means and methods 

of the surface preparation shall be the responsibility of the Contractor and the procedure 

approved by the Engineer during the submittal process. 

 Surface preparations for each type of surface shall be in accordance with the specific 

manufacturer’s requirements of each coating and its intended service, and the Coating 

System Specification sheets. 

Coating application shall be specified to be in accordance with SSPC Painting Manual 

Volume 1, Good Painting Practice. 

11.2.4.3 Coating Removal and Replacement, Heavy Metal Positive 

For surface preparation and coating removal, full containment shall be required. 

 All materials, equipment, services, employee training and testing, insurance, permits 

and agreements, waste characterization, collection, storage, and decontamination 

facilities, transport and disposal shall be in accordance with EPA, OSHA, NIOSH, and 

State of California regulations, and any other applicable federal, state and local 

government regulations. 

 Full containment for conventional abrasive blasting or an approved vacuum blast 

method per SSPC Guide 6. 

 Abated coatings and debris shall be stored in approved DOT type containers. Storage of 

abated coatings on project site shall not exceed 90 days. 

 Disposal of lead based debris shall conform to SSPC Guide 7 and local, state, and 

federal regulations. 

 Surface preparations for each type of surface shall be in accordance with the specific 

manufacturer’s requirements of each coating and its intended service, and the Coating 

System Specification sheets. 

Coating application shall be specified to be in accordance with SSPC Painting Manual 

Volume 1, Good Painting Practice. 

11.2.4.4 Coating Removal and Replacement, Heavy Metal Negative 

For surface preparation and coating removal, the following shall apply. 

 Surface preparations for each type of surface shall be in accordance with the specific 

manufacturer’s requirements of each coating and its intended service, and the Coating 

System Specification sheets. 

Coating application shall be specified to be in accordance with SSPC Painting Manual 

Volume 1, Good Painting Practice. 

11.2.5 Coating Inspection 

For all bonded coatings, inspection shall be specified using a NACE CIP III third party 

inspector during surface preparation, application, final acceptance, and installation. 
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11.2.6 Concrete and Inhibitors 

Any concrete-embedded metal shall have the same minimum clear cover as specified for 

reinforcing steel for the anticipated environment. 

Attack on embedded steel can be delayed or, in some cases, prevented by the following 

methods: 

 Maintain a minimum concrete clear cover over embedded metal as appropriately 

determined for the environment and per any applicable standards and building codes. 

 Use concrete or cement-mortar with a low water/cement ratio, but not so low as to 

adversely affect its workability or hydration.  

 Use corrosion inhibitors in the concrete mix for high chloride environments. Corrosion 

inhibitors in concrete include consumable inorganic inhibitors such as calcium nitrite 

and organic anodic inhibitors.  

 Prevent chloride ions from contacting embedded steel by waterproofing the concrete or 

cement-mortar surface, using a plastic moisture barrier, with a gravel capillary break 

with proper drainage away from the structure; a composite sheet comprising a thick 

HDPE film, an aggressive pressure sensitive adhesive and a weather resistant protective 

coating; or by applying a fusion-bonded epoxy coating to the rebar. 

 Cathodic protection can be used to control corrosion of embedded steel. It may be 

applied either before or after corrosion begins. 

11.2.7 Concrete Susceptibility 

When the soil pH is less than 5.5, protect concrete structures from external acid attack by 

preventing contact with its environment. Contact can be prevented with a dielectric coating or 

waterproofing, a gravel capillary break with proper drainage away from the structure, or a 

composite sheet comprising a thick HDPE film, an aggressive pressure sensitive adhesive and a 

weather resistant protective coating.  

Use material selection or coatings for protection of both the collection and treatment of 

wastewater facilities from internal acid attack. Polyethylene, fiberglass-reinforced polyesters, 

and especially PVC sheeting shall be specified. 

To prevent sulfate attack, follow Table 11-1 below:  
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Table 11-1. Cement Type versus Sulfate in Soil - Wastewater Piping 

Sulfates (ppm) Cement Type 

0 to 1,000 Type I or II if chlorides are below 350 ppm, otherwise Type I is 

preferred, but Type II is acceptable 

1,000 to 2,000 Type II with water/cement ratio of 0.50 or lower 

2,000 to 10,000 Type V, Type II plus pozzolan with R value of 1.0, or 7-sack Type 

II with water/cement ratio of 0.45 or lower 

10,000 + Type V plus pozzolan with R value of 1.0 or 

Type II plus pozzolan with R value of 0.75 

 

When the environment contains 350 ppm chloride concentration (150 ppm with groundwater 

fluctuation), specify a barrier coating, a protective mix design that includes pozzolan or 

corrosion admixture, or cathodic protection. 

11.2.8 Nonportland Cement Inhibitors 

Inhibitors shall not be relied on to provide corrosion control since even a small amount of 

hydrogen sulfide produced can induce corrosion. The designer shall focus on material selection 

and coatings/linings to provide appropriate corrosion control. 

11.3 Cathodic Protection 

Due to operations and maintenance requirements, cathodic protection shall only be used as a 

protection method of last resort.  The use of plastic pipe is strongly encouraged for buried 

applications if appropriate for the system being designed.  

11.3.1 Preparation for Cathodic Protection Systems 

Bond all underground non-circumferentially welded pipe joints for electrical continuity. 

Electrical continuity is necessary for corrosion monitoring and cathodic protection.  Methods 

for electrical continuity with push-on joints may include bonding bars or rod-cable-rod bonding 

for steel pipe and bonding wires or jumpers for ductile-iron pipe.  

Electrically insulate underground metallic pipe from dissimilar metals and from above ground 

metallic pipe with insulating joints per NACE Standard SP0286.The most common problem 

that prevents the effective application of cathodic protection is lack of electrical isolation from 

other structures not intended or needing protection.  

Where metallic pipelines penetrate concrete structures such as building floors, vault walls, and 

thrust blocks use plastic sleeves, rubber seals, or other dielectric material to prevent pipe 

contact with the concrete and reinforcing steel. 

Incorporate test stations for corrosion monitoring. Install test stations at each end of the 

pipeline, at each end of all casings, and other locations as necessary so the interval between test 

stations does not exceed 1,200 feet. Locate test stations in accessible locations. Do not locate 

test stations in traffic lanes or parking lot stalls. The use of above ground test stations is 
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preferable to maintain boards and hardware corrosion free.  However, where it is necessary to 

have in ground test stations, provide 2 feet by 2 feet by 6 inch thick reinforced concrete pads 

around test boxes at unpaved sites. Provide sufficient sloping in the concrete pad or 

surrounding pavement to provide drainage away from the concrete test box. 

11.3.2 General Guidelines 

The following shall be considered when designing a cathodic protection system.  Cathodic 

protection is most practical for pipelines and must be designed for each application. 

 Cathodic protection shall be designed and evaluated in accordance with relevant 

standards such as NACE International SP0169 or SP0100 and SP0286.  

 Galvanic anode cathodic protection shall be utilized to the extent possible. Impressed 

current cathodic protection shall only be used when the current demand is high enough 

such that galvanic anode cathodic protection is not economically feasible. 

 Ensure the metal structure desired for cathodic protection is electrically continuous 

throughout the structure. 

 Use an appropriate current requirement for the metal given the environment and coating 

type. 

 Design the cathodic protection system for a service life of 20 years. 

 Ensure the cathodic protection system will not cause stray current corrosion on nearby 

foreign structures. 

11.3.3 Construction Checkout Testing 

The following testing procedures shall be incorporated into the design specifications as 

applicable. 

 Testing of all insulated pipe flanges. 

 Electrical isolation testing between the project structure and foreign metallic structures. 

 Casing isolation testing. 

 Testing of exothermic welds. 

 Electrical continuity testing. 

 Test station testing. 

 Wax tape coating inspection. 

 Baseline potentials before activation of the cathodic protection system. 

 Cathodic protection system activation.  
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A final report shall be submitted containing all approved submittals and test results during the 

course of the project. All items testing during the project shall be retested during the final 

system checkout. 

11.4 Location-Specific Guidelines 

11.4.1 Pipe and Structures in Contact with Soil 

Conduct an analysis of the soil and groundwater for corrosivity towards buried materials and 

structures. The soil analysis shall include as-received and saturated resistivity, pH, sulfate, and 

chloride. For buried copper, ammonium and nitrate shall also be analyzed. If microbiologically 

induced corrosion is suspected, qualitative sulfide and reduction-oxidation (redox) potential 

shall be performed. Testing shall follow the standards presented in Table 11-2 below. 

The testing shall include sufficient sample points and depths to evaluate site conditions. A 

report shall be provided that includes the results of the testing and corrosion control design 

recommendations for the project. The corrosion protection design shall include all buried 

structures and materials included in the project. 

Table 11-2. Soil Corrosivity Testing Standards 

Standard Methods Used for Soil Corrosive Testing 

Analysis Hach # USEPA 

AWWA 

Standard 

Methods 

ASTM CTM 

Soil Electrical 

Resistivity 
N/A N/A N/A 

G187 

D6639 
643 

pH N/A N/A N/A G51 643 

Hardness  

(Ca or Mg) 
N/A N/A N/A D6919 N/A 

Sodium N/A N/A N/A D6919 N/A 

Conductivity 8160 N/A 2510B D1125 N/A 

Carbonate and 

Bicarbonate Alkalinity 
8221 310.1 2320-B D513 N/A 

Sulfide (Quantitative 

and Redox potential) 
N/A N/A 

AWWA C105 

Appendix A 
N/A N/A 

Chloride N/A 300.0 4500-Cr C D4327 422 

Sulfate N/A 300.0 4500-SO4
2- E D4327 417 

Ammonium N/A N/A N/A D6919 N/A 

Nitrate N/A 300.0 N/A D4327 N/A 

 
Upon receipt of the soil corrosivity test results, use Table 11-3 and Table 11-4 to determine the 

protection requirements.  

Table 11-3. Soil Corrosion Rating 

Corrosion Rating and Anticipated Corrosion Activity 

Resistivity Range (Ohm-
cm) 

Corrosion 
Rating 

Anticipated Corrosion Activity 

0-1,000 1 Severely Corrosive 

1,001-2,000 2 Corrosive 

2,001-10,000 3 Moderately Corrosive 

OVER 10,000 4 Mildly Corrosive 
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Table 11-4. General Corrosion Control Requirements 

Material Type Corrosion Rating 

1 

Corrosion Rating 

2 

Corrosion Rating 

3 

Corrosion Rating 

4 

Steel Pipe  

See notes 1, 2 

JB JB JB JB 

TS TS TS TS 

CTG CTG CTG CTG 

CP CP EI EI 

 EI EI   

Ductile Iron Pipe  

See notes 1, 2 

PE PE PE PE 

JB JB JB JB 

TS TS TS TS 

CP CP EI EI 

 EI EI   

Concrete Cylinder 

or Mortar Coated 

Steel 

See notes 1–4 

JB JB JB JB 

TS TS TS TS 

CP CP EI EI 

EI EI   

Copper Pipe 

See notes 1, 2, 7, 

8, 9 

EI EI EI EI 

Stainless Steel 

See note 5 

NR NR NR NR 

Galvanized Iron 

See note 6 

NR NR NR NR 

Metallic Fittings WT WT WT WT 

CP CP   

JB = Joint Bonds 
TS = Test Stations at 2001,200-foot Intervals 
CTG = Protective Coating System 
PE = Polyethylene Encasement 
CP= Cathodic Protection 
EI=Electrical Isolation 
WT = Wax Tape  
NR=Not Recommended 

Notes: 
1. Stray Current Areas 

 To be treated as Corrosion Rating 1 (All Pipe). For Copper, Follow Note 9 
2. pH 

 <5.0 To be treated as Corrosion Rating 1 (All Pipe). For Copper, Follow Note 9 

 <5.5 Aggressive to Transite Pipe 

 >7.0 Corrosive to Aluminum or Lead 
3. Chlorides 

 >350 ppm to be treated as Corrosion Rating 1 (Steel Pipe). Cement-mortar/concrete:0.45 water-cement ratio 
maximum, 4,500 psi, (Concrete Pipe, or Cement Mortar Coating with Embedded Steel or Rebar) 

4. Sulfates 

 >2,000 ppm Cement-mortar/concrete: maximum 0.45 water-cement ratio, 4,500 psi, Type V cement 
(Concrete Pipe, or Cement Mortar Coating with Embedded Steel or Rebar) 

 >20,000 ppm Cement-mortar/concrete Cement-mortar/concrete: maximum 0.45 water cement ratio, 4,500 
psi, Type V cement and addition of additives such as Pozzolan 

5. Stainless Steel 

 Not recommended to be buried 
6. Galvanized Iron Pipe 

 Not recommended to be buried 
7. Ammonium 

 >10 ppm may be aggressive to copper. Follow Note 9 
8. Nitrate 

 >50 ppm may be aggressive to copper. Follow Note 9 
9. Copper 

 Environment is aggressive to copper if directed to follow from Note 1, 2, 7 or 8. Install tape coating and 
cathodic protection or use factory-coated copper pipe (Polyethylene, Minimum 25 mils) 
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11.4.2 Primary Sedimentation Tanks 
Ferrous metals exposed to wastewater such as structural steel, rake arms, skimmers, scum box, 

baffles, etc. shall be specified as nonmetallic or stainless.  Steel coated with a durable 

protective coating is not preferred but may be necessary in some circumstances in conjunction 

with cathodic protection. Acceptable coatings include high-build polyurethane and high solids 

epoxy systems.  

Exposed ferrous metals such as piping, conduits, and supports shall be specified as nonmetallic 

where possible, stainless steel, or coated non-stainless steel. An adequate coating would be 

polyurethane. 

If the primary sedimentation tanks are to be covered, aluminum dome covers are sufficient. 

Ensure electrical isolation between the aluminum components and all other metals and concrete 

by using dielectric components.  

Hardware, such as anchor bolts and fasteners, shall be specified as Type 316 stainless steel. 

All concrete above the operational low water level shall have a PVC liner extending two feet 

below the lowest operating liquid level. 

At effluent outlets or other areas where turbulent flow is anticipated, concrete shall be coated 

with a 100 percent solids aromatic polyurethane. 

11.4.3 Secondary Sedimentation Tanks 

Nonmetallic components exposed to wastewater such as flights, wear shoes, and wear strips 

shall be specified to the extent possible. 

Where metallic components such as hardware, flight guides, anchor bolts, bolts, nuts, washers, 

setscrews, and other fasteners are used, they shall be specified as stainless steel in areas where 

they will be exposed to wastewater. 

11.4.4 Aeration Basins 

Basins or chambers containing wastewater or liquid and covered shall have a PVC liner 

extending two feet below the lowest operating liquid level. The basins, chambers, and channels 

containing return activated sludge (RAS), mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS), secondary 

effluent (SE), or finished effluent (FE) do not require PVC lining unless covered.  Where not 

feasible, a protective coating such as 100% solids aromatic polyurethane shall be specified. 

PVC line or coat as above all concrete subjected to turbulent or low pH (< 5.5) wastewater. 

All ferrous metals shall be coated for harsh environments or specified as stainless steel.  

11.4.5 Lift Gates 

For sluice gates, the use of either a coated ASTM A436 Ni-Resist cast iron or ASTM A240 

Type 316 or 316L stainless steel shall be used.  
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Slide gates and weir gates shall be fabricated from ASTM A240 Type 316L stainless steel. 

Threaded portions of sluice gate stems, machine surfaces of frames and guides shall be 

grease-coated to protect the wearing surfaces. 

11.4.6 Electrical Enclosures 

Electrical distribution and control panel equipment in corrosive areas shall be suitable for 

environment in which they are located. Use PVC-coated electrical conduit and supports with 

NEMA 4X stainless steel electrical boxes in corrosive areas. 
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12.0 Regulatory Requirements 

The following regulatory requirements should be considered at a minimum for all District design 

projects.  Unless stated otherwise below, Designers shall initiate contact with District staff as 

described below during the Preliminary Design Phase. 

12.1 Environmental Impact Review 

The California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA) requires documentation of 

environmental impacts and proposed mitigation measures associated with a project. 

The Project Manager is responsible for initiating request for environmental review by the 

Sacramento County Department of Environmental Review and Assessment (DERA), which is 

the lead agency responsible for preparing the documentation required by CEQA.  The project 

manager will initiate the request for environmental review by submitting a “Request for 

Environmental Document Application Form” to DERA.  Prior to submittal, the project 

description required within the application form shall be reviewed by the District Bufferlands 

Team to screen for readily avoidable impacts to sensitive biological resources. 

The Designers shall provide project information as requested by the Project Manager and 

incorporate all necessary environmental impact mitigation measures into the project plans and 

specifications.  Mitigation monitoring and reporting plans shall be included in the appendix of 

the project specifications.   As appropriate, the District shall utilize the Bufferlands Team to 

mitigate impacts to sensitive biological resources.   

12.2 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit 

The District operates under Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) issued by the California 

Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region (Water Board).  The District is 

currently operating under WDR Order No. R5-2010-0114-01 (NPDES Permit No. CA0077682) 

and Time Schedule Order R5-2010-0115-01, as amended by Order R5-2011-0083 adopted and 

effective on December 1, 2011.  The WDRs contain the limitations and discharge requirements 

for the discharge of disinfected secondary treated wastewater effluent to the Sacramento River. 

All project parameters that may impact the NPDES permit shall be coordinated with District 

Operations Support; the current Operations Support contacts are Mitchell Maidrand 

(916-875-9083) and Anna Johnson (916-875-9198). 

12.3 Biosolids and Solids Storage and Disposal Permit 

The District operates under a Biosolids and Solids Storage and Disposal Permit WDR Order 

No. R5-2015-0133 issued by the Water Board and adopted on December 11, 2015 for the 

operation of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities for digested sludge (biosolids) and other 

solids (grit and screenings) from the SRWTP.  The WDRs contain the limitations and discharge 

requirements for twenty unclassified Solids Storage Basins (SSBs), five Class II Dedicated 

Land Disposal (DLD) land treatment units (LTUs), and a closed Class III grit and screenings 

landfill located at the SRWTP.   
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All project parameters that may impact the biosolids and solids permit shall be coordinated 

with District Operations Support; the current Operations Support contacts are Mitchell 

Maidrand (916-875-9083) and Anna Johnson (916-875-9198). 

12.4 Water Reclamation Permit 

The District operates under Master Water Reclamation Permit WDR Order No. 97-146 issued 

by the Water Board (and adopted on June 20, 1997) for reclamation of treated wastewater from 

the SRWTP.  The WDRs contain the limitations and discharge requirements for the use of 

reclaimed water as irrigation in publicly owned areas of residential neighborhoods, parks, 

streetscapes, schools, commercial areas, and at the SRWTP. 

All project parameters that may impact the water reclamation permit shall be coordinated with 

District Operations Support; the current Operations Support contacts are Mitchell Maidrand 

(916-875-9083) and Anna Johnson (916-875-9198). 

12.5 Fire and Life Safety 

The Cosumnes Fire Department (CFD) has jurisdiction on fire and life safety matters at the 

SRWTP.  All new construction must meet the applicable fire and life safety requirements 

contained in the California Fire Code (CFC), California Building Code (CBC), National 

Electric Code (NEC), National Fire Protection Act (NFPA), and Occupational Safety and 

Health Act (OSHA).  Additionally, the NFPA contains standards specific to wastewater 

treatment plants (NFPA 820, Recommended Practice for Fire Protection in Wastewater 

Treatment Plants). 

The Project Manager shall initiate a meeting with the CFD and the District Safety Liaison after 

Design Submittal #1 to introduce the project and to identify potential areas of concern.  All 

areas of concern shall be addressed in Design Submittal #2, which will formally be submitted 

to CFD for review.  The Project Manager shall be responsible for coordinating contact with, 

and payment of fees to, CFD.  The current District Safety Liaison contact is Deborah Celestre 

(916-875-9154). 

12.6 Risk Management, Process Safety Management, and Hazardous Materials 
Programs 

Various regulations require that the SRWTP maintains a Risk Management Plan (RMP), a 

Process Safety Management Plan (PSM), and a Hazardous Material Plan (HMP).  The 

RMP/PSM covers acutely hazardous materials (chlorine, sulfur dioxide, and digester gases), 

while the HMP covers solids, liquids, and gases. 

The District Safety Office and District RMP/ Process Safety Management (PSM) Office shall 

be consulted to determine if any material or process associated with the project may trigger 

specific design considerations or necessitate revisions to the existing RMP/PSM and HMP.  

The addition or modification of SRWTP processes covered under the RMP/PSM may require a 

District Management of Change (MOC) Review, compliance with the Mechanical Integrity 

Program (MIP), and Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR).  The MIP policy has been adopted and 
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applies for all stages of a design/modification project involving a covered process.  The Project 

Manager shall initiate a meeting between the District Safety Office Senior Safety Specialist, the 

District RMP/PSM Office Manager, the District MIP Coordinator, and the project designers to 

determine if the project will affect the RMP/PSM or HMP.  The current District Safety Office 

Senior Safety Specialist is Deborah Celestre (916-875-9154) while the District RMP/PSM 

Office Manager is Tiffany Beaudry (916-875-9186), and the District MIP Coordinator is Helen 

Hu (916-876-6098). 

12.7 Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) requires that the SRWTP 

maintain a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan.   The objective of the 

SPCC Plan is to document, define, and describe the practices, procedures, structures, and 

equipment used to prevent, control, and/or mitigate releases of petroleum, oil, and lubricants 

(POL) products to the environment. 

The Designer shall identify all POL products required for the project and provide 

documentation to District Operations Support during preparation of Design Submittal #1.  Such 

documentation may include a site plan, estimated quantities required, and proposed storage or 

containment.  All project parameters that may impact the SPCC Plan shall be coordinated with 

District Operations Support; the current Operations Support contacts are Mitchell Maidrand 

(916-875-9083) and Anna Johnson (916-875-9198). 

12.8 Air Quality Permit 

Air permitting for the District falls under the jurisdiction of the Sacramento Metropolitan Air 

Quality Management District (SMAQMD).  Air quality permitting is a two-step process.  First, 

a permit application, including appropriate fees, is filed with SMAQMD.  Upon review of 

application, an Authority to Construct is issued by SMAQMD.  After the project is built, a 

representative from SMAQMD conducts an inspection and issues a Permit to Operate.  The 

SMAQMD Authority to Construct must be obtained before construction can proceed, and the 

Permit to Operate must be secured prior to process start-up.   

The Designer shall identify all new pollutant emitting sources and provide documentation to 

District Operations Support during the permitting process.  Such documentation may include a 

site plan, and schematics of process systems and air pollution abatement systems.  

Communication with SMAQMD shall involve the District’s Air Quality Liaison in Operations 

Support.  The current District Operations Support contacts are Mitchell Maidrand (916-875-

9083) and Anna Johnson (916-875-9198). 
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01 52 00 CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES

01 55 26 TRAFFIC CONTROL

01 56 00 TEMPORARY BARRIERS AND ENCLOSURES

01 57 19 TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS

01 57 23 TEMPORARY STORM WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

01 65 00 PRODUCT DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
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03 15 13 WATERSTOPS
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03 20 00 CONCRETE REINFORCING

03 23 13 STRESSED BAR REINFORCING

03 30 00 CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE

03 34 13 CONTROLLED LOW STRENGTH CONCRETE

03 40 00 PRECAST CONCRETE

03 41 33 PRECAST STRUCTURAL PRETENSIONED CONCRETE

03 60 00 GROUTING

04 05 13 MASONRY MORTARING

04 05 16 MASONRY GROUTING

04 22 36 HOLLOW CONCRETE UNIT MASONRY

05 05 13.16 MECHANICALLY-APPLIED ZINC COATING

05 05 14 HOT DIP ZINC COATING

05 10 00 STRUCTURAL METAL FRAMING

05 40 00 COLD-FORMED METAL FRAMING

05 52 00 METAL RAILINGS

05 53 12 FLOOR GRATING, STAIR SAFETY NOSINGS, AND FLOOR PLATES

05 58 26 FACILITY TRENCH DRAINS

05 59 00 METAL SPECIALTIES

06 10 00 ROUGH CARPENTRY

06 40 23 INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK

06 84 13 FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC FABRICATIONS

07 11 13 BITUMINOUS DAMPPROOFING

07 13 26 SELF-ADHERING SHEET WATERPROOFING

07 14 13 HOT FLUID-APPLIED RUBBERIZED ASPHALT WATERPROOFING

07 14 16 COLD FLUID-APPLIED WATERPROOFING
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07 21 19 FOAMED-IN-PLACE INSULATION
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07 22 00 ROOF AND DECK INSULATION

07 51 00 BUILT-UP BITUMINOUS ROOFING

07 52 16 STYRENE-BUTADIENE-STYRENE MODIFIED BITUMINOUS MEMBRANE ROOFING

07 53 23 ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE-DIENE-MONOMER ROOFING

07 57 13 SPRAYED POLYURETHANE FOAM ROOFING

07 62 00 SHEET METAL FLASHING AND TRIM 

07 72 33 ROOF HATCHES

07 92 00 JOINT SEALANTS

07 95 17 EXPANSION AND SEISMIC JOINT COVER ASSEMBLIES

08 11 13 HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES

08 11 13 HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES

08 12 16 ALUMINUM FRAMES

08 14 00 WOOD DOORS

08 16 13 FIBERGLASS DOORS

08 31 13 ACCESS DOORS AND FRAMES

08 33 23 OVERHEAD COILING DOORS

08 41 00 ENTRANCES AND STOREFRONTS

08 45 23 FIBERGLASS-SANDWICH-PANEL ASSEMBLIES

08 51 13 ALUMINUM WINDOWS

08 51 23 STEEL WINDOWS

08 62 00 UNIT SKYLIGHTS

08 71 00 DOOR HARDWARE

08 81 00 GLASS GLAZING

08 91 00 LOUVERS
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09 06 90 SCHEDULES FOR PAINTING AND COATING 
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09 90 00 PAINTING AND COATING
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10 21 00 COMPARTMENTS AND CUBICLES

10 28 13 TOILET ACCESSORIES
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10 51 15 METAL LOCKERS AND BENCHES

10 56 13.33 METAL STORAGE SHELVING AND WORKBENCHES

10 73 16.13 PRE-MANUFACTURED CANOPIES

12 35 53.13 METAL LABORATORY CASEWORK

12 36 61 SIMULATED STONE COUNTERTOPS

13 34 23 FABRICATED STRUCTURES

21 13 00 FIRE-SUPPRESSION SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

22 10 05 FACILITY WATER AND SANITARY SEWERAGE PIPING SPECIALTIES

22 14 29 SUMP PUMPS
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22 45 00 EMERGENCY PLUMBING FIXTURES

23 05 23 GENERAL-DUTY VALVES FOR HVAC PIPING

23 05 93 TESTING, ADJUSTING, AND BALANCING FOR HVAC

23 06 20.16 HYDRONIC CONTROL VALVE SCHEDULE

23 30 00 HVAC AIR DISTRIBUTION

23 34 16.52 UPBLAST ROOF EXHAUST FANS

23 34 19.16 PROPELLER WALL FANS
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26 05 34 RACEWAYS, BOXES, MANHOLES, AND HANDHOLES FOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

26 05 73 OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICE COORDINATION STUDY

26 06 20.16 ELECTRICAL PANELBOARD SCHEDULE

26 06 20.19 ELECTRICAL MOTOR-CONTROL CENTER SCHEDULE

26 06 20.21 ELECTRICAL RACEWAY SCHEDULE

26 06 20.25 ELECTRICAL CABLE SCHEDULE

26 06 50.16 LIGHTING FIXTURE SCHEDULE.

26 08 10 ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

26 09 16 ELECTRICAL CONTROLS AND RELAYS

26 12 21 SECONDARY SUBSTATION MEDIUM-VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

26 13 27 MEDIUM VOLTAGE VARIABLE-FREQUENCY MOTOR CONTROLLER

26 22 17 LOW-VOLTAGE DRY-TYPE TRANSFORMERS

26 23 00 LOW-VOLTAGE SWITCHGEAR

26 24 13 SWITCHBOARDS

26 24 16 PANELBOARDS

26 24 19 MOTOR-CONTROL CENTERS

26 27 26 WIRING DEVICES

26 29 23 VARIABLE-FREQUENCY MOTOR CONTROLLERS

26 33 53 STATIC UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY

26 36 15 MEDIUM VOLTAGE LOAD INTERRUPTING AIR SWITCHES

26 36 23 AUTOMATIC TRANSFER SWITCHES

26 50 00 LIGHTING

27 51 16 PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

28 10 00 ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL AND INTRUSION DETECTION

28 23 00 VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

28 31 00 FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM

31 10 00 SITE CLEARING
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31 41 00 SHORING

31 48 17 DRILLED PIERS

31 71 26.13 UTILITY PIPE JACKING
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32 12 16 ASPHALT PAVING

32 12 53 DECOMPOSED GRANITE AND GRAVEL PAVING

32 31 13 CHAIN LINK FENCES AND GATES

32 80 00 IRRIGATION

32 90 00 PLANTING
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40 05 17 COPPER PROCESS PIPE 

40 05 19 DUCTILE IRON PROCESS PIPE

40 05 23 STAINLESS STEEL PROCESS PIPE AND TUBING

40 05 24 STEEL PROCESS PIPE

40 05 31.13 POLYVINYL CHLORIDE PROCESS PIPE

40 05 32 POLYETHYLENE PROCESS PIPE

40 05 39.13 CONCRETE PRESSURE PROCESS PIPE

40 05 40 REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE
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40 05 59.33 CAST IRON SLIDE GATES

40 05 59.37 FABRICATED SLIDE GATES
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40 05 61.43 KNIFE GATE VALVES
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40 05 63 BALL VALVES

40 05 64 BUTTERFLY VALVES

40 05 65 VALVES FOR PUMP CONTROL AND CHECK SERVICE

40 05 67.36 PRESSURE-REGULATING VALVES

40 05 71.16 FLAP GATES

40 05 73 SPECIAL-APPLICATION PROCESS VALVES

40 05 75 SURGE RELIEF VALVES FOR WASTEWATER SERVICE

40 05 78.23 AIR/VACUUM VALVES FOR WASTEWATER SERVICE

40 05 82 SOLENOID VALVES FOR PROCESS SERVICE
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40 06 20.10 SPRAY NOZZLE SCHEDULE

40 06 20.20 FLAP GATE SCHEDULE
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40 06 60 SCHEDULES FOR PROCESS CONTROL AND PROCESS FACILITY ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

40 06 60.13 POWER ACTUATED VALVE AND GATE SCHEDULES

40 06 70 SCHEDULES OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR PROCESS SYSTEMS

40 41 13 PROCESS PIPING HEAT TRACING

40 42 00 PROCESS PIPING AND EQUIPMENT INSULATION

40 46 42 CATHODIC PROCESS CORROSION PROTECTION
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40 61 13 PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM GENERAL PROVISIONS

40 61 16 ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM GENERAL PROVISIONS

40 61 21 PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM TESTING

40 61 26 PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM TRAINING

40 61 93.10 PLANT COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM INPUT/OUTPUT

40 61 93.20 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER INPUT/OUTPUT

40 61 96.10 PLANT COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM CONTROL STRATEGIES

40 61 96.20 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER CONTROL NARRATIVES

40 62 63 OPERATOR INTERFACE TERMINALS

40 63 43 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS

40 66 13 SWITCHES AND ROUTERS

40 66 16 FIREWALL HARDWARE

40 66 33 METALLIC AND FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATION CABLING AND CONNECTORS

40 66 36 PROCESS INSTRUMENTATION NETWORKS

40 67 00 CONTROL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT PANELS AND RACKS

40 70 00 INSTRUMENTATION FOR PROCESS SYSTEMS

40 79 00 MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENTS, CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT, INSTRUMENTATION VALVES, AND FITTINGS

43 42 21 WELDED STEEL PRESSURE TANKS

46 09 09.13 MODIFICATION, RELOCATION, AND REMOVAL OF EXISTING EQUIPMENT
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G‐000 COVER SHEET

G‐001 SIGNATURE SHEET

G‐002 INDEX OF DRAWINGS 1

G‐003 INDEX OF DRAWINGS 2

GI001 LOCATION AND AREA MAPS

GI002 EXISTING SRWTP SITE PLAN

GI003 STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS 1

GI004 STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS 2

GI005 GENERAL SYMBOLS, MATERIALS, CROSS REFERENCING SYSTEM, DRAWING NUMBER SYSTEM, AND 

MISCELLANEOUS SYMBOLS

GI006 PIPING, EQUIPMENT, VALVE,  AND EQUIPMENT PREFIXES

GI007 SURVEY MONUMENT DATA

GI008 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES TO BE PROTECTED, REMOVED AND/OR MITIGATED

GI601 SCHEDULE OF EXISTING EQUIPMENT CORE NUMBERS

GC001 CONTRACTOR LAYDOWN AREAS

GC002 CONSTRUCTION ACCESS (MAR 2015 ‐ JUN 15, 2015)

GC003 CONSTRUCTION ACCESS (JUN 15, 2015 ‐ MAR 15, 2016)

GC004 CONSTRUCTION ACCESS (AFTER MAR 15, 2016)

GC005 TEMPORARY CONTRACTOR TRAILER AREA FOR FEQ AND SP

GC006 NORTH CONTRACTOR LAYDOWN AREAS (MAR 15, 2015  ‐ AUG 15, 2015)

GC007 NORTH CONTRACTOR LAYDOWN  AND TRAILER AREAS (AUG 15, 2015 ‐ OCT 15, 2015)

GC008 NORTH CONTRACTOR LAYDOWN  AND TRAILER AREAS (OCT 15, 2015 ‐ MAR 15, 2016)

GC009 NORTH CONTRACTOR LAYDOWN  AND TRAILER AREAS (AFTER MAR 15, 2016)

GC010 SOIL STOCKPILE AREA (PEPS)

GC011 SOIL STOCKPILE AREAS (DLD‐1, AND SOUTH CONTRACTOR AREA)

M‐001 HVAC SYMBOLS, SCHEDULE, AND STANDARD DESIGNATIONS

E‐001 ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS

E‐002 SYMBOLS FOR ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

X‐002 PROCESS AND PIPELINE SYMBOLS 1

X‐001 PROCESS AND PIPELINE SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

X‐003 PROCESS AND PIPELINE SYMBOLS 2

X‐004 PROCESS AND PIPELINE SYMBOLS 3

XJ601 PLANT CONTROL SYSTEM

XJ602 INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM TYPICAL ACC PCCS EQUIPMENT

XJ603 PCC FIBER OPTIC NETWORK CONFIGURATION

XJ604 INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM FIBER OPTIC CABLING 04FOP10301

XJ605 INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM FIBER OPTIC CABLING 51FOP10301

XJ606 INTERCONNECTION  DIAGRAM PCCS ETHERNET NETWORK CONFIGURATION

XJ607 INTERCONNECTION  DIAGRAM PLC ETHERNET NETWORK CONFIGURATION

XJ608 INTERCONNECTION  DIAGRAM MAINTENANCE ETHERNET NETWORK CONFIGURATION

XJ609 CONTROL LOGIC DIAGRAM 1 PE PUMP NO. 1 AND 2

XJ610 CONTROL LOGIC DIAGRAM 2 PE PUMP NO. 1 AND 2

XJ611 CONTROL LOGIC DIAGRAM 3 PE PUMP NO. 1 AND 2

XJ612 CONTROL AND LOGIC DIAGRAM RAS PUMPS

GENERAL

PROCESS AND INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

ELECTRICAL

MECHANICAL

Page 1 of 1
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Detail ID Typical Detail Title

C1 REMOVABLE TRAFFIC BOLLARD STANDARD DETAIL 
E1 TYPICAL DEVICE STANCHION STANDARD DETAIL 
E2 LIGHT STANDARD BASE STANDARD DETAIL 
E4 FLUORESCENT LUMINAIRE MOUNTING DETAIL STANDARD DETAIL 
E5 GROUND WELL AND ROD STANDARD DETAIL 
E6 CONDUIT PENETRATION AT EXISTING WALL OR FLOOR STANDARD DETAIL 
E7 NON-REINFORCED DUCTBANK STANDARD DETAIL 
E8 REINFORCED DUCTBANK STANDARD DETAIL 
E9 UNDERGROUND 600V DUCTBANK ENTRANCE AT NEWLY POURED CONCRETE WALL STANDARD DETAIL 
E10 RISER FROM NON-METALIC DUCT AND TYPICAL CONDUIT STUB-UP STANDARD DETAIL 
E11 UNDERGROUND DUCTBANK ENTRANCE STANDARD DETAIL 
E12 SPLASH BLOCK DRAIN FOR MANHOLE SUMP PUMP STANDARD DETAIL 
E13 TYPICAL PRECAST MANHOLE STANDARD DETAIL 
E14 DUAL MANHOLE SUMP PUMPING ARRANGEMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
E15 TYPICAL HANDHOLE STANDARD DETAIL 
E16 TYPICAL MANHOLE SUMP PUMP STARTER PANEL STANDARD DETAIL 
E17 LIGHTING FIXTURE MOUNTING DETAIL STANDARD DETAIL 
E18 MEDIUM VOLTAGE MANHOLE CABLE CONFIGURATION STANDARD DETAIL 
E19 CONDUIT ENTRANCE AT NEWLY POURED WALL STANDARD DETAIL 
E20 480V 3" DIAMETER RECEPTACLE STANCHION STANDARD DETAIL 
E21 REINFORCED CONCRETE BASE STANDARD DETAIL 
E22 480V 3" DIAMETER RECEPTACLE STANCHION WITH JUNCTION BOX STANDARD DETAIL 
E23 REINFORCED CONCRETE BASE STANDARD DETAIL 
E24 MOTOR FEED FROM OVERHEAD STANDARD DETAIL 
E25 LOW VOLTAGE FEED FROM BELOW SLAB POWER AND CONTROL CONDUITS STANDARD DETAIL 
E26 TYPICAL TRAPEZE PIPE SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
E27 HAZARDOUS LOCATION CONDUIT INSTALLATION STANDARD DETAIL 
E28 GROUND PLATE STANDARD DETAIL 
E29 MANHOLE/HANDHOLE COVER PAVED AND UNPAVED AREAS STANDARD DETAIL 
E30 TYPICAL OIL FILLED TRANSFORMER FLOOR MOUNTING STANDARD DETAIL 
E31 TYPICAL MOUNTING FOR TRANSFORMER AND PANELBOARD STANDARD DETAIL 
E32 FLOOR MOUNTING FOR MCC's CONTROL PANELS AND SWITCH GEAR STANDARD DETAIL 
E37 CONDUIT PENETRATION FIRESTOP STANDARD DETAIL 
E38 CABLE TRAY PENETRATION FIRESTOP STANDARD DETAIL 
E100 600A 3-WAY L-KIT SEPARABLE CONNECTORS STANDARD DETAIL 
E101 600A 3-WAY L-KIT SEPARABLE CONNECTORS SECTIONS STANDARD DETAIL 
E102 600A 2-WAY L-KIT SEPARABLE CONNECTORS STANDARD DETAIL 
E103 600A 2-WAY L-KIT SEPARABLE CONNECTORS SECTIONS STANDARD DETAIL 
M1 TABLE A (PIPE HANGER TYPES) STANDARD DETAIL 
M2 PIPE HANGER GENERAL NOTES STANDARD DETAIL 
M3 TYPE 1 PIPE HANGER STANDARD DETAIL 
M4 TYPE 4 PIPE HANGER (2" THRU 12") STANDARD DETAIL 
M5 TYPE 5 PIPE HANGER (10" THRU 24")STANDARD DETAIL 
M6 TYPE 6 PIPE HANGER (3/8" THRU 8") STANDARD DETAIL 
M7 TYPE 7 PIPE HANGER STANDARD DETAIL 
M8 TYPE 8 PIPE HANGER STANDARD DETAIL 
M9 TYPE 9 PIPE SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
M10 TYPE 10 PIPE SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
M11 TYPE 11 PIPE SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
M12 TYPE 12 PIPE SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
M13 TYPE 13 PIPE SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 

FOR SEWER, WATER, AND STORM DRAIN DETAILS, REFER TO 
http://www.saccountyspecs.saccounty.net/Pages/default.aspx
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Detail ID Typical Detail Title
         M14 TYPE G1 PIPE GUIDE STANDARD DETAIL 

M15 TYPE G2 PIPE GUIDE STANDARD DETAIL 
M16 TYPE G3 PIPE GUIDE STANDARD DETAIL 
M17 TYPE L STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M18 TYPE A PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M19 TYPE B PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M20 TYPE C PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M22 TYPE E PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M23 TYPE F PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M24 TYPE D PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M25 TYPE E PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M27 PIPE PENETRATION TYPES STANDARD DETAIL 
M28 PIPE PENETRATION NOTES STANDARD DETAIL 
M29 TYPE L PIPE PENETRATION STANDARD DETAIL 
M30 TYPE C SEISMIC LONGITUDINAL BRACING STANDARD DETAIL 
M31 TYPE 4 PIPE HANGER SEISMIC SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
M32 TYPE 1 PIPE HANGER SEISMIC SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
M33 TRAPEZE PIPE HANGER SEISMIC BRACING STANDARD DETAIL 
M34 TYPICAL PIPE SUPPORT RACK STANDARD DETAIL 
M35 TYPE A STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M36 TYPE B STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M37 TYPE C STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M38 TYPE D STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M39 TYPE E STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M40 TYPE G STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M41 TYPE H STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M42 TYPE J STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M43 TYPE K STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M44 TYPE M STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
M45 TYPE A UTILITY STATION POST-MOUNT STANDARD DETAIL 
M46 TYPE B UTILITY STATION WALL-MOUNT STANDARD DETAIL 
M47 UTILITY STATION HOSE RACK STANDARD DETAIL 
M48 WATER HOSE VALVE STANDARD DETAIL 
M49 FIRE EXTINGUISHER MOUNTINGS STANDARD DETAIL 
M50 TYPE I FLOOR DRAIN STANDARD DETAIL 
M51 TYPE II FLOOR DRAIN STANDARD DETAIL 
M52 TYPE III FLOOR DRAIN STANDARD DETAIL 
M53 TYPE I EQUIPMENT DRAIN STANDARD DETAIL 
M54 TYPE II EQUIPMENT DRAIN STANDARD DETAIL 
M55 STANDARD CLEANOUT STANDARD DETAIL 
M56 CLEANOUT IN PAVED AREA STANDARD DETAIL 
M57 YARD CLEANOUT STANDARD DETAIL 
M58 FLOOR AND WALKWAY CLEANOUT STANDARD DETAIL 
M59 PRESSURE CLEANOUT STANDARD DETAIL 
M60 CLEANOUT (IN-LINE) STANDARD DETAIL 
M61 CLEANOUT LINE-END STANDARD DETAIL 
M62 TYPICAL BURIED VALVES STANDARD DETAIL 
M63 TYPE V CLEANOUT STANDARD DETAIL
M64 PIPE PENETRATION NOTES STANDARD DETAIL 
M65 TABLE B (PIPE HANGER TYPES) STANDARD DETAIL 
M66 SANITARY PRESSURE GAUGE PIPING CONNECTION STANDARD DETAIL
M68 FLUSHING COCK (FOR AIR RELEASE OR DRAIN AS REQUIRED) STANDARD DETAIL 
M69 CONTROL UNIT TYPE A STANDARD DETAIL 
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         M70 SEAL WATER CONTROL UNIT STANDARD DETAIL 

M71 CONTROL UNIT TYPE C STANDARD DETAIL 
M72 CONTROL UNIT TYPE D STANDARD DETAIL 
M73 LOCATING WIRES FOR UNDERGROUND PIPELINES STANDARD DETAIL 
M80 WALL EXHAUST FAN MOUNTING STANDARD DETAIL
M81 LOUVER MOUNTING STANDARD DETAIL
M82 TYPICAL CANTILEVER SUPPORT RACK STANDARD DETAIL
S1 TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION JOINTS - SLABS STANDARD DETAIL 
S2 HORIZONTAL CONSTRUCTION JOINTS - WALLS STANDARD DETAIL 
S3 BEAM AND SLAB CONSTRUCTION JOINT STANDARD DETAIL 
S4 PROVISION FOR FUTURE CONSTRUCTION JOINT STANDARD DETAIL 
S5 ISOLATION AND WEAKENED PLANE JOINT AT FLOOR SLABS ON GRADE STANDARD DETAIL 
S6 TYPICAL EXPANSION JOINTS STANDARD DETAIL 
S7 PROVISION FOR FUTURE EXPANSION JOINT STANDARD DETAIL 
S8 REINFORCING STEEL AT WALL INTERSECTIONS STANDARD DETAIL 
S9 REINFORCEMENT AT SLAB AND WALL OPENINGS STANDARD DETAIL 
S10 WELDED REINFORCING BAR SPLICE DETAIL STANDARD DETAIL 
S11 DOWEL BAR SPLICES STANDARD DETAIL 
S12 EQUIPMENT BASE STANDARD DETAIL 
S13 ANCHOR BOLT FOR EQUIPMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
S14 SUSPENDED SLAB WATERPROOFING STANDARD DETAIL 
S16 WALL WATERPROOFING TERMINATION STANDARD DETAIL 
S17 MODIFICATION OF EXISTING CONCRETE STANDARD DETAIL 
S18 CONCRETE STAIRS STANDARD DETAIL 
S19 PIPE ENCASEMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
S20 NON-STRUCTURAL FOOTING STANDARD DETAIL 
S21 LIFTING DEVICE STANDARD DETAIL 
S22 REINFORCEMENT AT DOOR OPENINGS STANDARD DETAIL 
S23 PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE IN CONCRETE SLAB STANDARD DETAIL 
S24 TYPICAL CMU WALL ELEVATION STANDARD DETAIL 
S25 TOP OF CMU PARTITION WALL STANDARD DETAIL 
S26 CMU LINTEL BEAM STANDARD DETAIL 
S27 BASE OF CMU PARTITION WALL STANDARD DETAIL 
S28 CMU LINTEL TO CONCRETE WALL STANDARD DETAIL 
S29 REINFORCING AT CMU PARTITION WALL INTERSECTIONS STANDARD DETAIL 
S30 CMU WALL CONTROL JOINT REINFORCEMENT STANDARD DETAIL 
S31 GRATING PLAN (ALUMINUM GRATING) STANDARD DETAIL 
S32 GRATING SUPPORT STANDARD DETAIL 
S33 GRATING SUPPORT AT CONCRETE STANDARD DETAIL 
S34 GRATING SUPPORT AT SLIDE GATE STANDARD DETAIL 
S35 GRATING SUPPORT END RETURN STANDARD DETAIL 
S36 GRATING CLIP 1 STANDARD DETAIL 
S37 GRATING CLIP 2 STANDARD DETAIL 
S38 GRATING CLIP 3 STANDARD DETAIL 
S39 COVER PLATE STANDARD DETAIL 
S40 LOOSE COVER PLATE AND SUPPORTS STANDARD DETAIL 
S41 BOLTED COVER PLATE AND SUPPORTS STANDARD DETAIL 
S42 TYPE "A" HANDLE STANDARD DETAIL 
S43 TYPE "B" HANDLE STANDARD DETAIL 
S44 STEEL LADDER STANDARD DETAIL 
S45 LADDER CAGE STANDARD DETAIL 
S46 TOP OF LADDER AT HANDRAIL STANDARD DETAIL 
S48 LADDER RUNG STANDARD DETAIL 
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         S49 TYPICAL HANDRAILING STANDARD DETAIL 

S50 HANDRAIL MOUNTING POST STANDARD DETAIL 
S51 HANDRAIL POST MOUNTING STANDARD DETAIL 
S52 REMOVABLE HANDRAIL MOUNTING POST STANDARD DETAIL 
S53 HANDRAIL SURFACE MOUNT STANDARD DETAIL 
S54 HANDRAIL WALL MOUNTING STANDARD DETAIL 
S55 TOE BOARD TO POST CONNECTION STANDARD DETAIL 
S56 HANDRAIL EXPANSION JOINT STANDARD DETAIL 
S57 TOE BOARD EXPANSION JOINT STANDARD DETAIL 
S58 REMOVABLE GUARD POST ANCHORAGE STANDARD DETAIL 
S61 HANDHOLD STANDARD DETAIL 
S100 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH FOUNDATION PLAN STANDARD DETAIL
S101 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH FOUNDATION SECTION STANDARD DETAIL
S102 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH FOUNDATION DETAIL A STANDARD DETAIL
S103 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH FOUNDATION DETAIL B STANDARD DETAIL
S104 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH CHECKER PLATE COVER PLAN STANDARD DETAIL
S105 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH CHECKER PLATE COVER SECTION 1 STANDARD DETAIL
S106 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH CHECKER PLATE COVER SECTION 2 STANDARD DETAIL
S107 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH CHECKER PLATE COVER SECTION 3 STANDARD DETAIL
S108 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH CHECKER PLATE COVER SECTION 4 STANDARD DETAIL
S109 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL TRENCH CHECKER PLATE COVER SECTION 5 STANDARD DETAIL
X101 LEVEL TRANSMITTER - PRESSURE SENSING
X102 PRESSURE SWITCH
X103 PRESSURE SWITCH AND PRESSURE GAUGE
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MASTER EQUIPMENT LIST WORKFLOW PROCEDURES 
 
 Designer is to provide a unique equipment tag number for every asset in the Master 

Equipment List (MEL) and follow the District’s ‘How to Apply Auto-Numbering’ 
document for guidance.  Assigned numbers should be reasonably grouped according 
to the District’s guidelines.  

 
 Designer shall submit their proposed equipment tag numbering for District review as 

part of the Preliminary Design Report (PDR) and prior to any submittal beyond the 
PDR.  Designers are encouraged to be in close contact with District staff so that 
questions can be resolved early in the design process to avoid costly changes later as 
the design progresses.   
 

 Prior to Design Submittal 1 (DS1), the District Project Manager (PM) will verify that 
a unique tag numbering system is used by the Designer for the assets. 

   
 Designers are provided an Asset Metadata Spreadsheet to generate the initial MEL for 

DS1 (or earlier).  The Asset Metadata Spreadsheet has individual tabs for each asset 
classification which contains all the required columns and asset class information 
required for importing data into the District Computerized Maintenance Management 
System (CMMS).  The Asset Metadata Spreadsheet can be populated by the Designer 
by importing the data directly from an AutoCAD® Piping and Instrumentation 
Diagram (P&ID) software or AutoDesk Revit® database, or it can be manually 
populated.  If the MEL is developed manually, the Designer is to fill out the Asset 
Classifications tabs first, which will then auto-populate the MEL.   

 
 Designer shall use asset classification “MISC” for unknown asset 

classifications. Alternatively, Designer can contact the District PM to 
determine specific asset classifications.  

 
 Designer shall submit the MEL as part of the Asset Metadata Spreadsheet and P&IDs 

for mechanical equipment, electrical and control block diagrams for electric and 
control equipment, and various other drawings for non-process equipment.  These 
drawings shall use the designer’s MEL to number equipment as part of DS1.  

 
 Operations support representatives will be responsible for providing this information 

from the designer to the documentation group and verifying that unique equipment 
numbers are used on the plans and MEL. 

 
 District will review the MEL and Plans to verify the equipment tag numbering, 

classify and remaining unclassified equipment and identify Maintenance Managed 
Items.  District will identify MMIs by including a “Y” in the MMI column.  District 
will show revised equipment tag numbering in the column adjacent to the Designer’s 
equipment tag numbering column. 
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 Tagging electrical assets power distributions system cannot be numbered without all 
three items.  See attached figure that describes the Syntax. 

 
 Plan views: These are needed to determine area number 
 Elevation views: These are needed to determine feeder breaker names that 

determine downstream device names1 
 Single lines: This determine the “tree” structure and downstream numbering 

rules1 
 

1 12kV information should be provided at DS-1while 480V numbers will be provided 
at DS-2 

 
 The District will provide the Designer the revised MEL, within the DS1 comment 

period with the validated equipment tag numbers which are to be used in DS2. 
District will transmit revised MEL list as part of the formal submittal review period.  
Operation support representative will serve as the interface between the designer and 
District documentation. 

 
 Designer shall re-submit the MEL and Asset Metadata spreadsheet as part of the next 

design submittal (DS2) and incorporate any District Requested tag numbering 
changes.  Designer shall identify Assets that have been added, removed, modified, or 
abandoned as the design progresses by highlighting/noting the new and/or deleted 
assets at each phase of the project. This should be prepared as an “Exceptions List” 
included with the revised MEL.  The exceptions list can be incorporated into each of 
the individual Asset Class tabs.  

 
 The District will provide the Designer the validated MEL/MMI to be used in the next 

design submittal. 
 
 Sometime after DS-2 submittal but before DS-3 submittal, the numbers need to be 

represented, and confirmed as valid numbers, on the MEL. Then at DS-3 submittal, 
the valid numbers need to be populated or marked up in the contract documents 
(plans and specs). Review of numbers in plans and specs may extend into the bid 
period, in which case any changes, additions, or corrections, would be listed in an 
addendum, and reflected in the conformed set of plans and specs, completed by the 
contractor NTP date. 

 
 
Version 11 
Dated 03/04/2016 
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Introduction 
Each asset or piece of equipment within Regional San has a unique ID number.  ‘Auto-

Numbering’ was developed by the District in 2006 to apply a consistent numbering format to 

assets within the District. 

Auto-Numbering uses a complex set of guidelines which are not easy to learn in a short period 

of time.  District staff work with Designers during the design process to make sure that Auto-

Numbering is followed properly. Designers are encouraged to be in close contact with District 

staff so that questions can be resolved early in the design process to avoid costly changes later 

down the line. 

Unique numbers are generated using an algorithm in a District application called ‘IDEA’.  IDEA 

generates a unique number for each piece of equipment using Auto-Numbering syntax.  In most 

cases, Designers can follow the Auto-Numbering guidelines to assign numbers without having to 

use the IDEA application.  After a Master Equipment List (MEL) is submitted to the District by a 

Designer, District staff use IDEA as a final check to make sure that no existing numbers were 

duplicated. 

Why is this Important? 
The generated equipment numbers are used for tagging equipment in the field, as well as being 

the unique identifiers on PCCS screens, drawings, diagrams, GIS, O&M manuals, and other 

District documents.  The numbers are also the unique identifiers in the District’s CMMS Maximo 

database used for work orders and asset management.  In Maximo and other District 

applications, the number is officially referred to as the ‘Location ID’.  It may also be commonly 

referred to as the ‘Equipment Number’ or ‘Tag Number’. 

Searching using the Location ID is the main way that District staff locate documents after a 

project is built.  They are able to search their file library of electronic documents using the 

Location ID.  Easy retrieval of documents is a critical function within the operation and 

maintenance of District facilities, which is why so much emphasis is being put on numbering 

equipment and properly labeling drawing and other documents. 
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Auto-Numbering Syntax Summary for Mechanical Equipment 
 

For a detailed look at the District’s Auto-Numbering syntax rules, please refer to the SRCSD 

Auto-Numbering guide.  The table below is just a summary. 

Syntax Length Code Example 

Syntax 1 

Core/Loop 

6 [AA][9999] 

[max 2-digit plant area number] 

[max 4-digit sequential core number] 

450001 

Area 45, 

Core/Loop# 0001 

Syntax 2 

Equipment 

and 

Instruments 

11 [PPPP][AA][9999][S] 

[max 4-char prefix] 

[2-digit plant area number] 

[4-digit sequential core number] 

[1-char sequential suffix (Null OK)] 

P450001A 

Area 45, 

Auxiliary Pump 1A 

Syntax 4 

Process 

8 [PPPP][AA][SS] 

[max 4-char prefix] 

[2-digit plant area number] 

[2-char sequential suffix] 

SLG45E 

Slide Gate, 

Area 45, 

5th gate (E) 

Syntax 5 

Simple 

Sequential 

8 [PPPP][9999] 

[max 4-char prefix] 

[max 4-digit sequential number] 

MH17 

Electrical Manhole 

number 17 

Syntax 6 

Pipe Service 

11 [AA][DDDDD][9999] 

[2-digit plant area number] 

[max 5-char pipe service code] 

[max 4-digit sequential core number] 

45WRH37 

Area 45, WHR 

system, manual 

valve number 37 

Grouping and Sequencing Numbers on Plans 
While Auto-Numbering application can generate unique numbers for assets, it cannot group 

these assets into any logical order.  Assignment of equipment numbers requires conscientious 

users who understand the processes they are numbering.  Equipment numbers should be laid 

out in some kind of logical fashion that will make sense to operators, maintenance staff, or any 

other users accessing the facilities.  The goal of grouping assets is to make the following tasks 

easier: 

 Assigning numbers during designs 

 Sorting lists 

 Building schedules or tables 

 Identifying assets in the field 

 Identifying assets on PCCS screens 

 Viewing assets in GIS 

Where to Start 
Start by familiarizing yourself with the design.  Look at all of the drawings to understand how 

the process works.  Once you have a basic understanding of the process and project area, 

http://inside.sda.saccounty.net/srcsd/cmms/Shared%20Documents/Auto%20Numbering%20May%202007%20Updates.pdf
http://inside.sda.saccounty.net/srcsd/cmms/Shared%20Documents/Auto%20Numbering%20May%202007%20Updates.pdf
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identify the syntax 2 numbers that serve a central or ‘parent’ asset and group them into zones 

or sub-zones if needed.  Next, you can assign syntax 4 and 5 numbers since they work 

independently of the other numbers.  Finally, you can review the P&IDs to assign syntax 6 

numbers and any syntax 2 numbers that stand alone and do not serve a parent asset. 

When in doubt, look at existing facilities to see how equipment numbers are grouped.  You can 

look at existing tanks, pumps, and processes to get an idea of how numbers have been applied 

in the past.  Designers should consult with District staff when questions arise. 

How to Apply Syntax 2 (Parent/Child with Core Numbers) 
Syntax 2 equipment use an area/core number which is used to group related parent/child 

assets.  All of the assets which serve a central, or ‘parent’ asset, are numbered using the same 

six digit area/core number. 

Syntax 2 Code 

[PPPP][AA][9999][S] 

PPPP =max 4-char prefix 

AA = 2-digit area number 

9999 = 4-digit core number 

S = 1-char suffix (null OK) 

(Example: P614101A) 

Start by Grouping Core Numbers on the Plan Drawings 

At the beginning of a design, we normally start with the site plan drawings that show 

the related regions of the project. 

Look at the plan view drawings, process schematics, and the P&IDs.  Make a judgment 

as to how the core numbers for the parent assets will be laid out on the plans.  Label the 

parent equipment numbers on the plans so you have a reference for issuing the child 

numbers later on the P&IDs.  Everything will build off of the parent numbers that you 

establish early on.  It may be useful to group the equipment into zones or sub-zones. 

We typically start with the flow path of the main process, and then assign core numbers 

to any secondary or utility systems.  We typically use core numbers 0001-0009 for PLCs, 

so start with core number 0010 or a higher number is there are more PLCs.  We don’t 

typically start with 0000. 

It may be preferred to number the tanks, then the pumps, then any downstream 

elements.  In some projects, it may make the most sense to number the equipment in 

sequence along the direction of flow from upstream to downstream. 
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In another project, it may make more sense to number in groupings based on the 

physical layout of equipment.  Assets that flow through treatment processes lend 

themselves to numbering in the direction of flow.  Chemical feed processes have tanks 

that are shared by a number of pumps, so it may make more sense to number them in 

sequence as they are shown on the plans. 

Important!: Once a core number has been used, it may not be used again for another 

group or piece of equipment outside of the assembly.  Core numbers will be assigned to 

only one group of parent/child equipment at one physical location.  For example, core 

number 21201 is used for influent pump P21201 located in the I/E Building.  You would 

not assign B21201 to a blower in the same area, even though the number would be 

technically unique.  You would use another core number for the blower and its child 

assets. 

During a design, it may be useful to have one person be in charge of the MEL.  In 

previous projects, isolated design groups such as electrical and HVAC inadvertently used 

the same core numbers, resulting in changes late in the design process. 

Zones and Sub-Zones 

Grouping by physical zones can be done by using the first two digits of the 4-digit core 

number.  As a general procedure, start with the site plan drawings or process 

schematics.  Map out the zone and sub-zone groupings that will be represented by the 

first two digits in the core number.  It may be useful to create a working map of the area 

numbers and zones to keep them straight during the project (see example on next 

page). 

The first digit of the 4-digit core number is best used for large zones such as whole 

buildings or batteries of processes.  Let’s say we have two buildings, a pump station, a 

clarifier, and a group of three basins.  We want the equipment numbers in each region 

to have a common thread.  To achieve this, we start each of the core numbers with an 

identifying digit.  For example: 
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Zone Core Number Series Samples of Pumps in Each Zone 

Building A 0xxx P610001, P610002, P610003, etc. 

Building B 1xxx P611001, P611002, P611003, etc. 

Pump Station 2xxx P612001, P612002, P612003, etc. 

Clarifier 3xxx P613001, P613002, P613003, etc. 

Basins 4xxx P614001, P614002, P614003, etc. 

 

Rooms within a building do not constitute sub-zones, they just get ‘ROOMxxxxxx’ 

numbers.  Multiple treatment units within a common zone such as individual SSTs, 

basins, thickeners, and digesters are good examples of sub-zones.  In our example, 

let’s say our process has a group of three basins.  You could move to the second-

digit in the core number and assign an identifier to each basin within the ‘Basins’ 

zone.  For basins you could use sub-zone core numbers like this: 

Zone Sub-Zone Core Number 
Series 

Samples of Pumps 
in Each Basin 

Basins (4xxx) Basin 1 41xx P614101, P614102, P614103, etc. 

Basins (4xxx) Basin 2 42xx P614201, P614202, P614203, etc. 

Basins (4xxx) Basin 3 43xx P614301, P614302, P614303, etc. 
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Applying Core Number Groupings on P&IDs 

Once a set of core numbers have been established at the parent level on the plans, the 

next task it to assign numbers to child assets that serve the parents.  The Process and 

Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) are usually the best tools for figuring which assets 

should be grouped together using the same core number. 

Start by labelling the parent assets on the P&IDs.  Once this is finished, circle each 

grouping of child assets which serve their parent on the P&ID.  Any assets that serve the 

parent will get the same core number.  Examples of children would include 

instrumentation or actuated valves associated with isolation and control of the parent. 

Sometimes there are assets which don’t tie directly to a parent asset in a 1:1 

relationship.  For example, we have a flow meter downstream from three pumps which 

all discharge to a common pipe.  Since we can’t tie the flow meter to any of the three 

pumps individually, we give the flow meter its own unique core number. 

Examples of Identifying Core Number Groupings 

 For pumps, everything from the suction point to a common discharge point 

takes on the same area/core number.  This is true of blowers and other 

equipment associated with process flows. 

 Individual pieces of equipment such as mixers, motor operated valves, gates, 

etc. may be treated as individual pieces of equipment with distinct core 

numbers. 

 Package compressors are one core equipment group with the compressor being 

a core number and, if there are two compressors, each are A and B suffixes. 

 If a process stream is split into parallel redundant streams that mirror each 

other, the parent numbers should follow an A and B suffix stream like this: 

 

Once the parent/child groupings have been circled on the P&IDs, all you have to do is 

populate the final equipment numbers.  Apply the area/core number of the parent to 

each of the children using prefixes and suffixes within syntax 2.  Within a group of assets 

that use the same core number, the prefixes will set the numbers apart from each 

other.  Use suffixes when there are several assets in a grouping that all use the same 

prefix and core number.  Try to sequence the child numbers from left to right and from 

top to bottom as shown on the P&ID. 
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Here is a typical grouping of parent and child assets that all use the same core number 

in area ‘61’.  In this example, we have the pump as the parent asset.  The motor, valves, 

operators, and instruments which serve the pump all get the same core number 

‘610203’.  The hand switches are numbered with suffixes A-E because there are five of 

them with the same prefix and core number.  Since there are two valves in this flow 

sequence, we split them up using suffix ‘A’ for the suction side and ‘B’ for the discharge 

side of the pump. 

 

Children of Pump ‘P610203’ 

Equipment Number Operator HOA LSR OC 

Pump P610203 M610203 HS610203C   

Suction Valve V610203A MOP610203A  HS610203A HS610203B 

Discharge Valve V610203B MOP610203B  HS610203D HS610203E 

Flow Meter FE610203 FIT610203    

Pressure PI610203 PSH610203    

Temperature TSH610203     

Strainer STN610203     

 

Suffixes are added to multiple assets with the same area/core number and prefix.  For 

example, here is a different pump with suction, discharge, and control valves in the 

main process area, first zone: 

Equipment Number Operator HOA Start/Stop 

Pump P611101 M611101 HS611101A HS611101B 

Suction Valve V611101A MOP611101A HS611101C HS611101D 

Discharge Valve V611101B MOP611101B HS611101E HS611101F 

Control Valve 1 CV611101C MOP611101C HS611101G HS611101H 

Control Valve 2 CV611101D MOP611101D HS611101J HS611101K 
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Here is a treatment process sequence consisting of a motor operated gate followed by a 

series of motor operated valves, control valves, mixers, and pumps.  Components from 

the suction to the discharge of the pump are all area/core number 711107, similar to 

the previous example for P61101. 

Equipment Number Operator HOA Start/Stop 

Gate G711101 MOP711101 HS711101A HS71101B 

Valve V711102 MOP711102 HS711102A HS711102B 

Control Valve CV711103 MOP711103 HS711103A HS711103B 

Valve V711104 MOP711104 HS711104A HS711104B 

Mixer MX711105 M711105 HS711105A HS711105B 

Mixer MX711106 M711106 HS711106A HS711106B 

Pump P711107 M711107 HS711107A HS711107B 

 

Suffixes I and O 

Do not use the letters ‘I’ or ‘O’ for suffixes in any syntax.  The letters can too easily be 

misinterpreted as the numbers 1 and 0.  Skip from H to J and N to P when issuing 

suffixes. 

Tying Into Existing Areas of the Plant 

When tying into existing areas of the plant, any new piece of parent-level equipment 

will use new day-forward numbering.  New process streams will get new day-forward 

core numbers.  Only child-level equipment will use existing core numbers when tying 

into existing parent-level assets.   

Planned Future Facilities 

When showing future assets for eventual build out, show the parent-level equipment 

numbers on the plans as ‘future’.  These numbers can be used if and when the facilities 

are built. 

Which PLC Should be Listed at the Top of the P&ID? 

District Control Systems staff has asked that we show the primary physical PLC 

processor that instruments report to at the tops of the P&ID sheets.  In a typical control 

panel, there will be three PLCs: 

PLC-A (main processor) 

PLC-B (for redundancy)  

I/O (PLC-C) 
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Since PLC-A is the main processor, it should be the PLC number shown on the P&ID 

sheets.  All of the PLCs should be shown somewhere on a block diagram or panel 

drawing. 

For example, for the DCS project, the main PLC processor for area 61 is location ID 

PLC610001A.  This is the number that should be shown in the double-box at the top of 

the P&ID sheets.  The benefit to District staff is that they will be able to quickly search in 

their file library for P&IDs related to the PLC by searching for the PLC location ID and 

choosing ‘Process and Instrumentation Diagram’ as the document sub-type. 

Design Submittals 

At the PDR stage of design development, the Designer shall submit site plans indicating 

the use of zones and sub-zones, as well as P&ID drawings showing the demarcations 

between core numbers.   

At the DS1 phase of design development, drawings and P&IDs are to be submitted with 

hand markups indicating the core numbers.  After DS1 is reviewed and the P&ID 

drawings are ‘frozen’, the designer shall put the core numbers into the P&ID and 

generate the MEL for submittal and review by the District prior to the DS2 submittal. 

Drawing Disciplines 
 Here are some things to look for in each of the drawing disciplines. 

Civil 

Item Syntax Prefix Example 

Road 5 ROAD ROAD1001 

Roads 

Since these use a sequential syntax, the District has to assign these.  Designers 

will have to use temporary placeholder numbers, and request these from the 

District. 

Roads have their own unique numbering system.  We assign Location IDs based 

on Inspection Units (IUs).  Each inspection unit gets its own Location ID in 

Maximo. 

Number of Inspection Units =  

(square footage of the pavement section)/(1000 x width of pavement section) 

Calculate the number of inspection units for a given roadway, then divide the 

road up into that many sections.  Each section will get a Location ID.  Use the 

next available ‘ROADxxxx’ number in IDEA. 
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Run any proposed road assignments by Ami Patrick, who oversees the asset 

management program. 

Structural 

Item Syntax Prefix Example 

Ladders 5 LDR LDR1001 

Since these use a sequential syntax, the District has to assign these.  Designers 

will have to use temporary placeholder numbers, and request these from the 

District. 

Architectural 

  

Item Syntax Prefix Example 

Buildings 5 BLDG BLDG100210 

Roofs 5 ROOF ROOF100210 

Rooms 5 ROOM ROOM1001 

Buildings and Roofs 

Since these use a sequential syntax, the District has to assign these.  Designers 

will have to use temporary placeholder numbers, and request these from the 

District. 

When assigning building numbers, use the next available ‘BLDGxxxx’ number.  

After generating the building number, generate a corresponding ‘ROOFxxxx’ 

number.  Building and roof core numbers need to match each other.  If IDEA 

doesn’t give you the number that you need, add some dummy numbers in IDEA 

to get to the numbers you need. 

HVAC 

For Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), try to start with an airflow 

schematic.  If the designer did not provide one, ask for one.  At the very least, you need 

to be able to tell how the air flows, and which pieces of equipment are tied to the 

parent-level asset.  In most cases, you will have a parent like an air handling unit (AHU) 

or heat pump (HP) pushing air through a subset of child assets. 

Tips 

 Use ACUxxxxxx for air conditioners which only supply cold air. 

 Use HPxxxxxx for heat pumps which are combination heating and cooling units. 
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How to Apply Syntax 4 (Process Equipment - [PPPP][AA][SS]) 
If there are process schematics, use those drawings to assign numbers for syntax 4.  Some 

process flows will not have any process schematics.  In these cases, use the plan-view drawings.  

We typically number process equipment in sequence along the flow path.  From the starting 

point of the flow, each asset will get the next sequential number available. 

On the P&IDs we typically start with the flow path of the main process, and then assign numbers 

to any auxiliary or servicing systems.  Assign numbers moving from left to right, then from the 

top to the bottom. 

Do not use the letters ‘I’ or ‘O’ for suffixes.  The letters can too easily be misinterpreted as the 

numbers 1 and 0.  Skip from H to J and N to P when issuing suffixes. 

How to Apply Syntax 5 (Simple Sequential - [PPPP][9999]) 
Since these use a sequential syntax, the District has to assign these.  Designers will have to use 

temporary placeholder numbers, and request these from the District.  There is no way for the 

Designer to know which syntax 5 numbers already exist within the District, or have been used by 

other parallel projects. 

Start with the plan-view drawings and number the syntax 5 equipment.  Because Syntax 5 

numbers do not use an Area Number prefix to set them apart, conflicts are more likely to be 

encountered with existing numbers. 

Most of the assets covered under syntax 5 will be shown on the plan-view drawings.  Try to 

arrange the syntax 5 assets into some kind of logical sequence based on their physical location 

or proximity to other assets.  We typically start numbering at number 10 instead of 1 so the 

assets group together on lists when sorting alphanumerically. 

How to Apply Syntax 6 (Manual Valves- [AA][DDDDD][9999]) 
We typically number manual valves in sequence along the flow path.  From the starting point of 

the flow, each manual valve will get the next sequential number available.  The Process and 

Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) are usually the best tools for figuring out how the process 

flows, and in which order to number the valves. 

On the P&IDs we typically assign a number to the main process first, starting upstream and 

travelling downstream.  Next, we assign valve numbers to any secondary or utility systems. 

Some process flows will not have any process schematics.  In these cases, use the plan-view 

drawings to assign the manual valve numbers in order by flow direction.  We typically start 

numbering at number 10 instead of 1 so the assets group together on lists when sorting 

alphanumerically. 
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Electrical 

MCC Cubicles 

MCC cubicles or ‘MCC buckets’ are entered into the ‘ELECUBE’ tab in the MEL 

spreadsheet.  Enter them using the MCC number plus the cubicle with a dash in 

between. 

 

[MCC Number]-[Cubicle] 

 

MCC Number Example: (for MCC52B1A1 use ‘52B1A1’ without the ‘MCC ‘ prefix) 

Cubible Example: (2J, 7B, etc. – it will depend upon the row or column) 

You should be able to get the data for the MCC cubicles from the MCC schedules in the 

‘E’ series of drawings.  If not, the MCC elevation drawings will also show the 

information.  For the description, use the equipment number which the cubicle serves.  

The format is the served location ID, comma, plus the description of the served 

equipment.  See examples below. 

When a cubicle serves a pump, please list the pump number and name in the 

description. Do not use the motor number and name.  This is how all of the MCCs at the 

plant are labelled. 

Examples for the MEL 

Location ID Description 

52B1A1-2J AHU520002, AIR HANDLING UNIT 

52B1A1-4H P510201, BNR EAST BASIN DRAIN PUMP 1 (don’t use the motor here!) 

52B1A1-3B SPARE BREAKER 

 

MCC Cubicle Contents 

The contents of the MCC cubicles get added to the 'ELECCUBE' tab of the MCC 

cubicle in the MEL.  There are columns in the MEL for each type of item. 

For example, breakers get added in the ‘Interrupter Name' column.  They do not 

get their own location ID in Maximo.  They are considered part of the MCC 

cubicle.  You do, however, need to add these breakers to IDEA to generate a 

unique number. 

Other items in the cubicle like smart overloads ‘SOL’ or starters ‘STA’ get the 

same suffix as the breaker.  For example, if the breaker is BKR52A1A10, the 

smart over load in the cubicle would be SOL52A1A10.  In the MEL, add the ‘SOL’ 

number into the ‘Smart Overload Name’ column in the ELECCUBE tab.  Add the 

‘STA’ number to the ‘Starter Name’ column in the ELECCUBE tab.  They do not 

get their own location IDs in Maximo. 
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Panels downstream from MCC cubicle breakers also get the same suffix as the 

breaker.  For example, a panel downstream from breaker ‘BKR61B1T’ gets the 

number ‘PNL61B1T’.  Add the ‘PNL’ number to the ‘Panel Name’ column in the 

ELECCUBE tab.   

Junction Boxes, Conduits, and Raceways 

Do not add junction boxes, conduits, or raceways to the MEL.  The junction boxes shown 

in our designs are condulets or small boxes that are used for conduit connections and 

cable routing. They require a designer provided tag (used in raceway and cable 

schedules) but don’t need to be included in the MEL; it is not a maintenance item. 

For larger electrical boxes which are above ground, use ‘PB’ Pullbox syntax 4.  Electrical 

boxes in the ground should use ‘HH’ Handhole syntax 5.  Larger electrical vaults which 

allow human entry would be considered ‘MH’ Manhole syntax 5.  Don’t forget to assign 

Location IDs for sump pumps or ladders inside of manholes. 



Auto-Numbering Syntax Summary

Number
Type

Syntax Example Description

Syntax 1:
Core/Loop

[AA][9999] = [max 2-digit plant area number]
[max 4-digit sequential core number]

470123 core #0123,
Plant Area 47

Syntax 2:
Equipment and
Instrument

[PPPP][AA][9999][S] = [max 4-char prefix]
[2-digit plant area number] [4-digit sequential
core number] [1-char sequential suffix (Null
OK*)]

AHU470123A
Air Handler Unit #0123A,
Area 47

Syntax 3:
Cable and
Raceway

To be developed at a later date

Syntax 4:
Process

[PPPP][AA][SS] = [max 4-char prefix][2-digit
plant area number][2-char sequential suffix]

SLG47AE
Slide Gate “AE”, Area 47

Syntax 5:
Simple
Sequential

[PPPP][9999] = [max 4-char prefix][max 4-
digit sequential number]

MH0123
Electrical MH, number 0123

Syntax 6:
Pipe Service

[AA][DDDDD][9999] = [2-digit plant area
number][max 5-char pipe service code] [max 4-
digit sequential core number]

47WHWS1234
WHWS system valve 1234,
Area 47

Syntax 7.1:
Substation

[EEEE][AA][L]= [max 4-char electrical prefix][2-
digit plant area number][1-char electrical leg]

TFR47G Transformer,
Area 47, “G” Leg

Syntax 8.1:
Electrical
Sequential 1

[EEEE][AA][L][99]= [4-char electrical prefix][2-
digit plant area number][1-char electrical
leg][max 2-digit sequential]

BKR47G12
Breaker 12 fed from SWR
47G

Syntax 10:
Electrical
MCC Bucket

[AA][L][99][S][-][CRS] = [2-digit plant area
number][1-char electrical leg][max 2-digit
sequential][1-C Suffix][-][1-digit column, 1-char
row, 1-char side]

47G12A-3MR  Bucket
located in MCC47G12A,
column 3, row M, right
side

Syntax 7.2:
Substation
Tie

[EEEE][AA][LL]= [TBKR and BKRM electrical
prefixes][2-digit plant area number][2-char
electrical tie]

TBKR47GH Tie breaker,
Area 47, tie between “G”
and “H” legs

Syntax 8.5:
Electrical
Tie 2

[EEEE][AA][LL][99][S] = [4-char electrical
prefix] [2-digit plant area number][2-char
electrical legs] [max 2-digit sequential] [1-char
suffix]

TFR47GH12A
Transformer “A” fed from
SWR47G/47H via transfer
device XSW47GH12

Syntax 8.4:
Electrical
Tie 1

[EEEE][AA][LL][99] = [4-char electrical
prefix][2-digit plant area number][2-char
electrical legs][max 2-digit sequential]

XSW47GH12 Transfer
switch 12 fed from
SWR47G/47H directly or
indirectly

Syntax 8.3:
Electrical
Sequential 3

[EEEE][AA][L][99][S][99]= [4-char electrical
prefix] [2-digit plant area number]
[1-char electrical leg] [max 2-digit sequential] [1-
char sequential suffix] [max 2-digit sequential]

PNL47G12A12
Panel 12 fed from PNL or
MCC47G12A via
BKR47G12A12

Syntax 8.2:
Electrical
Sequential 2

[EEEE][AA][L][99][S]= [4-char electrical
prefix][2-digit plant area number][1-char
electrical leg][max 2-digit sequential][1-char
sequential suffix]

TFR47G12A Transformer
“A” fed from PNL or
MCC47G12 via
BKR47G12A

Length

6

11

8

8

11

7

8

9

10

12

10

11

12

Syntax 2:
Notes and
Rules

Syntax Note - Suffixing Logic

Null means that at the time of creation only one sole piece
of equipment or instrumentation was expected to be
needed forever. Otherwise start with the next alpha suf fix
and continue.

Business Rules  - Interface with PLC/PCCS
PointId Numbers

1. PLC ID numbers shall match PCCS ID numbers.
2. Any preexisting or predetermined PCCS numbers shall be 
    used unchanged.
3. All PLC/PCCS numbers are specified by the Designer

(with approval of CES staff) and used verbatim in the
PCCS.  The Designer shall specify only the suffixes listed
(Below).

SYNTAX 2 Notes and Rules

Syntax Code Definition Example Description

[AA] Plant Area Number 47 - Area 47

[99] 2-d sequential 12

[9999] 4-d sequential 0123

[S] 1-c suffix A - Auxiliary E/I "A"

[SS] 2-c suffix AE - Auxiliary E/I "AE"

[PPPP] 4-c E/I prefix AHU - Air Handling Unit

[DDDDD] 5-c pipe service WHWS - Waste Heat Water Supp ly

[L] 1-c electrical SWR leg G - Leg "G"

[CRS] MCC Bucket (col,row, side) 3MR - column 3, row M, right side

[EEEE] 4-c electrical prefix BKR - Breaker, MCC - Motor Control Center

[-] Dash -

[ABCDEFGHIJKL] 12-c text string ABCDEFGHIJKL

[LL] 1-c electrical SWR tie GH - Tie "GH"

Length

2

2

4

1

1

4

5

4

1

2

12

1

3

[ZZZZ] Max 4d-character suffix
(PCCS) 4

Legend: Syntax and Examples

Types of Suffixes
There are five types of suffixes used in the PCCS:

1. PCCS Input - suffixes indicating an inbound signal to
the PCCS used for in-Plant monitoring or status.

2. PCCS Output - suffixes indicating an outbound signal
from the PCCS used for in-Plant control or output.

3. SCADA Input - suffixes indicating an inbound signal to
the PCCS used for monitoring or status of an outlying
facility via the SCADA system.

4. SCADA Output - suffixes indicating an outbound signal
from the PCCS used for control or output to an outlying
facility via the SCADA system.

5. PCCS Internal - suffixes used only for internal PCCS
programming.

Dash or Underscore
Normally, a dash or an underscore precedes the PCCS suf fix
to indicate the use of the suffix:

PCC Suffix Table

Suffix Type
Dash [-]:
Control /

Output
Underscore [_]:

Monitoring / Input

PCCS Input x

PCCS Output x

SCADA Input x

SCADA Output x

PCCS Internal x

PCCS
Suffix Digital Description Analog Description

A Start, Open Analysis
B Stop, Close Burner (Flame)
C Start Forward Slow, Tripped Conductivity

D Start Reverse Slow Density
E Voltage
F Flow

G
Valve Closed, Breaker
Opened, Fire, Smoke

H Hand
I Current

J Power
K Time, Rate of change
L Level

M Moisture
N Hydrogen - Ion (pH)
O Dissolved Oxygen

P Pressure, Vacuum
Q Quantity

R

Running, Running Forward
Fast, Valve Opened, Breaker
Closed

RR Running Reverse Fast
RS Running Reverse Slow
S Running Forward Slow Speed, Frequency

T Trouble Temperature
U

V Vibration

W Ready, Auto Weight, Force
X Position (X-axis)
Y Reset Position (Y-axis)

Z Position (Z-axis, General)

PCC Suffixing business rules

PCC Suffix Table

 Example: Syntax 2 - Interface with PLC/PCCS Po intId Numbers
[PPPP][AA][9999][S][ZZZZ] = [max 4-char prefix] [2-digit plant area number] [4-digit sequential
core number] [1-char sequential suffix][max 4-char PCC suffix]

EX. P470123A-R = Auxiliary Pump #0123A, Area 47 Running (Status)
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Business Rules and Syntax Tables and Notes - Electrical - PAGE 1

Auto-Numbering
Quick Reference - general notes

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
800
SRWTP



Auto-Numbering Syntax Summary

Number
Type

Syntax Example Description

Syntax 1F:
FAC Core/Loop

[9999] = [max 4-digit sequential core number] 0123 core #0123

Syntax 2F:
FAC Equipment
and Instrument

[FFF][-][PPPP][9999][S] = [4-char facility
code] [max 4-char prefix] [-] [4-digit sequential
core number] [1-char sequential suffix (Null
OK*)]

N50-AHU0123A Facility
N50 Air Handler Unit
#0123A,

Syntax 3F:
Unused

Syntax 4F:
Unused

Syntax 5F:
Unused

Syntax 6F:
FAC Pipe
Service

[FFF][-][DDDDD][9999] = [4-char facility
code] [5-char pipe service code] [max 4-digit
sequential core number]

N50-WHWS1234 Facility
N50 WHWS system valve
1234

Syntax 7.1F:
FAC Substation

[FFF][-][EEEE][-][L]= [3-char facility code] [-]
[max 4-char electrical prefix] [-][1-char electrical
leg]

N50-TFR-G Facility N50
Transformer “G” Leg

Syntax 8.1F:
FAC Electrical
Sequential 1

[FFF][-][EEEE][-][L][99]= [3-char facility code]
[-] [4-char electrical prefix] [-] [1-char electrical
leg] [max 2-digit sequential]

N50-MCC-G12 Facility
N50
MCC fed from N50-SWR-G
VIA the 12th breaker.

Syntax 10F:
FAC Electrical
MCC Bucket

[[FFF][-][L][99][-][CRS] = [3-char facility
code] [-] [1-char electrical leg][max 2-digit
sequential][-][1-digit column, 1-char row, 1-char
side]

N50-G12-3MR Facility
N50 Bucket located in N50-
MCC-G12, column 3, row
M, right side

Syntax 7.2F:
FAC Substation
Tie

[FFF][-][EEEE][-][LL]= [3-char facility code] [-]
[TBKR and BKRM electrical prefixes] [-] [2-char
electrical tie]

N50-TBKR-GH Facility N50
Tie breaker  between “G”
and “H” legs

Syntax 8.5F:
FAC Electrical
Tie 2

[FFF][-][EEEE][-][LL][99][S] = [3-char facility
code] [-] [2-char electrical legs][max 2-digit
sequential] [1-char suffix]

N50-TFR-GH12A Facility
N50 Transformer “A” fed
from N50-SWR-G/N50-
SWR-H via transfer device
N50-XSW-GH12

Syntax 8.4F:
FAC Electrical
Tie 1

[FFF][-][EEEE][-][LL][99]= [3-char facility
code] [-] [4-char electrical prefix] [-] [2-char
electrical leg] [max 2-digit sequential]

N50-XSW-GH12 Facility
N50 Transfer Switch fed
from N50-SWR-G/N50-
SWR-H.

Syntax 8.3F:
FAC Electrical
Sequential 3

[FFF][-][EEEE][-][L][99][S][99]= [3-char
facility code] [-] [4-char electrical prefix] [-] [1-
char electrical leg] [max 2-digit sequential] [1-
char sequential suffix][max 2-digit sequential]

N50-PNL-G12A12 Facility
N50 Panel fed from N50-
MCC-G12A via 12th breaker.

Syntax 8.2F:
FAC Electrical
Sequential 2

[FFF][-][EEEE][-][L][99][S]= [3-char facility
code] [-] [4-char electrical prefix] [-] [1-char
electrical leg] [max 2-digit sequential] [1-char
sequential suffix]

N50-TFR-G12A Facility
N50 Transformer “A” fed
from N50-MCC-G12 via
breaker “A”.

Length

4

13

13

10

11

12

13

15

13

14

12

Syntax 2F:
Notes and
Rules

Business Rules/Syntax Tables - INTERCEPTOR - PAGE 2

interface with pccs

 Example: Syntax 2F - Interface with PLC/PCCS Poi ntId Numbers
[FFF][-][PPPP][9999][S][ZZZZ] = [4-char facility code] [max 4-char prefix] [-] [4-digit sequential
core number] [1-char sequential suffix (Null OK)][max 4-char PCC suffix]

EX. N50-P-0123A-R = facility N50 Pump #0123A Running (Status)
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Syntax Code Definition Example Description

[AA] Plant Area Number 47 - Area 47

[99] 2-d sequential 12

[9999] 4-d sequential 0123

[S] 1-c suffix A - Auxiliary E/I "A"

[PPPP] 4-c E/I prefix AHU - Air Handling Unit

[DDDDD] 5-c pipe service WHWS - Waste Heat Water Supp ly

[L] 1-c electrical SWR leg G - Leg "G"

[CRS] MCC Bucket (col,row, side) 3MR - column 3, row M, right side

[EEEE] 4-c electrical prefix BKR - Breaker, MCC - Motor Control Center

[-] Dash -

[ABCDEFGHIJKL] 12-c text string ABCDEFGHIJKL

[LL] 1-c electrical SWR tie GH - Tie "GH"

Length

2

2

4

1

4

5

4

1

2

12

1

3

[ZZZZ] Max 4d-character suffix
(PCCS) 4

[FFF] Facility number 3 N50 - Lower North West

Legend: Syntax and Examples

PCC Suffix Table

Syntaxes 1F through 10F closely mimic their
corresponding syntax for the Plant:
All of the interceptor facilities syntaxes have a facility code
in their definition. Facility codes will not exceed 4-places
and will always have a dash in the forth-place. The
selection of new facility numbers is an SRCSD responsibility.

Syntax 2F Note - Suffixing Logic
Null means that at the time of creation only one sole piece
of equipment or instrumentation was expected to be
needed forever. Otherwise start with the next alpha suf fix
and continue.

*Transmission equipment will always use an alpha suffix (not
including I and O). The null suffix is not a llowed.

Notes and Rules

Types of Suffixes
There are five types of suffixes used in the PCCS:

1. PCCS Input - inbound signal to the PCCS
2. PCCS Output -outbound signal from the PCCS
3. SCADA Input - inbound signal to the PCCS via SCADA
4. SCADA Output - outbound signal from the PCCS via SCADA
5. PCCS Internal - used only for internal PCCS programming

Dash or Underscore
Normally, a dash or an underscore precedes the PCCS suf fix
to indicate the use of the suffix:

PCC Suffix Table

Suffix Type Dash [-]:
Control / Output

Underscore [_]:
Monitoring / Input

PCCS Input x
PCCS Output x
SCADA Input x
SCADA Output x
PCCS Internal x

PCCS
Suffix Digital Description Analog Description

A Start, Open Analysis
B Stop, Close Burner (Flame)
C Start Forward Slow, Tripped Conductivity
D Start Reverse Slow Density
E Voltage
F Flow

G
Valve Closed, Breaker
Opened, Fire, Smoke

H Hand
I Current
J Power
K Time, Rate of change
L Level
M Moisture
N Hydrogen - Ion (pH)
O Dissolved Oxygen
P Pressure, Vacuum
Q Quantity

R

Running, Running Forward
Fast, Valve Opened, Breaker
Closed

RR Running Reverse Fast
RS Running Reverse Slow
S Running Forward Slow Speed, Frequency
T Trouble Temperature
U

V Vibration
W Ready, Auto Weight, Force
X Position (X-axis)
Y Reset Position (Y-axis)
Z Position (Z-axis, General)

PCC Suffixing business rules

Business Rules: Interceptor Transmission
Numbering
It is important to note that alphabetic suffixing in the
transmission facilities has no inherent meaning. The suffixes
indicate nothing more than one item of up to 24 identical
items (i.e. things with the same prefix) in a core group.

The business rules listed below are for users and can not be
programmed:

A pump station and everything downstream to the next
gravity line or pump station will have the same facility code.
Gravity lines shall have their own facility code; unaffiliated
with any pump station.
Sections of parallel transmission equipment will use the same
core number. The required alphabetic suffixes will be
typically, but not necessarily, be assigned as a sequential pair
(i.e. A/B, C/D, etc.)
Core numbers on transmission lines are assigned sequential
core numbers starting from their downstream termination. A
core group (i.e. a section of transmission/collection
equipment) shall include everything from the upstream-side
of the downstream manhole(s) or facility to the upstreamside
of the next upstream manhole(s).

Transmission numbering

Business Rules  - Interface with PLC/PCCS PointId Numbers

1. PLC ID numbers shall match PCCS ID numbers.
2. Any preexisting or predetermined PCCS numbers shall be used unchanged.
3. All PLC/PCCS numbers are specified by the Designer (with approval of CES staff) and used verbatim

in the PCCS.  The Designer shall specify only the suffixes listed.
4. Several of these syntaxes will occasionally generate numbers longer than 12-places. The PCCS staff

has agreed to modify their suffixes, not the numbers created by the auto-number applicat ion.



SYNTAX 7, 8, & 10 (7F, 8F, & 10F) EXAMPLES - ELECTRICAL - PAGE 3

M

SDM

EDM

M

VFD

EDM

UPS

SDM

RED LABEL:
Fed From "UPS47G5" 
and "TFR47H1"

PDM

(NOTE 2)

EDM

VFD

SYNTAX 10
(SYNTAX 10F)

SW47G
(N50-SW-G)

TFR47G
(N50-TFR-G)

MBKR47G
(N50-MBKR-G)

SDM47G
(N50-MBKR-G)

BKR47G3
(N50-BKR-G3)

EDM47G3
(N50-EDM-G3)

SWR47G 
(N50-TFR-G)

BKR47G5
(N50-BKR-G5)

TBKR47GH
(N50-TBKR-GH)

BKRM47GH
(N50-BKRM-GH)

SWR47H
(N50-TFR-H)

BKR47H1
(N50-BKR-H1)

BKR47H2
(N50-BKR-H2)

SDM47H
(N50-MBKR-H)

MBKR47H
(N50-MBKR-H)

TFR47H
(N50-TFR-H)

SW47H
(N50-SW-H)

12KV FEEDER

UPS47G5
(N50-UPS-G5)

TFR47H1
(N50-TFR-H1)

PNL47H2
(N50-PNL-H2)

BKR47H2C
(N50-BKR-H2C)

PNL47H2C
(N50-PNL-H2C)

BKR47H2C1
(N50-BKR-H2C1)

TFR47H2C1
(N50-TFR-H2C1)

PNL47H2C1
(N50-PNL-H2C1)

PDM470001
(N50-PDM0001)

CPNL470001
(N50-CPNL0001)

MBKR47GH1A
(N50-MBKR-GH1A)

XSW47GH1
(N50-XSW-GH1)

MBKR47G3
(N50-MBKR-G3)

(NOTE 1 - TYP.)

MCC47G3
(N50-MCC-G3)

BKR47G3C
(N50-BKR-G3C)

STA47G3C
(N50-STA-G3C)

BKR47G3B
(N50-BKR-G3B)

EDM47G3B
(N50-EDM-G3B)

BKR47G3A
(N50-BKR-G3A)

VFD47G3A
(N50-VFD-G3A)

TFR47G3B
(N50-TFR-G3B)

PNL47G3B
(N50-PNL-G3B)

M470006A
(N50-M0006A)

M470007A
(N50-M0007A)

BKR47G3A

VFD47G3A

BKR47G3B

EDM47G3B

BKR47G3C

STA47G3C

12KV FEEDER

SYNTAX KEY
SYNTAX 2 (SYNTAX 2F)
SYNTAX 7.1 (SYNTAX 7.1F)
SYNTAX 7.2 (SYNTAX 7.2F)
SYNTAX 8.1 (SYNTAX 8.1F)
SYNTAX 8.2 (SYNTAX 8.2F)
SYNTAX 8.3 (SYNTAX 8.3F)
SYNTAX 8.4 (SYNTAX 8.4F)
SYNTAX 8.5 (SYNTAX 8.5F)
SYNTAX 10 (SYNTAX 10F)

MDM47G3C
(N50-MDM-G3B)

MDM

47G3A-1M
(N50-G3-1M)

47G3B-2MR
(N50-G3-2MR)

47G3C-3M
(N50-G3-3M)

THIS EXAMPLE:
47 = AREA 47: BATT 4 SST'S (FUTURE)
(N50= N50 FACILITY)
G/H = ELECTRICAL LEG
TBKR = TIE BREAKER (SYNTAX 7, 7F ONLY)

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Buckets are NOT shown on this Single-line. Buckets are typically shown

on schedules and/or detailed single-line (s).
2. Main Breakers are optional depending on Facility and/or design

requirements.
3. Arrangements shown are for example only.  Refer to Latest Gu idelines/

Standards for new installations.
4. The numbers in parenthesis show equivalent electrical numbers for an

interceptor facility.



Prefix Description Prefix Syntax Syntax 7,7F Syntax 8, 8F

Breaker BKR X X

Manual “Tie” Breaker BKRM X

Power Factor Correction Capacitor CPR X

DC Link Reactor DCL X

Electrical Data Monitor EDM X

Load Bank LB X

Main Breaker MBKR X X

Motor Control Center MCC X

Motor Data Monitor MDM X

Electrical Panel PNL X

Switchgear Data Monitor SDM X

Starter STA X

Switch SW X X

Switchgear SWR X

Tie Breaker TBKR X X

Transformer TFR X X

Uninterruptible Power Supply UPS X

Transfer Switch XSW X

Battery BAT 2

Battery Charger BCH 2

Control Panel CPNL 2

Control Relay CR 2

DC Power Supply DCP 2

Disconnect Switch DS 2

Generator GEN 2 X

Handhole (electrical) HH 5

Input Filters IF 2

Junction Box JB 2

Manhole (electrical) MH 5

Power Data Monitor (i.e. EDM) PDM 2

Electrical prefixes Syntax Summary

Business Rules and Syntax Tables and Notes - Electrical - PAGE 4

Four character prefixes are allowed, however, it is best if they are created spar ingly
because they result in very long numbers which can make suffixing in the PCCS very
difficult.

Syntax 7,7F,8&8F Electrical PCC Suffix Table
PCCS
Suffix Digital Description Analog Description

A Open Breaker (command)
B Close Breaker (command)
C Tripped
E Voltage
G Breaker Opened (status)
I Current
J Power
R Breaker Closed (status)

Red “Fed From” Labels
Often, when the user changes syntax or the electrical system crosses several plant are as
a red “FED FROM” label shall be permanently adhered to the electrical equipment using
the new syntax. The red label shall indicate where the equipment is fed from; for
example, “FED FROM BKRA3”, or “FED FROM PNLA3C, or “FED FROM MCC (Bucket)
47G3-3MR”. The table above indicates when a red label should be used.

FROM (First Syntax) TO (Next Syntax) Use Red Label

Syntax 7 (SWR) Syntax 8 (BKR, etc.) No
Syntax 8 (BKR, etc.) Syntax 10 (MCC bucket) No
Syntax 10 (MCC bucket) Syntax 8 (PNL, etc.) No
Syntax 10 (MCC) Syntax 2 (Field device) As needed
Syntax 8 (BKR, TBKR, etc.) Syntax 7 (SWR) Yes
Syntax 8 (XSW) Syntax 7 (MCC, PNL, ) As needed
Syntax XX (First Area) Syntax XX (Another Area) Yes

Red “fed From” Label Business rule

SYNTAX 7.1, 7.2

SYNTAX 10, 10F: BUCKET NUMBERING
Syntax 10 is used to number buckets in MCC's. All of the buckets in an MCC are
numbered based on column/row, right/left system. Therefore some numbers will be
created (reserved) using this syntax whether or not the buckets actually exist.  A bucket
may contain a variety of electrical equipment/instrumentation depending on the specific
use or function of the bucket.

SYNTAX 8, 8F vs. 10, 10F: ELECTRICAL HIERARCHY VS. BUCKET NUMBERI NG
Some electrical equipment in buckets like a VFD, high voltage starter, or equipment/
instrumentation that sends or receives signals from the PCCS will need to be assigned an
electrical number.  It is not necessary to number all of the individual components in an
MCC bucket since labor, tracked in CMMS, will be charged to the bucket number and not
the individual electrical equipment in the bucket.

Many devices fed from an MCC (via a bucket) will use syntax 8 in order to maintain
their association in the electrical hierarchy; for example, numbers created for panels,
starters, data monitors, etc. will refer back to their MCC source and shall include the
MCC number in their number.

 Syntax 10, 10F - Bucket number Notes

GENERATED NUMBERS
The user shall select a plant area number then the computer will create all of the
basic components of the substation/switchgear. The 22 electrical equipment numbers
shown above will be generated for switchgear 47G / 47H. Some of these numbers
will not be used in every new switchgear.

Leg “47G” Tie “47GH” Leg “47H”
SWR47G SWR47H

SW47G SW47H
TFR47G TFR47H

SDM47G SDM47H
MBKR47G MBKR47H

TBKR47GH
BKRM47GH

AS-NEED USE ONLY

SYNTAX 7.1F, 7.2F
Leg “G” Tie “GH” Leg “H”

N50-SWR-G N50-SWR-H

N50-SW-G N50-SW-H
N50-TFR-G N50-TFR-H

N50-SDM-G N50-SDM-H
N50-MBKR-G N50-MBKR-H

N50-TBKR-GH
BKRM-GH

AS-NEED USE ONLY

PCCS Electrical Examples
 Example: Syntax 8.1 - Interface with PLC/PCCS P ointId Numbers
[EEEE][AA][L][99][ZZZZ]= [4-char electrical prefix][2-digit plant area number][1-char
electrical leg][max 2-digit sequential][max 4-char PCC suffix]

EX. BKR47G12 -A = OPEN (Cmd) Breaker 12 fed from SWR 47G

 Example: Syntax 8.1F - Interface with PLC/PCCS PointId Numbers
[FFF][-][EEEE][-][L][99] [ZZZZ] = [3-char facility code] [-] [4-char electrical prefix]
[-][1-char electrical leg] [max 2-digit sequential][max 4-char PCC suffix]

EX. N50-BKR-G12-A = OPEN (Cmd) Breaker 12 fed from SWR G at facility N50.

Further
questions or
change
requests

CONTACT PERSON: Lucy Escobar

WEBSITE:  http//

NETWORK:  P:/

LAST REVISION: October 2006

LAST REVISION BY: Ross Nakata

REVISION NUMBER: 1.01

REVISION
INFO

Auto-Numbering
Quick Reference - electrical

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
800
SRWTP
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MASTER EQUIPMENT LIST WORKFLOW PROCEDURES 
 
 Designer is to provide a unique equipment tag number for every asset in the Master 

Equipment List (MEL) and follow the District’s ‘How to Apply Auto-Numbering’ 
document for guidance.  Assigned numbers should be reasonably grouped according 
to the District’s guidelines.  

 
 Designer shall submit their proposed equipment tag numbering for District review as 

part of the Preliminary Design Report (PDR) and prior to any submittal beyond the 
PDR.  Designers are encouraged to be in close contact with District staff so that 
questions can be resolved early in the design process to avoid costly changes later as 
the design progresses.   
 

 Prior to Design Submittal 1 (DS1), the District Project Manager (PM) will verify that 
a unique tag numbering system is used by the Designer for the assets. 

   
 Designers are provided an Asset Metadata Spreadsheet to generate the initial MEL for 

DS1 (or earlier).  The Asset Metadata Spreadsheet has individual tabs for each asset 
classification which contains all the required columns and asset class information 
required for importing data into the District Computerized Maintenance Management 
System (CMMS).  The Asset Metadata Spreadsheet can be populated by the Designer 
by importing the data directly from an AutoCAD® Piping and Instrumentation 
Diagram (P&ID) software or AutoDesk Revit® database, or it can be manually 
populated.  If the MEL is developed manually, the Designer is to fill out the Asset 
Classifications tabs first, which will then auto-populate the MEL.   

 
 Designer shall use asset classification “MISC” for unknown asset 

classifications. Alternatively, Designer can contact the District PM to 
determine specific asset classifications.  

 
 Designer shall submit the MEL as part of the Asset Metadata Spreadsheet and P&IDs 

for mechanical equipment, electrical and control block diagrams for electric and 
control equipment, and various other drawings for non-process equipment.  These 
drawings shall use the designer’s MEL to number equipment as part of DS1.  

 
 Operations support representatives will be responsible for providing this information 

from the designer to the documentation group and verifying that unique equipment 
numbers are used on the plans and MEL. 

 
 District will review the MEL and Plans to verify the equipment tag numbering, 

classify and remaining unclassified equipment and identify Maintenance Managed 
Items.  District will identify MMIs by including a “Y” in the MMI column.  District 
will show revised equipment tag numbering in the column adjacent to the Designer’s 
equipment tag numbering column. 
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 Tagging electrical assets power distributions system cannot be numbered without all 
three items.  See attached figure that describes the Syntax. 

 
 Plan views: These are needed to determine area number 
 Elevation views: These are needed to determine feeder breaker names that 

determine downstream device names1 
 Single lines: This determine the “tree” structure and downstream numbering 

rules1 
 

1 12kV information should be provided at DS-1while 480V numbers will be provided 
at DS-2 

 
 The District will provide the Designer the revised MEL, within the DS1 comment 

period with the validated equipment tag numbers which are to be used in DS2. 
District will transmit revised MEL list as part of the formal submittal review period.  
Operation support representative will serve as the interface between the designer and 
District documentation. 

 
 Designer shall re-submit the MEL and Asset Metadata spreadsheet as part of the next 

design submittal (DS2) and incorporate any District Requested tag numbering 
changes.  Designer shall identify Assets that have been added, removed, modified, or 
abandoned as the design progresses by highlighting/noting the new and/or deleted 
assets at each phase of the project. This should be prepared as an “Exceptions List” 
included with the revised MEL.  The exceptions list can be incorporated into each of 
the individual Asset Class tabs.  

 
 The District will provide the Designer the validated MEL/MMI to be used in the next 

design submittal. 
 
 Sometime after DS-2 submittal but before DS-3 submittal, the numbers need to be 

represented, and confirmed as valid numbers, on the MEL. Then at DS-3 submittal, 
the valid numbers need to be populated or marked up in the contract documents 
(plans and specs). Review of numbers in plans and specs may extend into the bid 
period, in which case any changes, additions, or corrections, would be listed in an 
addendum, and reflected in the conformed set of plans and specs, completed by the 
contractor NTP date. 

 
 
Version 11 
Dated 03/04/2016 





M

SDM

EDM

M

VFD

EDM

UPS

SDM

RED LABEL:
Fed From "UPS47G5" 
and "TFR47H1"

PDM

(NOTE 2)

EDM

VFD

SYNTAX 10
(SYNTAX 10F)

SW47G
(N50-SW-G)

TFR47G
(N50-TFR-G)

MBKR47G
(N50-MBKR-G)

SDM47G
(N50-MBKR-G)

BKR47G3
(N50-BKR-G3)

EDM47G3
(N50-EDM-G3)

SWR47G 
(N50-TFR-G)

BKR47G5
(N50-BKR-G5)

TBKR47GH
(N50-TBKR-GH)

BKRM47GH
(N50-BKRM-GH)

SWR47H
(N50-TFR-H)

BKR47H1
(N50-BKR-H1)

BKR47H2
(N50-BKR-H2)

SDM47H
(N50-MBKR-H)

MBKR47H
(N50-MBKR-H)

TFR47H
(N50-TFR-H)

SW47H
(N50-SW-H)

12KV FEEDER

UPS47G5
(N50-UPS-G5)

TFR47H1
(N50-TFR-H1)

PNL47H2
(N50-PNL-H2)

BKR47H2C
(N50-BKR-H2C)

PNL47H2C
(N50-PNL-H2C)

BKR47H2C1
(N50-BKR-H2C1)

TFR47H2C1
(N50-TFR-H2C1)

PNL47H2C1
(N50-PNL-H2C1)

PDM470001
(N50-PDM0001)

CPNL470001
(N50-CPNL0001)

MBKR47GH1A
(N50-MBKR-GH1A)

XSW47GH1
(N50-XSW-GH1)

MBKR47G3
(N50-MBKR-G3)

(NOTE 1 - TYP.)

MCC47G3
(N50-MCC-G3)

BKR47G3C
(N50-BKR-G3C)

STA47G3C
(N50-STA-G3C)

BKR47G3B
(N50-BKR-G3B)

EDM47G3B
(N50-EDM-G3B)

BKR47G3A
(N50-BKR-G3A)

VFD47G3A
(N50-VFD-G3A)

TFR47G3B
(N50-TFR-G3B)

PNL47G3B
(N50-PNL-G3B)

M470006A
(N50-M0006A)

M470007A
(N50-M0007A)

BKR47G3A

VFD47G3A

BKR47G3B

EDM47G3B

BKR47G3C

STA47G3C

12KV FEEDER

SYNTAX KEY
SYNTAX 2 (SYNTAX 2F)
SYNTAX 7.1 (SYNTAX 7.1F)
SYNTAX 7.2 (SYNTAX 7.2F)
SYNTAX 8.1 (SYNTAX 8.1F)
SYNTAX 8.2 (SYNTAX 8.2F)
SYNTAX 8.3 (SYNTAX 8.3F)
SYNTAX 8.4 (SYNTAX 8.4F)
SYNTAX 8.5 (SYNTAX 8.5F)
SYNTAX 10 (SYNTAX 10F)

MDM47G3C
(N50-MDM-G3B)

MDM

47G3A
(N50-G3-1M)

47G3B
(N50-G3-2MR)

47G3C
(N50-G3-3M)

Need plan view and one-line to generate Syntax 7.1 and 7.2 numbers
(i.e. transformer primary sw, transformer, switchgear, 
switchgear main and tie breakers)

The physical location of the switchgear in the plant dictates the “area” portion 
of the numbering (i.e. SWR47H)

Need switchgear elevation views and one-lines to generate Syntax 8.1 numbers
(i.e. Switchgear feeder breakers, and downstream  switches, transformer, and panels)

The one-line for the switchgear dictates the device type 
(i.e. BKR47H1, BKR47H2,SW47H3)

The physical location on the elevation view for the switchgear dictates the breaker 
number ordering (i.e. 47H1, 47H2)

Need  one-lines, panel schedules,  & elevations to generate Syntax 8.2 numbers
for downstream panels and power distribution devices. (i.e. panels, breakers)
The physical location of breaker in the panel dictates the breaker number ordering 
(i.e. BKR47H2A, BKR47H2B, BKR47H2C, PNL47H2C)

Need one-lines, mcc schedules and elevations view to generate Syntax 8.2 and
syntax 10 numbers for downstream panels and power distribution devices.
(i.e. mcc breaker, starter, and cubicle numbers)

If we have just syntax 8.1 number we can generate a block of MCC cubicle 
syntax 10 numbers unassigned to be used later but not the syntax 8.2 numbers.  
(i.e. BKR47G3B, TFR47G3B, PNL47G3B)

Need  one-lines, panel schedules, and elevations to generate Syntax 8.3 numbers 
for downstream panels and power distribution devices. 
(i.e. panels, transformers, and breakers)

The physical location of breaker in the panel dictates the breaker number ordering 
(i.e. BKR47H2C1, TFR47H2C1, PNL47H2C1)

Need:
1. plan views
2. one-lines

Need:
1. one-lines
2. switchgear elevation views

Need:
1. one-lines
2.panel schedules
3. panel elevation views

Need:
1. one-lines
2. MCC schedules
3. MCC elevation views

Last Edited: 10/14/2014

Electrical System Quick Reference Auto-Numbering Explanation



DOCUMENTATION/CMMS MODIFICATION CHANGE PROCESS FOR ENGINEERING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
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Yes

Make 

recommendations 

for deleted asset 

disposition

Submittal 2

90% Design 

Submittal 

New 

Inventory 

Item Setup

Engineering 

Contract

Notify Stores 

accordingly for 

inventory 

changes/handling

Review 

associated 

inventory items 

for impact

Submittal 3

100% Design 

Submittal 

Insert 

“Location” 

into Asset 

Hierarchy

Create 

“Asset” No. 

(auto-Gen)

Notify Process 

Teams & 

SRWTP Stores 

by

Maximo E-Mail

Set Assigned 

Asset 

Criticality 

(ACE Table 

SMP 4)

PM/PdM

Attach Failure 

Class & Spec 

Template to 

Asset

Inventory 

Salvage Or 

Surplus

1Checklist “A”
Plans & Specifications
Master Equipment List 
(MEL)
List of Deleted Assets

Spare Parts 

Needed?

Submittal 1

50% Design 

Submittal

Review and ID 

Assets that 

are new or are  

to be deleted

Engineering

to notify 

DOC of new 

contracts 

or RFBs

CMMS/DOC 

to issue MMI 

to Engineer 

Provide Lists 

to 

Documentation 

& Teams

Bid Set

& Addenda

Check into Filenet

Create database records

Perform equipment 

location review.

2Checklist “B”
Plans & Specifications
Environmental Impact 
Reports.
Geotech Reports
Project Design Manual
Design Calcs
Design Criteria
(Revised) Master 
Equipment List (MEL)

3Checklist “C”
Plans & Specifications
(Approved) Construction 
submittals
Guarantees & Warranties
(Final) Master Equipment 
List (MEL)
O&M Manuals

Design Construction

Provide copy 

of (Revised) 

MEL to CMMS

“As-Built” Documents 

Location #s 

Obtained From 

Documentation 

(If Required)

Create single (pdf) 

that includes the 

entire submittal

Create database 

record

Check single (pdf) 

into Filenet

Create MMI

Verify 

Deletion 

list.

4Checklist “D”
Asset Class-Attribute 
Data Spreadsheets for 
MMIs
Recommended Spare 
Parts

PM/PdM 

Req?
Yes

No

Inventory 

Salvage Or 

Surplus

No

Engineering to 

provide 
3
Checklists 

“C” & 
4
Checklist 

“D” items to CMMS/

DOC

Check into Filenet

Create database records
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□ Contract Specifications – {Latest} 

 Purpose ~ (RFI’s) Tracked for maintenance and future project inquiries. Cable and 

raceway schedules are used by the electrical shop for operations and maintenance. 

 

□ Environmental Impact Reports 

 Purpose ~ (RFI’s) Tracked for historical information and future project inquiries. These 

are usually asked for by the PE’s to help with the design of new projects. 

 

□ Geotech Reports 

 Purpose ~ (RFI’s) Tracked for historical information and future project inquiries. These 

are usually asked for by the PE’s to help with the design of new projects. 

 

□ Project Design Manual – {Final Draft} 

 Purpose ~ (RFI’s) Tracked for historical information and future project inquiries. Design 

calculations and pump curves are often requested by the PE’s to help with the design of 

new projects. 

 

□ Design Calculations 

 Purpose ~ (RFI’s) Tracked for historical information and future project inquiries. These 

are usually asked for by the PE’s to help with the design of new projects. 

 

□ Design Criteria 

 Purpose ~ (RFI’s) Tracked for historical information and future project inquiries. These 

are usually asked for by the PE’s to help with the design of new projects. 

 

□ Master Equipment List (MEL) – {Revised} 

 Purpose ~ (CMMS / GIS) The equipment on these lists are added to CMMS for job plans, 

preventative maintenance, and asset management.  The CMMS data is linked to GIS, 

while the equipment tag numbers are referenced to the documents for searches. 

 

Phase: (Checklist “C”) Construction – “As-Built” 
 

□ “As‐Built” Plans 

 Purpose ~ (DCN’s / RFI’s / GIS/ Master Set development) Placed into the FIlenet system 

for use by Operations & Maintenance personnel to reference and update as changes 

occur in the field. Used as reference material for future designs.  Drawings and 

information from these plans are also added to GIS. 

 

□ Construction Submittals – {Approved} 

 Purpose ~ (DCN’s / RFI’s / Master Set development) Tracked for historical information 

and future project inquiries. Used by SRCSD personnel to operate and maintain the 



 

 

facilities after construction.  Often requested by PE’s to reference products & parts that 

were used to build the project. Shop drawings are added into the Filenet system for 

operations and maintenance. 

 

□ Guarantees 

 Purpose ~ (DCN’s / RFI’s / Master Set development) Used by SRCSD personnel to 

operate and maintain the facilities after construction.  Often requested by PE’s to 

reference products & parts that were used to build the project.  

 

□ Warrantees 

 Purpose ~ (DCN’s / RFI’s / Master Set development) Used by SRCSD personnel to 

operate and maintain the facilities after construction.  Often requested by PE’s to 

reference products & parts that were used to build the project.  

 

□ Master Equipment List (MEL) – {Final} 

 Purpose ~ (CMMS / GIS) The equipment on these lists are added to CMMS for job plans, 

preventative maintenance, and asset management.  The CMMS data is linked to GIS, 

while the equipment tag numbers are referenced to the documents for searches. 

 

□ Operations & Maintenance Manuals 

 Purpose ~ (DCN’s / RFI’s / Master Set development) Used by SRCSD personnel to 

operate and maintain the facilities after construction.  Often requested by PE’s to 

reference products & parts that were used to build the project.  

 

Phase: (Checklist “D”) Construction – “As-Built”/ CMMS 
 

□ Asset Class‐Attribute Data Spreadsheets for (MMI’s) 

 Purpose ~ (CMMS/O&M/GIS) Provides asset information that is to be placed into CMMS 

for use by Operations & Maintenance and asset management personnel. The CMMS 

data is linked to GIS for future asset reference searches. 

 
□ Recommended Spare Parts List 

 Purpose ~ (CMMS/O&M/Stores) Provides asset spare parts information to be placed 

into CMMS for use by Operations & Maintenance and Stores for future asset 

maintenance.  
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District Selection of Implementation Measures to:
Title 24, Part 11 "CALGreen" NONRESIDENTIAL MANDATORY MEASURE COMPLIANCE FOR FACILITY TYPE 

Mechanical/ 
Electrical/ Process

Occupant

5.1 - PLANNING AND DESIGN

Newly constructed projects and additions which disturb less than 
one acre of land shall prevent the pollution of stormwater runoff 
from the construction activities through one or more of the 
following measures: 

5.106.1.1 - Local Ordinance YES YES
Comply with the lawfully enacted stormwater management and/or 
erosion control ordinance.

5.106.1.2 - Best management practices YES YES Prevent the loss of soil erosion by implementing BMP(s).

5.106.4.1 - Short-term bicycle parking YES* YES

* While non-occupant buildings could be interpreted as exempt from CAL Green 
measures, District Guidelines require bicycle parking at these buildings.   Per Design 
Guideline 3.8 "Parking", "Utility cart and bicycle parking shall be provided at all SRWTP 
process buildings".  Provide permanently anchored bicycle racks within 200 feet of the 
employee entrance door for 5 percent of new vehicle parking spaces, with a minimum of 
one two-bike capacity rack.

Provide permanently anchored bicycle racks within 200 feet of the 
visitors' entrance (employee entrance door) for 5 percent of new 
vehicle parking spaces, with a minimum of one two-bike capacity 
rack.

5.106.4.2 - Long-term bicycle parking N/A NO

Provide secure bicycle parking for 5 percent of the tenant vehicular 
parking spaces being added, with a minimum of one space.  
Acceptable parking facilities: covered, lockable enclosures, bike 
rooms, bike lockers.

Less than 10 occupants and 10 parking spaces at 
building

5.106.5.2 - Designated parking NO* NO*
* If directed by District to provide electrical outlets for plug-in vehicles or utility carts, 
designate parking spaces with markings at these locations. 

Provide designated parking for any combination of low-emitting, 
fuel-efficient and carpool/van pool vehicles per table 5.106.5.2 (8% 
+/-)
Outdoor lighting systems shall be designed and installed to comply 
with the following:

5.106.8 (1) - Light pollution reduction NO NO
Treatment Plant lighting well separated from property lines and higher lighting provides 
more safety

Meet min requirements of the California Energy Code (CEC) for 
Lighting Zones 1-4

Emergency Lighting and 
Luminaires that qualify in Section 140.7 of CEC

5.106.8 (2) - Light pollution reduction NO NO
Treatment Plant lighting well separated from property lines and higher lighting provides 
more safety

Comply with backlight, uplight and glare (BUG) ratings as defined in 
IES TM-15-11

Emergency Lighting and 
Luminaires that qualify in Section 140.7 of CEC

5.106.8 (3) - Light pollution reduction NO NO
Treatment Plant lighting well separated from property lines and higher lighting provides 
more safety Comply with allowable BUG ratings in Table 5.106.8

Emergency Lighting and 
Luminaires that qualify in Section 140.7 of CEC

5.106.10 - Grading and paving YES YES Site grading and drainage will be designed to keep water from entering the building   
Site grading and drainage will be designed to keep water from 
entering the building   

5.2 - ENERGY EFFICIENCY

5.201.1 - California Energy Code NO YES
This measure refers to Title 24, Part 6- Building Energy Efficiency Standards, authored by 
the CA Energy Commission.

For the purposes of mandatory energy efficiency standards in this 
code, the California Energy Commission will continue to adopt 
mandatory building standards. 

Envelope Insulation NO* YES

* Not when providing concrete exterior walls.  If other materials besides concrete are 
used, receive clarification from the District.
  Occupant buildings to meet envelope insulation requirements of Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards.

5.106.4 - Bicycle parking

5.106.8 - (Outdoor) Light pollution reduction

Topics of interest in Building Energy Efficiency Standards

5.106.1 - Storm water pollution prevention

Two versions of the 01 57 23 TEMPORARY STORM WATER POLLUTION CONTROL Guide 
Specification have been developed – one for a Water Pollution Control Plan (WPCP) and 
one for a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).  The SWPPP stormwater 
pollution control specification has been developed to address stormwater requirements 
for construction projects that exist outside of the SRWTP Ring Levee and have an area of 
soil disturbance greater than 1 acre.  Projects with less than an acre of soil disturbance 
that exist outside of the SRWTP Ring Levee will be required to comply with a Water 
Pollution Control Plan (WPCP).  Projects inside the SRWTP Ring Levee, regardless of size, 
will only require a WPCP as stormwater is treated via routing to headworks.

5.106 - SITE DEVELOPMENT

DIVISION DIRECTION TO DESIGNERS CAL Green Measure (Description) CAL Green ExceptionsIncorporate into Design?

BUILDING TYPE

MEASURE (SECTION)
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District Selection of Implementation Measures to:
Title 24, Part 11 "CALGreen" NONRESIDENTIAL MANDATORY MEASURE COMPLIANCE FOR FACILITY TYPE 

Mechanical/ 
Electrical/ Process

Occupant

DIVISION DIRECTION TO DESIGNERS CAL Green Measure (Description) CAL Green ExceptionsIncorporate into Design?

BUILDING TYPE

MEASURE (SECTION)

Indoor Lighting- motion sensors NO YES

Non-occupant buildings do not require motion sensors.  Designer discretion and District 
Guide Specifications when selecting luminaires.  
Galleries, considered a non-occupant space, are expected to always have the lights on 
for safety purposes, and should be lit with LED or other energy efficient luminaires.  
Occupant buildings to meet Indoor lighting requirements of Building Energy Efficiency 
Standards.

5.3 - WATER EFFICIENCY AND 
CONSERVATION

5.303.1 - Meters N/A N/A Building is less than 50,000 sf

5.303.2 - Water reduction

YES, where 
equipment or process 
isn't compromised YES

Restroom and breakroom plumbing fixtures shall meet the 20% reduction low flow 
standards.  This does not apply to plumbing fixtures for equipment.  In case of 
discrepancy between District Design Guidelines and Cal Green Code, follow Cal Green 
Code.

Plumbing fixtures shall meet the max flow rate values from table 
5.303.23: 1.8 gpm (kitchen faucets) or 20% reduction from "Water 
Use Baseline" established w/ Table 5.303.2.2 No tenants or separate buildings

5.303.3 - Water conserving plumbing 
fixtures and fittings

YES, where 
equipment or process 
isn't compromised YES

Restroom and breakroom plumbing fixtures shall meet the 20% reduction low flow 
standards.  This does not apply to plumbing fixtures for equipment.  In case of 
discrepancy between District Design Guidelines and Cal Green Code, follow Cal Green 
Code.

Water closets: 1.28 gal/flush; urinals: 0.5 gal/flush and fittings 
(faucets and showerheads: 2.0 gpm @80psi) 

Facility does not have plumbing fixtures for 
occupant use; plumbing fixtures are for 
equipment only.

5.303.4 - Wastewater reduction YES YES
Criteria in Section 5.303.2 and 5.303.3 implements this requirement for domestic 
sewage.

Each building shall reduce by 20 percent wastewater by one of the 
following methods: 1) Installation of water-conserving fixtures 
described in Section 5.303.2/3.  2) Utilizing nonpotable water 
systems.

Facility does not have plumbing fixtures for 
occupant use; plumbing fixtures are for 
equipment only.

5.303.6 - Standards for plumbing fixtures 
and fittings

YES, where 
equipment or process 
isn't compromised YES

Include the standards listed in Table 5.303.6 in domestic plumbing fixture specifications.  
This does not apply to plumbing fixtures for equipment.

Plumbing fixtures and fittings shall be installed in accordance with 
the CA Plumbing Code, and standards referenced in Table 1401.1 
and Chapter 6 of CA Plumbing Code.

Facility does not have plumbing fixtures for 
occupant use; plumbing fixtures are for 
equipment only.

5.304.1 - Water budget N/A N/A For any outside landscaping, irrigation shall be reclaimed water.
A water budget shall be developed for landscape irrigation….to the 
local water efficient landscape ordinance or CA DWR

5.304.2 - Outdoor potable water use N/A N/A No metering require for potable outdoor water use.

For new water service or for landscaped areas between 1,000 and 
5,000 sf (the level at which Water Code 535 applies), separate 
submeters or metering devices shall be installed for outdoor 
potable water use.

Landscaped areas outside the limits of 1,000 and 
5,000 sf (the level at which Water Code 535 
applies)

5.304.3 - Irrigation design N/A NO

Refer to guide spec 32 80 00 IRRIGATION for Automatic Controller requirements for 
communication with the Remote Irrigation Control System currently in use.  For any 
outside landscaping, irrigation shall be reclaimed water.  All irrigation piping shall be 
purple in color and marked ‘Do Not Drink.’

Install automatic irrigation system controllers and sensors which 
include the following criteria:  1) weather or soil moisture based 
controllers that automatically adjust irrigation in response to 
changes in plants' needs as weather conditions change. 2) Weather-
based controllers without rain sensors or communication systems 
shall have a separate wired or wireless rain sensor which connects 
or communicates with the controller(s).

5.4 - MATERIAL CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

5.407.1 - Weather Protection YES YES

For Concrete and Masonry buildings, refer to District Guideline 4.4.1 "Concrete", "Use a 
weather proof sealer on vertical exterior surfaces."  Also refer to CBC Section 1403.2: "A 
weather-resistant exterior wall envelope shall not be required over concrete or masonry 
exterior walls designed in accordance with Chapters 19 and 21, respectively, from CBC 
and ACI 318."  Refer to Coating System Specifications Guidespec, Coating Type CS for 
sealing concrete.  We do not currently have a spec for sealing masonry, but one could be 
easily developed if necessary.

Provide a weather-resistant exterior wall and foundation envelope 
as required by CBC Section 1403.2 (Weather Protection) and CA 
Energy Code Section 150 (Mandatory Features and Devices)

CBC Section 1403.2: A weather-resistant exterior 
wall envelope shall not be required over concrete 
or masonry exterior walls designed in accordance 
with Chapters 19 and 21, respectively, from CBC 
and ACI 318.

Employ moisture control measures by the following methods:5.407.2 - Moisture Control

5.407 - WATER RESISTANCE AND MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

5.303 - INDOOR WATER USE

5.304 - OUTDOOR WATER USE
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District Selection of Implementation Measures to:
Title 24, Part 11 "CALGreen" NONRESIDENTIAL MANDATORY MEASURE COMPLIANCE FOR FACILITY TYPE 

Mechanical/ 
Electrical/ Process

Occupant

DIVISION DIRECTION TO DESIGNERS CAL Green Measure (Description) CAL Green ExceptionsIncorporate into Design?

BUILDING TYPE

MEASURE (SECTION)

5.407.2.1 - Sprinklers YES YES
If landscaping/sprinklers installed, design and maintain landscape irrigation systems to 
prevent spray on structures.

Design and maintain landscape irrigation systems to prevent spray 
on structures.

5.407.2.2 - Entries and openings YES YES

For occupant buildings, provide awning, roof overhand, recessed door, or equivalent 
protection at primary exterior entries PLUS a nonabsorbent floor and wall finishes within 
at least 2 feet around and perpendicular to primary exterior entries.  For all building 
types, the finished floor elevation should be several inches above the Lowest Adjacent 
Grade, with the exception of entryway and roll up door landings.

Design exterior entries and/or openings subject to foot traffic or 
wind-driven rain to prevent water intrusion into buildings.
Recycle and/or salvage for reuse a minimum of 50 percent of the 
nonhazardous construction and demolition waste.

5.408.1.1 - Construction Waste 
Management  Plan NO NO
5.408.1.2 - Waste management company NO NO
5.408.1.3 - Waste stream reduction NO NO
5.408.1.4 - Documentation NO NO

5.408.3 Excavated soil and land clearing 
debris NO NO

Reuse of excavated soil or stockpiled soil encouraged but due to poor soil quality, not 
required.

100 percent of trees, stumps, rocks and associated vegetation and 
soils resulting primarily from land clearing shall be reused or 
recycled.  For a phased project, such material may be stockpiled on 
site until the storage site is developed.

5.410.1 - Recycling by Occupants NO NO
Internal recycling practices and allocated spaces to be implemented by District, not 
designer

Provide readily accessible areas that serve the entire building and 
are identified for the depositing, storage, and collection of non-
hazardous materials for recycling, including (at a minimum) paper, 
corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics and metals or meet a lawfully 
enacted local recycling ordinance, if more restrictive.

5.410.2 - Commissioning YES YES

Commissioning and a Commissioning Plan to be included in the design and construction 
processes of the building project to verify that the building systems and components 
meet the District's project requirements.

5.410.4 - Testing and Adjusting YES YES Refer to specification 23 05 93 Testing, Adjusting and Balancing for HVAC
Testing and adjusting of systems shall be required for new buildings 
under 10,000 square feet 

5.410.4.5 - O&M Manual YES YES Refer to specification 23 05 93 Testing, Adjusting and Balancing for HVAC

Provide the building owner or representative with detailed 
operating and maintenance instructions and copies of 
guaranties/warranties for each system.  O&M instructions shall be 
consistent with OSHA requirements in CCR, Title 8, Section 5142, 
and other related regulations.

5.5 - ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

5.03.1 N/A N/A No wood burning fireplaces or stoves

5.504.1.3 - Temp Ventilation YES YES
HVAC systems shall not operate during construction except as allowed in section 
5.504.1.3 Temporary Ventilation.

5.504.3 - Covering ducts and protecting 
mech equipment YES YES

Contractor methods and means to protect new equipment and air ducts during 
construction

Finishing material shall meet the VOC limits established in sections 
5.504.4

5.504.4.1 - Adhesives, sealants, and caulks YES YES Refer to Guide Spec, Section 07 92 00, Joint Sealants. 
5.504.4.3 - Paints and coatings YES YES Refer to Guide Spec, Section 09 90 00, Painting and Coating

5.504.4.4 - Carpet Systems N/A YES
Refer to Guide Spec, Section 09 68 13 Tile Carpeting.  Typically N/A for non-occupant 
buildings

Contractor not required to develop a CWM Plan as part of the specification 
requirements.  Refer to environmental documents (i.e. CEQA) for any special CWM 
mitigation measures.  Contractor will have a financial incentive from third parties to 
recycle certain materials (aggregate plants, metal recyclers, etc.)

5.408.1- Construction Waste Management

5.504.4 - Finish material pollutant control

5.504 - POLLUTANT CONTROL

5.503 - FIREPLACES

5.410 - BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
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District Selection of Implementation Measures to:
Title 24, Part 11 "CALGreen" NONRESIDENTIAL MANDATORY MEASURE COMPLIANCE FOR FACILITY TYPE 

Mechanical/ 
Electrical/ Process

Occupant

DIVISION DIRECTION TO DESIGNERS CAL Green Measure (Description) CAL Green ExceptionsIncorporate into Design?

BUILDING TYPE

MEASURE (SECTION)

5.504.4.5 - Composite wood products N/A YES
Refer to Guide Spec, Section 06 40 23 Interior Architectural Wood Work. Typically N/A 
for non-occupant buildings

5.504.4.6 - Resilient flooring systems N/A YES
Refer to Guide Spec, Section 09 65 19 Resilient Tile Flooring.  Typically N/A for non-
occupant buildings

5.504.5.3 - Filters YES YES Refer to Guide Spec, Section 23 41 13 Panel Air Filters

5.504.7 - Environmental tobacco smoke 
(ETS) control N/A N/A Not providing smoking areas

Where outdoor areas are provided for smoking, prohibit smoking 
within 25 feet of building entries, outdoor air intakes and operable 
windows

5.505.1 - Indoor moisture control YES YES
Refer to Guide Spec, Section 23 34 19.16, Propeller Wall Fans and 23 81 26, Split System 
Air Conditioners.

Buildings shall meet or exceed the provisions of CBC, CCR, Tilte 24, 
Part 2, Sections 1203 (Ventilation) and Chapter 14 (Exterior Walls.) 

A weather-resistant exterior wall envelope shall 
not be required over concrete or masonry 
exterior walls designed in accordance with 
Chapters 19 and 21, respectively, from CBC and 
ACI 318.

5.506.1 - Outdoor air delivery YES YES

Mechanical rooms are normally mechanically ventilated using wall intake louvers and 
wall exhaust fans.  Motor control centers are normally constant volume conditioned 
systems, with a fixed outdoor air flow set for the design occupancy of the room.   When 
ductless mini-split systems are used where sufficient outside air is not provided by 
another system, a dedicated outdoor air system may be necessary in order to comply 
with the 2013 California Building Energy Efficiency Standards, Section 120.1. 

For mechanically or naturally ventilated spaces in buildings, meet 
the minimum requirements of Section 120.1 (Reqts for Ventilation) 
of 2013 CEC, or the applicable local code, and Division 1, Chpt 4 of 
CCR, Title 8

5.506.2 - CO2 Monitoring NO NO

Demand Controlled Ventilation would normally apply only to large office buildings, not 
for area control centers, area breakrooms, motor control centers, etc.

For buildings or additions equipped with demand control 
ventilation, CO2 sensors and ventilation controls shall be specified 
and installed … requirements of 2013 CA energy code, Section 
120(c)(4)

5.507.4 - Acoustical Control YES YES

Acoustical insulation shall be provided in noise-sensitive locations such as offices and 
control rooms.  Sound absorbing panels and/or equipment enclosures may be required 
in process areas.

Employ building assemblies and components with Sound 
Transmission Calls (STC) values determined in accordance with 
ASTM E 90 &413 or Outdoor-Indoor Sound Transmission (OITC) 
using either prescriptive or performance methods in Section 
5.507.4.1 or 2.

Buildings with few or no occupants or where 
occupants are not likely to be affected by exterior 
noise,…. such as utility buildings.

5.508.1 - Ozone depletion and greenhouse 
gas reduction YES YES

Refer to Guide Spec, Section 23 81 26 Split System Air Conditioners.  Refrigerant shall be 
R-410-A, which does not contain CFC's.  

Installations of HVAC, refrigeration and fire suppression equipment 
that do not contain chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's) and halons.

5.508.2 - Supermarket refrigerant leak 
reduction N/A N/A N/A- code applies to new commercial refrigeration systems in retail food stores

New commercial refrigeration systems shall comply with the 
provisions of this section when installed in retail food stores 8,000 
square feet or more conditioned area in retail food stores, and that 
utilize either refrigerated display cases, or walk-in coolers or 
freezers connected to remote compressor units or condensing 
units.

Abbreviations: CWM - Construction Waste Management, N/A - Not Applicable

5.508 - OUTDOOR AIR QUALITY

5.507 - ENVIRONMENTAL COMFORT

5.506 - INDOOR AIR QUALITY

5.505 - INDOOR MOISTURE CONTROL
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Flowmeter Piping Elevation Method B 
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Flowmeter Piping Requirements Table 
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FLOW METER PIPING REQUIREMENTS
“Diameters” of straight pipe required for various types of fl ow meters

Diameter (D) = nominal Pipe Size

Example:
13 Diameters of 6" pipe = 78"

13 Diameters of 10" pipe = 130"

Beta = (Bore I.D./Pipe I.D.)
Bore is the smallest diameter of an orifi ce 

or nozzle

Up = Upstream Diameters
Down = Downstream Diameters

Fully Open Gate Valve
(Unless Another Upstream 

Fitting Needs More)

Fully Open Globe or Non-Return Valve 
(Unless Another Upstream Fitting Needs 

More)

Partially Open Valve 
or Regulator

FLOW METER FLOW METER FLOW METER

Orifi ce/Nozzle
Beta = 0.5

Up 6 11 26

Down 3 3 3

Beta = 0.7
Up 10 15 38

Down 4 4 4

Venturi
Beta = 0.5

Up 5 7 7
Down 2 2 2

Beta = 0.7
Up 9 26 26

Down 4 4 4

Vortex
Up 25 25 30

Down 5 5 5

Thermal
Up 15 15 40

Down 5 5 5

Turbine
Up 10 10 10

Down 5 5 5

Annubar
Up 8 9 24

Down 3 3 4
Note:

1. The straight runs shown above are conservative minimums. Longer upstream straight pipe lengths provide better accuracy.
2. If the indicated straight run is not available, Consult Factory. Detailed Factory analysis will require accurate fl uid data, fl ow data, and a sketch

  detailing the piping system 50 diameters upstream and 10 diameters downstream from the proposed meter location.
3. Internal straightening vanes can be used to reduce straight pipe length requirements, Consult Factory.
4. Positive Displacement and Coriolis Effect Meters are not infl uenced by upstream and downstream fi ttings.
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Diameter (D) = nominal Pipe Size

Example:
13 Diameters of 6" pipe = 78"

13 Diameters of 10" pipe = 130"

Beta = (Bore I.D./Pipe I.D.)
Bore is the smallest diameter of an orifi ce 

or nozzle

Up = Upstream Diameters
Down = Downstream Diameters

Two Elbows, > 10 Diameters, 
Fittings in Different Planes

Two Elbows, < 10 Diameters, 
Fittings in Different Planes

Reducer or Expander 
(Unless Another 

Upstream fi tting Needs More)
Atmospheric Intake

���� �����

���

���

���� �����

���� ������� �����

��� �����������

������������� ����
� ����� ����

Orifi ce/Nozzle
Beta = 0.5

Up 16 20 9 8
Down 3 3 3 3

Beta = 0.7
Up 23 30 12 9

Down 4 4 4 4

Venturi
Beta = 0.5

Up 21 21 5 (reducer), 2 (expander) —
Down 2 2 2 —

Beta = 0.7
Up 21 21 8 (reducer), 4 (expander) —

Down 2 2 4 —

Vortex
Up 30 45 25 —

Down 5 5 5 —

Thermal
Up 15 40 15 (reducer), 30 (expander) —

Down 5 10 5 (reducer), 10 (expander) —

Turbine
Up 10 10 10 —

Down 5 5 5 —

Annubar
Up 9 19 8 —

Down 3 4 3 —
Note:

1. The straight runs shown above are conservative minimums. Longer upstream straight pipe lengths provide better accuracy.
2. If the indicated straight run is not available, Consult Factory. Detailed Factory analysis will require accurate fl uid data, fl ow data, and a sketch

  detailing the piping system 50 diameters upstream and 10 diameters downstream from the proposed meter location.
3. Internal straightening vanes can be used to reduce straight pipe length requirements, Consult Factory.
4. Positive Displacement and Coriolis Effect Meters are not infl uenced by upstream and downstream fi ttings.

FLOW METER PIPING REQUIREMENTS
“Diameters” of straight pipe required for various types of fl ow meters
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Diameter (D) = nominal Pipe Size

Example:
13 Diameters of 6" pipe = 78"

13 Diameters of 10" pipe = 130"

Beta = (Bore I.D./Pipe I.D.)
Bore is the smallest diameter of an orifi ce 

or nozzle

Up = Upstream Diameters
Down = Downstream Diameters

One Elbow, T, Y, or Tank Exit
(Fittings in the Same Plane)

Two Elbows
(Fittings in the Same Plane)

Long Radius Bends
(Fittings in the Same Plane)

���������

����
��
����

���� �����

���� �����

���� �����
FLOW METER

(For Two Elbows >10D separation, 
use One Elbow Data)

���� �����

Orifi ce/Nozzle
Beta = 0.5

Up 7 10 8

Down 3 3 3

Beta = 0.7
Up 13 18 16

Down 4 4 4

Venturi
Beta = 0.5

Up 4 4 4
Down 2 2 2

Beta = 0.7
Up 4 4 8

Down 2 2 4

Vortex
Up 30 30 30

Down 5 5 5

Thermal
Up 15 20 20

Down 5 5 5

Turbine
Up 10 10 10

Down 5 5 5

Annubar
Up 7 9 —

Down 3 3 —
Note:

1. The straight runs shown above are conservative minimums. Longer upstream straight pipe lengths provide better accuracy.
2. If the indicated straight run is not available, Consult Factory. Detailed Factory analysis will require accurate fl uid data, fl ow data, and a sketch

  detailing the piping system 50 diameters upstream and 10 diameters downstream from the proposed meter location.
3. Internal straightening vanes can be used to reduce straight pipe length requirements, Consult Factory.
4. Positive Displacement and Coriolis Effect Meters are not infl uenced by upstream and downstream fi ttings.

FLOW METER PIPING REQUIREMENTS
“Diameters” of straight pipe required for various types of fl ow meters
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Fire Marshall Exemption 
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Drafting Standards  
 

General Requirements 
 

o Text is to be readable when drawings are reduced to 11”x17” (half-size) 
 

Electronic Files 
o When electronic drawings are available, they should be submitted as 

AutoCAD formatted files in any available version. 
 

o When AutoCAD files are not available, full-size and scaled PDF files are 
acceptable but not preferred over AutoCAD files. 

 
o All of the needed reference files should be included in the same directory as 

the AutoCAD files.  This includes Xref’s, images, color tables, style tables, 
line type files, fonts, etc.  ‘eTransmit’ ZIP files are acceptable in lieu of this. 
 

o When an AutoCAD file is opened, it should match the printed or PDF copy of 
the drawing exactly. 
 

o Layer settings (frozen/thawed, on/off) should match the printed or PDF file. 
 

o Layers, colors, borders, drawing types, etc., typically used by the design and 
construction industry will be acceptable. 
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Chapter one: Background 
 
A. Problem Statement 
 

The ferric chloride (FeCl3) storage and delivery system has experienced visible external 
degradation, does not allow isolation of a single tank, requires staff to enter the secondary 
containment area to isolate system, and may pose a risk of failure. Additionally, FeCl3 is a 
corrosive chemical and it reacts with the majority of metals therefore a failure scenario could 
drastically damage ferrous drainage piping. The risk of a failure would jeopardize the process 
integrity and pose an unsafe condition for operators to enter the containment. 

Figure 1. Corroded existing FRP tank (photo taken 
from inside the tank) 

Figure 2. Corroded existing PVC piping (tank 
outlet) 

 
 

B. Problem Background  
 

1. Historical Application of Ferric Chloride (FeCl3) 
 

FeCl3 was initially intended to be used as a coagulating agent in the primary and secondary 
sedimentation tanks at a higher capacity than what is consumed now. It was originally designed 
to aid SRWTP normal physical biological treatment system, and was not intended to be used on 
a regular day to day operating basis. When mixed with the activated sludge or raw sewage, it 
forms a bond between the solids and also adds weight to the larger solid particles that are formed. 
This creates solids particles that separate from the liquid rapidly and minimizes turbidity. The 
FeCl3 was used to improve settling in the secondary mixed liquor during peak flows and in the 
primary sedimentation tanks for improving settling and grease removal during low flows and 
canning season.  
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SRWTP first tested FeCl3 for treatment of H2S in 1985. SRWTP ran piping so that chemical could 
be also added to the mixed sludge feed loop that feeds the anaerobic digesters. The purpose of 
feeding this chemical was to lower H2S concentrations in the digester gas, which must go through 
digester gas scrubbers. The digester gas scrubbers have air permit limits for what concentrations 
of H2S can be in the gas leaving the scrubber effluent and sent to the Carson cogeneration power 
plant. It was determined that less chemicals would be needed for direct feed to the mixed sludge 
(MS) loop, but direct feed formed Vivianite (hydrated iron phosphate mineral) in the digesters 
which can cause line clogging and pumping issues. The outcome of this experiment was to 
eliminate FeCl3 injection directly into the mixed sludge piping. As a result, FeCl3 piping to the 
digesters are no longer in service and were abandoned in-place since then. SRWTP continued 
feeding FeCl3 to the primary influent channel only. 

2. Current Application of Ferric Chloride (FeCl3) 
 

The old FeCl3 infrastructure has been modified and repurposed to be used for H2S mitigation in 
the primary influent system and digesters. The primary reason for injecting FeCl3 is to reduce H2S 
concentration within the biogas generated from the digestion of primary sludge within the 
digesters. The secondary effect of adding FeCl3 is to reduce the corrosion potential of the influent 
by removing all soluble H2S in the primary area. FeCl3 is currently added to the primary influent 
channel just before the aerated grit removal tanks at a typical rate of about 1 to 2 GPM. The FeCl3 
is delivered through a manifold located just above the normal water surface level of the primary 
influent channel (PI channel). A simplified schematic of the FeCl3 system is depicted in Figure 7 
in Appendix A.  

3. Process Overview 
 

FeCl3 storage tanks are located in one of the primary clarifiers from the old central plant which 
has been repurposed to act as a secondary containment structure for this chemical. FeCl3 is 
delivered by truck to the chemical offloading site. The offloading delivery area is located directly 
adjacent to the FeCl3 containment structure. From the offloading station, FeCl3 is delivered by 
gravity through a 4” PVC pipe header to feed six interconnected FRP storage tanks. In addition, 
railcar delivery is potentially available option to feed the FeCl3 storage tanks; however this option 
requires a new offloading station to be installed and connected to the existing feed loop. It may 
also require compressed air for the discharge of FeCl3 from railcar to the FRP tanks.   

Formerly, seven 16,000 gallon FRP storage tanks supplied three mag-drive positive displacement 
pumps for accurate control and backup. Currently, only six storage tanks and two positive 
displacement pumps (one as a backup only) are in service to store and send FeCl3 to the primary 
influent area. The mag-drive positive displacement pumps located in the chemical tunnel provide 
sufficient head to send FeCl3 to the primary influent system at the rated capacity of 490 gallon per 
hour. FeCl3 pumps are designed to be operating in parallel (one unit is back up under normal 
operational condition). These two pumps have recently been replaced with a new ones and are 
not included in this project.  

The piping running from FeCl3 pumps to the downstream will stay the same in terms of pipe size 
and termination point. Any changes to the feed point or alteration to the piping path from the 
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chemical tunnel to the primary influent system will require new process review and Ops Support 
group approval. 

Table 1. Design parameters for existing FeCl3 storage tanks 

FeCl3 
Storage 
Tanks 

Qty.  Size (ft) 
Capacity  
(gal)/Tank  

Total 
Capacity 
(gal)  

Type  Material  
Design 
Code 

Fabrication 
Method 

SRWTP 
Spec.  

6  12'x20'  16,000  96,000  atm  FRP 
ASTM 
D3299 

Filament 
Winding 

C8‐348 

Table 2. Design parameters for existing FeCl3 piping 

Inlet/Outlet 
Piping  

Size (inch)  Schedule   Material  
Design 
Pressure  

Design 
Temperature  

SRWTP 
Spec.  

4"  80  PVC  150psi  85°F  C9‐27‐37 

4. FeCl3 Usage and Storage Optimization

Existing onsite storage capacity for the FeCl3 consist of six vertical atmospheric tanks, 16,000 
gallon storage per each which results in 96,000 gallons as the total storage capacity. The 
operational data declares the average rate of usage is around 2,000 gallon per day with the 
maximum of 2,800 gallon per day which could happen rarely. The daily average usage of FeCl3 
are tabulated in Table 3 for the last four years of operation.  

Table 3. Historical data 

FeCl3 Daily Average Usage (gpd) 

2018  2019  2020  2021  4 Yr. Ave. 

Jan  1,868  1,516  2,171  1,818  1,843 

Feb  1,385  1,317  2,210  1,863  1,694 

Mar  1,374  1,205  2,136  2,179  1,723 

Apr  1,531  1,381  2,166  1,603  1,670 

May  1,687  1,750  2,178  1,529  1,786 

Jun  1,533  1,966  1,960  1,971  1,858 

Jul  1,437  1,758  2,125  1,924  1,811 

Aug  1,591  2,016  2,048  1,841  1,874 

Sep  1,607  2,040  2,126  2,131  1,976 

Oct  1,528  1,995  2,021  1,958  1,876 

Nov  1,428  2,074  1,601  2,277  1,845 

Dec  1,580  1,933  1,873  1,929  1,829 
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Figure 3. Plotted historical data 

The Hychem team recommends to have 30+ days as a minimum onsite reserve for the FeCl3. 
Considering an average rate of usage which is 2,000 gallon per day and minimum of 30 days 
reserve, four storage tanks will be sufficient as an onsite storage in lieu of six.  

Table 4. Calculation for onsite storage capacity based on actual consumption 

Storage Tank Capacity = 16,000 (gallon/each) 

Existing Onsite Storage Capacity = 16,000 (gallon) x 6 = 96,000 (gallon) 

Average Rate of Usage = 2,000 (gallon/day) 

Assume 30 days Reserve = 2,000 (gallon/day) x 30 (day) = 60,000 (gallon) 

Recommended Onsite Storage Capacity = 60,000 (gallon) / 16,000 (gallon/each) = 4 (tanks) 

 

5. FRP Tanks Fundamental 
 

In general, FRPs for chemical tanks are usually composed of unsaturated polyester (UP) or vinyl 
ester (VE) as a matrix and glass fibers for reinforcement. Although UP is comparatively 
inexpensive and easy to cure at room temperatures, it is incompatible to some chemical 
conditions such as hot water or basic aqueous solutions because the ester bonds present in the 
chemical structure breaks down due to hydrolysis. On the other hand, VE is more resistant due 
to less ester bonding in its structure, but the included resin is more expensive than UP. Glass 
fiber is typically used because of its good balance of cost and performance.  
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While the matrix is slightly degraded under acidic conditions, degradation of the matrix/fiber 
interphase and glass fiber is more significant. When glass fibers are exposed to acidic solutions, 
aluminum and calcium ions in glass fibers leaches out and helical leaches or axial cracks emerge. 
In order to mitigate the glass fiber degradation, protective layers are usually applied to FRP 
chemical tanks. As such, FRP tanks consist mainly of two-layer structures, namely a chemical 
resistant layer and a reinforcement layer. The former is composed of> 85% chemical resistant 
resin and plays a key role to prevent the penetration of solution into the reinforced layer and to 
avoid corrosion of the high strength layer. The latter consists of< 70% inexpensive resin such as 
UP in order to tolerate static loading. The surfaces of these two layers were coated by resin. The 
outer wall is also coated by resin to mitigate the degradation caused by UV exposure, making the 
total number of layers in the chemical equal to four (topcoat/chemical resistance layer/reinforced 
layer/topcoat). The structure of FRP chemical tanks is standardized such as ASTM D 4097. 

The degradation behavior depends on some factors such as the types of resin and fiber, the fiber 
content, environmental condition (temperature and concentration) to some extent. The 
degradation process consists of the weight change and the reduction in mechanical properties 
occur because acid solution gradually penetrates into a matrix resin, corroding the matrix/ glass 
interphase. It is most likely impossible to estimate the lifetime of FRP chemical tanks under an 
actual environment. This is because some factors such as unexpected loading and temperature 
cycles for long-term (10-30 years) may accelerate the degradation process. In addition, the 
topcoat on FRPs can delay the degradation process but it is difficult to predict residual strength 
after longterm usage due to a lack of information regarding the degradation behavior of such four-
layer materials. 

NDT options for composite tanks and vessels are limited. Visual inspection is commonly 
performed, but it may not identify delaminations, the condition of the laminate, secondary bonds 
and so forth. Acoustic emission testing can determine tank condition from a simple fill test.  

Acoustic Emission (AE) is high frequency sound produced by crazing, cracking, delamination and 
other defects when a load is applied. In this case, the load arises from the hydrostatic head of 
liquid when the tank is filled. This means the AE test method is sensitive to typical damage 
occurring in a tank while in service. AE testing may also be used to test new tanks and check for 
damage from transportation or installation. Although an AE test can detect damage and give a 
measure of its severity, it does not determine the size or exact position of individual defects. The 
main purpose and benefit of an AE test is to determine if there is a structural problem, 
approximately where it is and give a measure of its severity. The limitations for this method are 
listed as follow:  

 Qualitative assessment only. Does not give an exact measure or location of damage. 
 Requires good test conditions, susceptible to rain, wind and other noise sources in direct 

contact with the vessel.  
 Flaws in unstressed areas such as the floor and those that are structurally insignificant will 

not generate AE. 

As for FRP tanks in chemical plants, there is no authorized regulation of maintenance and 
inspection. In order to assure reliability of FRP tanks, some non-destructive inspection will be 
required. Measuring the penetration depth of FeCl3 inside FRP tanks will be useful, as FeCl3 
penetration is a dominant factor for strength degradation. However, there is no non-destructive 
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method to measure the penetration depth of FeCl3 within materials. In practice, detection of voids 
by conventional ultrasonic testing can give important information about FRP tank lifetime. If large 
voids are detected at the reinforced layer, degradation of FRP tank progresses considerably. In 
this case, tank replacement is desirable. 

6. Chemical Drainage System                                                                                                               
 

a) Overview 
 

There are four separate sumps in the chemical handling area: sumps 931, 932, 933 and 934. 
Sumps 932 & 933 are located together on the south end of the chemical handling tunnel. They 
are connected via a cross-over valve between the two sumps which is normally left open. All 
drainage that ends up at sump 932/933 drains directly into chemical sump 932, but can be cross-
tied to sanitary sump 933 and pumped from either sump 932 (with chemical pumps) or 933 (with 
submersible pumps). Sanitary sump 933 only receives drainage through the cross-over valve to 
chemical sump 932. The submersible centrifugal pumps (P93456 and P93457) which are 
mounted at the base of the wet well are designed only for pumping sanitary drainage from sump 
933. These pumps pump to sump 252 in the I&E building (refer to the Figure 6 in Appendix A). 
The crossover valve (93CD103) between chemical sump 932 and sanitary sump 933 is left open 
simply to increase drainage capacity. Chemical sump 932 is specifically designed to handle 
chemical spills, and drainage from chemical storage areas. The chemical sump pumps (P93454 
and P93455) are plastic volute, pneumatically operated pumps chosen for their ability to pump 
hazardous chemicals. The FeCl3 storage containment structure and the adjacent containment 
structure for the caustic storage, the pipe chases adjacent to the FeCl3 and abandoned caustic 
offloading stations, and all piping throughout the rail yard drain directly into the chemical sump 
932. 

 

Figure 4. Sump 932/933 general arrangement layout  
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b) Operation and Control 
 

Whenever FeCl3 tanks are drained, their contents will go directly to chemical sump 932. High pH 
chemicals pumped from chemical sump 932 can have a major impact on plant influent pH. The 
pH of the drainage going to chemical sump 932, will determine which pumps are used to pump 
drainage to sump 252 in the I&E building. Each containment structure (FeCl3 or abandoned 
caustic) has its own drain valve into sump 932. These valves are located at ground level, in 
manholes directly adjacent to each containment structure on their north sides. These drain valves 
can be used to regulate flow from the containment structures into chemical sump 932 and thereby 
reduce the impact of the contents of the sump on plant influent.  

Due to the lack of information and documentation for the existing chemical drainage piping, further 
inspection will be required to assess and evaluate the condition of existing chemical drainage 
piping and valves. For the time being, the cost for any repair/replacement of the existing 
underground drainage piping and valves are excluded from this cost analysis and will be 
contingent upon inspection.  

 

C. Deficiencies for the existing setup and solutions 
 

The existing FeCl3 configuration contains some features which could elevate potential risk and 
consequence of possible failure. The following deficiencies and unsafe setup have been identified 
for the FeCl3 storage facility and will be re-engineered to improve safety during operation. Design 
improvements for the piping, instrumentation, and structural components will enhance system 
integrity, lifespan, and will provide an efficient solution upon any failure cases.    

 
1. Only two tanks (T93527 and T93522) are equipped with level sensors. The fluid level in the 
other active tanks can’t be determined unless cross connected. It is recommended to equip all 
storage tanks with a level indicator and monitor the fluid level from the PCC for safe operation. 
This will help SRWTP staff to have real time data on the amount of available chemical with each 
tank and also, identify potential leaks or pump malfunctions thru the monitoring of excessive 
chemical loss within the storage tanks. 

2. All valves at tank inlet and outlet piping are manual. At any failure event, the valves can’t be 
closed without the risk of direct exposure of staff to the chemical. All manual valves will be 
replaced with control actuator to be controlled and monitored from PCC. 

3. Material upgrade for piping (CPVC in lieu of PVC). CPVC pipe is more durable (higher tensile 
strength) and it’s good for higher temperature ranges (up to 200 ºF). Although, PVC piping can 
be coated with a UV protection layer, CPVC is more durable for outdoor application and has a 
longer life cycle.   

4. Existing steel structure for the walkway and piping supports was not designed per the ASCE. 
A code compliant design for the steel structural and piping support will minimize the steel 
structural work inside the containment and lower the cost of engineering and construction 
significantly.  
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5. A dual header piping for feeding storage tanks, pump suction piping, and pump discharge 
piping through the primary influent channel is more reliable (see details in Figure 8 in Appendix 
A). This set up will ease the maintenance and provide a flexible operation scenarios for the 
operator. It allows the operator to bypass or isolate the FeCl3 unit, upon any maintenance issues, 
while the other unit is in service continuously.   

D. List of Alternative 
 
The following alternatives are options to address the problem statement:  

Alternative 0 - Do nothing.  

Alternative 1 - Rehab. (Repair) existing FRP tanks, install new piping and Instrumentation inside 
the existing containment. 

Alternative 2a - Install new tanks, new piping & instrumentation inside the existing containment. 

Alternative 2b - Install new tanks, piping, and instrumentation inside the adjacent containment 
(formerly known as caustic storage). 

Chapter two: Discussion of Alternatives  
 

A. Alternative 0 - Do Nothing 
 

This alternative is not viable due to the age and possibility of leakage as discussed in the problem 
statement. This alternative will increase the probability of tanks and piping failure due to their 
quality condition. FRP tanks and PVC piping inside the containment are severely deteriorated and 
eroded after being in service for over than 40 years (since 1978). Deficiencies for the existing 
piping, storage tanks, and steel structure have significantly impacted the lifespan and lowered the 
monitoring of the system upon the failure. This alternative is not be viable due to the 
abovementioned reasons.  

 

B. Alternative 1 - Repair tanks, install new piping & instrumentation  
 

This alternative includes existing tanks repair by adding a new layer of resin for the tank internal 
walls and roof. Install new piping and pipe support, new control valves for the tanks inlet and outlet 
piping, and additional level indicators for the remaining tanks. Use existing footprint by isolating 
two tanks and keep them in service while other tanks are under repair and construction.  

Although this alternative is very time effective for the storage tanks only (repair in lieu of 
purchase), there are still so many different caveats which question the validity of this alternative. 
Disadvantages are listed as follow:  

 The life expectancy for repaired tanks is lower than new ones (almost by 1/3) therefore a 
new project would need to be initiated in near future to replace the repaired tanks with 
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new ones. Unlike metallic tanks, the longevity or life expectancy for FRP tanks is a function 
of multiple factors and can’t be precisely estimated. 

 Uncertainties for the existing steel structure which supports the walkway and piping. Any 
modification to the existing steel structure will require a structural engineering evaluation 
and assessment to review load analysis in accordance with latest ASCE codes. 

 Construction complexity including temporary piping, control instrumentation reroute with 
associated support while the main header piping is under construction. This may create 
an unsafe work environment during construction for both construction crew and SRWTP 
operators. 

  

C. Alternative 2a - Install new tanks, new piping & instrumentation 
 

This alternative consists of replacing existing tanks with new ASME RTP-1 tanks, install new 
CPVC piping with pipe support, new control valves for the tanks inlet and outlet piping, and new 
level indicators for all tanks. The new tanks will be installed within the existing containment area 
by isolating four tanks and keep them in service while other tanks are under construction. By 
having the new ASME RTP-1 tanks, this alternative ensures the maximum life expectancy for the 
FeCl3 system in comparison with alternative 1. 

 The downside of this alternative is that the existing walkway steel structure would need to 
be removed to provide enough room for tank removal and installation of new tanks during 
construction. This work situation will make the construction more complex and will require 
greater safety oversight in order to maintain a safe working environment during 
construction. 

D. Alternative 2b - Install new tanks, piping, & instrumentation inside 
adjacent containment 

 

This alternative includes the relocation of the FeCl3 storage facility to the abandoned containment 
structure located at the west side of existing FeCl3 containment area. This containment structure 
was formerly used for the caustic storage unit which has since been abandoned and largely 
demolished.  New ASME RTP-1 tanks, CPVC piping with pipe support, and instrumentation would 
all be installed inside the structure. This alternative allows for the continued usage of the existing 
FeCl3 storage facility during construction hence reducing construction complexity and creating a 
safer working environment for both Operations and construction staff (compare to the alternative 
2a).  

The only caveat to this alternative is that it may cost more especially in design and construction 
phases in comparison with the alternative 2a.   
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Figure 5. New location for FeCl3 storage unit 

Chapter three: Business Case Evaluation   
 
The attached spreadsheets (Table 6 and 7 in Appendix B) detail the capital costs of each 
alternative. A service life of 40 years was used for the life cycle cost analysis. Cost assumptions 
captured in the spreadsheets are described below: 

 The Do Nothing alternative was not considered to be a viable option because of the risk 
of failure. 

 The FRP tanks for the alternative 1 will need to be replace after 10 years. For the 
alternative 2a and 2b it is assumed that ASME RTP-1 tanks will need to be repaired after 
30 years of service at worst case scenario.   

 The cost of procurement for the new FRP tanks shown in BCE spreadsheet is for ASME 
RTP-1 tanks. Consider 20% cost reduction for ASTM D3299 tanks. 

 The cost of inspection and assessment for the existing electrical, control system, and 
drainage piping are excluded from this cost analysis and will be considered equal for all 
scenarios.   
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Alternative 1: Repair FRP tanks and, install new piping, electrical and control system 
devices 

The capital costs for this alternative are based on inspection and repair of the existing FRP tanks. 
In addition to the cost of repair, new piping, steel structural upgrade and repair, electrical and 
control system wiring, and new control system devices will be needed as well. The total capital 
cost of this alternative is lower compare to the alternatives 2a and 2b. See Table 7 and 8 in 
Appendix B for a complete breakdown of capital costs. 

Alternative 2a: Install new tanks, new piping, electrical and control system devices inside 
the existing containment 

The capital costs for this alternative are based on installation of new ASME RTP-1 tanks inside 
the existing containment for the FeCl3. In addition to the cost of installation for new FRP tanks, 
concrete pad rework with new anchor bolts, new piping, steel structural upgrade and repair, 
electrical and control system wiring, and new control system devices will be needed as well. The 
total capital cost of this alternative is higher than alternatives 1 and may have a longer lead time 
for fabrication of new ASME RTP-1 tanks. See Table 7 and 9 in Appendix B for a complete 
breakdown of capital costs. 

Alternative 2b: Install new tanks, new piping, electrical and control system devices 
instrumentation inside the adjacent containment (formerly known as caustic storage) 

The capital costs for this alternative are based on installation of new ASME RTP-1 tanks inside 
the adjacent containment structure. In addition to the cost of installation for new FRP tanks, new 
concrete pad with anchor bolts, new piping, new steel structure (if it’s needed) , new electrical 
and control system wiring, and new control system devices will be needed as well. The total capital 
cost of this alternative is slightly higher than alternatives 2a. See Table 7 and 10 in Appendix B 
for a complete breakdown of capital costs. 

 

Chapter four: Conclusion & Recommendation 
 
Existing FeCl3 storage tanks and piping must be repaired or replaced with the new ones due to 
the extreme material deterioration and degradation after 40 plus years of service. Since the FeCl3 
is a vital component in the SRWTP primary influent system and digesters, it is necessary to ensure 
a continuous and safe operation for the FeCl3 piping and storage tanks. 

Operational data and statistics reveal that the rate of usage for the FeCl3 is around 2000 gpd 
while we have 96,000 gallons of onsite storage capacity. With the assumption of having a 30 days 
reserve, the onsite storage capacity for the FeCl3 can be reduced to 64,000 gallons or 4 tanks 
instead of 6. 

There are few construction uncertainties associated with the repair or replacement of tanks in the 
existing footprint which may lead to re-evaluation and modification of the existing steel structural 
components (walkway, pipe support, etc.).  
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Uninterrupted operation of the FeCl3 system during construction is of utmost importance. 
Therefore, SRWTP will need to keep four of the existing FeCl3 tanks in service while construction 
is ongoing to repair or replace other existing tanks. Since FRP (Fiber Reinforced Plastic) and PVC 
(Polyvinyl Chloride) are brittle materials, they fail and burst upon any minimal forces or impacts. 
This may results in an unsafe work environment for the construction crew and SRWTP operators 
when working in a same footprint during construction. To avoid this critical situation, it’s 
recommended to install new FeCl3 tanks inside the  adjacent abandoned containment structure 
at the west side of the existing one (formerly used for caustic tanks). The new containment 
structure has a similar piping trench to the chemical tunnel for routing FeCl3 piping to the FeCl3 
pumps, similar chemical drainage, and similar arrangement for offloading FeCl3 delivered by truck 
or railcar (in future). 

Comparing all three alternatives (see Tables 5 and 7), it is apparent that Alternative 2b, addresses 
all design deficiencies for the piping and instrumentation. In addition it improves safety during 
construction and will provide a precise monitoring capability for SRWTP all operation teams.  

 

Table 5. Life Cycle and Capital Costs of Each Alternative 
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Appendix A 

Technical Drawings  
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Figure 6. Chemical Drainage Network 
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Figure 7. Process Flow Diagram for the existing FeCl3 unit 
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Figure 8. Process Flow Diagram for the new FeCl3 unit 
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Appendix B 

Cost Calculation Data 
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Table 6. Cost Analysis for FRP Tanks 
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Table 7. Project cost analysis 
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Table 8. Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) ‐ alternative 1 
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Table 9. Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) ‐ alternative 2a 
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Table 10. Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) ‐ alternative 2b 
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